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ABSTRACT

Developing speaking proficiency in English has been highly demanded in the
field of English education in Japan; however, teaching speaking in academic settings is
difficult because of its complex nature. Many Japanese high school students cannot
organize their spoken production coherently because they have not been explicitly taught
how to meet the expectation of particular contexts or genres. Research on genre-based
instruction has shown its effectiveness in the development of reading, writing, and
listening skills; however, investigations of genre-based instruction have not been fully
applied to the teaching of speaking. The primary purpose of this study was to investigate
the effectiveness of genre-based instruction to develop the academic speaking ability of
Japanese high school students through a one-year longitudinal study. The effectiveness of
genre-based instruction was assessed by focusing on the development of a macro-genre,
academic monologic speech, and three micro-genres—procedure, definition, and
causation—for within-group assessment as well as one oral summary of a research
project micro-genre for between-group assessment. The research design was a multistage
intervention mixed-method approach with qualitative data gathered after the experiment.
Three analytical techniques were employed: (a) multi-faceted Rasch measurement
(MFRM) was used to assess the extent to which the participants’ performance improved
quantitatively, (b) descriptive analyses were used to investigate frequency changes in the
use of target lexis, and (c) genre analysis was used to analyze how the discourse structure
of the target genres changed qualitatively. The results indicated that genre-based
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instruction led to improvements in the participants’ speaking ability. The findings from
the analysis of the three micro-genres—procedure, definition, causation—revealed
statistically significant differences between the pretest and the posttest speeches in the
procedure and causation micro-genres. A descriptive analysis also revealed the increases
in the use of the target lexis in the micro-genres. A genre analysis of the three microgenres illustrated how the schematic and rhetorical structure of the participants’ speech
changed to meet the genre expectations of the target micro- and macro-genre. The
analysis of the oral summary of a research project micro-genre demonstrated the
effectiveness of genre-based instruction, as the experimental group outperformed the
comparison group. This result was supported by the MFRM results, the descriptive
analysis of lexis, and quantitative and qualitative genre analyses. The external validity
analysis using the TOEIC Speaking Test also confirmed the effectiveness of genre-based
instruction. In sum, the results provide evidence that genre-based instruction can improve
Japanese high school students’ speaking ability.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The Background of the Issue
As technology develops, people who speak different languages increasingly need
to communicate with one another in business or educational contexts. Globalization and
the information age have influenced how these people communicate in those contexts. In
most situations, the development of second language (L2) speaking proficiency is an
important part of social interaction; a lack of spoken proficiency in English is a pressing
issue in many countries because numerous situations demand prompt, direct verbal
interactions. However, experts are not in agreement regarding what communicative skills
foreign language learners need to acquire and how they can best acquire such skills. In
order to develop greater communicative competence, learners must be able to organize
their spoken production so that it is understood clearly in the target language.
The most commonly used language of international communication is English.
Crystal (2003, p. 157) noted that there were approximately 400 million first language
(L1) English speakers and around 430 million L2 English speakers. If the number of
people who use English as a foreign language is added to those figures, the total is
approximately 1.5 billion. Crystal (2008) updated his previous estimate of the number of
English speakers to 2 billion, emphasizing the increase of foreign language (FL) English
speakers. Graddol (1997) discussed the roles and development of English and showed
how powerful users of English language will be in the 21st century.
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In English as a Foreign Language (EFL) contexts, where learners have few
opportunities to speak English in meaningful communication outside of foreign language
classrooms, educational interventions are the primary way learners develop speaking
proficiency. This situation stands in contrast to English as a Second Language (ESL)
contexts in which individuals have copious opportunities to engage in meaningful
communication in English outside the classroom. In Japan, a typical EFL country where
almost everyone speaks Japanese, English is taught as a school subject. In such an
environment, educators struggle to develop proficient English speakers.
The importance of developing speaking skills was recognized in Japan with the
spread of Communicative Language Teaching (CLT). The term communication first
appeared in the objectives of the foreign language section of the Course of Study for high
school, which is the national curriculum for study issued by the Ministry of Education,
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT, 1989). Even though speaking had not
been treated as a separate skill in the previous Course of Study (MEXT, 1978), the 1989
version separated speaking from listening and classified speaking as an independent
language skill to be developed in foreign language classrooms. A new subject named
Oral Communication was introduced at this time to develop students’ communicative
speaking skills.
In 1999 MEXT revised the Course of Study (MEXT, 1999) by changing the order
of the subjects in the document and by placing Oral Communication first. This change
was small, but it was meaningful for junior and senior high school teachers because it
indicated that MEXT was placing a greater emphasis on the development of oral
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communication skills. In the 1999 version of the Course of Study, MEXT emphasized
speaking by using the term practical communication skill.
Before and after the Course of Study was revised in 2009 (MEXT, 2009), MEXT
issued two proposals: Action Plan and Five Proposals to promote a form of English
education that would help Japanese students develop oral communication skills in
English (MEXT, 2003, 2011). In the plans, a crucial objective was to develop what
MEXT called global persons who can fluently use English for communicative purposes.
Although MEXT has promoted policies designed to improve learners’ oral
communication skills, it is widely acknowledged that Japanese students’ oral proficiency
in English has not developed as planned (Lee, 2010; MEXT, 2014b; Nikolova, 2008). In
a review of their implementation of English education, MEXT pointed out that Japanese
high school students have not fully developed writing and speaking skills that allow them
to convey their intentions logically (MEXT, 2016a). Although this statement is largely
correct in my experience, it has not yet been established that CLT is the answer to this
problem, given that some second language acquisition (SLA) researchers (e.g., Butler,
2011; Holliday, 1994; Rao, 2002) have highlighted the ineffectiveness of CLT in some
EFL contexts and proposed that the poor outcomes are due to social, cognitive, and
affective factors related to the learners and the learning environment.
Expanding on this theme, Butler (2011) pointed out three difficulties in
implementing CLT in the Asia-Pacific Region: conceptual constraints, classroom-level
constraints, and societal-institutional level constraints. Rao’s (2002) study revealed that
Chinese students liked non-communicative language teaching methods better than CLT,
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as they believed that CLT is inefficient when applied in EFL contexts. Gorsuch (2000)
noted the ineffectiveness of MEXT’s policy to foster the use of CLT by stating that the
Course of Study only provided guidelines indicating what teachers should teach, not how
they should teach.
In a study of CLT in Japan, Nishino (2008) investigated its ineffectiveness by
examining high school teachers’ beliefs and practices regarding English education. She
noted that teachers’ beliefs strongly affected their instructional practices; therefore, some
common classroom conditions in Japan such as large class sizes, traditional teachercentered lessons by non-native speakers of English, little need to communicate in English
in the classroom, and limited linguistic input outside of the classroom, led some Japanese
teachers of English to doubt the importance of CLT. Through her questionnaire study,
Nishino identified three problems: (a) the nature of the Course of Study, (b) limited
chances for in-service teacher training directly related to the implementation of CLT
activities with Japanese secondary school students, and (c) the lack of expertise of
Assistant Language Teachers. These three problems hinder the appropriate
implementation of CLT in Japanese high schools.
The fact that many Japanese learners of English have not developed sufficient
English speaking proficiency is a serious issue at the national level. MEXT (2018)
pointed out that even though the previously issued Course of Studies emphasized the
importance of developing communicative competence, they did not lead to the
development of learners’ ability to interact or impromptu speaking skills.
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It has been difficult to achieve the above goals for several reasons. The first
reason is that developmental stages of speaking skills have not been systematically
described in sufficient detail; moreover, little empirical research indicates what problems
might arise, what language skills are needed beyond grammatical knowledge, and how
Japanese students of English develop speaking proficiency.
Young language learners in Japan face different problems and strive to achieve
different goals and objectives at each stage of learning. In Japanese public schools,
English language education officially starts in the fifth grade of elementary school as a
mandatory subject and continues until the last year of senior high school (equivalent to
US Grade 12). Without focusing on specific objectives in particular communicative
contexts, it is unlikely that educational interventions can work as designed.
Hence, the problems in Japanese secondary schools regarding English education
need to be researched systematically. After Japanese students finish three years of
English instruction in junior high school, in which they are taught the basics of English
language and communication, they are expected to develop their English skills further in
high school. However, it is doubtful that the instructional interventions and classroom
activities effectively encourage the students to use oral English communicatively.
Given that simply communicating in pairs and small groups is insufficient for
linguistic development, the systematic and explicit instruction of linguistic form (e.g.,
lexis and morpho-syntax) and discourse structure should be investigated. It is important
to know how particular linguistic forms and structural patterns can be taught in the
context of a communicative curriculum delivered in an EFL secondary school context.

5

Statement of the Problem
This section covers four problems that surround English education in Japan,
mainly focusing on the development of speaking ability. The problems discussed in this
study concern a methodological issue, a content issue, and the lack of research that
supports and validates the implementation or practice of English education that
accelerates the development of learners’ speaking skills. These four problems should be
eliminated to empower learners to speak English and to establish better methodologies
and approaches in English Education in Japan.
The first problem addressed in this study is that a number of typical Japanese EFL
learners who study English at school as a foreign language subject do not know how to
organize English utterances. Some have the ability to produce short, relatively accurate
sentences, but they cannot connect them in a way that is consistent with English
organizational patterns. For example, they sometimes do not know how to open or close a
presentation. Moreover, when they develop key ideas, their utterances are often strings of
grammatically simple sentences that lack coherence. These learners need to learn to
structure their utterances to make them more complex, more coherent, and more easily
comprehensible by understanding audience expectations and what linguistic forms are
appropriate for that genre and context.
The second problem is that relatively little attention has been paid to developing
Japanese high school students’ academic speech skills. Because of the increasing demand
for communicative English, interactive activities such as pair work or group discussions
are encouraged in English classrooms through the use of CLT or task-based language
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teaching (TBLT); however, many Japanese learners do not increase their linguistic
repertoire because they recycle already-acquired knowledge in those activities and the
goal is not to develop appropriate language use to meet contextual requirements and
genre-based expectations. Even though the ineffectiveness of strongly communicative
teaching methods has been reported for EFL learners (Butler, 2011; Sakui, 2004), little
research has been conducted to improve EFL learners’ speech skills in academic settings.
The third problem is that there is a paucity of high-quality speaking studies that
support research results using standardized speaking tests such as the TOEIC speaking
test. Assessing speaking proficiency is complex and difficult; thus, it is important to
consider validity issues to justify research findings or the effectiveness of pedagogical
interventions. For ecological validity, the effectiveness of interventions should be
validated with other standardized tests. In particular, I have not located any researchers
that have investigated the relationship between speaking ability and genre-based
instruction, which is the main intervention of this study. Hence, it is necessary to use
trustworthy tests to support the results of the research, especially if it is a new field of
study such as an investigation of the relationship between speaking and genre-based
instruction. Without this validity process, the implementation cannot be generalized.
The fourth problem concerns the lack of longitudinal investigations of the
development of speaking skills in Japanese EFL secondary school contexts. Speaking
skills are dynamic and difficult to assess accurately in a short period of time; this is
particularly true when considering that speaking skills develop gradually. Longitudinal
research has the potential to provide more valid and reliable findings concerning the
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development of learners’ speaking abilities and the effectiveness of particular
pedagogical interventions because it provides information about interlanguage
development at multiple points in time.

Purposes of the Study
The first purpose of this study was to investigate the extent to which genre-based
approaches can help Japanese EFL learners better organize their utterances and develop
their ideas. In order to produce comprehensible and accurate speech, it is essential for
learners to organize their utterances logically. Genre-based approaches play an important
role in helping L2 speakers produce language that is logical and coherent, as they connect
individual ideas and help interlocutors follow the logic of what they are listening to.
Therefore, in this study, I examine how a genre-based approach helps Japanese high
school students express themselves more coherently and, thereby, produce more
intelligible speech.
The second purpose of this study was to investigate to what extent and how genrebased instruction affects Japanese high school students’ speech skills in an academic
setting in terms of lexis, grammar, and discourse structure. The macro-genre this study is
focused on is academic monologic speech. I also examine the following four microgenres—procedure, definition, causation, and the oral summary of a research project.
These four micro-genres can function as a network to construct one academic monologic
speech, which means they are a cluster that forms an academic monologic speech genre.
Therefore, investigating qualitative changes in the participants’ academic monologic
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speeches, such as schematic and rhetorical stages of speech structure before and after an
intervention, can strengthen the quantitative research results. The examination of
qualitative data also involves comparing an experimental group and a comparison group
to determine how the intervention differentiates the two groups in terms of the lexis,
grammar, and discourse structure in their final speeches.
The third purpose was to assess whether genre-based instruction positively affects
the development of general speaking proficiency as assessed by a standardized TOEIC
speaking test. Numerous previous researchers have used their own assessment
instruments to gauge the effects of interventions; however, outcomes are affected by the
assessment method, and the results might not accurately represent the learners’
development or the effectiveness of the intervention. Therefore, in this study, I use a
standardized speaking measurement, TOEIC Speaking, to provide an additional way to
assess the effect of the treatment.
The fourth purpose was to investigate the development of learners’ speaking skills
longitudinally during one academic year. The development of speaking proficiency is too
dynamic to be investigated effectively using a cross-sectional design; thus, longitudinal
investigations must be conducted. By assessing the same participants repeatedly over one
academic year, the reliability of the assessments was enhanced and developmental trends
were identified and tracked.
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Significance of the Study
This study offers important insights into the development of second/foreign
language speaking proficiency. Developing EFL learners’ speaking proficiency is
difficult because it consists of multiple aspects, including phonology, lexis, grammar, and
pragmatics. Because of its complex nature, speaking research should be conducted with
robust research methods using both quantitative and qualitative data so that its
effectiveness can be reported more accurately. In this study, I use multi-faceted Rasch
measurement to standardize rating scores used to gauge the effectiveness of the genrebased instruction; to my knowledge, this is the first use of MFRM in a genre-based study.
I also investigate the qualitative development and changes in EFL learners’
speaking proficiency. These data should support the findings of the quantitative research
findings explaining how genre-based instruction affects learners’ speech production and
how each micro-genre is related to a genre-network. Because a limited number of
previous researchers have investigated the effectiveness of genre-based instruction in
developing learners’ academic monologic speech, these qualitative genre analyses of
learners’ speech shed light on the relationship between speaking development and genrebased instruction. Hence, the qualitative findings can provide new knowledge to the field
of genre-based instruction by showing how learners’ speech develops.
Examining the effectiveness of explicit teaching and genre-based instruction in
teaching academic speaking in secondary school settings contributes to not only the
scholarly literature in the field of academic speaking, but also to the learners themselves.
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When its effectiveness in improving general speaking proficiency is confirmed, the
implementation of genre-based instruction can be accelerated.
This longitudinal study provides an example of a speaking course that can be used
to develop academic speaking ability. This year-long study offers curriculum developers
or English instructors important insights into implementing genre-based speaking tasks in
EFL settings.

Definition of Key Terms
Although the definition of genre varies from discipline to discipline, one
commonly accepted definition was proposed by Swales (1990). He stated, “[a] genre
comprises a class of communicative events, the members of which share some set of
communicative purposes” (p. 58). He also noted that a genre “exhibit[s] various patterns
of similarity in terms of structure style, content and intended audience” (p. 58). Later,
Swales (2004) used the term metaphor when he described genre because the ideas
expressed by the word genre are complex and diverse. While Paltridge (2012) explained,
“[g]enres are ways in which people ‘get things done’ through their use of spoken and
written discourse” (p. 62), Martin (1984) defined genre as “a staged, goal-oriented,
purposeful activity in which speakers engage as members of our culture” (p. 25). By
combining these three concepts in this study, genre is defined as a communicative event
(purpose), done in a particular setting (discourse group) using shared text forms (structure
and convention).
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Genre-based instruction is a teaching approach by which instructors can “guide
students to the way they can most effectively achieve their purposes by systematically
relating language to context” (Hyland, 2004, p. 9). Genre-based instruction can be
explicit, systematic, needs-based, supportive, empowering, critical, and consciousness
raising (pp. 10-11).
Academic speech is a set of utterances produced in academic settings that meet
the expectations set by the norms of academic discourse. In academic settings, a large
portion of utterances is related to textbooks, journal articles, and academic lectures.
CEFR developers distinguished two types of speaking in academic settings, spoken
production and spoken interaction (Council of Europe, 2001). The former is monologic
speech production, such as making a presentation to an audience. In contrast, the latter
type of speaking includes interactions among individuals such as in group discussions. In
this study, academic speech refers to the first type, which is a one-way monologic
activity in which learners make themselves understood in response to a classroom
presentation task, explain an idea, or develop an argument in reaction to a question.

The Audience for the Study
The study will benefit researchers interested both in genre-based approaches and
the development of speaking proficiency in English. Lexical, grammatical, and discourse
development by genre-based instruction can be of interest to researchers who have
investigated its effectiveness in speaking development. A critical analysis of the findings
of this research will shed light on the effects of explicit genre-based instruction on oral
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development. The effect of the genre-based intervention to develop speaking ability can
be of interest to researchers who have explored methodologies that effectively develop
speaking proficiency. The findings will also be of interest to researchers investigating
speaking fluency development.
The results also provide implications for both curriculum developers and school
administrators seeking efficient and effective genre-based speaking tasks to implement in
academic contexts. In EFL contexts, the efficiency and effectiveness of classroom
instruction is a matter of serious concern because of various contextual and situational
restrictions such as class size. Confirming the value of explicit genre-based instruction
can allow curriculum developers to organize foreign language speaking curricula and
syllabi more systematically.
Moreover, the findings of this study should make an important contribution to
national education bureaucracies such as MEXT, which has struggled to identify a
systematic and effective teaching approach to develop Japanese secondary school
students’ speaking skills. They can utilize the results of this longitudinal study to
implement functional and credible curricula. Thus, this study can contribute to both local
level curriculum developers and foreign language course designers.
Finally, this research should benefit EFL teachers and instructors who help to
improve learners’ speaking development. The findings indicate how students learn to
organize speeches and make their speech more comprehensible. By showing the process
of acquisition using a longitudinal design, the findings present practical pedagogical
implications for instruction.
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Delimitations
The participants’ first language, Japanese, is unrelated to English and, therefore,
differs in significant ways from English in terms of phonology, lexis, morpho-syntax, and
pragmatics. The results are, therefore, difficult to generalize to learners of English whose
first language is not Japanese. This delimitation is particularly true for learners whose
native language is genetically related to English because they share commonalities in
terms of syntax, lexis, language choice, and logical development.
A second delimitation is that the participants are Japanese high school students
who are at a high-beginner level of oral proficiency studying in an EFL context. For this
reason, it is difficult to apply the findings directly to English-language learners at
considerably lower or higher levels of oral proficiency and those studying in other
learning contexts, particularly English as a Second Language (ESL) contexts and
intensive language programs in which the students have far more exposure to English.

Organization of the Study
Chapter 2, Review of the Literature, is divided into two main sections: the study
of speaking and the study of genre. Previous research into the nature, process, and
functions of speaking, assessing and teaching speaking, and the metacognition of
speaking are reviewed. The literature review of the study of genre covers the concepts of
genre, genre analysis, and genre-based instruction. At the end of Chapter 2, the gaps in
the literature are described, the purposes of the study are explained, and the research
questions that guide the study are presented. In Chapter 3, Methods, I describe the
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context of the study, the participants, instrumentation, research design, procedures, and
the analyses used to answer the research questions. In Chapter 4, Preliminary Analyses
provide details about participants, and how the experimental and comparison groups were
equated. In addition, the social and cultural contexts were analyzed for each experiment
before the main analysis. In Chapter 5, Results, I present and report the results
systematically by answering each research question. In Chapter 6, Discussion, I discuss
the results and relate them to previous empirical studies in the field. At the end of the
chapter, I discuss the pedagogical implications of the study. In Chapter 7, Conclusion, I
summarize the results of the study, discuss the limitations of the study, make suggestions
for future research, and provide closing comments.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The primary purpose of this chapter is to provide the theoretical background and
research results in two major study fields that cover the core of this study: Speaking and
Genre. First, I review the nature, process, and functions of speaking, and how to assess
and teach speaking. I then explain the metacognition of teaching and learning speaking.
Second, I review the concept of genre and related study. I then explain the boundaries of
macro and micro-genres, which is followed by a review of genre analysis, especially
genre analysis in the Sydney School, and a review of academic genres and discourse.
After that, I review the frameworks of genre-based instruction, the practice of genrebased instruction, genre-based instruction for the development of English skills, and
discourse markers in academic speaking. At the end of this chapter, I describe the gaps in
the literature and the purposes of this study.

The Study of Speaking
The Nature of Speaking
Speaking has been considered one of the most difficult skills to teach, acquire,
and assess. Lado (1961) thought that this occurred because people were unsure about the
factors that comprised speaking proficiency. Luoma (2004) illustrated the nature of
speaking by focusing on three perspectives: “linguistic descriptions of spoken language,
speaking as interaction, and speaking as a social and situation-based activity” (p. 9). She
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distinguished the three perspectives from a language assessment viewpoint because
language teachers and assessors can focus on what to teach, how to teach it, and what to
assess based on a clear understanding of the constructs that make up speaking.
The first aspect, linguistic descriptions of speaking, has been well established. It
involves important aspects of spoken language such as segmental phonemes and
suprasegmentals, the lexicon, and morpho-syntax. The unique nature of speaking occurs
in part because of idea units, which connect short phrases and clauses using conjunctions.
While linguistic descriptions of speaking have been focused on various language
systems that individual language users develop and learn to control, the second aspect
concerns interaction. The communication of meaning, which is a creation between a
speaker(s) and a listener(s), allows individuals to mutually understand each other and to
accomplish goals. Luoma (2004) used the term openness of meanings (p. 21) to explain
the uniqueness of speaking, which means that the meanings of words or phrases are
decided or interpreted based on factors such as the speakers’ and listeners’ topic
knowledge. Understanding and controlling the openness of meanings in spoken
communication is a fundamental feature of speaking.
In addition to the above two points, speaking is a shared, meaningful social
activity that takes place in a variety of social contexts. According to Luoma (2004),
language use differs depending on “the purposes of talk, the speaking situation and
speaker roles” (p. 22), and each instance of talk displays routinized patterns, which are
that patterns or words used repeatedly in specific discourses (p. 24). Speaking is dynamic,
but at the same time, it is based on predictable patterns.
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The nature of speaking has often been categorized into three levels: sound,
structure, and organization and behavior (Hughes, 2011, p. 7). The first level concerns
studies of phonetics, phonemics, and prosody/intonation; the second level consists of
studies of syntax, morphology, and lexis; and, the third level, which is the highest
processing level, is composed of variables associated with the fields of psycholinguistics
and sociolinguistics: pragmatics, kinesics, discourse, and conversational analysis. These
concepts indicate that speaking proficiency is a multi-faceted, complex skill. Even though
Hughes stated that there are no clear borders between the three levels, this framework
delineates research into speaking and specifies speaking sub-components.

The Process of Speaking
People who speak a single language use different cognitive processes than those
who speak multiple languages (Slobin, 1987), and in the case of L2 learners, the L1
influences L2 production at all levels. L1 influences can lead to communication
breakdowns or misunderstanding; therefore, understanding the speech production process
of English is necessary for EFL learners if they are to appropriately organize English
discourse.
Speech production processes in English were described in detail by Levelt (1989),
whose speech production model consists of four main stages: conceptualization,
formulation, articulation, and self-monitoring. Levelt’s (1999) updated speech production
model has five stages: conceptual preparation, grammatical encoding, morphophonological encoding, phonetic encoding, and articulation. Field (2011, p. 75)
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summarized Levelt’s (1999) model and its processing levels (Figure 1). Field
conceptualized three information sources in relation to the five stages: (a) knowledge of
the external and internal world-discourse model, (b) mental lexicon-lemmas, and (c)
syllabary-gestural scores (p. 87). All three information sources are necessary if speakers
are to produce appropriate, smoothly articulated output. Although Levelt’s (1999) model
was originally developed for monolingual speakers, it has been widely accepted and used
as a benchmark of spoken language production model both for L1 and L2 speaking
production research (e.g., Kormos, 2006).

Conceptualization
pre-verbal message
Grammatical encoding
Constructing a syntactic frame
Forming links to lexical entries

abstract surface structure

Morpho-phonological encoding
Conversion to linguistic form

phonological plan

Phonetic encoding
Conversion to instructions to articulators
Cues stored in a speech buffer

phonetic plan

Articulation
Execution of instructions

overt speech

Self-monitoring

self-repair

Figure 1. Adapted version of Levelt’s model. From Examining speaking, (p. 75), by J.
Field, 2011, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Copyright 2011 by Cambridge
University Press. Reprinted with permission.
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Another well-known speech production process was outlined by Bygate (1987),
who conceptualized speaking processes differently from Levelt. First, he separated oral
skills into knowledge and skill. He then examined how these two concepts interact during
speech production. As illustrated in Figure 2, those two categories and their subcategories interact at multiple levels. He also distinguished three levels of processing:
planning, selection, and production. At the planning stage, speakers must understand
discourse routines such as story-telling, description, and providing instructions. Speakers
then choose appropriate lexis, multi-word expressions, and morpho-syntax. Bygate
emphasized that the uniqueness of the speaking process is that it must be done under time
pressure and usually with an interlocutor. The skillful use of language depends on
knowledge resources, and the knowledge resources are reinforced by producing language.
Levelt’s and Bygate’s models both illustrate the importance of the planning stage
for successful spoken production. Levelt, who used the term conceptualization,
postulated that speaking starts with world knowledge, cultural knowledge, and
knowledge of discourse. In this stage, those pre-verbal messages constructed a conceptual
image of the utterance for the linguistic construction in the next stage. Similarly, Bygate
emphasized the importance of the planning stage in which discourse knowledge is
utilized. These ideas demonstrate the importance of metacognitive understanding in the
discourse conventions when speaking.
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Planning

KNOWLEDGE

SKILL

Knowledge of routines:
informational
interactional

Message planning:
information plans
interaction plans

Knowledge of the state of the
discourse

Management skills:
agenda management
turn-taking

Selection
Negotiation of meaning:
explicitness skills
procedural skills

Lexis
Phrases
Grammar resources

Production
Production skills:
facilitation
compensation

Production devices

Grammatical rules
Pronunciation rules

Accuracy skills

EXPRESSION
Figure 2. A summary of oral knowledge and skills. From Speaking, (p. 50), by M. Bygate,
1987, Oxford: Oxford University Press. Copyright 1987 by Oxford University Press.
Reprinted with permission.
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Functions of Speaking
In this section, I examine how spoken production is conceptualized and functions.
A number of researchers have focused on speaking functions (G. Brown, 1981; Brown &
Yule, 1983b; Burns, 1998; Jones, 1996). J. C. Richards (2008), in a summary of previous
studies, distinguished the functions of speaking by expanding on Brown and Yule’s
(1983b) idea of talk as interaction, talk as transaction, and talk as performance. Table 1
shows examples, the main features, and skills involved in the three categories. Talk as
interaction means talk in conversation. The priority is on creating a “comfortable zone of
interaction with each other” (p. 22). Talk as transaction is also a conversational type of
speaking in which the focus is on the content of the utterances or things done through the
conversation. In contrast, talk as performance, which is usually a monologue, is used
when delivering information in public or giving presentations before an audience.
As Table 1 indicates, the main features and skills involved vary, which means that
they are rather different social activities. Having said so, the former two, talk as
interaction and talk as transaction, share commonalities, as they are conversation-based
activities. The difference concerns the extent to which the purpose of the conversation
should be achieved through the talk. While the interaction does not set any goals of
conversation, transaction has something to be achieved. Compared with these two types
of talk, talk as performance has clearly different functions. It is more formal and similar
to written language. Moreover, it functions effectively when speakers pay attention to the
audience and use appropriate language and structure in the talk.
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Table 1. Three Types of Speaking Functions
Talk as . . .
Interaction
Examples

Main
features

Skills
involved

Transaction
Examples

Main
features

Skills
involved

Performance
Examples
Main
features

Skills
involved

Description
• Chatting to an adjacent passenger during a plane flight
• Chatting to a school friend over coffee
• A student chatting to his or her professor while waiting for an elevator
• Telling a friend about an amusing weekend experience, and hearing him or her
recount a similar experience he or she once had
• Has a primarily social function
• Reflects role relationships
• Reflects speaker’s identity
• May be formal or casual
• Uses conversational conventions
• Reflects degrees of politeness
• Employs many generic words
• Uses conversational register
• Is jointly constructed
• Opening and closing conversation
• Choosing topics
• Making small-talk
• Joking
• Recounting personal incidents and experiences
• Turn-taking
• Using adjacency pairs
• Interrupting
• Reacting to others
• Using an appropriate style of speaking
• Classroom group discussions and problem-solving activities
• A class activity during which students design a poster
• Discussing needed computer repairs with a technician
• Discussing sightseeing plans with a hotel clerk or tour guide
• Making a telephone call to obtain flight information
• Asking someone for directions on the street
• Buying something in a shop
• Ordering food from a menu in a restaurant.
• It has a primary information focus.
• The main focus is on the message and not the participants.
• Participants employ communication strategies to make themselves understood.
• There may be frequent questions, repetitions, and comprehension checks, as in
the example from the preceding classroom lesson.
• There may be negotiation and digression.
• Linguistic accuracy is not always important.
• Explaining a need or intention
• Describing something
• Asking questions
• Asking for clarification
• Confirming information
• Justifying an opinion
• Making suggestions
• Clarifying understanding
• Making comparisons
• Agreeing and disagreeing
• Giving a class report about a school trip
• Conduction a class debate
• Giving a speech of welcome
• Making a sales presentation
• Giving a lecture
• A focus on both message and audience
• Predictable organization and sequencing
• Importance is more like written language
• Language is more like written language
• Often monologic
• Using an appropriate format
• Presenting information in an appropriate sequence
• Maintaining audience engagement
• Using correct pronunciation and grammar
• Creating an effect on the audience
• Using appropriate vocabulary
• Using an appropriate opening and closing

Note. Adapted from J. C. Richards (2008), pp. 21-28.
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Assessing English Speaking Proficiency
Speaking in the Common European Framework of Reference for language.
The Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for language was developed in
Europe based on the ideas of a multicultural society, multi/plurilingualism, and the
formation of a single European community (Council of Europe, 2001). The framework,
which has been used as a reference for language competence all over the world (Berger,
2015; Figueras, 2012; Morrow, 2004), consists of six levels (i.e., global scale) that
describe what people can do at each level. Morrow (2004) stated that the global scale is:
... a broad description of what a user of a language can ‘do’ at six different
levels of performance ranging from ‘basic’ (A1, A2) through
‘independent’ (B1, B2) to ‘proficient’ (C1, C2). They function as a
reference point both for descriptions of levels/ achievement, and for
definitions of objectives. (p. 8)
One strength of this framework, which is focused on situational and functional language
use, is that it indicates the skills learners should acquire at particular proficiency levels
(Heyworth, 2004). The CEFR also provides insight into how speaking skill is structured
from a practical point of view. It was established to facilitate “mutual recognition of
qualifications and communication concerning objectives and achievement standard”
(Morrow, 2004, p. 7).
The CEFR distinguishes speaking into two categories, spoken interaction and
spoken production (Council of Europe, 2001). Because specific criteria differentiate these
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two categories, teachers and learners should recognize them as different skills and
understand that different approaches must be used to develop them.
Spoken interaction, which requires learners to use language for communication
and conversation, was subcategorized into ten genres: overall spoken interaction,
comprehension in interaction, understanding a native speaker interlocutor, conversation,
informal discussion, formal discussion, goal-oriented co-operation, obtaining goods and
services, information exchange, and interviews. Therefore, the term, spoken interaction,
is often considered synonymous with communicative competence, which is the overall
goal of language teachers and MEXT.
In contrast, spoken production is fundamentally a one-way speaking skill, as the
CEFR has stated that spoken production is an activity in which “the user as speaker or
writer is producing his own text to express his own meanings” (Council of Europe, 2001,
p. 57). CEFR has defined spoken production as follows: “(i)n oral production (speaking)
activities the language user produces an oral text which is received by an audience of one
or more listeners” (p. 58). Examples of spoken production activities include public
addresses such as speeches at university lectures or sales presentations.
There are five illustrative types of spoken production in the CEFR: overall spoken
production, sustained monologue (describing experience), sustained monologue (putting
forward a case), public announcements, and addressing audiences (Council of Europe,
2001). The ability that controls the language for those five types of spoken production is
also categorized by the global scale of CEFR. Table 2 shows the scale associated with
overall spoken production for linking the global scale of CEFR to the ability that is
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expected in the levels. As the descriptors in C2, C1, and B2 note, systematic, integrative,
and well-structured speech are highly evaluated for the overall spoken production.

Table 2. Overall Spoken Production Scales
Band
Overall spoken production
C2

C1

Can produce clear, smoothly flowing, well-structured speech with an effective
logical structure which helps the recipient to notice and remember significant
points.
Can give clear, detailed descriptions and presentations on complex subjects,
integrating sub-themes, developing particular points and rounding off with an
appropriate conclusion.
Can give clear, systematically developed descriptions and presentations, with
appropriate highlighting of significant points and relevant supporting detail.

B2

B1

A2

A1

Can give clear, detailed descriptions and presentations on a wide range of
subjects related to his/her field of interest, expanding and supporting ideas
with subsidiary points and relevant examples.
Can reasonably fluently sustain a straightforward description of one of a
variety of subjects within his/her field of interest, presenting it as a linear
sequence of points.
Can give a simple description or presentation of people, living or working
conditions, daily routines, likes/dislikes, etc. as a short series of simple
phrases and sentences linked into a list.
Can produce simple mainly isolated phrases about people and places.

Note. From Common European framework of reference for language, (p. 58), by Council of
Europe, 2001, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Copyright 2001 by Cambridge University
Press. Adapted with permission.

The CEFR scale can be used to analyze aspects of speaking in various ways. One
is the qualitative aspects of spoken language (Appendix A). There are five qualitative
aspects of spoken language—range, accuracy, fluency, interaction, and coherence
(Council of Europe, 2001)— each on a global scale (C2: proficient-A1: basic).
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Table 3 shows the descriptors for coherence in the CEFR. Here, it is recognized
that the effective use of cohesive devices such as discourse markers plays an important
role in producing logically organized spoken production. The descriptors at the highest
level, C2, clearly indicate coherence is one of the criteria for a fluent language user.

Table 3. Descriptors for Coherence in Qualitative Aspects of Spoken Language Use in
the CEFR
Band

Coherence

C2

Can create coherent and cohesive discourse making full and appropriate use
of a variety of organizational patterns and a wide range of connectors and
other cohesive devices.

C1

Can produce clear, smoothly flowing, well-structured speech, showing
controlled use of organizational patterns, connectors and cohesive devices.

B2

Can use a limited number of cohesive devices to link his/her utterances into
clear, coherent discourse, though there may be some ‘jumpiness’ in a long
contribution.

B1

Can link a series of shorter, discrete simple elements into a connected, linear
sequence of points.

A2

Can link groups of words with simple connectors like ‘and’, ‘but’ and ‘because’.

A1

Can link words or groups of words with very basic linear connectors like ‘and’
or ‘then’.

Note. From Common European framework of reference for language, (p. 28), by Council of
Europe, 2001, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Copyright 2001 by Cambridge University
Press. Adapted with permission.
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Even though the CEFR framework has been used in various contexts, especially
in the field of language policy and education, there are criticisms of the framework.
Figueras (2012) has argued that it is problematic from three perspectives.
First, definitions and terminology are incoherent. The framework has not been
developed with reference to one specific language. Therefore, many of the ideas can be
interpreted in various ways. The second criticism made by Figueras is that the CEFR
level descriptors do not depend on SLA development. Non-native speakers develop
second or third languages in somewhat predictable developmental stages. Some people
acquire a large amount of complex grammatical knowledge and a large vocabulary, but
they cannot speak fluently. Others can use language fluently, but they have serious
syntactic or lexical limitations. The CEFR descriptors are not sensitive enough to
accurately assess individual differences. The third criticism concerns the misuse of the
CEFR framework. Because the framework is easy to use, many educational institutions
have implemented it without understanding its original purposes and philosophy.
Finally, Hulstijn (2007) argued that the core definition of language proficiency
used in the framework is vague. In the CEFR, the quality and quantity dimensions of
language proficiency have been mixed in the descriptors. For instance, the terminology
used to define language proficiency should be fine-tuned and based on empirical research
to better match the framework with actual language use. Overall, the criticisms are based
on the aforementioned points; distinctions between levels are unclear.
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Speaking in standardized tests. Scales to assess speaking ability are used in
standardized speaking tests such as the international English language testing system
(IELTS) and the test of English as a foreign language internet-based test (TOEFL iBT).
Those tests have greatly influenced speaking assessment (Hughes, 2011). The test of
spoken English (TSE) (Educational Testing Service, 2001) has been superseded by the
TOEFL iBT, but the simple and clear descriptors provided as part of the TSE offer ideas
for making alternative descriptors.
As shown in Table 4, the TSE descriptors are a combination of holistic and
analytic rating descriptors. The TSE has five levels, each of which has a general comment
concerning communicative ability and four additional statements describing that ability in
greater detail. General comments are focused on how competently the task is performed,
and the remaining statements concern test-takers’ “functional competence, sociolinguistic
competence, discourse competence and linguistic competence” (Luoma, 2004, p. 68).
Coherence and cohesive devices such as discourse markers are valued, and the first and
second statements in each level indicate that language functions (i.e., the purpose of the
tasks or conversation) and appropriate responses that meet situational expectations are
important.
The TOEFL iBT offered assessment criteria and rubrics for its speaking test.
There are six tasks in the speaking section in the TOEFL iBT, and Tasks 1 and 2 are rated
based on two speaking rubrics (Appendix B). The scale ranges from 0 (Lowest) to 4
(Highest) and the raw scores from the six tasks are calibrated to a score that ranges from
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0 to 30. The rubric includes a general description and three analytical facets: delivery,
language use, and topic development.

Table 4. The Test of Spoken English Rating Scales
60 Communication almost always effective: task performed very competently.
Functions performed clearly and effectively
Appropriate response to audience/situation
Coherent, with effective use of cohesive devices
Use of linguistic features almost always effective; communication not
affected by minor errors
50 Communication generally effective: task performed competently.
Functions generally performed clearly and effectively
Generally appropriate response to audience/situation
Coherent, with some effective use of cohesive devices
Use of linguistic features generally effective; communication generally not
affected by errors
40 Communication somewhat effective: task performed somewhat competently.
Functions performed somewhat clearly and effectively
Somewhat appropriate response to audience/situation
Somewhat coherent, with some use of cohesive devices
Use of linguistic features somewhat effective; communication sometimes
affected by errors
30 Communication generally not effective: task generally performed poorly.
Functions generally performed unclearly and ineffectively
Generally inappropriate response to audience/situation
Generally incoherent, with little use of cohesive devices
Use of linguistic features generally poor; communication often impeded by
major errors
20 No effective communication: no evidence of ability to perform task.
No evidence that functions were performed
No evidence of ability to respond appropriately to audience/situation
Incoherent, with no use of cohesive devices
Use of linguistic features poor; communication ineffective due to major errors
Note. From TSE and speak score user guide 2001-2002 edition, (p. 29), by Educational Testing
Service, 2001, Princeton: Author. Copyright 2001 by Educational Testing Service. Adapted with
permission.
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Table 5 shows the descriptors for the topic development facet. This part of the
rubric is used to evaluate how well and coherently candidates organize and develop their
responses. The quantity and the quality of supporting ideas and the ability to connect
ideas are needed for this facet.

Table 5. Topic Development-Descriptors in Independent Speaking Rubrics of TOEFL
iBT
Scores
Descriptors
Response is sustained and sufficient to the task. It is generally well
4
developed and coherent; relationships between ideas are clear (or clear
progression of ideas).
3

2

1

0

Response is mostly coherent and sustained and conveys relevant
ideas/information. Overall development is somewhat limited, usually lacks
elaboration or specificity. Relationships between ideas may at times not be
immediately clear.
The response is connected to the task, though the number of ideas
presented or the development of ideas is limited. Mostly basic ideas are
expressed with limited elaboration (details and support). At times relevant
substance may be vaguely expressed or repetitious. Connections of ideas
may be unclear.
Limited relevant content is expressed. The response generally lacks
substance beyond expression of very basic ideas. Speaker may be unable to
sustain speech to complete the task and may rely heavily on repetition of the
prompt.
Speaker makes no attempt to respond OR response is unrelated to the topic.

Note. From TOEFL iBT test independent speaking rubrics, by Educational Testing Service, 2014,
Retrieved from https://www.ets.org/s/toefl/odf/toefl_speaking_rubrics.pdf. Copyright 2014 by
Educational Testing Service. Adapted with permission.

IELTS, which is jointly owned by the British Council, the International
Development Program (IDP), IELTS Australia, and Cambridge Assessment English, also
illustrates the assessment criteria for its speaking test. The test is designed to evaluate the
language proficiency of individuals who want to work or study in contexts in which
English is used for communication (IELTS, 2007). There are two modules in the IELTS,
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academic and general, and both modules are assessed with a face-to-face speaking test.
Speaking proficiency is assessed based on four criteria—fluency and coherence, lexical
resources, grammatical range and accuracy, and pronunciation—described in the IELTS
speaking band descriptors. The scale ranges from 0 (Lowest) to 9 (Highest) (IELTS,
2014).
Among the four criteria, fluency and coherence, which are considered closely
related based on the notion that the logical flow of speech, are keys to oral production.
Coherence is produced by connecting ideas or sentences with connectors such as
discourse markers. In the descriptors of the score range from 9 to 6, the words
coherence/coherently are used. In contrast, there are no references to coherence and
cohesion in the descriptors for the score range of 5 to 0. Thus, coherence is one key to
obtaining high scores on the IELTS speaking section. The importance of the use of
connectives and discourse markers is also mentioned. Here, it is obvious that coherence
and cohesion play important roles in producing a speech that is highly evaluated on the
IELTS speaking test. It is also found from the descriptors that the IELTS speaking
section recognizes coherent speech and fluent speech as one category.
A review of speaking skill assessment in the CEFR rubrics and descriptors
(Council of Europe, 2011), TOEFL iBT (Educational Testing Service, 2014) and IELTS
(IELTS, 2014) makes it clear that developing ideas by connecting sentences and
organizing utterances so that they meet content and context expectations is one part of
successful speaking performances. Knowing the appropriate use of cohesive devices such
as discourse markers in specific genres is an important aspect of skilled production.
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Assessing academic speaking. English language instructors in EFL contexts need
sensitive assessment instruments so that they can assess learners’ progress in academic
settings. Compared to ESL learners, EFL learners usually have less exposure to the target
language, and as a result, their language development is slower. Although most
commercial English proficiency tests are useful for assessing speaking skills, some are
not sensitive enough to assess the development of learners at various proficiency levels.
For example, the independent speaking task in the TOEFL iBT is assessed using rubrics
(Table 5), and those five categories should not assess the subtle differences between
Categories 3 or 2.
Berger (2015) provided useful insights for assessing academic speaking in EFL
academic settings. He stressed the need to add more descriptors to fill the gaps in the
CEFR at the C1 and C2 proficiency levels. He conducted systematic research in Austrian
universities to validate the descriptors of two rating scales that were originally developed
by the Austrian English Language Teaching and Testing (ELTT) using the CEFR as the
theoretical model (presentation and interaction).
Berger (2015) followed three steps: descriptor sorting, descriptor calibration using
MFRM analysis, and descriptor-performance matching, the performances of university
students were assessed with the rating scales using the calibrated descriptors. He
developed the analytic rating scale for presentation. Four constructs composed the rating
scale: lexico-grammatical resources and fluency, pronunciation and vocal impact,
structure and content, and genre-specific presentation skills. The scale has two scoring
systems. First, in column one of the rubric, the levels are listed: 1 indicates the highest
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proficiency, which is labeled as Full Academic, and 6 indicates the lowest proficiency,
which is labeled as Effective Operational. Second, column two of the rubric displays a
point system with nine bands (0 = Lowest, 9 = Highest). The system made it possible for
raters to allocate speakers to an undefined interposed band when their performance was
above one level but did not satisfy the criteria for the next level.
The rating scale for presentations was developed to assess the minimum English
proficiency level of university students at the end of a BA program in Austria. It was
designed to sensitively assess examinees around CEFR levels C1 to C2 because Berger
(2015) found that the CEFR was not sensitive enough to distinguish students at those
proficiency levels. Berger (2015) concluded, through the validation process, that “as
second language speaking proficiency increases, the focus of attention shifts from
linguistic appropriateness to communicative effectiveness” (p. 313).

Teaching Speaking
Teaching speaking should be a principled and systematic activity. Therefore,
classroom activities should be based on theoretical and pedagogical principles. Goh and
Burns (2012) reviewed approaches for teaching speaking. Burns (1998) identified two
approaches for teaching speaking, a direct/controlled approach and an indirect/transfer
approach (Table 6).
The direct approach is focused on accuracy and language forms. It effectively
promotes learners’ language awareness. On the other hand, the indirect approach is
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considered an effective way to develop fluency. The strengths of each of these
approaches are believed to compensate for the weaknesses of the other.

Table 6. Direct and Indirect Approaches and Activities for Teaching Speaking
Direct (controlled)
Indirect (transfer)
Aim
Develop enabling skills
Develop interaction strategies
Focus

Accuracy
Language analysis

Fluency
Language for communication

Characteristics

Controlled language use

“Authentic”/functional language use

Activities

Interaction

Skill getting
Pedagogic
Pre-communicative
Par-task practice

Skill using
Real life
Communicative
Whole-task practice

Drills

Discussions

Pattern practice
Structure manipulation
Language awareness
Consciousness raising

Information gaps
Project work
Role plays
Simulations
Talking circles

Teacher led

Learner centered

Note. From Teaching speaking, (p. 134), by C. C. Goh & A. Burns, 2012, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press. Copyright 2012 by Cambridge University Press. Reprinted with permission.

Researchers such as Bygate (1987) and Littlewood (1992) proposed combining
the two approaches so that teaching speaking covers a broader range of communicative
activity. Bygate (1987) stated that the use of communication strategies could act to
combine the two approaches. Through interaction and negotiation in communicative
activities, metalinguistic-focused activities can be utilized as meaningful and authentic
speaking activities. Littlewood (1992) proposed a similar idea using different
terminology. He used the terms part-skill practice for the direct approach, and whole-task
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practice for the indirect approach (p. 8). He emphasized that the approach between part
skill and whole-task practices, which he called part-skill practice/whole-task practice,
should be encouraged.
In contrast to the above approaches, Thornbury (2005) proposed three stages to
teach speaking: awareness-raising, appropriation, and autonomy. Through awarenessraising activities, learners identify gaps in their knowledge about how to speak the target
language. Thornbury also stated that learners needed to advance the control of speaking
skill by shifting their focus from practiced control to progressive control or selfregulation through appropriation activities (p. 63). In the appropriation stage, the direct
and indirect approaches that Burns (1998) illustrated were recommended. The final stage,
autonomy, requires learners to engage in outside-of-class class speaking activities.
Figure 3 shows a methodological framework for a holistic approach to teaching
speaking that covers not only the two approaches described above but also other
important factors (Goh & Burns, 2012, p. 139). This framework specifies the goals of
speaking instruction by clarifying four dimensions of speaking, which are created by the
cooperation with learners, teachers, and materials. The first dimension of the
methodological framework is the quality of speech: fluency, accuracy, and complexity.
Achieving a high-quality performance in these three areas is considered a primary goal of
speaking instruction.
The first dimension is supported by the three speaking competence components
in Dimension 2: knowledge of language and discourse, core speaking skills, and
communication strategies. Each interconnected competence functions to develop
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learners’ speaking proficiency described as fluency, accuracy, and complexity. Different
speaking activities require different knowledge of vocabulary and discourse structures.

LEARNERS

(2b)
Core speaking
skills

(2a)
Knowledge of
language and
discourse

(1)
Fluency,
accuracy,
and
complexity

(2c)
Communication
strategies

(3)
The role of metacognition
(4)
Methods for organizing learning activities
MATERIALS

TEACHERS

Figure 3. A methodological framework for a holistic approach to teaching speaking. From
Teaching speaking, (p. 139), by C. C. Goh & A. Burns, 2012, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press. Copyright 2012 by Cambridge University Press. Reprinted with
permission.

For the explanation of core speaking skills, which is the second component in the
Dimension 2-2b, Goh and Burns (2012) identified four categories: pronunciation, speech
function, interaction management, and discourse organization (p. 59). When teaching
speaking, these core speaking skills can be lesson or course objectives. Therefore,
promoting and mastering these core speaking skills can be conceptualized as one
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important aspect of speaking competence that plays roles in developing the first
dimension—fluency, accuracy, and complexity—in their methodological framework.
The third speaking competence in Dimension 2 is communication strategies.
Communication strategy is a meta-linguistic aspect of teaching speaking. Goh and Burns
(2012) listed cognitive, metacognitive, and interaction strategies. Each communication
strategy should be developed so that learners can better compensate for gaps in their
linguistic knowledge while speaking.
The notable points are the two dimensions that are drawn at the bottom of the
figure underpinning the framework. For the explanation of the third dimension, the role
of metacognition, Goh and Burns (2012) listed “planning, monitoring and evaluating” (p.
141) as important elements that support the aforementioned two dimensions. They
postulated that metacognition can be developed through explicit instruction and they
considered metacognitive awareness as an important trait of good language learners.
In the fourth dimension, methods for organizing learning activities, they presented
three principles for organizing effective speaking classes: “part/whole practice, planning
and rehearsal, and task-based learning” (Goh & Burns, 2012, p. 148). Part/whole practice
is based on the idea that part-skill language learning is beneficial for accomplishing a
whole speaking task. Because speaking consists of complex cognitive skills, speaking
activities should be divided into smaller parts that learners can focus on effectively.
For most EFL learners, speaking the target language can be stressful. To reduce
learners’ cognitive load, planning and rehearsal of the speaking activities should be
included in accordance with the learners’ speaking proficiency. Previous researchers have
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shown that pre-task planning positively affects performance (e.g., Ellis, 2005; Foster &
Skehan, 1999; Ortega, 1999). Therefore, planning time and rehearsal should be part of a
speaking course.
One particular method of teaching speaking that Goh and Burns (2012) endorsed
was task-based learning. They advocated it because it can help learners focus on
meaning-based activities with specific objectives and develop both whole and part
speaking skills. By offering learners flexibility, they can use the target language to
accomplish the task with less stress and with less fear of making mistakes. Thus, taskbased learning can support a holistic approach to teaching speaking.
Finally, Goh and Burns (2012) implied that good teaching practice can be
achieved by promoting positive interactions among teachers, learners, and materials
through the methodological framework. The first three dimensions are mainly the
learners’ responsibility, while the last dimension is the teacher’s responsibility.
Therefore, teachers need to utilize effective methods to develop learners’ speaking skills.
Pedagogical materials that increase the amount of interaction between teachers and
learners, such as task-based learning, support the development of speaking proficiency.
Goh and Burns (2012) later proposed the teaching-speaking cycle based on the
framework explained above to support teaching speaking cycle (Figure 4). There are
seven stages in the cycle, and each stage has developmental objectives (see Table 7). The
teaching-speaking cycle (see Figure 4) is illustrated to provide a specific and detailed
teaching procedure.
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1.
Focus learners'
attention on
speaking.
7.
Facilitate feedback
on learning.

2.
Provide input and/or
guide plannnig.

6.
Direct learners'
reflection on
learning.

3.
Conduct speaking
tasks.

4.
Focus on language/
discourse/skills/
strategies.

5.
Repeat speaking
tasks.

Figure 4. The teaching-speaking cycle. From Teaching speaking, (p. 153), by C. C. Goh
& A. Burns, 2012, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Copyright 2012 by
Cambridge University Press. Reprinted with permission.

The teaching-speaking cycle mainly reflects what teachers should do in the
second, third, and fourth dimensions of the methodological framework for a holistic
approach to teaching speaking (Figure 3). Pedagogical scaffolding and explicit
instruction are essential in the teaching-learning cycle.
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Table 7 shows broad developmental objectives for speaking in each stage of the
teaching-speaking cycle. In the first and second stages of Goh and Burns’ (2012)
teaching-learning cycle, teachers encourage learners to engage in pre-speaking activities.
Learners are expected to develop metacognitive awareness and are offered task-related
and genre-related vocabulary and linguistic conventions so that they can realize and
understand what is expected in the situation and the contexts. They can plan what they
will say in the remaining stages and then perform the speaking task.
The development of fluency is the key aspect of the third stage. Learners express
their thoughts with their existing linguistic knowledge. Then in the fourth stage, speaking
is reinforced by the explicit instruction of target skills, linguistic features, or structural
features. In the fifth stage, learners do the same or a similar task that they performed in
the third stage. Their performance should be enhanced because of the explicit instruction
in the fourth stage. In the sixth stage, learners can reflect on their performance by
examining how well they performed and what aspects of speaking they think improved.
After reading or negotiating with learners about reflection in the sixth stage, the teacher
provides feedback on the learners’ performance.
Teaching speaking should be a structured and systematic activity. Planning that
increases learners’ metacognitive awareness is a useful way to start a speaking activity. In
addition, understanding the context and knowing appropriate linguistic forms is essential
to producing appropriate output. Goh and Burns (2012) emphasized the importance of
metacognitive awareness of the tasks and linguistic features of the target discourse. With
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carefully elaborated scaffolding, pre-task planning, and task repetition, learners can
develop their ideas and produce increasingly appropriate spoken production.

Table 7. How the Teaching-Speaking Cycle Supports L2 Speaking Development
Stages in the instructional
cycle for L2 speaking
development
Developmental objectives for speaking
1. Focus learners’ attention on ・Develop metacognitive awareness about L2
speaking
speaking
・Self-regulate performance and overall
development
2. Provide input and/or guide
planning

・Acquire appropriate vocabulary and accurate
language form relevant to speaking needs
・Understand social and linguistic conventions of
speech and speakers’ roles and relationships for
particular contexts
・Produce a wide range of utterances to express
meaning more exactly

3. Conduct speaking tasks

・Learn a range of core speaking skills
・Develop fluency in expression of meaning

4. Focus on language/
discourse/ skills/strategies

・Acquire appropriate vocabulary and accurate
language form relevant to speaking needs
・Understand social and linguistic conventions of
speech for particular contexts
・Learn a range of core speaking skills
・Employ appropriate oral-communication strategies

5. Repeat speaking tasks

・Learn a wide range of core speaking skills
・Produce a wide range of utterances to express
meaning more precisely
・Develop fluency in expression of meaning
・Employ appropriate oral communication strategies

6. Direct learners’ reflection on
learning

・Self-regulate performance and overall
development

7. Facilitate feedback on
learning

・Develop metacognitive awareness about L2
speaking

Note. From Teaching speaking, (p. 154), by C. C. Goh & A. Burns, 2012, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press. Copyright 2012 by Cambridge University Press. Reprinted with permission.
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Metacognition of Teaching and Learning Speaking
The concept of metacognition, which was mentioned in the previous sections to
explain teaching speaking, is one key concept for the implementation of teaching
speaking and learning to speak. Anderson (2008), in his summary of metacognition in
language learning, noted the importance and effectiveness of metacognitive strategies. He
categorized metacognition in language learning as preparing and planning for learning,
selecting, and using strategies, monitoring learning, orchestrating strategies, and
evaluating learning. He also introduced six tools to help learners develop metacognitive
strategies: language learning surveys or questionnaires, language learning journals,
learner self-evaluated video, group work evaluation forms, and think-aloud protocols. In
order for teachers to help learners develop metacognitive skills, the learners must have
metacognitive knowledge. With continued instruction, learners adopt metacognitive
strategies, and this leads them to become more independent and competent.
Planning is one metacognitive strategy that has often been investigated (e.g., Ellis,
2009; Ortega, 2005). Ellis used planning as a type of metacognitive instruction and
investigated its effect on the fluency, complexity, and accuracy of L2 spoken production.
He showed that effective planning benefitted oral fluency. Even though the intervention
was generally effective, the development of syntactic accuracy was relatively weak. The
type of planning—rehearsal, pre-task planning, within-task planning—and individual
differences affected the learners’ performance.
Previous literature has shown that metacognition plays an important role in EFL
contexts in terms of learning efficiency (e.g., Bygate, 1987; Bygate, Swain, & Skehan,
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2013; Ellis, 2005; Levelt, 1999). The metacognition illustrated in Anderson (2008) has
been accepted in the research and studies in speaking development (Goh & Burns, 2012).
A strategic approach reinforces the performance of English production qualitatively and
quantitatively. Successful EFL learners use metacognitive knowledge (Zhang, 2010).
Therefore, more research investigating the relationship between speaking skills and
metacognitive skills should be conducted.

The Study of Genre
Genre
The term genre embodies a multitude of concepts in the field of applied
linguistics. After a long theoretical and pedagogical debate about the definition of genre,
it is now considered not as merely texts that have shared rhetorical structure, but also as
social actions conventionalized in a social context (Bazerman, 1997; Miller, 1984, 1994;
Tardy, 2009). Devitt (2004) explained that genre is “what lies behind what everyone
already knows” (p. 32). Genre is a “conventionalized disciplinary communication”
(Tardy, 2009, p. 12) that functions to combine text, context, and purpose. With an
understanding of genre, people can communicate appropriately by satisfying the genre
expectations of a discourse community.
The concept of genre has been discussed by a number of researchers since the
mid-1980s in the field of applied linguistics (e.g., Hyon, 1996; Tardy, 2009). Swales
(2004) outlined four ways the term has been used. The first one is genre in folklore
studies, in which genre has been used to categorize or classify text to effectively and
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systematically store texts in a traditional permanent form. The second approach is genre
in literary studies. In this case, genre was considered unstable because new genres appear
from old ones. Therefore, the importance of the concept is related to creating new norms
and conventions. The third approach is genre in linguistics. At first, the term was only
found in the work of systemic school scholars because most linguists thought that genre
was “indigestible” (p. 41). Moreover, due to the existence of a similar concept, register,
the use of the term genre has been controversial. Although there has been much debate,
studies of genre in linguistics classified genres as “…types of goal-directed
communicative events…having schematic structures: and…disassociated from registers
or styles” (p. 42). The fourth approach is genre in rhetoric. Rhetorical scholars thought
that context played an important role. Situations, speakers, and listeners co-constructed
an expected context and established the concept of genre by developing rhetorical
similarities and differences. The relationships between text and social context are the
central focus, and texts make sense through activities in a target discourse.
Similarly, Bawarshi and Reiff (2010) categorized theories of genre into four
groups. Although they acknowledged how strongly the literary tradition had impacted the
other three approaches, it has had little direct significance for foreign language
development. The second and third groups were both from a linguistic tradition—
systemic functional linguistics, corpus linguistics, and English for specific purposes. The
fourth group was the rhetorical and sociological traditions. The last three groups have
directly influenced studies of genre and genre theory and have helped teachers in their
efforts to aid learners develop their language skills.
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Genre Knowledge
Genre knowledge is a multi-dimensional concept. Tardy (2009) outlined four
dimensions to define genre knowledge: formal knowledge, process knowledge, rhetorical
knowledge, and subject-matter knowledge. She considered them as inseparable
dimensions used to build the knowledge needed to develop the expertise of genres.
Formal knowledge, which concerns “the more structural elements of genre”
(Tardy, 2009, p. 21), is the knowledge of conventions of the genre focusing on textual
instantiation and linguistic code. Typical forms and lexico-grammatical forms are part of
this knowledge. Process knowledge concerns how to implement a genre. It is a form of
procedural practice that allows intended actions to be successfully accomplished.
Rhetorical knowledge refers to the knowledge, “which captures an understanding of the
genre’s intended purposes and an awareness of their dynamics of persuasion within a
sociorhetorical context” (p. 21). Subject-matter knowledge is relevant content knowledge.

Genre Relations
Previous genre researchers have agreed that most genres are interconnected
(Devitt, 2004; Tardy, 2009). Those relationships have been described in different ways
by scholars. Swales (2004) and Paltridge (2012) employed the terms genre chains, genre
sets, and genre networks for genre analysis. Those three are interchangeably used to
explain the relations of genres. All three reflect a system in which each genre involves
“intertextual links and other kinds of recontextualization” to meet communicative
purposes and social expectations (Swales, 2004, p. 23).
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Understanding these genre systems helps people in a particular genre prepare for
appropriately accomplishing communicative goals in other adjoining genres in the same
genre system. Even when learners encounter a new genre, they can utilize the genre
knowledge for the newly encountered genre. All of the above three relations can overlap
or be a part of each other. Numerous scholars agree that the knowledge of the complex
system of genre relations helps learners develop a more advanced understanding of the
core target genres (Tardy, 2009).
Genre chains are often associated with chronological ordering, which means
one genre precedes another genre, and it is followed by yet another genre. For example,
the job application genre is composed of several genres making a genre chain. Paltridge
(2012) illustrated the typical sequence of applying for a job. It starts with the genre, job
application, then the genre, position description followed by letter of application. Several
other genres, such as resume, job interview, offer of appointment, and negotiation of
offer, also fit into the sequence.
Genre sets (Devitt, 1991), are understood as “the set of genres owned by a given
group” (Tardy, 2009, p. 14). Although Devitt (2004) now uses the term genre repertoire
(p. 57), the concept has not changed. She considered the word repertoire useful because
“it connotes not only a set of interacting genres but also a set from which participants
choose, a definer of the possibilities available to the group” (p. 57). An example of this
concept is the speech genres used in university settings. Graduate students often
experience speech events in academic settings, such as class discussions and conference
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presentations. Genre sets, in that sense, are often associated with individual positionings
of genres in a particular context (Swales, 2004).
Genre networks refer to the “totality of genres available for a particular sector”
(Swales, 2004, p. 22). It is a whole framework that covers numerous genres operating in a
given field. A characteristic of a genre network is intertextuality (Bakhtin, 1986). Genres
are born “out of prior texts and retain traces of those texts” (Tardy, 2009, p. 14). For
example, research papers can result in presentations in conferences or vice versa. The
concept of genre networks is useful for new users of a genre who wish to achieve a goal
in the target genre. New users can understand preferred ways of engaging in class
discussions by observing discussions in professional conferences or find clear-cut textual
fragments from previously studied genres.

Boundaries of Genres—Macro- and Micro-Genres
One problem that arises when thinking about the genre system is how the
boundaries among each genre are drawn. A genre class can be identified to the extent that
genres have their own communicative purpose(s) (Swales, 1990, p. 46). Swales explained
that the naming of communicative events where communicative purposes were supposed
to be achieved by participants was decided by institutional convenience rather than by
descriptive labels. From this perspective, the boundaries of genres can be loose and
drawn on more than one level.
In genre studies, there is a variety of genre specificity and description (Johns,
2002a). The term subgenre has been used to refer to genres that are closely related to a
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core genre (Bhatia, 1993, 1997; J. Flowerdew, 2002b). Weissberg (1993) conducted a
qualitative study focusing on seminar presentations as a target genre. He divided 10
seminars into four subgenres: proposals, in-progress reports, literature reviews, and
research reports. Meanwhile, the term elemental genre was used by Sydney School
scholars to delineate the functional features of genres (Feez, 2002; Johns, 2002a). On the
other hand, the macro–micro-genre distinction has been used to outline genre boundaries
by researchers such as Paltridge (2014) and Woodward-Kron (2005).
Paltridge (2014) explained the distinction between macro-genres and microgenres as follows:
In ESP genre work, GENRE refers to a class of communicative events,
such as academic essays, research articles, theses and dissertations. The
discourse structures of texts in ESP genre studies are typically referred to
as MOVES, which may include a number of STEPS. In systemic
functional work, genres are more often described in terms such as
DESCRIPTIONS, PROCEDURES, RECOUNTS or EXPOSITIONS.
These MICRO-GENRES combine with each other to form part of larger
texts or MACRO-GENRES, such as academic essays or research reports.
(p. 303)
Woodward-Kron (2005) also described macro-genres and micro-genres saying,
[M]acro-genre refers to the dominant genre of a student’s text. In other
words, the macro-genre is identified in terms of the text’s main social
purpose and its schematic stages. Micro-genre in this paper refers to
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genres that are embedded in the macro-genre. It should be noted that the
schematic stages identified for each genre are not intended to function
prescriptively in a pedagogic context; rather, their identification was
functionally motivated for the development of an analytical descriptive
framework. (p. 28)
In the Sydney School, which uses the Systemic Functional Approach to genre, the terms,
genre and text type began to be used interchangeably (Paltridge, 2002). Derewianka and
Jones (2012) now use the same terms interchangeably. Sydney School scholars started
exploring and using a range of “loose” definitions for genre instructions so that learners
can meta-linguistically be aware of the potential usefulness of those macro-genres and
micro-genres (Grabe, 2002, p. 251).
Swales (2004) revised his previous definition of genre because he believed that it
could be understood as a metaphoric idea that functions in accordance with specific
circumstances and communicative purposes. Both the relationship between sub-genres
and the core genre, and micro-genres and macro-genres are similar in terms of prototypes
(Swales, 1990, p. 52). Therefore, when it comes to the genre system in which there are
shared points in terms of communicative purposes, events, and contexts, the boundaries
of genres can be drawn and set relatively arbitrarily.

Genre Analysis
The concept of genre has been refined as the study of genre analysis is developed
(Bawarshi & Reiff, 2010; Hyland, 2008; Johns, 2002b; Swales, 1990). Genre analysis is
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considered an extended study of discourse analysis that is conducted based on traditional
genre theories such as the Sydney School, English for Specific Purposes (ESP), and New
Rhetoric (Hyon, 1996). Johns (2008) maintained that raising genre awareness through
genre analysis can cultivate novice students’ language production in academic contexts.
When learners become aware of the nature and the typical patterns of a genre in a specific
context, genre awareness and rhetorical variety are reinforced in the learners’ writing and
speaking skills.
In the following sections, I introduce the three traditions of genre analysis and
their practice of genre analysis. The first is the Sydney School. This study was greatly
influenced by a conceptual framework of the Sydney School, as its methodology and
approaches are most relevant to this study. Following that, I review a conceptual
framework of genre and genre analysis from the field of ESP. The conceptual framework
of genre and genre analysis in the ESP tradition was informative to understand the
relationships between language and communicative purposes. Finally, the New Rhetoric
is briefly reviewed. Their framework is often contrasted with the Sydney School and
ESP, and it did not have strong relevance to this study. However, it is important to review
all three major traditions to understand the overall picture of genre and genre analyses by
comparing and understanding their conceptual frameworks. Reviewing how each
tradition sees and analyzes genres in which language is used in a context to accomplish a
communicative purpose gives insight into this study.
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Genre and genre analysis in the Sydney School. Genre theory and its practice
have been widely studied in Australia, so it is sometimes called Australian genre theory
(Hyon, 1996). However, because large-scale action research projects were conducted in
Sydney, the tradition came to be called the Sydney School. Its theoretical foundation was
from Halliday’s (1978, 1989) model of language as a text in context, Bernstein’s (1990,
1996) model of social theory, and sociocultural theories of learning (Vygotsky, 1978).
These models emphasized the influence of social factors in language use (Rose, 2011).
Systemic functional linguistics, which has played an important role in the Sydney
School’s work on genre analysis, was developed based on Halliday’s theory of language
as a social semiotic in Australia (Halliday, 1977; Halliday, Matthiessen, & Matthiessen,
2014). Systemic functional linguistics (SFL) is the study of the relationship between
language and its functions in social settings (Hyon, 1996). In the theory, systematic
linguistic choices contribute to the realization of social purposes in a social context.
This approach was developed in conjunction with the development of register
theory. Register theory is conceptualized with three notions: field as “social activity;”
tenor as “the interpersonal relationships among people using language,” and mode as “the
part played by language in building communication.” These three concepts influence the
choice of texts used in the context (Christie, 1991, p. 142). According to Martin (2001),
register is a semiotic system used to make meaning and “the idea of choice” (p. 151) is a
central idea in systemic functional linguists, in which language is systematically
interrelated as a large network of options and produced in accordance with the context in
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which the language is used. The importance of cultural and social contexts in regard to
language use is emphasized in this view (Paltridge, 2012).
In systemic functional linguistics, three language resources are used to understand
how language functions in a context (Martin, 2009; Martin & Rose, 2008). These
metafunctions are called ideational, interpersonal, and textual functions. These
metafunctions correspond to the three notions of register: field, tenor, and mode
(Derewianka & Jones, 2012). One function, the ideational function, enables users to
reflect on the world. It is realized by participants (who), process (what is happening), and
circumstances (how), which create a clause and describe a particular field. According to
Derewianka and Jones (2012), young children use language related to “familiar, every
day, personal, concrete, non-specialized subject matter” and the ideas are connected “in
simple, spoken-like manner using connections such as and, but, so, and when” [emphasis
in original] (p. 24). In contrast, language use changes to express abstract and technical
topics and the ideas are combined with a variety of clauses such as “cause and effect,
concession, and condition” (p. 24).
The second language resource, interpersonal function, enables users to interact
with others. This resource is represented by “the Mood system” and “the Appraisal
system” (Derewianka & Jones, 2012, p. 27). In the mood system, language is used to
make statements, ask questions, offer to do something, and give commands to enact
social roles and relationships (Eggins, 1994). In the appraisal system, language is used to
express feelings and opinions and adjust the strength of our emotions. Attitude,
engagement, and graduation are the key features of the appraisal system (Derewianka &
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Jones, 2012). The use of interpersonal function also differs from early childhood to later
childhood. It changes from direct and informal expressions to subtle and indirect ways by
using “more nuanced expressions” and “more detached evaluation supported by
evidence, awareness of alternative perspectives and possibilities, and of how language
can be used to position self and others” (Derewianka & Jones, 2012, p. 24). This
language function corresponds to the notion of tenor in the register theory.
The third language function, which resonates with mode in register theory, is
textual resources. They help to create and organize coherent and cohesive texts. At the
level of the sentence, a Theme-Rheme sentence pattern is used to guide readers and
listeners. Theme introduces a topic of how the text is developed, and the rheme
introduces new information. At the paragraph and whole-text level, connectives are used
to shape the flow of texts. A number of cohesive devices are used to create a cohesive
text, such as pronouns, possessives, demonstratives, articles, comparison, extended
reference, substitution, and ellipsis (Derewianka & Jones, 2012). The use of textual
function shifts widely between spoken and written language. This can coincide with
children’s language development. Textual functions change from “spontaneous” (spoken)
to “planned” (written), and from “flowing and intricate” (spoken) to “compact and dense”
(written) (Derewianka & Jones, 2012, p. 125).
Hyland (2004) provided a guideline for genre analysis in the Sydney School by
adopting an idea initially proposed by Hood, Solomon, and Burns (1996). In the
guideline, social purposes and the context are analyzed. Next, the organizational structure
of the text is investigated, textual cohesion is analyzed, and then lexico-grammatical
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features are identified. In sum, the text elements that systemic functional linguistics
focuses on are “staging, clause structure, type of verbs, vocabulary, noun groups,
circumstances, and cohesion” (Hyland, 2004, pp. 198-199). The linguistic and functional
language choices to meet expectations of a situation of context is the principal focus of
the Sydney School genre analysis.
For instance, Martin (1989), discussed six types of factual genres found in school
settings—procedures, explanations, discussion, expositions, recounts, and reports—based
on linguistic and textual features. The classification was later expanded in Martin and
Rose (2008), who noted that four genres: reports, explanations, procedures, procedural
recounts were used to construct relations among phenomena, entities, and activities in the
academic science field: “reports that classify and describe, explanations of cause and
effects, procedures for observing and experimenting, and procedural recounts for
reporting on observations and experiments” (p. 142).
According to Martin and Rose (2008), there are three types of reports: descriptive
reports, classifying reports, and compositional reports (p. 142). Descriptive reports aim to
classify and describe a phenomenon; therefore, the general structures are classification
followed by description. Description has a phrasal structure describing each feature of the
characteristics or field of entities. The purpose of classifying reports is to sub-classify
members of a general class using various criteria. It is structured by stating the
classification system followed by the types. Finally, compositional reports classify the
entity, and the components are decomposed and explained explicitly.
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Martin and Rose (2008) provided detailed accounts of cause-effect explanations.
The typical structure of these explanations is to first specify the phenomenon to be
explained, and in the following explanation stage, the implication sequence is developed.
The researchers outlined four general types of implication sequence as well as a simple
sequence of causes and effects: (a) a sequential explanation, in which causal relation is
entailed between each event; (b) a factorial explanation, which encompasses multiple
causes; (c) a consequential explanation, which involves multiple effects, and; (d) a
conditional explanation in which the effects are affected by variable conditions.
Causal relationships should be explicitly mentioned, especially in writing.
Usually, an effect follows its cause; however, in the logical development of an
explanation of causation, either the cause or effect can succeed each other. Conjunctions
and discourse markers are often used in causation genres (Derewianka & Jones, 2012;
Martin & Rose, 2008). Table 8 illustrates three consequential relations and common
conjunctions that explicitly indicate causal relationships.
Procedures and procedural recounts were also analyzed (Martin & Rose, 2008).
Procedures direct specialized activities as sequences of performance in relation to
particular objects and locations; they can be a central feature in educational contexts.
Although there are various types of procedures such as operating or cooperative
procedures, all procedure genres entail a sequence of steps that readers or listeners should
follow. In simple procedures, it can be a sequence of imperative commands and can start
with a statement of purpose or introduction of the equipment and materials. In the
cooperative procedure in which responsibility are assigned to a team, the scope and
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definition of the activity is often explicitly labeled in the beginning of the procedure so
that more than one person can understand the activity.

Table 8. Consequential Relations and Common Conjunctions
Cause
expectant
because, so, therefore
Condition
Means

concessive

although, even though, but, however

expectant

if, then, provided that, as long as

concessive

even if, even then

expectant

by, thus

concessive

even by, but

Note. From Genre relations, (p. 150), by J. R. Martin & D. Rose, 2008, London: Equinox.
Copyright 2008 by Equinox. Reprinted with permission.

However, the sequences can complexify; hence, the way that information is
presented at each step can differ based on the purpose of the procedure. A cooperative
procedure often requires reasons to follow the command in each step so that readers or
listeners can make independent decisions when following the procedure. In the
conditional procedure, readers need to make choices of action; therefore, possible choices
should be written after the command in each step.
Martin and Rose (2008) noted that the step-by-step procedure genre described in
the previous paragraphs are uncommon for people seeking a higher level of training or a
diploma. In those cases, investigative procedures by experts are recounted in the form of
technical notes and research articles. The researchers called this a procedural recount and
distinguished it from a simple procedure. Table 9 outlines the staging of procedural
recounts. In the introduction, issues are stated and contextualized, and background
knowledge is introduced. In the method stage, the process of the research is recounted. In
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the investigation stage, observations or results are reported. In the conclusion and
recommendation stage, interpretation of the research is recounted. In some cases,
recommendations are followed by interpretations. The stages illustrated in Table 9
represents a typical and expected schematic structure of procedural recounts in academic
settings. This structure shares most of its structure with Swales’ IMRD model
(Introduction-Method-Results-Discussion), which has widely been used to represent a
typical structure in English for Academic Purposes (EAP) genre analysis (Swales, 1990).
It is considered essential for young learners to be accustomed to this procedural recount
because it is one of the most expected schematic structure in academic settings.

Table 9. Staging of Procedural Recounts
Technical note
Research
article

Introduction
Introduction

Experiment
report

Purpose,
equipment and
materials

(Method)
Method
Method

Investigation
Results
Results

Conclusion and
recommendation
Discussion
(Conclusion)

Note. From Genre relations, (p. 200), by J. R. Martin & D. Rose, 2008, London: Equinox.
Copyright 2008 by Equinox. Reprinted with permission.

Further knowledge about the language system and how language functions
through a genre perspective was developed by Derewianka and Jones (2012), who
developed the idea of classifying genres in educational contexts. They listed the
following examples of genres typically used in school contexts (Table 10). All genres
have their purpose to be achieved in the texts or actions. Each genre has its unique
linguistic, grammatical, and rhetorical features.
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Table 10. Examples of Genres Typically Used in School Contexts
Purpose
Genre (text type)
Examples
Entertain
Stories
• Narratives
• Anecdotes
• Fables
Tell what happened

Recounts

• Recounting the results of a science
experiment
• Recounting a historical event
• Recounting how a maths problem
was solved

Instruct someone
how to do
something

Instructions/Procedures • How to do a craft activity
• How to play a game
• How to design a metalwork object

Provide information
about a topic

Information reports

• Types of transport
• The feline family
• Rainforests

Explain how things
work or why things
happen

Explanations

• How electric circuit works
• What causes earthquakes
• How the Second World War began

Persuade

Arguments/Expositions

• Essay developing a particular
stance
• Discussion considering various
sides of an issue
• Formal debate

Note. From Teaching language in context, (p. 9), by B. Derewianka & P. Jones, 2012, Melbourne,
Australia: Oxford University Press. Copyright 2012 by Oxford University Press. Reprinted with
permission.

Among the genres illustrated in Derewianka and Jones (2012), I would like to
review three genres that are related to this study: instructions/procedures, information
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reports, and explanations. In the first genre, instructions/procedures, the purpose is to
instruct people how to do something and enable them to complete a variety of activities.
The classification of the genre is similar to that described by Martin and Rose
(2008). Table 11 shows the detailed explanation of the instructions/procedures genre.
Derewianka and Jones (2012) noted that procedures are a sequence of steps in which
students describe objects or entities, specify quantities or means, interpret details of tasks,
recognize possible consequences of action, adopt an expert stance, and represent actions
in different modes (p. 139).

Table 11. Instructions and Procedures Genres
Genre
Social purpose
Simple
Enable people to do or make
procedures something

Sample learning contexts
How to make pizza

Directions

Enable people to find their way
around

How to get home; A walking tour
of Wollongong Harbour

Procedural
recount

Enable people to record the results
of an experiment and to generalize
the result

How flammable are different
fabrics?

Conditional
procedure

Enable people to complete more
complex tasks involving choices

Video-editing tutorial (YouTube)

Protocols
(rules)

Encourage particular types of
behavior (and inhibit others)

Class rules

Note. From Teaching language in context, (p. 139), by B. Derewianka & P. Jones, 2012,
Melbourne: Oxford University Press. Copyright 2012 by Oxford University Press. Reprinted with
permission.

The typical structures of simple procedures and a procedural recount are
summarized in Table 12. Derewianka and Jones (2012) outlined them by comparing the
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two genres. In accordance with the level of instructions or procedures, stating a goal or
listing materials or equipment are optional in the beginning of the simple procedures.
Even though Derewianka and Jones did not clearly mention that their explanation of the
genres of procedures and procedural recount followed Martin and Rose (2008), many of
them overlap with each other. It describes the sequence of the steps that researchers take
to achieve research outcomes after completing a study.

Table 12. Typical Structures of Simple Procedures and Procedural Recount
Simple procedures
Procedural recount
1. Goal (optional)
1. Aim or purpose
2. List of materials and/or equipment

2. Equipment and materials

(optional)

3. Method

3. Series of steps

4. Results
5. Conclusion and/or discussion

Note. Adapted from Derewianka & Jones (2012), pp. 140-142.

Derewianka and Jones (2012) articulated the major language resources for the
instructions/procedures genre from the perspective of register theory: field, tenor, and
mode. The resources are summarized in Table 13. The use of specific action verbs was
emphasized in all instructions/procedures genres. Although general terms are used to
explain the steps, technical terms are often used in the procedural recounts and
conditional procedures. To indicate conditional ideas, if… then or in the event of…, can
be used.
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Table 13. Major Language Resources for Instructions/Procedures
Field-related (Expressing and elaborating ideas)
•
•
•
•

Processes are often expressed as specific verbs.
Vocabulary is generally specific and familiar because these deal with physical
activities and observable phenomena (except for procedural recounts and
conditional procedures).
Circumstantial details, such as manner (how?), time (for how long?), and place
(where?), are critical to many procedural texts.
In conditional procedures, dependent clauses and phrases of condition are often
used.

Tenor-related (Interacting with others)
•
•
•
•

Imperative form of verb is usually used.
The reader or listener is addressed directly–either explicitly or implicitly.
Modality is used in different ways: to soften suggestions in some procedures, but
in others to strengthen rules.
Polarity, both positive and negative, features in instructional texts.

Mode-related (Creating cohesive texts)
•
•
•

Strong oral traditions–instructional texts are often spoken texts but when they are
written, the need for specificity and detail becomes very important.
Temporal connectives may be used instead of numerals to sequence steps.
Use of diagrams, maps and photographs is common in many procedures.

Note. Adapted from Derewianka & Jones (2012), pp. 151-153.

In tenor-related meanings, imperative forms are often used, and interactions with
readers or listeners can be seen in the text. Examples include “OK, first you go to…”, or
“Juliette, cut really carefully, won’t you?” Sometimes it is done implicitly: “[You] stop at
historical Audley for coffee and cake” [emphasis in original]. The use of modality is one
way to differentiate the degree of a suggestion. For instance, could can be used to make a
soft suggestion, while must is used to express a rule that must be followed.
Instructions/procedures can be expressed positively “Do wear a hat” or negatively “Don’t
remove cuttings from the Reserve” (Derewianka & Jones, 2012, p. 153).
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As is described in Table 13, the instructions/procedures genre can be seen in both
spoken and written texts. The differences in the mode are specificity and the numbers of
details in the text. Written texts often require more details and they often use diagrams or
other visual aids to make the meaning clear. Temporal connectives such as first, then, and
next are used to indicate a sequence of steps in spoken texts.
A second genre from Derewianka and Jones (2012) is information report. This
genre includes the language functions of generalizing, identifying, describing,
contrasting, comparing, analyzing, classifying, and developing technicality. Table 14 lists
different types of information reports. A variety of genres are categorized under the
information report genre; all of them are commonly used in the field of education.
Derewianka and Jones noted that these genres should be developed based on research;
this means that students need time to gain background knowledge of a topic.
Three typical structures of information report are compared: a simple descriptive report, a
classifying report, and a composition report (Derewianka & Jones, 2012). Table 15
compares the typical structure of these three information reports. Because these genres
are concerned with general categories of things more than events, the nature and the
description of each step varies in accordance with the type of entity the genre focuses on.
The quality and quantity of the level of classification vary according to the field and the
age of learners. General statements come with or are followed by the identification or
definition of the classes or sub-classes. In the case of classifying reports, descriptions are
concerned with a taxonomy in which members of a general class (e.g., environmental
disasters) are classified into sub-classes (e.g., water pollution or air pollution). In a
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similar manner, composition reports concern phenomena from a part of the whole
viewpoint.

Table 14. Information Report Genres
Genre
Social purpose
Descriptive
Give information about a species or
report
class of things by describing physical
attributes, behaviours, uses, etc.

Sample curriculum contexts
The platypus
Diamonds
China
Sydney Harbour Bridge

Classifying
report

Organize and describe a field or topic
into a class and subclass hierarchy

Whales
What bird is that?
Environment disasters

Compositional
report

Organize and describe a field or topic
according to its parts (a part or whole
report)

Systems of the human body
Boundary Road Reserve:
Site Report
The rainforest

Historical
reports

Give information about the way
things were in relation to a particular
class of things

The goldrush in Australia
Roman cities

Comparative
reports

Identify the similarities and
differences between two or more
classes of things

Stars and planets
3D shapes

Note. From Teaching language in context, (p. 166), by B. Derewianka & P. Jones, 2012,
Melbourne: Oxford University Press. Copyright 2012 by Oxford University Press. Reprinted with
permission.

In the same way as the instructions/procedures genre, Derewianka and Jones
(2012) offered major language resources for observing and describing the information
report genre. Table 16 summarizes the language resources of the genre. The use of nouns
and noun groups are a feature of this genre. The idea is developed from the general (e.g.,
tree) to the specific (e.g., eucalyptus albens). Careful description using describers, which
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can be intensified (e.g., the most visible) and classifiers that cannot be intensified (e.g., an
extinct species) [emphasis added] are keys in this genre.

Table 15. Typical Structures of Information Reports
Simple descriptive report
Classifying report
1. General statement
1. General statement
•
•

Identifies the entity
Classifies the entity
into a particular
category or taxonomy

•
•

Classifies and defines
Names the classes

Composition report
1. General statement
•

Identifies entity or
phenomena

2. Description

2. Description

2. Description

•

•

•

Describes particular
features,
characteristics,
activities, and
behaviors

Describes subclasses
and their
characteristics

•

Describes parts or
components
Describes functions of
components

Note. Adapted from Derewianka & Jones (2012), pp. 167-172.

Because this genre emphasizes facts rather than opinions, Derewianka and Jones
(2008) noted that attitudinal vocabulary is generally not used. However, young learners
tend to use evaluative language to emphasize what young learners research. Moreover,
the use of attitudinal language is affected by the teacher, who co-constructs texts with
students. The audience also affects the use of attitudinal vocabulary.
Strong lexical cohesion is often seen in information report genres. Repetition of
the classes or the use of pronouns to refer to classes or subclasses are often observed.
Likewise, whole-part relations such as acoustic guitar–body, neck, and fretboard, and
class-subclass associations such as vertebrates–fish, amphibians, and reptiles, are
articulated in the genre in order to make the text cohesive.
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Table 16. Major Language Resources for Information Reports
Field-related (Expressing and elaborating ideas)
• Generalized participants are initially represented in simple noun groups but
become increasingly complex with technical information.
• The noun group is also important for developing description by using factual
describers and classifiers.
• Technicality is a feature of defining and classifying.
• Relating processes link an entity with its attributes.
• Timeless present tense.
• Action processes will be used where the behaviors of entities are described.
Tenor-related (Acquiring an expert voice)
• Attitudinal vocabulary is unusual in genres for observing and describing.
• Modality is used to temper claims where there is room for options and
speculation or evidence is inconclusive.
• It is not common to find the different sources of information acknowledged
through the use of vague references, specific citation, and reference lists.
Mode-related (Creating coherent and logical text)
• Paragraph and sentence openers usually refer to the entity being described,
either by naming and renaming it or a subclass, or by using a pronoun.
• Cohesive patterns tend to be predictable in information reports. Lexical
cohesion is commonly achieved through whole-part and class-subclass
relations. Pronoun reference and repetition are other important resources for
creating texts that hang together.
• Texts for observing and describing usually draw on a range of meaning-making
resources, including language, image, sound, and music integrated into
multimodal texts.
Note. Adapted from Derewianka & Jones (2012), pp. 177-179.

The third and final genre I would like to review from Derewianka and Jones
(2012) is the explanation genre. Language is used in this genre to explain how something
works or why something happens. Cause and effect relationships can be understood in
more specific ways as using the words, purpose, reason, or result. “‘(P)urpose’ refers to
intention and generally points forward towards a result, … (r)eason’ refers backwards to
the cause of an outcome,” and “‘(r)esult’ refers to the outcome of an action” (p. 223).
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Derewianka and Jones (2012) emphasized that students often experienced
situations in which they must answer why and how questions, and teachers expected the
students to be able to respond to questions about causation logically. The complexity of
causal relationships grows through the school years. Therefore, students must be able to
control a variety of language features in the causation genre so that they can meet the
expectations in particular context.
Table 17 presents an overview of the explanation genres (Derewianka & Jones,
2012). Sequential explanations usually represent, how, features rather than, why.
Therefore, they look similar to procedures. The difference between sequential
explanations and procedures is that a sequential explanation gives an account of how
something operates, and a procedure tells people how to do something usually by using
commands.
There are six types of explanation genres based on the causal relationship
(Derewianka & Jones, 2012). Sequential explanation and causal explanation are similar
in terms of the sequence of steps; however, the former does not contain causal elements,
while the latter demands causality in its structure. Cyclical explanations account for a
cycle of events; a degree of causal relations can be seen in cyclical explanations. System
explanations expound on how a system works. They are similar to information reports,
but system explanations include an explanation of the interactions between the elements
or phenomena described in each stage. The last two genres, factorial explanations and
consequential explanations, explain causal relationships in a phenomenon. The difference
is that the former is focused on various factors contributing to a particular outcome, and
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the latter is focused on results, not reasons. Derewianka and Jones (2012) noted that these
two genres appear in a combined form when the academic level moves up. Multiple
reasons and multiple results can interact with each other, and one result can be a reason
for another result.

Table 17. Explanation Genres
Genre
Social purpose
Sequential
To explain a phenomenon
explanation
that involves a linear
sequence

Sample curriculum contexts
How do plants grow?
How does a garbage truck work?

Cyclical
explanation
Causal
explanation

To explain a cyclical
phenomenon
To explain a phenomenon
that involves an element of
causality

Lifecycle of a butterfly
How does an electrical circuit work?
How do we hear?

System
explanation

To explain how a system
works

The desert as an ecosystem
How does the Internet work?

Factorial
explanation

To explain the factors that
lead to an outcome

What led to the Second World War?
What causes obesity?

Consequential
explanations

To explain the
What are the effects of global
consequences of a particular warming?
input
What are the consequences of
smoking?

Note. From Teaching language in context, (p. 200), by B. Derewianka & P. Jones, 2012,
Melbourne: Oxford University Press. Copyright 2012 by Oxford University Press. Reprinted with
permission.

Explanation involves simple sequential structures as well as more complex ones
that have multiple causes and effects (Derewianka & Jones, 2012). Table 18 illustrates
the typical structures of three explanation genres. These genres start from identifying the
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phenomenon and move on to an explanation sequence, including elements of cause and
effect. One unique aspect of the factorial explanation is that there is a general statement
in the final stage of the rhetorical structure that can be used to reiterate a reason or
purpose of the speech mentioned earlier in the text. In the final statement, a prediction or
suggestion can be made as well as a reiteration of the general statement. Although the
differences are illustrated in Table 18, the features can overlap and interact with each
other as combinations of causal relationships, and they do not always follow the stages or
steps in the table (Derewianka & Jones, 2012).

Table 18. Typical Structure of Explanation Genres
Causal explanation
Factorial explanation
1. Phenomenon
1. Outcome
identification
• Identifying/defining the
• Identifying the
outcome
phenomenon
• Foreshadowing of
Defining in general
factors
terms

Consequential explanation
1. Input
•
•

Identifying/defining the
input
Providing background
information

2. Explanation sequence

2. Factors

2. Consequences

•

•

•

•

Announcing the stages
of the phenomenon
Describing how and
each stage impact on
each other

•

Stating and describing
a factor
(Continued as the
number of factors)

•

Outlining the
consequences of the
input
Describing the
consequences

3. General statement
Note. Adapted from Derewianka & Jones (2012), pp. 204-219.

Major language resources for the explanation genre are summarized in Table 19.
However, Derewianka and Jones (2012) examined only field-related meanings because
more complex language features are required to explain increasingly complex ideas
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compared to the procedure and definition genres. Some features in Table 19 overlap with
the features in the instruction/procedure and information report genres.

Table 19. Major Language Resources for Explanation
Field-related (Expressing and elaborating ideas)
• Generalized participants
•

Vocabulary often representing abstract concepts

•

Technical vocabulary

•

Various ways of creating definitions

•

Nominalization

•

The use of mainly action and relating processes in the timeless present tense

•

The use of passive voice to keep the emphasis on the main topic rather than
who or what is doing the action

•

Various ways of expressing a time sequence in sequential, causal, and cyclical
explanations

•

Various ways of expressing cause-and effect relationships

Note. Adapted from Derewianka & Jones (2012), pp. 221-222.

Derewianka and Jones (2012) elaborated on the language features of the
explanation genre by showing how to combine ideas. Ideas can be combined using simple
sentences, compound sentences, complex sentences, compound-complex sentences, nonfinite clauses, embedded clauses, and verbless clauses. I focus on the items related to
causal relationships: The coordinating conjunctions, so, and, for, are used to indicate
results or reasons.
Subordinating conjunctions are often used to combine ideas in complex sentences.
They combine an independent clause and a dependent clause and thereby make time,
manner, cause, condition, concession, adding, and replacing dependent clauses. Table 20
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shows subordinating conjunctions used to make cause and condition dependent clauses.
These conjunctions are often used to express logical reasons in explanation genres.

Table 20. Subordination Conjunctions Used in Causal and Conditional Dependent
Clauses
Types
Conjunctions
Cause
Reason
as, because, since, as a result of
Purpose
Condition

so that, in order to, so as to, in order that
if, as long as, in case, unless, on condition that

Note. From Teaching language in context, (p. 227), by B. Derewianka & P. Jones, 2012,
Melbourne: Oxford University Press. Copyright 2012 by Oxford University Press. Reprinted with
permission.

Causal relationships can be expressed using non-infinite clauses that have -ing,
to-, and -ed forms. In using these forms, conjunctions or subjects are not used, and no
indication of tense is required. They are commonly used in complex and compoundcomplex sentences (Derewianka & Jones, 2012). Examples include “(i)f the waves arrive
in a bay or harbor, the water has nowhere to go, causing them to be funneled inland” and
“At each level of the rainforest, the components interact to keep the system in balance”
[emphasis added] (p. 230).
Derewianka and Jones (2012) and Martin and Rose (2008) illustrated examples of
how the Sydney school has categorized and analyzed genres. Genre is meaning-making
activities in a context in which a typical structure is used to achieve communicative
purposes. This idea fits the definition of genre used in this study: a communicative event
(purpose), done in a particular setting (discourse group) using shared text forms (structure
and convention). However, minor differences in terminology such as the name of the
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genres exist because authors have focused on different target populations and contexts.
Derewianka and Jones (2012) mainly targeted younger learners, while Martin and Rose
(2008) focused on industrial and pedagogical contexts in higher levels of education.
Finally, the focus of the Sydney school was originally on elementary and
secondary school settings and on empowering disadvantaged members of a community;
hence, the goal was to provide students with knowledge of a genre, especially knowledge
that helps them succeed in school (Hyon, 1996; Johns, 2002b; Martin & Rose, 2008;
Paltridge, 2012). The principal analytical focus is on grammatical and lexical choices.
This focus has been considered the main difference between the Sydney School and other
traditions. The priority was to make learners aware of genre knowledge and be able to
control expected language use so that they can achieve communicative purposes in
academic or social contexts.

Genre and genre analysis in English for Specific Purposes/English for
Academic Purposes. Genre analysis in English for Specific Purposes (ESP) is mostly
focused on nonnative English speakers in academic settings. They are usually graduate
students or professionals, and their language use and discourse structure are the centers of
interest in this tradition (Bawarshi & Reiff, 2010; Paltridge, 2001; Swales, 1990, 2004).
By being aware of rhetorical structures and grammatical features of the target genres,
non-native speakers can gain a better understanding of the conventions and linguistic
features in the texts (Bhatia, 1993). The disciplines of ESP and its sub-category English
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for Academic Purposes (EAP) are focused on helping students learn to communicate
effectively in work or academic situations.
Essential features of ESP are needs assessment, content-based teaching methods,
and content-area informed instructors (Belcher, 2006). The development of needs
assessment broadened the study of ESP and created a subset such as English for
Academic Purposes (EAP). The approach is content-driven rather than methods-driven,
and the importance of information and materials is emphasized. The quality of instructors
or analysts is also crucial in the practice of ESP because adequate knowledge of the field
is required to analyze the target genre.
EAP is sometimes classified into the following categories: English for general
academic purposes (EGAP) and English for specific academic purposes (ESAP) (Blue,
1988; Dudley-Evans & John, 1998; L. Flowerdew, 2002). Dudley-Evans and John
outlined the general-specific continuum of English language teaching courses using five
positions (Position 1 = General; 5 = Specific). EGAP was in Position 3 because EGAP
courses “are not related to specific disciplines or professions” (p. 9). These distinctions
are useful when describing a wide variety of areas in ESP and EAP. In many EFL
contexts, only a subset of the learners is focused on a specific discipline or subject area.
However, they are required to familiarize themselves with academic English; therefore,
EAP has been used for both professional and general academic purposes.
Genre analyses in EAP have mostly been focused on undergraduate or graduate
levels. Swales (1990) combined linguistics and rhetoric in genre analysis so that a text
can explain the communicative purposes that meet the expectations of academic settings.
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He developed the notion moves to examine the structure of written texts and described
genres as communicative events supported by communicative purposes and diverse
patterns of “structure, style, content and intended audience” (p. 58).
Swales (1990) also investigated introductions in academic writing. He proposed
the Create-a-Research-Space (CARS) model and categorized its structure: Move 1 as
Establishing a territory, Move 2 as Establishing a niche, and Move 3 as Occupying the
niche. Later, he revised the model by identifying Move 1 and Move 2 as the core moves,
and Move 3 as a more complex step that can appear in various positions (Swales, 2004).
IMRD and CARS have been influential in EAP genre analysis not only in the genre of
research articles but also in other EAP genres.
Similarly, Hyland (2000) listed the rhetorical moves in article abstracts as
Introduction-Purpose-Method-Product-Conclusion. He considered a series of moves
represented communicative categories, and they functioned to achieve a communicative
purpose. Hyland explained the details of the five functions:
1. To establish context of the paper and motivates the research or
discussion
2. To indicate purpose, thesis or hypothesis, and outline the intention
behind the paper Genre-based teaching systematically addresses texts
and contexts
3. To provide information on design, procedures, assumptions, approach,
data, etc.
4. To state main findings or results, the argument, or what was
accomplished
5. To interpret or extends results beyond scope of paper, draws
inferences, points to applications or wider implications (p. 67).
According to Hyland (2000), there were considerable disciplinary variations in move
structure. The soft disciplines such as the humanities and social sciences tended to have
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the Introduction-Purpose-Product pattern, while hard disciplines such as physics and
engineering preferred the Purpose-Method-Product model. Hyland’s frameworks have
often been referred to when EAP genres are analyzed.
Another well-established framework for analyzing genres in the ESP/EAP
tradition is Bhatia’s (1993) genre analysis. Although the main object of his analysis is to
understand the structure and function of language in a text, he, in common with Swales
(1990), asserted that communicative purpose is “the most privileged criterion” for genre
identification in the analysis (p. 43). He critically reviewed various types of genre
analyses from surface-level linguistic descriptions to language description as explanation
and suggested the need to combine “socio-cultural (including ethnographic) and
psycholinguistic (including cognitive) aspects of text-construction and interpretation with
linguistic insight” (Bhatia, 1993, p. 11). Bhatia proposed seven steps in analyzing
unfamiliar genres:
1. Placing the given genre-text in a situational context
2. Surveying existing literature
3. Refining the situational/contextual analysis
4. Selecting corpus
5. Studying the institutional context
6. Levels of linguistic analysis
7. Specialist information in genre analysis (pp. 22-36).
Bhatia (1993) provided a detailed explanation of Step 6, levels of linguistic analysis, by
dividing it into three subordinate levels: analysis of lexico-grammatical features, analysis
of text-patterning or textualization, and structural interpretation of the text-genre.
Although he stated that the analysis of lexico-grammatical features offers limited
information to understanding the target genre and accomplishing communicative
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purposes in a particular genre, linguistic analyses such as the frequency of syntactic
properties provide “empirical evidence to confirm or disprove” linguistic properties or
features that are intuitively believed to be used in some modes in various genres” (p. 25).
The second level, analysis of text-pattering or textualization, provides reasons
why participants use the language in their community. Referring to Widdowson (1979),
Bhatia noted that the analyses of textualization make it possible to explain why some
lexico-grammatical features of a genre are used; this is accomplished by examining
conventional language use in the target genre.
The third level, structural interpretation of the text-genre, “highlights the
cognitive aspects of language organization” (Bhatia, 1993, p. 29). Conventionalized and
standardized organization is used by most members of the professional community.
Analyzing how the schematic structure or moves are organized reveals the “preferred
ways of communicating intention in specific areas of inquiry” (Bhatia, 1993, p. 29).
EAP genre analysis is often considered to pay their analytical attention to
rhetorical move structures (Swales, 1990) or rather macro-structure of text such as sales
letter (Bhatia, 1991), while the Sydney School was focused on more micro-aspects of
language such as functions or grammatical choices. Although the general analytical
points of view differ, the boundary of the two schools are not distinct because many EAP
scholars have analyzed linguistic features or functions in genres (Bhatia, 1993; Biber,
2009; Biber & Barbieri, 2007; Swales, 1990). Moreover, their pedagogical approaches in
which they empower learners through genre analysis share commonalities.
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Genre and genre analysis in New Rhetoric Studies. Genre in New Rhetoric
Studies has been developed with a focus on first language use in North American
universities (Bazerman, Bonini, & Figueiredo, 2009; Paltridge, 2012). Because this
tradition emphasizes social purposes or actions, and situational contexts, the focus is on
socio-contextual issues rather than linguistic aspects (Hyon, 1996). In this approach,
genre functions to co-construct social contexts and is considered a socially embodied
action. Therefore, new rhetoric scholars have often used ethnographic research methods
for analyzing texts.
New Rhetoric places little emphasis on explicit instruction for developing genre
awareness and knowledge because researchers in New Rhetoric believe that immersion in
the target genre is the most important factor in acquiring the socially and contextually
required conventions (Freedman, 1993). Miller (1984, 1994) explained that genres in
New Rhetoric are the keys to understanding how to participate in a community. Devitt
(2009) also argued that language and genres could be meaningful in social and cultural
contexts. Interactions with people or texts, and interplay in a situation or context, are the
principal target of analysis of New Rhetoric. Therefore the concept of genre is not just a
text type or description of a context, but a functional relationship between language and a
situation (Coe, 2002).
Guidelines for genre analysis in the New Rhetoric tradition were introduced by
Bawarshi and Reiff (2010). The steps of the analysis are:
1. Collect samples of the genre
2. Identify the scene and describe the situation in which the genre is used
3. Identify and describe patterns in the genre’s features
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4. Analyze what these patterns reveal about the situation and scene (pp.
193-194).
The purpose of the analysis is to cultivate meta-genre awareness. Through the analysis,
students are to learn genre awareness and knowledge: how to react or respond in a
situation where the genre is used or where they would be used in the future. The first step
was to collect as many genre samples as possible so that learners could encounter
multiple examples of the target genre and identify the patterns in the genres. Bawarshi
and Reiff (2010) noted that four points should be identified in the second step: setting,
subject, participants, and purposes. The third step requires the identification of language
patterning from various properties such as content, rhetoric, structure, format, sentence,
and diction. In the fourth step, the “interaction between genre and context” was stressed
(p. 194). Learners were supposed to realize why the rhetorical patterns were used and
their significance.
Because the New Rhetoric genre analysis concerns the dynamic interaction
between language use and roles of the context of culture and situation in genres, it often
critically views the power of genre and its applicability in language education. In that
sense, New Rhetoric is often contrasted with the previously reviewed two genre-schools:
the Sydney School and ESP/EAP (Freedman, 1999; Hyland, 2004; Hyon, 1996).
Freedman & Midway (1994) criticized the educational approaches that the Sydney
School and EAP are believed to have. The approaches of the two schools are basically
focused on empowering learners by helping them acquire expected language use in an
expected situation. It only reinforces the norms of the context on the learners without
considering political and ideological issues. Although New Rhetoric admits the
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empowering nature of genre-based approaches, the pedagogical philosophy of New
Rhetoric differs from the Sydney School and EAP.

Related approaches to genre analysis. In this section, I introduce approaches
related to genre analysis drawn from three major traditions. Traditionally, in the Sydney
School, the analytical foci have been the function of the texts and linguistic aspects in the
texts based on the Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL) (Paltridge, 2012). ESP/EAP is
also focused on linguistic issues such as lexico-grammatical and rhetorical structures. On
the other hand, the New Rhetoric analyses emphasize situational context (J. Flowerdew,
2002a). As a related approach, Paltridge (2012) developed the concept of genre analyses
by integrating major traditions; he illustrated the steps in genre analysis as follows:
1. Collect samples of the genre you are interested
2. Consider what is already know about the particular genre
3. Refine the analysis by defining the speaker or write of the text, the
audience of the text and their relationship with each other
4. Consider the goal, or purpose, of the texts (pp. 77-78).
In addition to these four steps, he added the importance of realizing typical discourse
patterns of the target genres and the relationship between the genres and social factors
such as values or expectations in a social and cultural context where the genres are used.
Paltridge (2012) called this social and cultural context analysis. It is important to
investigate how target genres are situated in a social context in order to fully understand
the genres. Table 21 shows an example of a context analysis of theses and dissertations.
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Table 21. The Social and Cultural Context of Theses and Dissertations
Factors
Setting of the
text

Descriptions
• The kind of university and level of study, the kind of degree (e.g. honours,
master’s or doctoral, research or professional)
• Study carried out in a ‘hard’ or ‘soft’, pure or applied, convergent or
divergent area of study (Becher & Trowler, 2001)

Text focus and
perspective

• Quantitative, qualitative or mixed method research
• Claims that can be made, claims that cannot be made
• Faculty views on what ‘good’ research is

Purpose of the
text

• Answer a question, solve a problem, prove something, contribute to
knowledge, display knowledge and understanding, demonstrate particular
skills, convince readers, and gain admission to a particular area of study.

Audience, role
and purpose in
reading the text

• To judge the quality of the research
• Primary readership of one or more examiners, secondary readership of
the supervisor and anyone else the student shows their work to
• How readers react to what they read, the criteria they use for assessing a
text, who counts the most in judging the quality of a text

Reader-writer
relationship

• Students writing for experts, for admission to an area of study (primary
readership), students writing for peers, for advice (secondary readership)

Expectations,
conventions and
requirements for
the text

• An understanding and critical appraisal of relevant literature
• A clearly defined and comprehensive investigation of the research topic
• Appropriate use of research methods and techniques
• Interpret results, develop conclusions and link them to previous research
• Level of critical analysis, originality and contribution to knowledge
expected
• Literary quality and standard of presentation expected
• Level of grammatical accuracy required
• How the text is typically organized, how the text might vary for a particular
research topic, area of study, kind of study and research perspective
• What is typically contained in each chapter
• The amount of variation allowed in what should be addressed and how it
should be addressed
• Formal submission requirements: format, procedures, and timing

Background
knowledge,
values and
understandings

• The background knowledge, values and understandings it is assumed
students will share with their readers—what is important to their readers,
what is not important to their readers
• Knowledge students display, the extent to which they show what they
know, issues students should address, boundaries students can cross

Relationship the
text has with
other texts

• Show the relationship between the present research and other people’s
research, what counts as valid research, acceptable and unacceptable
textual borrowings, differences between reporting and plagiarizing

Note. From Discourse analysis, (p. 79), by B. Paltridge, 2012, London: Bloomsbury. Copyright
2012 by Bloomsbury. Reprinted with permission.
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The main purpose of this analysis is to situate the genre in a context. The headings in the
left column connect the text with the context. By conducting this analysis, the discourse
structure analysis becomes more meaningful.
The analysis of genre discourse structures should be done to understand the
rhetorical structure of a text (Paltridge, 2012). This analysis is based on a combination of
the Sydney School and EAP traditions. The critical point is to analyze the discourse
organization, the combination of schematic structure/generic structure and rhetorical
structure. Table 22 shows an example of a discourse structure analysis of a student essay.

Table 22. An Example of a Discourse Structure Analysis of a Student Essay/ProblemSolution Type Text
Generic
structure
Introduction

Body of the
essay

Conclusion

The Kakapo, which is found in the remote and inhospitable south
of Stewart lsland, is one of New Zealand's most highly
endangered birds.
Kakapos are flightless but good climbers, and usually live in native
forests, sub-alpine zones. Leaves, stems roots and fruit are their
main food. They were once described as the most beautiful bird in
the world.
But nowadays there are only about 50 left.
Because of developments of human beings such as removing soil
and grass, cutting the forest for new roads, houses, or factories,
the kakapo has lost its habitat and food resources. Huge numbers
of them have died from starvation or hunting.
A recovery programme has been launched to save the kakapo
from extinction. In this programme, they are attempting to raise
kakapos in captivity. In 1981, nests were located and several
chicks were hatched.
To conclude, the kakapo is nearly extinct.
We have to protect the rest of them and try our best with the
recovery programme.
We do not want to lose this gentle friend, which is part of New
Zealand's heritage.

Rhetorical
structure
Situation

Problem

Response/
Solution

Problem
Response
Evaluation

Note. From Discourse analysis, (p. 229), by B. Paltridge, 2012, London: Bloomsbury. Copyright
2012 by Bloomsbury. Reprinted with permission.
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The example essay fits the typical generic structure of essays: Introduction-BodyConclusion. These three generical structures were considered the important schematic
structure in essays produced in academic contexts. The student’s essay also showed the
typical rhetorical structure of a problem-solution text: Situation-ProblemResponse/Solution-Evaluation. This rhetorical structure followed the expected logical
sequence to achieve the communicative purpose of problem-solution genre. Paltridge
(2012) suggested integrating a generic structural perspective and a rhetorical structural
perspective into one dimension is helpful to understanding the whole picture of the
discourse structure.

Academic Genres and Discourses
Understanding linguistic features and a rhetorical structure of a target genre is
important for students so that they can succeed in the educational context. Schleppegrell
(2001) noted that a high degree of structure was expected in academic genres and
exhibited linguistic features of schooling. In particular, written language used in school
had conventions such as “using lexicalized and expanded noun phrases, marking
discourse structure with linguistic elements” (p. 434). By comparing school-based texts
with spoken interaction, which was “generic,” “sparse,” “prosodic,” and organized with
many conjunctions for known participants, Schleppegrell (p. 438) outlined the lexical
features and grammatical strategies in school-based texts (Table 23).
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Table 23. Lexical Features and Grammatical Strategies of School-Based Texts
Aspects
Lexical
features

Grammatical
strategies

Detailed aspects
Lexical choices

Register features
specific, technical

Lexical density

dense, elaboration of noun phrases through modifiers,
relative clauses, and prepositional phrases

Subject

lexical, nominalizations, and expanded noun phrases

Segmentation

sentence structure: structure indicated syntactically

Mood

mainly declarative, attitude conveyed lexically

Clause linkage
and conjunction
strategies

clause-combining strategies of embedding, use of verbs,
prepositions, and nouns to make logical links, conjunctions
have core (narrow) meanings

Organizational
strategies

hierarchical structure, using nominalization, logical links
indicated through nominal, verbal, and adverbial
expressions, and thematic elements that structure
discourse
Note. Adapted from Schleppegrell (2001), p. 438

As the learning age and level increased, the use of abstract expressions increased
(Schleppegrell, 2001). This language development evolved from congruent and direct
forms to incongruent and metaphorical forms. She called this as “grammatical metaphor,”
and it was a marker of academic language (Schleppegrell, 2004, p. 71). She explained the
concept of grammatical metaphor as follows:
The term metaphor is typically used to refer to lexical metaphor, where the
same term has different meaning in the metaphorical application (a piece
of cake, for example, to mean an easy task). Grammatical metaphor, on the
other hand, uses different wording to refer to the same meaning. What
varies is not the lexical items but the grammatical categories. [italics in
original] (p. 72)
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Academic discourse and language used there were discussed by other researchers.
Hyland (2008) discussed the unique features of academic discourses. The textual
structures of academic discourses have frequently been analyzed using a macro-microgenre perspective. The macro-genre perspective often concerns large, complex texts such
as research reports, and the micro-genre perspective usually concerns smaller functions
such as procedures (Martin, 1997; Paltridge, 2002, 2012). Analyzing these generic and
rhetorical structures is essential to understand and confirm to academic expectations.
Researchers have investigated a wide variety of academic genres from the micromacro genre perspectives. For example, Hyland (2007) listed the features of the
procedure genre as purpose, structure, and grammar typically used in that genre (p. 153).
Derewianka and Jones (2012) analyzed the textual features and social purposes of six
academic genres: stories, recounts, instructions/procedures, information reports,
explanations, and arguments/expositions. These researchers analyzed the textual features
and social purposes of each genre and explained how they could be used for educational
purposes so that language learners can produce the target language appropriately in
accordance with the communicative purpose and context.
Although much academic genre-related research has been conducted in the areas
of reading and writing, academic speaking discourses have also received attention.
Goffman (1981) noted three styles of academic discourses: memorized, reading aloud,
and fresh talk. Dudley-Evans and Johns (1981) divided academic lectures into rhetorical
style, reading style, and conversational style. Brown and Yule (1983a) examined spoken
production from a phonological point of view, which is a unique feature of spoken
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discourse. Widdowson (1979) distinguished spoken production as discourse as product
and discourse as process.
Academic speaking takes the form of static or dynamic discourse. Static
discourse, which is defined as speaking tasks mainly focused on delivering information,
occurs with planned lectures or presentations. In contrast, dynamic discourse is more
interactive, as it involves exchanging information and a great deal of unplanned turntaking. It is important for learners to understand the organization of the target discourse
because it provides them with typical patterns of language use (Goh & Burns, 2012). The
dynamic nature of spoken discourse distinguishes it from the written discourse.
Swales and his colleagues contributed to the description of academic spoken
English through the creation of the Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English
(MICASE), which contains 1.7 million words and 152 speech events (Swales, 2006). The
corpus includes 16 categories, including lectures, student presentation sessions, and
office hour sessions. Swales stated that academic speech is generally more similar to
conversations than to written academic prose (p. 22). He also listed unique features of
academic speech, such as the frequent use of signposting and modals.
Other researchers have investigated the nature of academic spoken discourse.
Basturkmen (2007) argued that many overt signals are used to connect complex ideas and
information, and Biber and his colleagues conducted corpus-driven research to identify
unique grammatical and lexical features specific to spoken academic discourse (Biber,
2009; Biber & Barbieri, 2007; Biber, Conrad, Reppen, Byrd, & Helt, 2002).
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Even though the nature of academic speaking remains unclear, a great deal of
research about academic presentations has been conducted (Simpson, 2004; Zareva,
2009b, 2009c). The biggest difference between academic presentations and spoken
production is that presentations allow speakers to use visual aids, while academic spoken
production for recording does not. However, those two concepts overlap; therefore,
reviewing the discourse and genre of academic presentations is useful in understanding
the genre of academic monologic speech, which is the target of this study.
Several investigators of academic presentations have reported their uniqueness.
Rendle-Short (2006) investigated the interactive nature of academic talk by focusing on
the micro-structure of academic seminars. She examined what went on during academic
presentations using Conversation Analysis. She used the term section, which means bits
or chunks of talk, and argued for the importance of listeners or audience in an academic
situation. Speakers and listeners co-construct the contexts where one communicative
purpose is supposed to be achieved. Even in an academic presentation, speakers should
be aware of the audience by considering how they are expected to talk or what form of
rhetoric effectively conveys the meaning they intend to deliver.
Zareva (2009a) investigated the unique nature of academic presentations. Two
corpora involving 16 native speakers of English (NSs) and 16 non-native speakers of
English (NNSs) were used to compare how NSs and NNSs organized academic
presentations. The questionnaire regarding their perceptions of giving a good academic
presentation indicated that both the NSs and NNSs thought it important to have good
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presentation skills (on a 6-point scale). It also showed that the NSs had more confidence
in their presentation skills (on a 6-point scale).
According to Zareva (2009a), NNSs tended to use more adverbials in their
academic presentations than NSs. Among the three main classes of adverbials—
circumstance, linking, and stance adverbials—circumstance adverbials were used most
frequently by both groups. She concluded that the NSs considered academic presentations
as a relatively informal activity while the NNSs viewed it as rather formal. The NS
presenters showed a conversational and interactive perception of academic presentations
by frequently using amplifiers and restrictive adverbials such as a lot, much, and quite.
Although there were differences between the two groups regarding the use of adverbials
and perceptions toward academic presentations, Zareva (2009a) did not recommend NS
presentations as models of academic presentation for NNS presenters to follow. Rather,
she emphasized identifying the characteristics of students’ academic presentations and
investigating the genre thoroughly from linguistic, social, and cultural points of view.
Developing presentation skills has been a central issue in academic speaking
discourse. Bankowski (2010) argued for the importance of developing academic
presentation skills in Asian countries so that the learners can successfully adjust to
western learning styles. She investigated the effects of academic presentation training on
Hong Kong university students. Fourteen participants made two 15-minute oral
presentations on a pretest and a posttest. The students selected the topics from a list of 35
topics. Most of the criteria were scored as present (1) or absent (0), and those scores were
totaled and compared. She analyzed the participants’ growth by assessing (a)
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organization of topic/introduction (e.g., purpose of presentation defined), (b) organization
of topic/conclusion (e.g., some form of conclusion attempted), (c) progression of ideas
(e.g., flow of argument/ description logical), and (d) presentation delivery (e.g., rate of
speech appropriate). The results showed that most participants’ analytical thinking skills
and presentation skills improved in terms of their use of organization, content
development, and delivery skills in all of the major sections, even though no statistical
results were provided to substantiate the gains. The posttest presentation was more
uniform than those of the pretest, while the pretest performances varied considerably. She
concluded that the training gave the participants a better understanding of the structure of
academic presentations and improved overall performance.
Written discourse and spoken discourse often differ considerably; however, there
is no distinct line dividing them because they are on a continuum (Burns, 1998; Paltridge,
2012). Indeed, previous research has shown that the differences are primarily caused by
the discipline in which they occur rather than a difference in output format (Rendle-Short,
2006), or they are caused by the purposes of the text (Schleppegrell, 2001). Therefore,
findings of genre-specific language use in writing, such as in academic settings, can also
be utilized by speakers.

Genre-Based Instruction
Genre-based instruction, which is the incorporation of genre knowledge into
instruction, is an effective approach to foreign language teaching (Hammond, 2001;
Hammond & Macken-Horarik, 1999; Hyland, 2003a; Hyon, 2001; Kay & Dudley-Evans,
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1998; Paltridge, 2001, 2007, 2012; Tardy, 2009). What the Sydney School and ESP have
in common with genre-based instruction is the explicit teaching of lexico-grammatical
and rhetorical structure. Tardy (2009) has explained that the approach “share[s] an
emphasis on awareness-raising and explicit connection between text form and dynamic,
sociorhetorical contexts” (p. 283). Through instruction, learners learn appropriate
language use in a particular discourse community.
Hyland (2004) listed seven advantages of genre-based instruction:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Genre-based teaching is explicit
Genre-based teaching systematically addresses texts and contexts
Genre-based teaching is based on writer needs
Genre-based teaching is supportive
Genre-based teaching is empowering
Genre-based teaching facilitates critical understanding
Genre-based teaching assists teacher development (pp. 10-11).

Genre pedagogy has two aspects. The first is genre acquisition, and the second is genre
awareness (Johns, 2008). The former is practical and has students acquire the ability to
“reproduce a text type, often from a template” (p. 238). The latter is focused on
knowledge and helps students recognize rhetorical patterns. Johns argued, “genres are
both social and cognitive” (p. 239). Thus, many language scholars and instructors have
advocated using and teaching genre as one aspect of successful language instruction.
There is a consensus among researchers that genre-based approaches are a form of
explicit, text-oriented, and goal-oriented instruction designed to meet contextual norms.
In order to implement it, the following five principles of genre-based writing instruction
can be applied to other language skills:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Writing is a social activity.
Learning to write is needs-oriented.
Learning to write requires explicit outcomes and expectations.
Learning to write is a social activity.
Learning to write involves learning to use language
(Hyland, 2003b, pp. 88-90).

As demonstrated by those principles, genre-based instruction is a pedagogically oriented
teaching method. By explicitly teaching learners what language resources they are
expected to use, why they do so, and where, when, and how they should engage in
communicative actions, learners can be more competent and functional members of the
discourse event.
According to Hyland (2003b), the objective of genre-based instruction is to have
learners realize what the target genres are and how they work in particular contexts.
These principles reinforce the importance of genre-based instruction for the development
of communicative language skills because communication not only means speaking
fluently; it is a social activity in which speakers make themselves understood
appropriately in a social context.
Previous researchers have reported the effectiveness of genre-based instruction.
Kay and Dudley-Evans (1998) reported how teachers viewed a genre-based approach.
They held a workshop for practitioners of genre-based approaches from various
countries. They noted that the approach was suitable, especially for low- and
intermediate-proficiency students, because it helps learners feel more confident about
their language use. They can produce language to accomplish a purpose while
understanding the context in which the language is used. Paltridge (2012) also supported
the effectiveness of a genre-based approach when he emphasized that teachers should
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keep in mind the importance of the approach and that language use without the
knowledge of genre might not meet the expectations of audience and end in
miscommunication.
Although Kay and Dudley-Evans (1998) have discussed positive aspects of genrebased approaches, they have also identified concerns. Their study indicated that the
approach could lead learners to be uncreative if it is not implemented properly. It tends to
be a text-centered instruction, and too much emphasis is sometimes placed on certain
types of text being “prescriptive rather than descriptive” (p. 311). Authenticity can be
another problem. If the texts and structures in certain genres are overgeneralized and
taught inappropriately, students can be disempowered rather than empowered (Hyon,
2001; Johns, 2008). Another criticism is that little empirical research has shown the
effectiveness of genre-based instruction. The research to date has been theoretical and
anecdotal (Tardy, 2009). Few researchers have investigated learners’ systematic
development of genre knowledge. Furthermore, most research has been done in writing
classes because the study of genre was originally developed in that field (Deng, Chen, &
Zhang, 2014; Paltridge, 2001; Tardy, 2009).
Notwithstanding the aforementioned criticisms, considerable research has been
conducted supporting the effectiveness of genre-based instruction. J. Flowerdew (2002a)
emphasized its importance in EFL contexts. Unlike ESL learners, EFL learners have few
chances to encounter various English-language-genres in their daily life. Therefore, they
cannot compare or contrast their acquired English knowledge in different genres.
Teaching particular linguistic forms and patterns explicitly to meet genre and audience
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expectations is thus essential for EFL learners. Flowerdew also argued that genre-based
instruction should respect the local cultural and social values and should be implemented
systematically so that learners develop “a sensitivity to a range of generic features” such
as “content and formal schemata for genres, the interpersonal dimension of text, textual
organization and stylistic appropriateness” (p. 102). Therefore, putting genre at the center
of instruction is widely believed to support effective and purposeful teaching and learning
for better communication.

Practice of Genre-Based Instruction
Genre-based instruction is a series of staged steps. Several types of teachinglearning cycles have been produced in genre-based research (Callaghan & Rothery, 1988;
Feez, 1999; Hyland, 2003a). Figure 5 shows Hyland’s teaching-learning cycle (2003b, p.
21). The central objective of the cycle is to develop learners’ ability to control the genre
they utilize. The first stage is Modeling, in which a teacher shows models of texts that
learners are expected to follow. Explicit instructions are expected in the modeling stage
for the learners to easily notice the expectations of the linguistic and rhetorical features in
the target genre. In the Joint Construction stage, learners start building a text with the
help of the teacher. Explicit explanation of the language and structure in the model is
given to students so that they can recognize the context and how they should respond to
it. In the final, Independent Construction stage, learners produce their own text based on
their learning in the previous stages.
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Modeling

Joint construction

Discuss and analyze
text structure, context
and language

Teacher & students
construct text together

Developing
control of
the genre
Redrafting and
editing

Learner writes own
text

Independent construction of text
Teacher-learner
conferencing

Figure 5. The teaching-learning cycle. From Second language writing, (p. 21), by K.
Hyland, 2003b, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Copyright 2003 by Cambridge
University Press. Reprinted with permission.

Hammond (2001) proposed the genre-based curriculum cycle (Figure 6). A
notable feature of her model is the Building the Field Stage. She considered it important
to build genre knowledge and awareness in the first stage. She also added the idea at the
end of the cycle showing that the learning will not follow in a simple cycle because one
genre often relates to other genres as genre chains or networks. By reflecting on a genre
critically after learning about it, learners can understand the nature of the genre and
utilize what they have learned when using other genres.
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Opportunities for further
reflection on the
significance of the
genre, and for critical
analysis

Building the field
Teacher assumes leadership in developing
relevant curriculum knowledge, understanding and
language. Activities focus on curriculum
knowledge, language relevant to that curriculum
knowledge, reading and learning how to read

Independent construction

Modeling

Teacher withdraws support as
far as possible as student
exercises control over the focus
genre

Teacher introduces a specific genre,
guides students through explicit talk,
demonstration, text deconstruction
etc.

Joint construction
Teacher shares responsibility with students for
writing in the genre through rehearsals, coconstructions, reconstructions etc.

Figure 6. Simple version of the genre-based curriculum cycle. From Scaffolding:
Teaching and learning language and literacy education, (p. 40), by J. Hammond, 2001,
Newtown, Australia: PETAA. Copyright 2001 by PETAA. Reprinted with permission.

Genre-Based Instruction for the Development of English Skills
The use of genre-based instruction has increased in English language education
along with the development of genre study and genre analysis (Derewianka, 2003;
Richards & Rodgers, 2001). The positive effects of genre-based instruction have been
shown in numerous studies (e.g., Burns, 2001; Hammond, 2001; Paltridge, 2012; Tardy,
2009). Hyland (2004) stated that genre-based instruction should be explicit, systematic,
needs-based, supportive, empowering, critical, and consciousness-raising. These
principles have been considered core ideas in implementing genre-based instruction.
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A great deal of previous research has shown the effectiveness of genre-based
instruction in writing skill development. Burns (2001) used a genre-based approach to
develop the writing skills of 19 beginning ESL learners tasked with writing a job
application letter. The analysis of a conversation between an instructor and students and
one participant’s final written product showed that the learners came to understand and
control the schematic structure, organization, and language features of the target genre.
Burns concluded that genre-based instruction using a systemic functional approach
should provide teachers and learners with a framework for using a target genre
appropriately while meeting cultural and social norms.
Similar results were reported by Ahn (2012), who conducted action research to
examine the effectiveness of genre-based instruction for developing L2 writing skills.
Seven Year 5 and 6 L2 primary school students in Australia took part in a 10-week
intervention (two lessons per week) in which they were instructed based on Callaghan
and Rothery’s (1988) teaching-learning circle, which uses modeling, joint negotiation of
text, and independent construction of the text. The focus was on the report genre and
essay genre. The students were explicitly provided the purposes of the writing as well as
the expected structures and language features of the target genres. The writing samples
were assessed before and after the intervention using three assessment criteria: purpose,
structure, and language features. Ahn (2012) reported that the intervention led to a clear
improvement in all three sections. The writing after the intervention followed the
expected target genre structures with a clear statement of position in the beginning and
reiteration of the statement at the end. The writing was organized logically using
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discourse markers such as firstly, and secondly. In terms of language features, the
students showed an ability to use a variety of modal auxiliaries and emotive verbs as well
as connectives. The sentence patterns the students used varied, and nominalization was
seen in the final written products. There were also positive changes in the students’
attitudes toward writing.
Ahn (2012) showed the positive impact of genre-based approach in writing
development, but because it was action research, the procedures and results were not
reported clearly. For example, she did not show what target words or structures were used
in the genre-based instruction; therefore, it is difficult to objectively assess the reported
gains. Moreover, she only showed the textual analysis of one student’s final writing
product and did not report on the changes made by the other six students.
Cai (2016) examined the development of academic lexical phrases in academic
research papers based on a genre-based approach and corpus-informed explicit
instruction. Receptive knowledge of prototypical genre structure and target general
lexical phrases were examined. The 66 participants, master’s students in China,
completed a pre-instruction test, writing task, post-instruction test, a rewriting task, and a
post-instructional survey. Cai stressed the importance of distinguishing lexical
bundles/phrases to move specific lexical phrases (MLP) and general lexical phrases
(GLP). He noted, “MLPs have much more variety and flexibility, while GLPs help to
raise students’ awareness of frequently used multi-word sequences and reduce their
psychological processing load in both reading and writing academic texts” (p. 59). The
examples of the two concepts were “little research has been done,” and “Few studies
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have investigated…” as MLPs in the move of “indicating a gap,” and “in the case of” or
“it should be noted that” as GLPs (p. 59). MLPs are located at one end of the continuum
of specificity of lexical phrases because, for the most part, they are infrequently used,
though those that indicate the start of a move tend to be used once or twice in academic
research papers. On the contrary, GLPs can be used frequently in various parts of an
academic paper.
Cai (2016) selected 43 GLPs using corpus-driven approaches to retrieve fourword lexical bundles, although he did not specify target MLPs for explicit instruction.
Instead, the students were presented with a phrase bank resource, including such MLP
phrases as “… has become a central issue for…” or “Recently, there has been a growing
interest in …” for Move 1 in the introduction section of a research paper. Cai concluded
that an integrated genre-based approach effectively facilitated the acquisition of academic
GLPs and MLPs. He listed the results of three tests.
First, target GLP receptive knowledge was assessed using a multiple-choice
format for the 43 items; a statistically significant increase was found after the
intervention (p < .01). Second, MLP changes were assessed on a test on which students
identified moves and steps and annotated or highlighted language features such as words
and phrases used in the moves and steps. The change was statistically significant (p
< .01), and the gain was the largest among the three tests at 39.75%. Third, a target GLP
scale was created to investigate how the students perceived their acquisition of target
GLPs in which they were asked to rate each GLP from 1 to 5 (1 = I don’t remember
having seen this phrase before, 5 = I can use this phrase in a sentence). There was a
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significant change between the pretest and posttest (p < .01). Both the rewriting task and
post-instruction survey also indicated positive results for the integrated genre-based
instruction. An average of 31.42 new MLPs and 6.98 new target GLPs were used in the
rewriting task, and 83% of the students found the instruction useful. Some participants
noted that explicit knowledge of the genre reduced their anxiety when reading and
writing academic papers.
Other analyses assessing the intercorrelations of MLP and target GLPs and a
multiple regression analysis to predict MLP use indicated that the development of the two
types of lexical phrases was interdependent (Cai, 2016). The intercorrelations of MLP
and target GLP in the rewriting task was significant (p < .01); it was the strongest
correlation among the variables in this study. A multiple regression indicated that the
number of MLPs and target GLPs used in the rewriting task predicted each other at p
< .01. Cai concluded that using MLPs was easier for students than using target GLPs
because their usage was more fixed and predictable. This finding occurred because the
students were taught how to use the phrases in the context of a particular genre. Explicit
instruction in the genre-based approach connected the use of language features and
discourse features for the development of both receptive and productive language skills.
The genre-based approach enabled the learners to encounter GLPs and MLPs repeatedly
in meaningful contexts and led them to eventually acquire some of them.
Writing skill development using genre-based instruction has been increasingly
reported in Japanese educational contexts (Nagao, 2018; Watanabe, 2016; Yasuda, 2011,
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2015, 2017). The targeted population was often university students, and the changes in
genre awareness and writing skill development were examined with various genres.
Yasuda (2011) focused on the genre of email writing and investigated the
effectiveness of a genre-based approach based on Systemic Functional Linguistics on the
development of genre awareness, linguistic knowledge, and writing competence. The
data were obtained with a survey, interview, pretest, and posttest (email writing). She
used three elements assessed with a 5-point Likert scale for the email writing tasks: task
fulfillment and appropriacy (TFA), cohesion and organization (C&O), and grammatical
control (GC). The results of a MANOVA indicated that the three variables improved
substantially at the level of .01 of probability after a 15-week intervention. The
improvement in the TFA score was the most substantial among the three elements (ηp2
values for TFA was .54, that for C&O was. 49, and that for GC was .35). Yasuda (2011)
concluded that TFA best represented goal achievement, and the improvement of the score
meant that the participants learned a contextually appropriate language that met genre
expectations. She also analyzed the students’ writing fluency using the total number of
words produced and lexical diversity using the D index. MANOVA results showed that
fluency improved while the changes in lexical diversity were not statistically significant;
however, a lexical sophistication analysis obtained by a frequency count of formulaic,
genre-specific expressions for achieving the goals of the target genre showed that the
students could control the degree of formality and make appropriate rhetorical choices.
She stated that explicit genre-based instruction should empower foreign language learners
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to control lexico-grammar and rhetoric appropriately to achieve a communicative goal in
a particular context.
Although most researchers have used genre-based instruction for writing skill
development (Johns, 2002b; Paltridge, 2012), some scholars have recognized its
applicability to the development of other language skills. Goh and Burns (2012)
emphasized the importance of understanding spoken discourse and genre in speaking
skill development. They criticized typical course books for not providing learners with
information about genre. Understanding “the key discourse features of natural spoken
language” and “the typical discourse and lexico-grammatical patterns of the genre”
should be included in teaching speaking, especially in EFL contexts so that learning and
teaching can be carried out effectively (p. 128).
In a literature review about genre-based instruction and its use in developing
learners’ speaking skills, Herazo Rivera (2012) argued an applicability of genre-based
instruction in speaking. He criticized the oral communication teaching method, which
aimed to develop learners’ oral interpersonal communication skills, used in Columbian
classrooms as being largely devoid of meaning and having no realistic purposes. He then
discussed the curriculum and syllabus implications of genre-based instruction. Because
genre-based instruction is explicit, staged, and goal-oriented, he argued that it was
preferable for learners to engage in meaningful speaking activities after understanding the
text structure and language choices that meet the purposes of the genre and context.
One of the few researchers that assessed the effectiveness of genre-based
instruction on speaking-skill development was conducted by Novianti (2015). She
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conducted an action research project focusing on the genre of recount and assessed the
effectiveness of the four-staged genre-based instruction model—Building knowledge,
Modeling, Joint construction, and Independent construction—with 38 Indonesian high
school students. She implemented four structured oral tests—two cycles of pretest and
posttest—to assess the extent to which the participants’ speaking performances improved.
The target genre was recount and the oral tests were evaluated using a scoring rubric
based on Hyland (2004) and H. D. Brown (2001). Paired t-tests showed statistically
significant improvements in the participants’ speaking performances in both Cycle 1
(pretest: M = 44.24, SD = 8.24, posttest: M = 51.05, SD = 7.23, t(37) = -11.84, p < .01)
and Cycle 2 (pretest: M = 51.05, SD = 7.29, posttest: M = 60.08, SD = 5.15, t(37) = 10.92, p < .01). A follow-up questionnaire asking about the participants’ reactions to the
genre-based instruction also showed its effectiveness. Most students had positive
responses to genre-based instruction and remarked that they understood the purpose of
the recount text and activities.
Although the results were informative, three methodological issues must be
considered. First, only one rater assessed the recorded interview, and second, the scoring
method was a combination of a modified version of H. D. Brown’s (2001) scoring rubric
for speaking (pp. 406-407) and Hyland’s (2004) scoring rubric for the recount genre (p.
174). It is unclear that the resulting scale was sensitive enough to gauge the students’
performance given the brevity of some of the students’ responses. Finally, a practice
effect might have affected the posttest scores because the participants spoke about the
same topic on the pretests and posttests.
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Discourse Markers in Academic Speaking
Discourse markers (DMs) play an important role in making language utterances
more coherent, connective, and operative. Fraser (1999) defined them as lexical
expressions:
(DMs) are expressions drawn from the syntactic classes of conjunctions,
adverbials, or prepositional phrases, have the syntactic properties
associated with their class membership, have a meaning which is
procedural, and have co-occurrence restrictions which are in
complementary distribution with their conceptual counterparts. (p. 946)
Fraser maintained that discourse markers contribute to more accurate interpretations of
utterances. They function to combine the segments before and after discourse markers
used in an utterance as a pragmatic class with a procedural meaning. Discourse markers
usually do not express concepts themselves; however, they can do so by connecting
language segments cohesively, which allows listeners to process the logic of utterances
more easily.
A number of researchers have postulated a relationship between the use of
discourse markers and where and how they are used. Verdonik, Žgank, and Peterlin
(2008) focused on the conversational genre. They analyzed Slovenian telephone
conversations and television interviews. The researchers reported that there was a clear
difference in the use of discourse markers between the two genres, though they did not
provide statistical data. Discourse markers were used more frequently in telephone
conversations because verbal communication on the telephone was the only way to
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convey messages effectively. They also identified eight contextual factors that influenced
the use of discourse markers; these were categorized into four types: “social (participants
in conversation, their social relationships and discursive roles and relationships), others
as psychological (opinions on the topic, attitudes towards the topic, goals of
conversation), or even as semantic (topics of conversation) and physical (channels of
communication)” (p. 772). The discourse markers were relatively weak types such as
right?, now, or I mean in terms of connecting an utterance before and after the discourse
markers. These discourse markers did not clearly show the typical features of the target
genres. The results showed that it was highly probable that connections existed between
specific contexts and certain discourse markers. The data also showed that discourse
markers are more effective when communication occurs in oral exchanges such as
telephone conversations.
Research into discourse markers in academic contexts has showed their
importance in terms of clarifying messages. Chaudron and Richards (1986) categorized
discourse markers into macro-markers and micro-markers, and then analyzed how the
two categories affected university students’ comprehension of academic lectures. The
results indicated that macro-markers, which organize the main ideas of lectures and
provide signals for listeners to attend to, helped the students recall the content of the
lectures. Learners can more easily follow lectures when explicit indicators such as macromarkers are present. Especially in academic contexts, such as lectures or presentations,
explicitness is important because the logic and systematic nature of spoken products
should be the learning objectives. This situation differs from casual conversations, which
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tend to have a more dynamic and incoherent nature. The effective use of discourse
markers in academic contexts is a skill that must be developed for effective language use.
Attention has been focused on how the instruction of discourse markers improves
learners’ English use. Rahimi and Riasati (2012) investigated explicit instruction of
discourse markers on speeches delivered by 40 Iranian adult EFL learners. Interview
results showed that the experimental group participants, who had explicit instruction in
discourse markers, used them frequently in a semi-structured interview. The comparison
group that received implicit instruction did not show any statistically significant gain in
the frequency of use of the discourse markers. The more frequently learners use discourse
markers, the better the speech is; however, without discourse markers, a speech is just a
sequence of sentences with little coherence. Therefore, the frequent use of discourse
markers can be considered a sign of improved speech production.

Gaps in the Literature
With the rise of communicative language teaching, the focus on the acquisition of
speaking skills has accelerated in Japanese middle schools. However, ample data show
that the effort often fails to fulfill learners’ demands or satisfy social expectations. One
reason for this outcome is that appropriate teaching instruction has not been implemented
to develop speaking skills. Even though a commonly accepted language reference such as
the CEFR (Council of Europe, 2001) describes the differences between spoken
production and spoken interaction, and SLA researchers have delineated the components
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of speaking, those theory-based and empirical findings have not been fully reflected in
classroom teaching contexts.
To date, a number of researchers have investigated speaking discourse, the nature
of speaking, and the assessment of speaking skills (e.g., Biber, Conrad, Reppen, Byrd, &
Helt, 2002; Flowerdew & Wang, 2015; Levelt, 1999; Luoma, 2004), but few researchers
have examined effective methods to improve learners’ monologic speeches in academic
settings. Speaking in academic contexts is not the same as daily conversation (Swales,
1990); therefore, the standard communicative language teaching methods might not
effectively help learners realize the uniqueness of academic speaking. In particular,
monologic speeches such as short presentations and oral summaries of lectures have
different discourse structures from daily conversations. However, those conventions are
rarely taught or examined in Japanese high schools, and most students are unable to
accomplish the goals of a speaking task without knowing expectations in the context.
Three reasons are considered why the conventions have not been taught systematically.
First, the rhetorical structures of Japanese and English are different (Kubota, 1997).
Second, teaching discourse, including sociolinguistics, is considered to be the highest
processing level of speaking (Hughes, 2011). Finally, the inappropriate use of CLT
(Sakui, 2004) hinders more effective and socially situated teaching methods such as
genre-based teaching.
The first gap in the literature is that few researchers have examined the
effectiveness of genre-based instruction on developing speaking skills. Positive findings
gained from genre-based instruction in the fields of reading, writing, and listening skill
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development have not been fully applied to speaking research. Genre awareness and
knowledge can play an important role in helping English language learners produce
spoken language that meets the expectations of a context. Although written and spoken
languages are not the same, they share certain common features, especially when
academic topics are used. Without empirical research, whether genre-based instruction
can help learners develop greater speaking proficiency will remain unknown. In short, the
existing literature on genre-based instruction does not include quantitative analyses of its
effectiveness for speaking instruction.
The second gap is that little is known about the qualitative impact of genre-based
instruction on students’ performances in making speeches. From a pedagogical point of
view, it is more important to investigate how speeches change qualitatively than to assess
the effectiveness of the intervention. Researchers have examined various academic
speaking tasks such as classroom and seminar conversations or lectures (e.g., Biber et al.,
2002; DeCarrico & Nattinger, 1988; Rendle-Short, 2006). However, researchers have not
examined how participants’ language use changes. Notwithstanding the interest in
developing speech skills, there have been few qualitative investigations of how learners’
speeches improve in academic settings.
The third gap is that previous studies of genre-based instruction or related
speaking research did not fully deal with the external validity of their experiments.
Various speaking development researchers have created their own assessment
instruments using holistic/analytical criteria or adapted previously developed instruments
(Ellis & Yuan, 2005; Wang, 2014; Wigglesworth & Elder, 2010). An assessment
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instrument should capture actual performances or estimate test-takers’ future ability
accurately. The content of speaking tasks affects the structure of the criteria included in
assessment instruments. Messick (1989) pointed out, “content validity is focused upon
test forms rather than test scores, upon instruments rather than measurements” (p. 41).
Hence, it is important to maintain concurrent validity of the rating scale or measurements
created by researchers using a standardized speaking test that has a large N-size for
generalizing research results. To date, few researchers have tested the effectiveness of
genre-based instruction on speaking development using a large-scale standardized
speaking test.
The fourth and final research gap is that there is a paucity of longitudinal
investigations into the development of EFL secondary school students’ speaking skills.
Because the research to date has been focused on analyzing the facets of speaking
proficiency rather than examining the development of learners’ speaking ability, most
studies have been carried out within a relatively short time, or they have used a one-time
assessment. Those short-term studies of speaking development cannot show the changes
that can occur throughout an academic term. Moreover, most of the experimental data in
those studies have been obtained from university students. The research focused on the
high school level is limited. Given this situation, longitudinal investigation of the
development of speaking skills with other populations is needed.
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Purposes of the Study
The primary purpose of this study is to evaluate the extent to which genre-based
instruction improves Japanese high school students’ academic monologic speeches in an
academic setting. Multi-Faceted Rasch Measurement (MFRM) (Linacre, 2013b) is used
to assess the development of the participants’ speeches. By investigating pretest-posttest
differences in the experimental group, quantitative changes in language development can
show how well the participants learned to produce academic monologic speeches.
The target genres included are academic monologic speeches, and four microgenres: procedure, definition, causation, and oral summary of a research project. These
micro-genres build a genre set or genre network (Paltridge, 2012; Swales, 2004; Tardy,
2009). Each can be a part of other genres and include the academic speech genre.
Knowledge about each micro-genre leads to an understanding of “the totality of genres
available” in a particular setting (Swales, 2004, p. 22). Therefore, assessing quantitative
language development in each micro-genre speech indicates the effectiveness of genrebased instruction not only for each micro-genre but also for the macro-genre of academic
monologic speech. The effectiveness of genre-based instruction is also assessed by
comparing an experimental group that receives genre-based instruction for one academic
year and a comparison group that does not receive instruction. The speeches of the fourth
micro-genre, oral summary of a research project, are used to compare the two groups.
The second purpose is to investigate to what extent and how genre-based
instruction enhances Japanese high school students’ spoken production skills in terms of
lexico-grammar and discourse structure. Genre analysis and descriptive analyses reveal
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how and why those changes occur. The explanatory qualitative analyses illuminate the
quantitative findings. In order to analyze the language development of the experimental
group, genre analyses, descriptive analyses, inferential statistics, and analyses to
investigate changes in lexico-grammar and discourse structure are conducted. I also
examine the differences in lexico-grammatical features and discourse structure between
the experimental and comparison groups.
The third purpose is to investigate the effect of genre-based instruction on the
development of speaking skills in general. Genre-based instruction guides students to
produce genre-expected spoken production through its explicit and staged instruction.
Therefore, a practice effect should be taken into the spoken production scores of the
experimental group. In order to maintain the validity of the assessment, the TOEIC
Speaking test is used as an assessment instrument. The TOEIC Speaking test is one of the
most widely used standardized speaking tests in Japan (Educational Testing Service,
2012, 2016), so if there is the difference in the TOEIC Speaking test between the
experimental group and the comparison group, it can strongly support the effectiveness of
genre-based instruction. From a pedagogical point of view, confirming the
generalizability of the effect of the intervention can produce positive washback to
learners and teachers who do not believe the effectiveness of genre-based instruction.
The fourth purpose is to better understand the development of Japanese high
school students’ academic monologic spoken production through this longitudinal study.
Longitudinal research shows changes in participants’ language development over an
extended period. Both quantitative and qualitative data were gathered in this study; this
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makes it possible to analyze the phenomenon more thoroughly. Investigating the
development of three micro-genres in the experimental group can show not only how
well each respective micro-genre develops but also how well the participants are able to
control the macro-genre academic monologic speech over time. The findings of this study
offer insights into the practice and implementation of English language education in a
Japanese high school that is focused on helping students develop their speaking
proficiency. The research questions that guide this study are as follows:

1. To what degree does genre-based instruction improve Japanese high school students’
academic monologic spoken production of the procedure, definition, and causation
micro-genres?

2. What lexico-grammatical changes occur in the participants’ academic monologic
spoken production of the procedure, definition, and causation micro-genres after
genre-based instruction?

3. How do the qualitative data from genre analysis of the procedure, definition, and
causation micro-genres enhance the interpretation of the experimental outcomes?

4. To what degree does genre-based instruction improve Japanese high school students’
academic monologic spoken production as the oral summary of a research project
micro-genre?
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5. What lexico-grammatical differences are there between the academic monologic
spoken production as the oral summary of a research project micro-genre by the
experimental group and by that of comparison group?

6. How do the qualitative data from the genre analysis as the oral summary of a research
project micro-genre enhance the interpretation of the experimental outcomes?

7. To what extent does genre-based instruction affect the development of general English
speaking proficiency?

Summary
In this chapter, I mainly reviewed the literature related to the study of speaking
and the study of genre. In the review of the study of speaking, I first reviewed the nature
of the speaking, referring to Luoma (2004) and Hughes (2001). Next, the processes of
speaking proposed by Levelt (1989) and Bygate (1987) were reviewed. Then, functions
of speaking were examined based on J. C. Richards (2008). After that, how to measure
English speaking proficiency was reviewed, referring to CEFR, TOEFL, TSE, IELTS,
and Berger (2015). In the final two sections of the speaking study review, I outlined how
to teach speaking primarily based on Goh and Burns (2012), and I reviewed the
metacognition of teaching and learning speaking.
With regard to the study of genre, I outlined the concepts of genre, genre
knowledge, genre relations, and boundaries of genres. I then reviewed three traditions of
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genre analysis (the Sydney School, ESP/EAP, and the New Rhetoric) and related
approaches. Most of the review of genre analysis was devoted to the Sydney School and
SFL approaches. I subsequently reviewed academic genres and their discourses. In the
following sections, I reviewed genre-based instruction mainly referring to Hyland (2004),
practice of genre-based instruction referring to teaching-learning cycles (Hammond,
2001; Hyland, 2003b), genre-based instruction for the development of English skills
based on empirical studies (e.g., Cai, 2016; Yasuda, 2011; Novianti, 2015) and discourse
markers in academic speaking.
Finally, I concluded the chapter by identifying gaps in the literature, explaining
the purposes of this study, and stating the seven research questions to be addressed. In the
next chapter, I describe the methodology used to answer the seven research questions.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS

In this chapter, I explain the methods for this research. First, I describe the context
of the study. Second, the participants are described. Third, the instrumentation, Eiken
test, the speaking rating scale for academic monologic spoken production, and the TOEIC
tests, are discussed. Fourth, I explain the research design, including how I collected the
quantitative and qualitative data. Fifth, the procedure is explained. The procedure section
consists of intervention, task, and the procedures of each experimental stage. Finally, I
explain the analytical approaches used to answer the research questions.

Context of the Study
Sakura High School (pseudonym) is a co-educational private Christian high
school affiliated with a private university in western Japan. There were approximately
480 students in the junior high school (Grades 7-9) and 720 students in the high school
(Grades 10-12) when this study was conducted. Almost all of the students go to the
affiliated university, and 70% of the high school students graduated from the affiliated
junior high school. The remaining 30% of the students were from other public or private
junior high schools or from another country.
The participants in this study were enrolled in three English courses, each of
which met twice a week for 45 minutes each time. The three classes had a different focus:
Communication English III-1 focused on developing the four main language skills of
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reading, writing, listening, and speaking; however, the main focus was on reading skills,
Communication III-2 was focused on developing writing skills, and English Expression II
was focused on improving speaking skills.
In addition to the three required courses, about one-third of the Grade 12 students
took an elective English course, Intensive English, which was taught in two consecutive
45-minute classes per week. The main objective of the course was teaching English for
academic purposes. All four major language skills received attention in the class.
The school offered its students a special course in which they were to write a
research paper. Most of them wrote it in Japanese, but some did it in English. As a part of
their research project, all students were required to write an abstract of their research in
English in the Communication English III-2 class.

Participants
The participants were 63 Japanese high school students; 32 third-year (Grade 12)
Japanese high school students (9 male and 23 female students) were placed in an
experimental group, and 31 participants (11 male and 20 female students) were in the
comparison group. The participants’ ages ranged from 17-18, and all were native
speakers of Japanese. Their general English proficiency level was slightly higher than
that of average Japanese high school students; all of the participants had passed the Eiken
Level 2 test. The Level 2 test is considered to be comparable to the B1 level of the CEFR.
(Eiken Foundation of Japan, 2004, 2012). CEFR B1 level is the third level of English in
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CEFR and people in the level are considered as independent users of English (Council of
Europe, 2001).
According to a national survey (N = 705,328 from 3,409 schools) administered in
2015/6 by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology-Japan
(MEXT), only 11.5% of Grade 12 students had passed the Eiken Level Pre-2 test, which
is similar to the A2 level of the CEFR (MEXT, 2016b). CEFR A2 level is the second
level of English in CEFR and people in the level are basic users of English (Council of
Europe, 2001). MEXT has not published the percentage of students who passed the Eiken
Level 2 test. Another survey of approximately 70,000 students from 480 Japanese high
schools showed that less than 2% of the students had a CEFR B1 level of English
proficiency (MEXT, 2015). Based on the above data, the participants’ in this study had
slightly higher English proficiency than that of other Japanese high school students.
The 63 participants in this study were students in the Intensive English elective
course. They were divided into two classes; each class was similar in terms of academic
achievement and the number of participants. The participants in both classes had frequent
speaking opportunities. Genre-based instruction was used with the experimental group,
while the comparison group did not receive genre-based instruction. The comparison
group had speaking practice in pair-work, group presentations of a project, and they
engaged in communicative activities.
The participants were chosen using nonprobability (i.e., convenience) sampling
(Trochim, 2006). While probability sampling or purposive sampling is recommended, it
was not possible to randomly assign students to the experimental group and comparison
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group because of practical and ethical issues. The school, then, had an elective English
course that consisted of two same size classes. Hence, convenience sampling was used.
The participants had acquired basic English grammar and were able to produce
simple sentences, but they could not develop their utterances logically. Although many of
the participants had achieved Eiken Level 2 in terms of their overall English proficiency,
their oral English skills did not differ widely from other high school students in Japan.
The reason for the high ratio of students who had acquired Eiken Level 2 in the school
was because the students were strongly pressured to pass that test. Thus,, the participants
were a representative group of Japanese EFL high school students who aimed to develop
English speaking ability for academic purposes or for tertiary education.

Instrumentation
Eiken Test in Practical English Proficiency
The Eiken test in Practical English Proficiency, which is one of the most
commonly used English proficiency tests in Japan, has been endorsed by the Japanese
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT). It is offered at
seven levels from Grade 1 to Grade 5 and it assesses all four major language skills (Eiken
Foundation of Japan, n.d.).
The Eiken Level 2 test is considered equivalent to the CEFR B1 level. Japanese
high school students are expected to pass Eiken Level 2 when they graduate from high
school (Eiken Foundation of Japan, 2004; MEXT, 2014a). The Level 2 test consists of
two stages. In the first stage, reading, writing, and listening proficiency are assessed; in
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the second stage, the speaking ability of those who passed the first stage is assessed. The
second stage test takes place approximately one month after the first stage. The speaking
test is administered in a designated speaking test venue by a certified Eiken interviewer.
Participants have a maximum of 10 minutes to complete the test.
The speaking test in the second stage consists of five sections. In the first section,
examinees read an approximately 60-word passage silently for 20 seconds, and then read
the passage aloud. In the second section, they locate the answer to a question about the
reading passage and respond to the question verbally. In the third section, examinees see
a three-panel illustration on a card. Each illustration is connected by arrows where
connecting words and phrases are written to assist them. Test-takers have 20 seconds to
prepare, and then they narrate a story about the three pictures by explaining what is
happening in the scene and their performance is assessed qualitatively and quantitatively.
In the fourth and fifth sections, the examinees answer the examiner’s questions. The
speaking test score ranges from 7 to 33. It consists of the total scores of five sections
(minimum 1 point to maximum 5 points in each section [Section 3 has 10 points because
it is assessed using two criteria] including an attitude score (minimum 1 point, maximum
3 points). In this study, the speaking test implemented in the second stage of the Eiken
was used as an instrument.
One advantage of using the Eiken speaking score is that the test assesses general
English speaking proficiency. Furthermore, the questions and criteria used in the
speaking test are created to assess the high school graduation level (Eiken Foundation of
Japan, 2004) and the validity of the assessment criteria are reported (Usuda, 2014).
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Therefore, the content used in the test is appropriate for high school students. The test
results were helpful in ensuring the homogeneity of general English speaking proficiency
of the experimental and comparison group participants.

The Speaking Rating Scale for Academic Monologic Spoken Production
The Speaking Rating Scale for Academic Monologic Spoken Production (Table
24) was used to assess the participants’ recorded speaking performances. It was created
after consulting three commonly used speaking scales—the CEFR (Council of Europe,
2001), the TOEFL iBT Test independent speaking rubrics (Educational Testing Service,
2014), and the IELTS speaking assessment criteria (IELTS, 2014)—and a rating scale
developed by Berger (2015).
The speaking scale used in this study was composed of three analytical criteria
and one holistic criterion. Although the main purpose of this study was to investigate the
effectiveness of genre-based instruction on Japanese high school students’ ability to
organize speeches coherently and thereby meet the target genre expectations,
organization is not the only important facet of speaking proficiency; therefore, the rating
scale included three analytical criteria designed to assess academic monologic spoken
production: lexico-grammatical resources, delivery, and structure/coherence. The lexicogrammatical resources criterion gauged the participants’ range and control of vocabulary
and grammar, the delivery criterion gauged pronunciation (segmental and
suprasegmental), intelligibility, and fluency, and the structure/coherence criterion gauged
the development of ideas, the amount of information produced, and discourse relevance.
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In addition, one holistic score functioned to evaluate overall performance. The
score was not an average or total score of the three analytic scores; it was an independent
score used to assess task completion. The holistic score was employed in order to
examine to what extent the participants’ overall performances were acceptable.
All of the criteria, including overall performance, were rated with a 5-point Likert
scale (1 = Lowest; 5 = Highest). Two issues were considered when creating the rating
scale. The first concerned the target population and the context where the assessment
occurred. The second was the purpose of the assessment. The target population was
Japanese high school students studying English as a foreign language (EFL) in a Japanese
high school. Therefore, it was unrealistic to include descriptors that were associated with
native English speakers or ones associated with very low proficiency speakers. Their
language proficiency was considered to fall in the CEFR A2 to B1 levels. Therefore, it
was important to make a relatively sensitive scale that could be used to assess the
participants’ performance in those CEFR ranges.
The purpose of a study often affects the development of the rating scale used. It
was not plausible to develop a one-size-fits-all rating scale for a multi-faceted concept
such as speaking proficiency. As the CEFR distinguishes speaking skills into production
and interaction, assessing speaking skills should usually involve these two dimensions.
However, the rating scale developed in this study was used to assess academic monologic
spoken production, so interactional aspects of speaking were not included.
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Table 24. The Speaking Rating Scale for Academic Monologic Spoken Production
Lexico-grammatical resources
Score

5

120
4

3

Delivery

Structure/Coherence

Vocabulary/grammar
(range and control)
• Demonstrates appropriate
and effective use of grammar
and vocabulary
• Some minor (or systematic)
errors are noticeable but do
not obscure meaning.

Pronunciation/intelligibility/fluency

Development/amount of information
/discourse relevance
• Response is sustained, coherent
and sufficient to the task.
• It is well developed, showing a
clear 3-part structure and
organizational patterns, using a
range of connectors and discourse
markers appropriately.

• Demonstrates effective use of
grammar and vocabulary
• Response may exhibit some
imprecise or inaccurate use of
vocabulary/ grammar, but it
does not seriously interfere
with the communication of the
message.

• Speech is generally clear.
• It may include some fluidity of
expression, though minor
difficulties with pronunciation,
intonation, or pacing are
noticeable and may require
listener effort at times (though
overall intelligibility is not
significantly affected)

• Response is mostly sustained and
coherent to the task.
• It is generally well developed,
showing 3-part structure and
organizational patterns, using
connectors and discourse markers
effectively.

• Demonstrates limited range
and control of grammar and
vocabulary.
• These limitations sometimes
prevent full expression of
ideas and may impede the
communication of the
message

• Speech is basically intelligible.
• Listener effort is needed
because of unclear articulation,
awkward intonation, or choppy
rhythm/pace; meaning may be
obscured in places.

• Response is somewhat sustained
and coherent to the task.
• Overall development is somewhat
limited, vaguely showing 3-part
structure. Usually lacks elaboration
or specificity and use some
connectors and discourse markers
but not always appropriate.

• Speech is clear. Generally wellpaced flow (fluid expression).
• It may include minor lapses, or
minor difficulties with
pronunciation or intonation
patterns, which do not affect
overall intelligibility.

Overall
performance

Task performed
very competently

Task performed
competently

Task performed
somewhat
competently

(Table 24 continues)

Table 24. (continued)

Score

2
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1

Lexico-grammatical resources

Delivery

Structure/Coherence

vocabulary/grammar
(range and control)
• Demonstrates limited range and
control of grammar and
vocabulary with frequent errors
in vocabulary and grammar.
• These limitations often lead to
misunderstanding.

pronunciation/intelligibility/fluency

development/amount of information
/discourse relevance
• Response is not adequately
sustained and coherent to the task.
• Overall development is limited, and
organizational patterns are
discernible. Usually lacks
elaboration or specificity using
some connectors and discourse
markers but not always
appropriate.

• Range and control of grammar
and vocabulary severely limit.
• Numerous errors cause serious
comprehension problems.

• Frequent pronunciation, stress
and intonation difficulties cause
consistent listener effort
• Delivery is choppy, fragmented,
or telegraphic; frequent pauses
and hesitations negatively
affecting intelligibility

• Consistent pronunciation, stress
and intonation difficulties cause
considerable listener effort
• Delivery is choppy, fragmented,
or telegraphic; frequent pauses
and hesitations disrupt
intelligibility

• Speaker may be unable to sustain
or develop speech to complete the
task.
• The response generally lacks
substance beyond expression of
very basic ideas.

Overall
Performance

Task performed
somewhat poorly

Task performed
poorly

The TOEIC Test
The TOEIC test is one of the most commonly used English proficiency tests not
only in Japan but also in the world (The Institute for International Business
Communication, 2017). It is generally considered to be a reliable and valid test in part
because it was created by Educational Testing Service. The TOEIC assesses English
skills that are used in daily life and the workplace. The TOEIC program offers three types
of language proficiency tests for people whose native langue is not English: TOEIC
Listening and Reading, TOEIC Speaking and Writing, and TOEIC Speaking. The
maximum score of the TOEIC Listening and Reading test is 990 (495 points for each
skill), and that of the TOEIC Speaking and Writing test is 200 points for each skill
(Educational Testing Service, 2016). Although the TOEIC programs often cover
workplace situations, Educational Testing Service (2012) noted that TOEIC Speaking
Test scores are appropriate measures of everyday English proficiency because a variety
of daily situations are included on the test.
The TOEIC Speaking Test is administered using computers. The procedures that
test-takers follow are programmed in the computer software, which also records their
responses. The test is offered at eight proficiency levels with Level 1 being the lowest
and Level 8 the highest. Scores are reported on a scale of 0 to 200 in 10-point increments,
and the scores are linked to a proficiency level. For instance, a score of 120 points is
considered equivalent to the CEFR B1 level (Educational Testing Service Global, 2011).
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The speaking test, which consists of 11 questions, takes approximately 20 minutes
to complete. The tasks are (a) read a text aloud, (b) describe a picture, (c) respond to
questions, (d) respond to questions using information provided, (e) propose a solution,
and (f) express an opinion. Each question has assessment descriptors. Questions 1 to 9 are
scored on a scale of 0 to 3 and questions 10 and 11 are scored on a scale of 0 to 5. The
total is converted to a scaled score that ranges from 0 to 200. In addition to the
proficiency level and the scaled score, two phonetic scores that are evaluated in three
levels are given: a pronunciation score, and an intonation and stress score.

Research Design
Mixed Methods Approach
A mixed methods approach was used to better understand the issues under
investigation. Mixed methods offer multifaceted approaches and interpretations that can
make research results more valid and reliable (Creswell, 2014; K. Richards, Ross, &
Seedhouse, 2012). Creswell (2015) outlined four key characteristics of a mixed methods
study. First, it should include both quantitative and qualitative data. Second, rigorous
research methods should be used for both quantitative and qualitative perspectives. Third,
the data obtained from the two perspectives should be integrated. Fourth, various
conceptual and theoretical frameworks should be used. Because this research has a
systematic and staged structure, the research design is called a multistage intervention
with qualitative data added after the experiment.
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In order to integrate the data obtained from the mixed methods approach
meaningfully, four computer programs were used in the data collection and data analyses.
Bazeley (2010) explained the advantages of computer-assisted integration of mixed
methods data and analyses. For large data sets, qualitative data analysis software can
effectively help researchers categorize, count, and identify patterns in textual data, and
integrate that data into statistical analyses.
Figure 7 shows the one-year longitudinal research design of this study. This
longitudinal study principally consisted of two aspects. The first aspect was to investigate
within-group language development. The experimental group studied three microgenres—procedure, definition, and causation—that were part of the academic monologic
spoken production macro-genre (Stages 1, 2, 3 in Figure 7). The participants completed a
pretest and posttest at each stage to assess the effectiveness of the intervention
quantitatively and qualitatively. These three micro-genres configure the genre network of
other genres and the macro-genre, academic monologic spoken production. Therefore,
the analyses of the three micro-genres directly and indirectly offer detailed data
concerning the effect of genre-based instruction on the academic speaking ability of
Japanese high school students.
The second aspect was an investigation of the effectiveness of a one-year
intervention of genre-based instruction. The experimental group had a one-year
intervention focused on the genre of academic monologic speech, while the comparison
group did not receive any genre-based instruction. The two groups recorded an academic
monologic speech, an oral summary of a research project (Stage 4 in Figure 7). The
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difference was analyzed in the final stage of this study using both quantitative and
qualitative data. Group differences were also evaluated using the TOEIC Speaking Test.
While the experimental group had genre-based English classes, the comparison group had
English classes through the communicative language teaching method; the two groups
spent the same amount of time in the same period (see the Procedures section for details).
The timeline of this study is shown on the right side of Figure 7. This study
started at the end of February with the Group Selection and Equivalence Stage. Next,
three consecutive experiments with the experimental group were conducted from April to
October focusing on the effectiveness of genre-based instruction for the three microgenres taught in Stage 1 (procedure), Stage 2 (definition), and Stage 3 (causation). From
November to December, Stage 4 commenced; the experimental group and the
comparison group were compared to assess the effectiveness of the intervention.
Following Stage 4, one more experiment was conducted in January to confirm the
external validity of the assessment used in this study.

Data Collection
Quantitative data. Four sets of quantitative data were collected: Eiken Speaking
scores, the TOEIC L&R test scores, the TOEIC Speaking Test scores, and the academic
monologic speech scores rated by six native English speakers. The experimental group
had seven rated scores, the pretests and posttests of the four target micro-genres. The
comparison group had one rated score for the oral summary of a research project speech.
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Timeline
Feb-Mar

Group selection stage

Intervention
Post-test

Phase 2

Qualitative Data Collection

Stage 1
Procedure

Phase 1

Pre-test

Apr-May

Interpretation

Intervention
Post-test

Phase 2

Qualitative Data Collection

Stage 2
Definition

Phase 1

Pre-test

Jun-Jul

Interpretation

Intervention
Post-test

Phase 2

Qualitative Data Collection

Stage 3
Causation

Phase 1

Pre-test

Sep-Oct

Interpretation

Qualitative data Collection
Interpretation

External Validity Assessment Stage
Quantitative data collection
(TOEIC Speaking)

Figure 7. Mixed methods research design of this study.
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Stage 4
Oral summary of
a research
project

Quantitative data collection

Nov-Dec

Jan

The TOEIC L&R scores were reported by the participants on the questionnaire
(Appendix C) in the group selection and equivalence stage. To confirm the credibility of
those scores, the submitted data were compared to the data officially reported to the
school. The TOEIC Speaking Test scores were reported directly from the institution that
administered the test.
The academic monologic spoken production scores were produced by a rating
process. The recorded pretest and the posttest speeches of the three micro-genres by the
experimental group (Stages 1 to 3 in Figure 7 in the research design section) and from
final tests by both the experimental group and the comparison group (Stage 4) were
assigned to six raters systematically. One female and five male language teachers
participated in this study as raters: Bobby, David, Eric, Hazel, Kevin, and Mike (all
pseudonyms). All were native English speakers who had taught in Japan for more than 10
years. Four male teachers had taught both secondary school and university students.
Three teachers had graduate qualifications related to foreign language teaching (e.g., MA
in TESOL).
Three sets of materials were given to the raters: rater guidelines (Appendix F),
the Speaking Rating Scale for Academic Monologic Spoken Production with rating
sheets, and an iPad containing the audio files that the rater would assess. Rater training,
which took approximately 30 minutes, was based on the guidelines provided to each
rater. North (2000) pointed out that too much instruction can cause bias regarding the
interpretation and understanding of ratings. In the rater training in this study, the principal
message delivered to the raters was to focus on the descriptors. All critical information
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was carefully described in the rater guidelines, which the raters could refer to when rating
the speeches. In the 30-minute training session, an emphasis was placed on having the
raters maintain internal consistency. I had a short meeting with six raters individually in
which we listened to two participants’ speech. First, I asked a rater for his opinion about
the first speech referring to the speaking rating scale for academic monologic spoken
production (see Table 24). Second, the rater and I assessed the second speech, using the
rating scale, and then the rater and I discussed how and why we assessed the second
speech in that way. After completing the two training speeches, I answered questions
from the rater about the rating procedure.
The rater guidelines consisted of three sections following those used in Berger
(2015). In the first section, general information was described including the purpose of
the study, the prompts for each genre, and an explanation of the rating scale. In the
second section, the rating process was outlined; the raters were told how to prepare and
rate the student speeches. In the third section, additional guidelines such as central
tendency and the bias effect were explained to make the rating process more valid and
reliable. I explained that all of the rating scale should be used, and the performances
should be evaluated based on each criterion on the speaking rating scale. Finally, the raw
rating scores were gathered from the six raters and those scores were calibrated using
Facets version 3.71.2 (Linacre, 2013b).

Qualitative data. Two types of qualitative data were used in this study. First, the
participants’ background information, including the information about the Eiken tests
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they had passed, was collected in the group selection and equivalence stage with the same
questionnaire used for the quantitative data collection (see the Background
Questionnaire: Appendix C). They were also asked about English learning experiences
outside of school, experiences studying or living abroad, and their perceptions of English
language skill development.
The second set of qualitative data was gained through data transformation. All the
recorded spoken production (audio data) was transcribed into written form (text data).
Qualitative data analysis software MAXQDA (VERBI Software, 2018) assisted the
transcription process by making the coding process simple and intuitive. The coding was
completed as follows. First, the target words and multiword units were coded and then
the codes were categorized into three micro-genres for the analyses.

Procedures
Intervention
Participants in the experimental group took part in three 90-minute sessions (270
minutes) of genre-based instruction for each procedure, definition, and causation microgenre during a three-week period with a one-week interval between each session. The
instructional materials were created by referring to Dunkel and Lim (2014), Reinhart
(2013), Derewianka and Jones (2012), and Meyer and Poon (2001). The core textbook for
the course was Dunkel and Lim’s (2014) Listening & Notetaking Skills Level 1. The three
90-minute sessions all followed the same four-stage genre-based teaching cycle (Burns,
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2001; Hammond, 2001; Hyland, 2004): building the context, modeling, joint
construction, and independent construction. Table 25 shows a schedule for one session.

Table 25. Basic Schedule of Four-Stage Genre-Based Instruction
Time
Stage
(minutes)
Content
Building the
20
• Raise genre awareness (understand the purpose, context,
context
rhetorical patterns)
• Introduce genre knowledge (target words/ multiword units
and rhetoric commonly used in the target genre)
Modeling

30

• Listen to a recorded lecture and analyze the lecture referring
to a script of the lecture
• Look at and listen to a model speech (oral summary of the
lecture) by a teacher to compare it with the recorded lecture

Joint
construction

25

• Summarize the lecture for a short speech negotiating with
the teacher and peers by looking at the visual aid
• Practice the speech checking its genre appropriateness in
pairs

Independent
construction

15

• Create a short speech of the target genre (different prompt
from the lecture) with 5 minutes preparation time
• Give an impromptu short speech in pairs

In the first stage, building the context, the participants first needed to understand
the target genre. The participants were told the name of the genre, the purpose of
studying it, and the context of use. Genre knowledge of the target genre was then taught
to raise genre awareness (Tardy, 2009). First, formal knowledge of the target micro-genre
(e.g., procedure) along with that of the macro-genre (academic monologic speech) was
introduced. The participants were taught target words and multiword units or each microgenre speech as well as the genre-specific schematic structure. Table 26 shows the target
words and multiword units that the participants were encouraged to use for each microgenre. Most of them function as discourse markers to make texts more coherent and
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cohesive. The list was based on the two textbooks that used genre-based approaches
(Dunkel & Lim, 2014; Reinhart, 2013).

Table 26. The List of Words and Multiword Units
Genre
Target words
Procedure
first, second, third, then, next, finally,
way, point, stage, should
Definition

consist, mean, category, type, kind,
sort

Causation

so, reason, because, cause, lead,
therefore

Multiword units
how to…, how S + V, have/has
to
for example, for instance, in
other words, such as, made of,
let me illustrate/ give you an
example, so called
as a result, for this reason,
because of

Although the participants studied specific micro-genres (e.g., definition), the
instruction was also focused on the macro-genre of academic monologic speeches
because each micro-genre composed the genre network of the macro-genre, academic
monologic speech. The three-stage structure of the speech—the opening-thesis stage,
arguments-development, and reiteration-closing stage, was explicitly taught so that the
speakers could meet the expectations of listeners in academic contexts.
Second, process knowledge and rhetorical knowledge, which were considered text
patterning and grammatical patterns, were explicitly introduced. Table 27 lists the target
process and rhetorical knowledge of each micro-genre. Each genre has its own rhetorical
patterns; therefore, throughout the intervention, the content shown in Table 27 was
explicitly taught and the participants were encouraged to use it to meet genre
expectations. Subject-matter knowledge and new vocabulary not directly related to the
target genre were introduced to help the participants understand the recorded lecture.
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However, they were not the focus of this study. Therefore, time was not devoted to
teaching subject-matter knowledge in the intervention.

Table 27. Target Process and Rhetorical Knowledge of Each Micro-Genre
Genre
Process and Rhetorical knowledge
Procedure
• Imperative
• Modal verbs
Definition

• Three-part definition (term/class/distinguished characteristics)
• Substitutions

Causation

• Reasoning
• Causative verbs

In the second stage, modeling, the participants first listened to a recorded lecture
focused on the target genre. The audio CD of the core textbook (Dunkel & Lim, 2014)
provided the recorded lectures used in this study. Table 28 shows the titles of the lectures
the participants listened during the intervention. Although in Dunkel and Lim, the terms
process (describing how things work), classification (defining and putting things into
categories), and cause and effect (describing the reason things happen) were used, those
three genres are used as synonyms of procedure, definition, and causation. Therefore, in
this study, the terms procedure, definition, and causation were used consistently.
Listening to a lecture that includes the target genre helped the participants focus
on the features of the genre knowledge explained in the first stage. After the participants
answered several comprehension questions about the lecture, the script was distributed. It
came with explicit scaffolding devices such as bolded and highlighted target words and
multiword units, as well as comments emphasizing genre-specific logical development.
These devices familiarized the participants with the target genre.
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Table 28. Titles of the Lectures Used in the Experiment in Each Micro-Genre
Genre
Titles of the lectures
Procedure
Roller Coasters: The ups and downs of how they work
Language: How children acquire theirs
Robots: How they work and learn to work
Definition

A tidal wave: What is it? Can we predict it?
Levels of language: Formal and informal
Power: The kinds of power people use and abuse

Causation

Dinosaurs: Why they disappeared
The U.S. Civil War: Why it happened
Endangered species: Why are they endangered?

Note. Adapted from Dunkel & Lim (2014).

I next provided the participants with a short oral summary of the lecture so that
they could focus on the target genre structure and language. Because the recorded lecture
was relatively long at 5 to 7 minutes, I summarized the lecture in a 1-2-minute speech
and exemplified the points taught in the first stage.
In the third stage, joint construction, the participants and I jointly constructed the
oral summary of the lecture by discussing how, what, and to whom the participants were
expected to speak. The participants first worked in pairs and summarized the lecture in an
informal speaking practice task. No planning time was given, but the participants were
able to look at the script while giving the speech to their partner. The length of the speech
was not designated. Then, for the next practice, I reminded the participants what they
learned in the first stage and the genre expectations. The participants worked in pairs and
gave a second oral summary speech of the lecture. In the second activity, the speaker was
not allowed to look at the script, but the interlocutor could. The interlocutors needed to
comment on the speech when the speaker finished. While the participants were giving
their speeches, I walked around the classroom and gave advice and comments to activate
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their genre awareness. At this stage, the participants had opportunities to review the
information they had studied in the first and second stages.
In the final stage, independent construction, the participants created their own
speech about a designated topic in the target genre for target genre speech practice. The
topics for the impromptu speeches are listed in Table 29. In each lesson, they had a
chance to speak about different topics.

Table 29. The Topics of the Impromptu Practice Speeches Used in the Independent
Construction Stage in Each Micro-Genre
Genre
Topics
Procedure
How to succeed in life
How to take care of a pet
How to be a good parent
Definition

What are sports?
What are languages?
What are animals?

Causation

Why do students sleep in class?
Why do people need to sleep?
Why can’t human beings stop making wars?

The participants had five minutes of planning time to develop their two-minute
speech. Before they started planning, a visual organizer in which the target genre
knowledge and rhetorical expectations were organized into one sheet was projected on
the interactive whiteboard in the classroom. The participants could take notes by looking
at the visual organizer. They were also allowed to use a dictionary to search for words
they wanted to use because it was still a practice stage. When they started speaking to
their partner, they were encouraged not to read their notes; however, they were able to
refer to the notes when necessary.
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Task
The 32 participants in the experimental group gave six short speeches of about 2minutes each and recorded them using a computer. They completed the pretest and
posttest speaking tasks for the three micro-genre speeches. The prompts for each microgenre speech were:
• Explain how to write a good research paper (procedure)
• What is school? Define the concept (definition)
• Many Japanese high school students go to university for various reasons. What
would make you decide to go to university? Why do you study? (causation)
The participants also gave the final academic monologic speech—Oral summary of their
research project—at the end of the academic year, while the 31 participants in the
comparison group gave the same type of speech around the same time. The prompt of the
final speech was: Give an oral summary of your research project. Talk as if you are
giving a presentation in an academic setting.
First, the participants saw the prompt (e.g., Explain how to write a good research
paper) on a computer screen. They then had five minutes of pre-task planning time.
During the planning time, they were permitted to take notes to organize their ideas. The
participants were then told to put away the notes they had written when they started
recording their speech. They recorded their responses into Windows Sound Recorder
(Microsoft, 2009) with a headset.
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Procedure for Group Selection and Equivalence Stage
Before the experimental research stages listed in Figure 7, there was a screening
stage to assess the experimental and the comparison groups qualitatively in February and
March. Because convenience sampling was used, it was necessary to keep the quality and
quantity of the participants in the experimental group and comparison group as equivalent
as possible. First, 63 participants were divided into two classes based on the mean scores
from three English courses offered in the previous academic year. Next, the equivalence
of the two groups was confirmed using three English proficiency scales: Eiken level,
Eiken Speaking score, and TOEIC L&R score. The participants completed the
Background Questionnaire (Appendix C), in which they were asked to write their English
learning experience outside of school, overseas experience, English proficiency,
standardized test scores, and perceptions of English language learning. It was given to the
63 participants when their classes were notified at the end of March and they were told to
bring it to the first elective English course class.

Procedure for Stage 1-3 (Procedure, Definition, and Causation Micro-Genres)
In the first half of Term 1 (April to May), Stage 1 was conducted to investigate
the effectiveness of genre-based instruction on academic monologic speech with the
procedure micro-genre. Table 30 shows the Stage 1 timeline. In the first week of Stage 1,
the experimental group participants gave an academic monologic speech on the
procedure micro-genre with minimum input regarding accomplishing the recording task.
This speech was the pretest. However, because it was the first class of the year, the first
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45 minutes were used for icebreaking activities (e.g., self-introductions) that were
unrelated to the genre-based instruction. In the last 45 minutes of the class, the pretest for
Stage 1 was administered. The participants were taken from their classroom to the
computer room for the recording. They had not been told anything about recording or
genre-based instruction at that time.

Table 30. Pattern Followed for Data Collection with Each Micro-genre
Week Research phase
Note
1
Pretest
Speech for micro-genre recorded for quantitative analysis
2

Intervention 1

Instruction activity 1 for the target micro-genre

3

Intervention 2

Instruction activity 2 for the target micro-genre

4

Intervention 3

Instruction activity 3 for the target micro-genre

5

Posttest

Speech for micro-genre recording for quantitative analysis

6

Exam week

No class

7

Data
transformation

Review of the exam
Recorded speech transcribed for qualitative analysis

Note. The timeline above was repeated in the same manner in Stage 1, Stage 2, and Stage 3.

The pretest was administered with a desktop computer and a headset. By using the
Windows Sound Recorder, which was pre-installed recording software in Windows 7,
their speeches were recorded, and the data were saved as wma files. Even though the
participants had used the computer and the headset in other classes, they received
instructions about how to use them. They then made sure that their equipment was
working properly. This process took about 15 minutes. Next, the participants practiced
recording by delivering a short self-introduction. Their self-introduction was recorded
and saved to a designated shared folder in the school server (5 minutes).
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Next, I explained the test procedure (10 minutes). Throughout the study, the
language of instruction was English. I explained that (a) they were going to do a speaking
activity and record their performance, (b) the objective of the activity was to develop
speaking skills in an academic setting, (c) the minimum recording time was two minutes,
and (d) they should save the data and remain quiet until everyone had finished. The
participants were told that they could talk more than two minutes if they wished.
When the procedural information was delivered, the pretest prompt appeared on
the participants’ computer screen: Explain how to write a good research paper. It took
the participants about 15 minutes to complete the pretest. The participants had five
minutes of pre-task planning time during which they could talk with each other, ask me
questions, and take notes, but they could not use a dictionary. After the planning time
finished, the participants were told to turn their notes over and put them on the desk. I
signaled them to start recording and they started talking to the computers. In two minutes,
I signaled again to let them know that two minutes had elapsed. I waited another couple
of minutes for the participants who kept speaking to complete their speeches. The
recorded speeches were saved on the computer and submitted to my inbox on the school
server. The data were saved on a portable hard disk as a back-up file.
In Weeks 2-4, the participants had the three-week intervention. The topics
differed every week, but they followed the same four-stage genre-based instructional
pattern (see the intervention section for the topics and activities). Each week the class
started with the building of the context stage to raise genre awareness, and then in the
modeling stage, they were taught the structure and the expectations of the target genre.
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Next, the participants jointly constructed the speech. Finally, they gave a short speech
focused on the target genre. Target words and multiword units introduced in the building
the context stage were written on the whiteboard. The participants also completed
listening activities in the core textbook designed to help them understand how the target
words and multiword units were used. For example, they listened to a short statement or
information from the recorded lecture and wrote the discourse cues they heard.
In Week 5, the participants gave an academic monologic speech focusing on the
procedure micro-genre as the posttest. In the first half of the 90-minute session,
information about the mid-term test that they would take the following week (Week 6)
was delivered. They then had self-study time for the formal mid-term paper test
scheduled for the following week in their homeroom classroom. The posttest (15
minutes) was administered in the remaining 45 minutes. The participants were not
notified that they were going to give the speech beforehand. They were taken to the
computer room, they set up and checked their computer and headset, did a volume check,
and practiced recording (15 minutes). They listened to the same instructions that they
heard on the pretest (10 minutes) and saw the prompt, Explain how to write a good
research paper, on their computer screen. They had five-minutes of pre-task planning
time during which they made notes and organized their speech; however, they were not
permitted to look at their notes when recording their speech. In five minutes, I reminded
them about the precautions they heard about when they took the pretest and I then had
them start their speech. I signaled them when two minutes had passed. The recorded
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speeches were saved in the same way as the pretest. It took about 15 minutes for the
participants to complete the recording task.
There was no intervention in Week 6 because it was an exam week at the school.
Instead, the participants took a formal 50-minute paper test in which listening skills were
assessed. In Week 7, the participants received the results of the paper test and had time
for reviewing the content. In that period, they were assigned to check their mistakes in
the test listening to the content used in the test. Meanwhile, I transcribed the Stage 1
pretest and posttest speeches from Week 7.
In the second half of Term 1 (June to July), Stage 2 took place; the focus was on
the effectiveness of genre-based instruction on teaching the definition micro-genre. In the
same manner, Stage 3 was conducted from September to October. Stage 2 and Stage 3
followed the same procedure in Stage 1. The differences are articulated here. First the
titles of the prompts that appeared on the computer monitors differed in each stage. In
Stage 2, definition micro-genre, the prompt was: What is school? Define the concept in
both the pretest and the posttest. In Stage 3, the participants saw the prompt for the
causation micro-genre speech on their monitor: Many Japanese high school students go
to university for various reasons. What would make you decide to go to university? Why
do you study?
The comparison group did not receive the explicit genre-based instruction.
Instead, their classes were conducted using the communicative teaching method. They
used a textbook, Interactions Access (Hartmann & Mentel, 2014). The class was focused
on developing the four major language skills; thus, there were a lot of speaking activities
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as well as listening, reading, and writing activities. The participants had an informal
group presentation based on a designated topic—A country where you would like to
live—in Week 5. The participants had about 30 minutes in three classes (90 minutes
total) to prepare their group presentation in addition to out-of-class meetings. A topicbased teaching approach was used with the comparison group; as a result, they received
less explicit instruction than the genre-based instruction group.
The comparison group did not have explicit genre-based instruction in Stage 2.
They continued to use the same textbook they had used in Stage 1 and engaged in the
same type of learning activities. For instance, they did a pair discussion about Things that
can make people healthy and a group discussion about Items that will be invented to make
people’s life better in 50 years. The comparison group made a group presentation based
on a designated topic, What we should do to live longer, in Week 5. The comparison
group also completed the same type of learning activities they had completed in the
previous stages. They had an informal group presentation based on the topic A great man
in the 21st century in Week 5.

Procedure for Stage 4 (Oral Summary of a Research Project Micro-Genre)
In Stage 4, the effectiveness of the genre-based intervention was investigated by
comparing the performance of the experimental group and that of the comparison group
(November to December). Because of the school schedule, the second half of Term 2
only lasted for five weeks and the participants did not have formal paper tests. Table 31
shows the Stage 4 timeline.
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In Weeks 1, 2, and 3, the experimental group had the opportunity to review the
micro-genres they had studied in Stages 1, 2, and 3. In Week 1, the participants in the
experimental group reviewed the procedure micro-genre. In Weeks 2 and 3, they
reviewed the definition and causation micro-genres, respectively. In each review session,
the participants listened to one of the lectures of a target micro-genre and completed
comprehension quizzes (25 minutes). They then reviewed the structure of each genre by
analyzing the scripts of each lecture (20 minutes). They did the same type of review
practice in the last 45 minutes of the class each week.

Table 31. Stage 4 Research Timeline
Week
Research phase
1
Review 1

Notes
Review of the procedure micro-genre

2

Review 2

Review of the definition micro-genre

3

Review 3

Review of the causation micro-genre

4

Final recording for the
experimental group and the
comparison group

Oral summary of the research project was
recorded for quantitative analysis

5

Data transformation

The recorded speech was transcribed for
qualitative analysis

In Week 4, the experimental group gave a speech about their research project and
recorded it on a computer as they had done in the previous stages. They were not given
prior notification of the speech. The participants in both the experimental group and the
comparison group had conducted academic research for about a year and a half in another
course. Both groups had finalized their papers and they had been submitted about one
week prior to final Stage 4 recording. Therefore, there was no advantage or disadvantage
for either of the two groups in terms of knowledge about the topic.
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The final recording for the experimental group was in the first 45 minutes of
Week 4 in Term 3. The second half of the class was used for self-study because the
recording for the comparison group was scheduled in the second 45 minutes of Week 4 in
the same computer room. First, the experimental group participants logged into a
computer and confirmed that the headset worked properly. Second, they checked the
volume and made a practice recording. I then explained (a) the objective of the activity,
which was to assess monologic academic speaking skill; (b) the minimum recording time
of 2 minutes, and; (c) how to save the data and the need to be quiet until the others
finished their recording. The participants were told that they could speak longer than 2
minutes if they wished. For making the objective of the speech clear, especially for the
comparison group, the context of the speech was clearly set. The following two
statements were shown on the participants’ monitors: (a) This speech is not a casual
conversation but a formal academic speech, and (b) Talk as if you were speaking to
someone from academia such as a university professor. The above steps took 25 minutes.
The prompt of the final speech was shown on participants’ monitors: Give an oral
summary of your research project. Talk as if you are giving a presentation in an
academic setting. They had five minutes of planning time in which they could make
notes, organize their ideas, ask me questions, and talk to classmates. After five minutes,
they were told to start the speech and they started recording. Another signal was
delivered when two minutes had passed. Finally, when all of them had finished their
speeches, they saved their audio files into my folder on the school server.
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The comparison group engaged in the same types of activities they had done in
Stages 1 to 3 in Weeks 1 to 3 of Stage 4. By using the first 45 minutes of the 90-minute
session in Week 4 of Stage 4, they had an informal paper test about what they had studied
in Weeks 1 to 3 of Stage 4 because they did not take a formal Term 2 final test. In the
second 45 minutes of Week 4, they recorded their research project.
The comparison group participants gave a speech about their research project,
which was the same task the experimental group had performed. Although they had been
accustomed to using computers for recording because they had used it many times in the
English Expression II course, recording practice was carefully done so that they did not
have any disadvantages. They recorded it in the same computer room with the same
equipment. They did not have any prior notification about the speech, and the prompt was
not told beforehand. They received the same instructions and procedural information as
the experimental group.

Procedure of External Validity Assessment Stage
The experimental group and the comparison group took the TOEIC Speaking Test
in the final stage of this study. All participants were given handouts about the TOEIC
Speaking Test after the experimental interventions and recording in Stage 4 to familiarize
them with the TOEIC Speaking Test structure. The test was administered in mid-January
in the high school. Because the school had a special curriculum in Term 3 (January to
February), regular classes were not held. Therefore, all participants were asked to stay at
school after the special classes in order to take the TOEIC Speaking Test. Because of the
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limited availability of space and computers, the experimental group participants took the
test first, and then the comparison group participants took the test on the same day. The
experimental students and the comparison students did not interact during the TOEIC
Speaking Test. Hence there was no impact on their performances.
Laptop computers in which the TOEIC Speaking Test program was installed and
headsets were delivered by the institute that ran the TOEIC Speaking Test. Based on the
administration rules and procedures designated by the institute, the test was administered
by me with an assistant who was also an English teacher. The speaking test took 20
minutes to complete, but 30 minutes were spent for preparation, including online
registration and clearance of the devices.
The results of the TOEIC Speaking Test were sent to the school about three weeks
after the test administration and then delivered to each student. When the scores were
given to the participants, their oral consent was obtained in the classroom where the
participants gathered to have their TOEIC Speaking Test results. I asked all the
participants in the experimental group whether I could use all the recorded speech data in
the elective English course, data in the Background Questionnaire (Appendix C), and
TOEIC Speaking Test scores for my dissertation and other related research in the future. I
explained that all participants’ names would be kept confidential and their identity would
be protected. I promised to use pseudonyms for the research. Finally, I told the
participants if they did not want me to use any of their information, they could notify me
by email or in person. The consent of the comparison group participants was also
obtained in the same manner for the use of the TOEIC Speaking Test scores, the
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recording of the oral summary of their research project, and the information in the
Background Questionnaire (Appendix C).

Analysis
The recorded speeches (Stage 1 to Stage 4) were scored by six native English
speakers who used The Speaking Rating Scale for Academic Monologic Spoken
Production (see Table 24). The raw scores were calibrated with the Rasch rating scale
model and the Multi-Faceted Rasch Measurement model, and the changes between the
pretest and the posttest were analyzed using SPSS version 25 (IBM Corp, 2017).
To compare the changes and differences, three paired-sample t-tests were
conducted. To avoid type I errors, a Bonferroni adjustment was applied to the second
(Stage 2, definition micro-genre) and the third (Stage 3, causation micro-genre) analyses.
For the analysis in the external validity stage, Pearson correlation was used to assess a
relationship between the TOEIC Speaking Test and speeches by the experimental and
comparison groups. The criteria to assess the effect size was: “±.10 = small effect, ±.30 =
medium effect, and ±.50 = a large effect” (Field, 2009, p. 170). The criteria to assess the
effect size (Cohen’s d) were small = .60, medium = 1.00, and large = 1. 40 for withingroup analyses (Stage 1, 2, and 3 for this study), and small d = .40, medium d = .70, and
large d = 1.00 for between-group analyses (Stages 4 and 7) (Plonsky & Oswald, 2014).
All the recorded speech (Stage 1 to Stage 4) was transcribed by me for qualitative
analysis using MAXQDA version 18 (VERBI Software, 2018). The transcribed speeches
were checked by an high school English teacher whose first language was Japanese. The
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transcribed data were used to assess changes in target words and multiword units using
McNemar’s test and two-way contingency table analysis. Cramér’s V was used to
evaluate the effect size for two-way contingency analysis. The criteria used for the
interpretation were: .00 and under .10 = negligible association, .10 and under .20 = weak
association, .20 and under .40 = moderate association, .40 and under .60 = relatively
strong association, .60 and under. 80 = strong association, and .80 to 1.00 = very strong
association (Rea & Parker, 2014).
Explanatory genre analyses were then conducted to investigate how the discourse
structures changed from the pretest to the posttest speech. The combination of analytical
approaches by the Sydney School based on systemic functional linguistics and the ESP
tradition based on schematic and rhetorical structure analyses were used. I conducted the
genre analysis for the 18 speeches (pretests and posttests × three micro-genres × three
participants) to assess how their speeches changed and why their speeches were evaluated
better after the intervention in Stages 1, 2, and 3. The purpose of the genre analyses in
Stages 1, 2, and 3 was to investigate what lexico-grammatical and discourse structural
changes led to their speeches being rated higher. Therefore, three participants who
showed significant gain between the pretests and posttests were selected.
In contrast, genre analysis in Stage 4 had a completely different purpose. The
principal purpose was to compare the performances between the experimental and
comparison group, examining how longitudinal genre-based instruction made a
difference in the lexico-grammatical and discourse structural perspectives. Therefore,
three participants from each group were selected so that they represented each group (low
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level, middle level, and high level gains). The three participants from the experimental
group in the Stage 4 analysis does not necessarily match the three participants in Stages
1, 2, and 3.

Rasch and Multi-Faceted Rasch Measurement Analysis
The scores obtained from the pretests and posttests of the three micro-genres and
the final spoken production by the experimental group and the comparison group were
analyzed using Multi-Faceted Rasch Measurement (MFRM). Facets version 3.71.2
(Linacre, 2013b) was used to perform the MFRM analysis. These analyses provide
interval measures that are well suited for additional statistical analyses. Rasch models
estimate person ability and item difficulty (Bond & Fox, 2015) and ordinal scale raw
scores are converted into interval measures called logits. Logits, which are the
measurement units of all scales for all parameters in Rasch modeling (Eckes, 2015), are
defined as:
the unit of measurement (log odds unit) that results when the Rasch model
is used to transform raw scores obtained from ordinal data to log odds
ratios on a common interval scale. The value of 0.0 logits is routinely
allocated to the mean of the item difficulty estimates. (Bond & Fox, 2015,
pp. 364-365)
Higher logit values represent higher person ability, greater task difficulty, or greater rater
severity.
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Multi-Faceted Rasch Measurement modeling is an advanced Rasch model that
calibrates different assessment facets such as candidates, raters, tasks, and rating scale
criteria on the same interval scale and calculates person ability taking the effects of other
facets into account. An advantage of Rasch measurement and MFRM are that each
“provides item-free, person-free, and judge-free measurement” (Berger, 2015, p. 157).
Measurement invariance is the most important advantage of the Rasch model (Eckes,
2015; Wright, 1999). Another advantage of MFRM is its robustness against missing data.
Therefore, it does not require that all raters assess all examinees.
To interpret the results of Rasch and MFRM analyses, it is necessary to
understand Rasch fit indices. Rasch fit indices indicate the match between the observed
data and model expectations. Unstandardized mean square (MNSQ) fit estimates and Zstandardized (ZSTD) estimates are provided in the output. MNSQ is the size of
randomness in the data and is the Chi-Square statistic divided by its degrees of freedom.
Values greater than 1.0 indicate that the model has unmodeled noise or there is another
source of variance in the data. Values less than 1.0 indicate that the data are too
predictable, which causes slightly inflated reliability statistics.
There are multiple guidelines regarding the acceptable range of the MNSQ
statistics. While some researchers consider 0.50-1.50 to be an acceptable range (Boone,
Staver, & Yale, 2014), others support a stricter range of 0.70 to 1.30 (Bond & Fox, 2015;
Linacre, 2013a; McNamara, 1996). Although it is sometimes appropriate to use a strict fit
range, in this study I used 0.50 to 1.50 for two reasons. First, the 0.50 to 1.50 range is
regarded as “productive for measurement” (Wright & Linacre, 1994, p. 370). North
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(2000) also noted that 0.50 to 1.50 is “conventionally ‘okay’” in his article of the
development of a Common Framework Scale (p. 229). The other reason is that this is the
first study to assess participants’ academic speaking ability using the speaking rating
scale (see Table 24). Hence, the rating scale is still a trial version.
Interpreting the meaning of outfit and infit statistics is important. The violation of
the infit MNSQ criterion is more problematic than violating that of outfit MNSQ because
the latter is influenced by response patterns far from the item or person (Linacre, 2013a).
Infit MNSQ is more sensitive to unexpected responses.
The infit and outfit ZSTD statistics are used to test the null hypotheses about
whether the data fit the model perfectly (Linacre, 2013a, pp. 265-266). The expected
value is 0.00; negative values indicate that the data are too predictable and positive values
indicate a lack of predictability. However, according to Linacre (2013a), the ZSTD
statistics can be ignored if the MNSQ statistics are acceptable.
Rasch analyses produce person and item reliability indices, and person and item
separation statistics. Reliability in Rasch measurement means the “reproducibility of
relative measure location” (Linacre, 2015, p. 656). According to Linacre (2015), the
interpretation of person reliability is similar to that of KR-20 or Cronbach’s alpha; thus,
values closer to 1.00 indicate strong internal consistency.
The Rasch separation coefficient is the ratio of true variance to error variance.
Boone et al. (2014) remarked that the person and item separation indices are superior to
the person and item reliability estimates because they have no ceiling effect; they vary
from 0 to infinity. Separation reliability indices are “an estimate of how well one can
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differentiate persons on the measured variable. That is, it can estimate the replicability of
person placement across other items measuring the same construct” (Bond & Fox, 2015,
p. 353). Low person separation reliability often means that more items are needed
because the instrument is not sensitive enough to distinguish different levels of
performance. Low item separation reliability often means that the sample size is not large
enough. Tentative guidelines to interpret person and item separation indices are
summarized in Boone et al. (2014, p. 231). For the person separation index, 1.50 is
considered an acceptable level. 2.00 shows good separation, and 3.00 indicates an
excellent level of separation. For item separation indices, 1.50 for individual analysis and
2.50 for group analysis are considered acceptable.
The person ability estimates obtained by Rasch analyses were used for pairedsample t-test to assess the effectiveness of the treatment in the experimental group. An
independent-samples t-test was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of genre-based
instruction by comparing the scores of the experimental and comparison groups. These
analyses were conducted with SPSS version 25 (IBM Corp, 2017).

Descriptive Statistics and McNemar/Chi-Square Analysis of the Target Words and
Multiword Units
The recorded speeches were transcribed with MAXQDA version 18 (VERBI
Software, 2018) and the number of target words and genre specific multiword units was
counted. Descriptive statistics were used to evaluate significant increases between the
pretests and posttests for the three micro-genres of procedure, definition, and causation.
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Differences in the use of target words and multiword units between the experimental
group and the comparison group were examined for the final micro-genre, oral summary
of a research project. McNemar tests were performed to assess the frequency of use of the
target words and multiword units for procedure, definition, and causation micro-genres.
Contingency table Chi-Square tests were conducted for oral summary of a research
project to investigate significant differences in cell frequencies.

Genre Analysis
Genre analysis was used to examine the discourse structures of spoken production
of each target genre. Qualitative genre analyses were done to support the quantitative
findings. The analytical method that I used for this study was a combined approach of the
Sydney School and EAP for analyses taking its social and cultural context into
consideration. The Sydney school approaches have been developed mainly focusing on
young learners (Derewianka & Jones, 2012; Johns, 2002b; Martin & Rose, 2008) and
ESP/EAP targeted mainly tertiary level students. It is important for genre researchers to
decide one analytical approach and stick to the analytical approach. The participants in
the current study were high school students with relatively low oral English language
proficiency. In that sense, the pedagogically oriented Sydney School genre approach was
suitable for genre analysis. However, their spoken texts were produced for academic
purposes and the texts were analyzed by their schematic and rhetorical structure as well
as lexico-grammatical aspects. Therefore, I decided to use the combined approach of the
Sydney School and ESP/EAP tradition for genre analyses.
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The analytical framework was mostly based on Paltridge (2012). For the
rhetorical structure analyses, Derewianka and Jones’ (2012) theoretical framework of
genres and functions was also employed. The analytical points of view from Bhatia
(1993) and Martin and Rose (2008) were also utilized because they contributed to the
development of the frameworks of Paltridge (2012) and Derewianka and Jones (2012).
Genre analyses were conducted to analyze the lexical level, sentence level, and
structure level. The analyses were used to investigate the changes and differences
between the pretests and posttests of the procedure, definition, and causation microgenres produced by the experimental group, and between the transcribed texts of the oral
summary of their research project micro-genre by the experimental group and the
comparison group.
The effective use of target words and multiword units helps speakers develop their
ideas and achieve communicative purposes. Both the frequency of the words and
multiword units and the positions they appear in are important. The speakers’ effort to
make their utterances more cohesive and coherent were analyzed by interpreting the
sentences or phrases before and after the target words and multiword units.
Sentence level analyses reveal textual patterning in particular contexts and the
effectiveness of the usage. Textualization in genres appears in the phrase, clause, and
sentence levels. Moreover, lexical bundles and typical uses of grammar reinforce
sentence cohesion. These analyses support the understanding of why and how genrespecific words or phrases are used in a context to achieve communicative purposes.
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Structural development was also analyzed from an organizational point of view;
this issue concerns whether the spoken production was appropriately and effectively
organized as an academic speech. The schematic structure of academic speeches
generally consists of a three-part structure: opening, developing, and closing stages;
however, the rhetorical structure of each micro-genre differs. Discourse structure
analyses from those two points of view were used to examine the degree to which the
structures were coherently organized, and they met the expectations of each micro-genre
and macro-genre.
Thus, a combined genre analytical approach consisting of the Sydney School and
ESP/EAP was used in this study. The necessity of alternative genre analysis has been
sought after as a way to enhance the field of genre analysis and its related field
(Artemeva & Freedman, 2016; Bawarshi, 2016). Genres can best be conceptualized in
accordance with social and cultural contexts, not by differences in traditional genre study
schools. Analytical approaches should also be combined to assess the development of
genre knowledge. Those ideas have been implemented in this study in the examination of
the seven research questions.

Summary
In this chapter, I have provided the methods I used for this study. The context of
the study, participants, instrumentation, research design, procedures were described. The
chapter finished with the description of three analytical approaches (MFRM analysis,
descriptive statistics and McNemar test and Chi-Square analysis, and genre analysis) to
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answer seven research questions. In the next chapter, the results of preliminary analyses
are reported and discussed.
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CHAPTER 4
PRELIMINARY ANALYSES

In this chapter, I first present demographic information collected with the
Background Questionnaire. Then, I examine how the experimental and comparison
groups were selected and equalized. In addition to group selection and equivalence
analysis, I describe the results of the social and cultural context analyses of each
experiment: Stage 1 (procedure), Stage 2 (definition), Stage 3 (causation), and Stage 4
(oral summary of a research project) as a preparation for the main genre analyses
conducted in Chapter 5.

The Group Selection and Equivalence Stage
First, demographic information obtained from the Background Questionnaire
(Appendix C) was analyzed. According to the responses, the 32 participants in the
experimental group and the 31 participants in the comparison group had been to foreign
countries for school trips. They had visited as average of 3.66 and 3.65 countries,
respectively. The average age of their first visit to a foreign country was 10.29 and 11.56,
respectively. These numbers indicated the similarity of the two groups.
The questionnaire responses also revealed that some participants in both groups
had lived overseas because of their parents’ work. Table 32 summarizes the information
for these participants. The number of participants who had lived overseas (this number
did not include the students who went overseas for their school trip) differed between the
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experimental group (10) and the comparison group (4). However, there was not a large
discrepancy in the duration of time spent overseas (experimental group M = 5.30 years;
comparison group M = 4.87 years).
The data also show that although the experimental group had a greater number of
participants who had lived overseas compared to the comparison group, only four of the
10 participants in the experimental group had lived in an English-speaking country such
as the United States. Moreover, two participants in the experimental group had lived
overseas when they were 0 to 2 years old. The average age of their return to Japan was
10.7 for the experimental group and 10.3 for the comparison group. Three participants in
the experimental group studied academic subject matter through English, which included
one participant who had been enrolled in an international school in a non-English
speaking country; two participants in the comparison group had studied in English.

Table 32. Summary of the Returnees’ Information in This Research
Participants
Average
English
who lived
duration
speaking
Group
overseas
(Years)
country
Experimental (n = 32)
10
5.30
4 (2)
Comparison (n = 31)
4
4.87
2

Education
through
English
3
2

Note. The number in parentheses in the cell of English-speaking country represents the
participants that lived overseas when younger than 2 years old.

Table 33 shows the number of participants who had studied abroad. Here,
studying abroad meant that they had studied English in an English-speaking country. All
of the experiences occurred when they were junior or senior high school students. The
comparison group had more short-term and long-term study abroad experience. The
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comparison group’s average period of stay for the short-term study abroad program was
16.80 days, while that of the comparison group was 21.87.

Table 33. Summary of Studying Abroad Experience
Short-term study abroad
Group
(1 month or less)
Experimental (n = 32)
5 (16.80)
Comparison (n = 31)
8 (21.87)

Long-term study abroad
(1 year)
0
3 [2]

Note. The numbers in the pa in the parentheses cell of Short term studying abroad represent the
average duration of stay (days). The number in the bracket represents the number of participants
who studied in English speaking countries.

Twenty-six participants in the experimental group (81.25%) and 25 participants in
the comparison group (80.64%) reported that they had received English education outside
of the school curriculum. The types of education, commencing time, and duration of
study varied. Some studied in an English language school to acquire conversational skills
and others went to a cram school to study English to pass an English test such as the
Eiken or hired a private tutor to better understand the English studied at school.
Table 34 provides a summary of the relationship between when the participants
studied English outside of the school curriculum and the frequency of their classes. The
number of participants in the experimental group (n = 32) was greater than those in the
comparison group in pre-school, kindergarten, and elementary school, while more
participants in the comparison group studied English in junior and senior high school.
The average frequency of English study outside school per week in each schooling period
are summarized in Table 34. The frequency ranged from 1.25 times per week (pre-school
and kindergarten for the experimental group) to 2.08 times per week (junior high school
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for the comparison group). Thus, the comparison group had a few more opportunities to
study outside of school than the experimental group in all four periods.

Table 34. Summary of English Learning Outside of School Curriculum
Experimental (n = 32)
Comparison (n = 31)
Age
Number
Frequency
Number
Frequency
0-6
13
1.25/week
9
1.87/week
6-12
20
1.36/week
16
1.60/week
12-15
13
1.64/week
14
2.08/week
15-18
10
1.50/week
12
1.72/week

Next, the English proficiency of the experimental and comparison groups was
assessed using the Eiken level, Eiken speaking score, and TOEIC L&R score. Table 35
displays the number of participants who had Eiken levels for the two groups. A MannWhitney U test was conducted to investigate whether there was a statistically significant
difference between the two groups. The result was not significant, z = -.39, p = .69.; thus,
the two groups were similar in terms of their Eiken levels.

Table 35. Summary of Participants Who Have Eiken Level
Group
Grade 1
Grade Pre1
Experimental (n = 32)
1 (3.12%)
3 (9.37%)
Comparison (n = 31)
0 (0.00%)
3 (9.67%)

Grade 2
28 (87.50%)
28 (90.32%)

Note. Grade 1 is equated with CEFR C1 level, Grade Pre 1 as CEFR B2 level, and Grade 2 as
CEFR B1 level (Eiken Foundation of Japan, 2004).

A further analysis was conducted using Eiken speaking scores. An independentsamples t-test was used to evaluate the hypothesis that there was no difference between
the two groups. Only the scores of the participants who has passed Eiken level 2
(maximum: 33, and minimum: 7 points), which accounted for about 90% of each group
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(experimental group: 28, and comparison group: 28), were used for the analysis because
Level 1 and Level Pre 1 use different scoring methods.
The normality assumption was confirmed for both groups: the experimental
group, D(28) = .94, p = .09, and the comparison group, D(28) = .94, p = .09. Levene’s
test indicated equal variances, F = .23, p = .14. An independent t-test indicated that the
experimental group (M = 22.67, SD = 2.65, SEM = .50) and the comparison group (M =
23.57, SD = 3.32, SEM = .62) did not differ significantly, t(54) = -1.11, p = .27.
Finally, an analysis was conducted using TOEIC scores to verify the above
results. For this analysis, the TOEIC L&R scores for the experimental group and
comparison group participants were used. The normality assumption was confirmed for
both groups: experimental group, D(32) = .94, p = .06, and the comparison group, D(31)
= .94, p = .07. Levene’s test confirmed equal variances (F = .24, p = .66). An
independent-samples t-test showed that there was no statistically significant difference
between the experimental group (M = 516.87, SD = 145.38, SEM = 25.70) and the
comparison group (M = 515.48, SD = 126.71, SEM = 22.75), t(61) = .04, p = .96.
Together these results showed that the English proficiency levels of the experimental
group and comparison group did not differ significantly.

Interpretation of the Group Selection and Equivalence Stage
The results of the group selection and equivalence stage showed that there were
differences in the backgrounds of the participants in the two groups. Two differences in
the demographic information should be considered. The first is the number of participants
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who had lived overseas (Table 32). Ten participants in the experimental group and four in
the comparison group had lived overseas; however, these numbers must be interpreted
with caution because as other items in Table 32 indicate, the number of participants who
used or studied English in their youth was similar; six out of 10 participants in the
experimental group had lived in non-English speaking countries such as Thailand. Three
of the six had lived in Singapore, but they studied in a Japanese school. Moreover, two
out of four participants who had lived in English-speaking countries in the experimental
group had lived there before the age of 2. It is unlikely that their experiences in those
countries affected their English proficiency at the time of the experiments. The data
suggest that there were two or three fairly proficient English users in each group who
used English while abroad or who had received education in English.
The second point concerns the discrepancy in the number of participants who
studied abroad. Table 33 shows unanticipated differences both in the numbers of
participants who had short-term and long-term study abroad experiences. It is difficult to
judge whether the differences in those numbers in the experimental group and
comparison group were large or not, but the comparison group had more participants who
were interested in studying abroad.
The findings summarized in Table 34 indicate subtle but clear differences in
English study outside of the school curriculum. The numbers in both groups in each
schooling period indicate that more participants in the experimental group studied
English earlier than those in the comparison group in their schooling such as from preschool and elementary school. In contrast, more participants in the comparison groups
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studied English during later schooling periods of junior and senior high school than those
in the experimental group.
Notwithstanding the above differences between the two groups, the findings
provide evidence that the two groups were similar in terms of English proficiency. For
instance, the distribution of Eiken levels was similar, and the statistical analysis of the
Eiken speaking scores showed that there were no significant proficiency differences
between the two groups. This finding was supported by the participants’ TOEIC scores.

The Social and Cultural Context Analyses and Interpretation
Stage 1 Procedure Micro-Genre
The social and cultural context of the procedure micro-genre in the target situation
was examined. Table 36 shows the range of factors that affected how and why the
speeches were produced and how they were assessed. This analysis revealed that the
participants were in a cognitively demanding situation in which they were developing
academic English ability. The target skills in the course were speaking and listening;
however, most of the speaking activities that they had engaged in other classes before this
study were casual conversation-based approaches. Most of the participants had not
produced a long impromptu speech before this course. Delivering speeches were a
prepared and memorized speaking act, which meant they were reading a written text
aloud.
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Table 36. Social and Cultural Context Analysis of the Procedure Micro-Genre Speech
Factors
Setting

Descriptions
• Private high school in Japan (EFL)
• Grade 12 EGAP course focused on the development of academic
speaking and listening skills
• Impromptu monologic spoken production (pretest and posttest) recorded
on a computer

Focus and
perspective

• Able to control macro-genre academic monologic speech macro-genre
structure and features: introduction (opening stage), body (developing
stage), and conclusion (closing stage)
• Able to control procedure micro-genre structures and features: lexicogrammar, textual patterning, and rhetorical structure
• Able to control spoken text, which is not a copy of a written text

Purpose

• Answer the speech prompt Explain how to write a good research paper
meeting the expectations of the procedure micro-genre
• Demonstrate an awareness of the academic monologic speech macrogenre and procedure micro-genre and control the features of the genres

Audience, role,
and purpose in
listening the
text

• Intended audience and purpose (Assumption): Grade 10 students who are
unfamiliar with research projects to understand how to write a good
research paper
• Intended audience and purpose (Reality): The course instructor for
formative assessments

Relationship
between
speakers and
the listeners

• Teacher-student relationship
• Students know the speech is evaluated by the teacher and the score is
part of their grade

Expectations,
conventions,
and
requirements
for the text

•
•

•

Lexico-grammatical
Appropriate use of target words
Frequency of the target words
Text patterning
Ability to use genre-specific text patterning
§ Imperative
§ Communicative use of the subject you or we
§ Modal verbs
§ Genre-specific expressions
Structure (Schematic/Rhetorical organization)
Smoothly open the speech, develop the idea (communicative
purposes), and close the speech
Convey a relatively formal speech in an appropriate time and speed
Develop the rhetorical structure of a procedure micro-genre speech
§ Orientation (Greetings/ self-introduction/ purpose/ situation:
optional)
§ A series of steps to achieve the communicative purposes
Indicate steps/stages of the procedure for communicative purpose
Appropriate quantity and quality of supporting information in each step
Chronological and logical flow of the steps

(Table 36 continues)
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Table 36. (continued)
Factors
Background
knowledge,
values, and
understandings

Descriptions
• The participants had started a research report in Japanese in a course
before this class started
• The distinction between academic writing/speaking is uncommon in
Japanese secondary educational system
• Simple conversation or interaction based on Communicative Language
Teaching is an important speaking skill
• The importance of utterance is emphasized; students are encouraged to
speak, and not be afraid of making grammatical mistakes
• The importance of recorded speech (talking to a computer) was introduced
by referring to the iBT TOEFL and other speaking tests

Relationship
with other texts

• Understand the process of writing a research paper and connect it with the
research writing project (in Japanese) they do in another course

The analysis also revealed the complexity of the task in terms of tenor. Because of
the nature of the task in which the participants spoke to a computer, it was difficult for
them to know who they were talking to. They knew that the performance would be
assessed by me, but at the same time, the task required them to speak as if they were
talking to younger students who did not know how to write a research paper.
All participants had to not only organize the expected structure of the genre, but
also pay attention to lexical and textual aspects often used in the procedure micro-genre.
Although the topic of the prompt, Explain how to write a good research paper, was
familiar to them because they had been doing research and had taken research method
classes, the expectations of the procedure micro-genre speech were challenging for them.
As Table 36 shows, the situation and context of the speeches were relatively
formal; however, the task was not focused on accuracy or elegance of language use.
Instead, the participants were encouraged to deliver a speech that would accomplish
communicative goals and not focus on grammatical accuracy.
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Stage 2 Definition Micro-Genre
Table 37 shows the results of the social and cultural context analysis of the
definition micro-genre. Because Stage 2 was a part of a longitudinal research following
Stage 1, many of the social and cultural context analysis revealed the same or similar
results as those in Stage 1. Therefore, redundant information such as setting, focus and
perspective, or relationship between speakers and the listeners were omitted, and only
necessary information that was different from Stage 1 (procedure micro-genre) was
summarized in the table.
Three sections in Table 37 should be explained. First, the anticipated audience in
Stage 1 was new students who do not know how to do research, and the participants were
expected to talk to them. However, in Stage 2, it was the participants’ homeroom
teachers. The participants were in one class of around 40 students and most school
activities took place based on this homeroom class. Each homeroom class had a
designated homeroom teacher and the participants were expected to imagine that they
were talking to their homeroom teacher.
Second, in the expectations, conventions, and requirements for the text section,
the speeches in the Stage 2 definition micro-genre required the participants to produce
various language functions to achieve the communicative purposes using classification or
comparison. Ideas can be defined in various ways such as synonyms, paraphrasing, or
using substitutions. Another unique expectation was that the participants were expected
to describe physical features, special features, and define the concept. Task complexity
affected the task difficulty.
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Table 37. Social and Cultural Context Analysis of the Definition Micro-Genre Speech
Factors
Purpose of the
text

•
•

Audience, role
and purpose in
listening the text

•

Expectations,
conventions and
requirements for
the text

•

•

•

•

Descriptions
Answer the speech prompt What is school? Define the concept and
meet the expectations of a definition micro-genre speech
Demonstrate an awareness of the academic monologic speech macrogenre and definition micro-genre and control the features of the
genres
Intended audience and purpose (Assumption): The participants’
homeroom teacher for a career guidance meeting
Intended audience and purpose (Reality): The course instructor for a
formative course assessment
Lexico-grammatical
Appropriate use of the target words
Frequency of the target words
Text patterning
Ability to use genre specific text patterning
§ Three-part-definition (term-class-characteristics)
§ Additional ways to explain concepts such as synonym,
paraphrasing, or listing (substitutions)
§ Repetition of noun phrase
§ Describers and intensifiers
§ Genre specific expressions
Structure (Schematic/ Rhetorical organization)
Smoothly open the speech, develop ideas (communicative
purposes), and close the speech
Make a relatively formal speech in an appropriate time and speed
Develop typical rhetorical structure of the definition micro-genre
speech
§ Orientation (Greetings, self-introduction/purpose/situation:
optional)
§ General statement: identifies/classifies/names the entity
§ Description: describe particular features, characteristics,
activities, subclasses, or functions of the entity or its subclasses
Elaborate the description of the concept for communicative
purpose by using listing, spatial order, classification, chronological
order, comparison and contrast
Physical or special classification/categorization and conceptual
definition is to be performed

Background
knowledge,
values and
understandings

•
•
•

The semi-formal pre- and post-recording tests are the second round
The first round was the speeches about procedure genre.
Defining, conceptualizing, classifying are important functions to
develop ideas or discuss issues in academic settings

Relationship the
text has with
other texts

•

Realize the proper way to conceptualize ideas and utilize them in the
research writing project (in Japanese) from another course
Previously learned knowledge about the procedure micro-genre can
be woven into the definition speeches

•
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Finally, Stage 2 was the second round in the pre-post speech test package;
therefore, the genre knowledge of academic monologic speech and that of the procedure
micro-genre in Stage 1 should be utilized in the speeches in the definition micro-genre.

Stage 3 Causation Micro-Genre
Table 38 shows the results for the social and cultural context analysis of the
causation micro-genre. In common with that of the definition micro-genre in Stage 2, the
analysis revealed corresponding findings with those found in the procedure (Stage 1) and
definition (Stage 2) sections. As a result, the cultural and social context was considered
relatively stable. Hence, Table 38 only includes new information that should be kept in
mind for the following analyses.
Three sections in Table 38 require a comment. The first concern is the anticipated
audience. The participants were told to imagine that they were in an interview setting for
a university entrance exam or interviewing practice at the high school. Therefore, they
were expected to imagine that they were talking to a university professor or high school
teacher.
The second point concerns the background knowledge, values, and understanding
of the text. The Stage 3 experiment was implemented when the participants were
deciding their post-high school paths. Although most were expected to go to an affiliated
university using the recommendation system, they were expected to take part in formal
interviews several times. Even if they decided to go to another university, almost all of
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them were going to take Admission Offices (AO) tests, which often require an interview.
Therefore, the task and prompt were related to their current and future life.

Table 38. Social and Cultural Context Analysis of the Causation Micro-Genre Speech
Factors
Purpose of the
text

•

•

Audience, role
and purpose in
listening the text

•

Expectations,
conventions, and
requirements for
the text

•

•

•

•

Descriptions
Answer the speech prompt Many Japanese high school students go to
university for various reasons. What would make you decide to go to
university? Why do you study? and meet the expectations of a
causation micro-genre speech
Demonstrate an awareness of the academic monologic speech macrogenre and causation micro-genre and control the features of the
genres
Intended audience and purpose (Assumption): Interviewers in an
academic interview setting
Intended audience and purpose (Reality): The course instructor for
formative assessments of their course
Lexico-grammatical
Appropriate use of the target words
Frequency of the target words
Text patterning
Ability to use genre specific text patterning
§ Cause and effect relationship by compound sentence, complex
sentence, compound-complex sentences, non-finite clauses,
embedded clauses or verbless clauses
§ Genre specific expressions
Structure (Schematic/ Rhetorical organization)
Ability to smoothly open the speech, develop the idea
(communicative purposes), and close the speech
Ability to convey a relatively formal type of speech in an
appropriate time and speed as academic monologic speeches
Ability to develop typical rhetorical structure of causation genre
speech
§ Orientation (greetings/self-introduction/purpose/ situation:
optional)
§ Identification of phenomenon/activity
§ Implication sequence
§ Explanation sequence (describe of multiple causes and effect)
§ General statement about the phenomenon (optional)
Elaborate the logical development of causal explanation (factorial
explanation, consequential explanation and combination of cause
and effect)

(Table 38 continues)
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Table. 38 (continued)
Factors
Background
knowledge,
values and
understandings

•
•
•

Relationship the
text has with
other texts

•
•

Descriptions
These semi-formal pre- and post- recording tests are the third round
for the participants. The first round was the procedure micro-genre
speeches and the second was the definition micro-genre speeches
The tasks were undertaken when the participants were deciding their
future path or career after graduation from high school
The importance of interviews is increasing in Japanese university
entrance examinations, especially for students who use the
recommendation or Admissions Offices (AO) application systems.
Realize and understand the causation rhetoric: why things happen and
utilize it in the research writing project (in Japanese) they do in another
course
The previously being aware and learned genre-knowledge, procedure
and definition, could be woven into this causation speeches

The third point concerns the relationship of this text with other texts. Because
Stage 3 was the third opportunity for the participants to give a speech, they were expected
to be used to giving academic monologic speeches. The genre knowledge they had
obtained previously should have been easily activated in this round and it should have
helped them produce the causation genre speech because those text functions interact
with each other in a genre network.

Stage 4 Oral Summary of a Research Project
The results of the social and cultural context analysis of the oral summary of a
research project micro-genre are summarized in Table 39. Because some parts overlapped
the previous social and cultural context analysis in Stage 1, 2, 3, the information was
omitted in Table 39. Both the participants in the experimental group and the comparison
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Table 39. Social and Cultural Context Analysis of the Oral Summary of a Research
Project Micro-Genre Speech
Factors
Purpose of the
text

•

•

Audience, role
and purpose in
listening the text

•

Expectations,
conventions, and
requirements for
the text

•

•

•

•

Descriptions
Answer the speech prompt Give an oral summary of your research
project Talk as if you are giving a presentation in an academic setting
and meet the expectations of the Oral summary of a Research Paper
micro-genre speech
Demonstrate an awareness of academic monologic speech macrogenre and Oral Summary of a Research Paper micro-genre and
control the features of the genres
Intended audience and purpose (Assumption): People in academia
such as university professors for explaining research
Intended audience and purpose (reality): The course instructor for final
assessments of their course
Lexico-grammatical
Appropriate use of the target words and genre specific words
Frequency of the target words
Text patterning
Ability to use genre specific text patterning
§ Imperative
§ Modal verbs
§ Three-part-definition (term-class-characteristics)
§ Additional ways to explain concepts such as synonym
paraphrasing, or listing (substitutions)
§ Cause and effect relationship by compound sentence,
complex sentence, compound-complex sentences, non-finite
clauses, embedded clauses or verbless clauses
§ Genre specific expressions
Structure (Schematic/ Rhetorical organization)
Ability to smoothly open the speech, develop the idea
(communicative purposes), and close the speech as academic
monologic speeches
Ability to convey a relatively formal type of speech in an
appropriate time and speed
Ability to develop typical rhetorical structure of Oral Summary of a
research paper genre speech
§ Orientation (optional)
§ Situation (establishing field and niche)
§ Purpose (occupying a niche)
§ Definition of the scope of the research (optional)
§ Description of the methodology (optional)
§ Explanation of the findings
§ Conclusion
Elaborate the concise but necessary and sufficient oral summary
of a research paper for communicative purposes by using genre
knowledge of procedure, definition, and causation

(Table 39 continues)
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Table. 39 (continued)
Factors
Background
knowledge,
values and
understandings

•
•

•
•
•

•

Relationship the
text has with other
texts

•
•

Descriptions
The participants had just finished writing a research paper in Japanese
in a research project course before this recording
The research paper was not a pure research paper but a quasiresearch paper. The participants did not conduct an experiment or
questionnaire. Instead, they set research questions based on their
interest and argued about the problems based on the preceding study
The participants in both the experimental and the comparison group
had written an English abstract in another course
The importance of utterance is emphasized, which means students
are encouraged to speak to accomplish the task, not being afraid of
making grammatical mistakes
Almost all the participants were supposed to have several interviews
for graduation tests and university admissions. In the interview, the
summary of a research project would be often asked. Most of the
cases would be done in Japanese but not necessarily. The interview
could be done in English for some university admissions or even high
school graduation test
This semi-formal recording test is the fourth round for the participants
in the experiment (procedure, definition and causation). Meanwhile,
the comparison group had one-time practice for recording practice,
although all the students in the Grade 12 had often used the computer
for the recording in other English classes and were familiar with the
activities
Realize the proper way to summarize the research paper utilizing
previously studied genre knowledge (procedure, definition, and
causation)
Abstract writing in English should have a multimodal genre relation
with this speech

group had written an abstract of their research project in English; therefore, both groups
had some genre knowledge about the oral summary of a research project micro-genre
because abstracts and summaries have similar content.
The social and cultural context analysis was beneficial to understanding the
overall picture of the text, discourse, and the genre (Paltridge, 2012). It indicated what
should be analyzed in the text. For example, it made the purpose of the speech and the
target audience of the speech clear.
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It was important to consider the target audience. Because all of the tasks were
implemented using a computer and a headset, the participants talked to the computer
while imagining the listeners. Therefore, how they spoke and what they said was often
influenced by that factor. These are consistent with the core variable in the Sydney
School genre theory, field, tenor, and mode. Taking the procedure micro-genre speech as
an example, the imagined listeners were new incoming students who did not know how
to write a research paper. It is plausible, in a real-life situation, where senior students
explain a procedure of how to write a research paper; however, using a computer to
record their speech for that purpose was not a normal thing to do. When participants’
texts are analyzed, those factors must be taken into consideration to deeply understand
the linguistic, grammatical, and discourse features. The information gained by the social
contextual analysis helps researchers analyze and interpret texts by letting them know
something that described texts did not show.

Summary
In this chapter, I first presented the analysis of the group selection and
equivalence stage. The background questionnaire indicated the experimental group had
more people who had lived abroad in their early years although most of them had lived in
non-English speaking countries. The comparison group was more interested in studying
abroad and joined short-term and long-term studying abroad programs and they had more
time to study English outside of school. I then compared the two groups’ English
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proficiency levels by using EIKEN, TOEIC scores. The analyses indicated the equality of
the two groups in English proficiency.
Second, I provided the results of the social and cultural context analysis for the
micro-genre experiments. In these analyses, the setting, focus and perspective, purpose,
audience, the relationship between speakers and listeners, expectations for the text,
background knowledge, and relationship with other texts were examined for each microgenre. The information examined in these social and cultural context analyses is utilized
for genre analyses in the main part of this study. In the next chapter, I present the results
of the quantitative and qualitative analyses to answer the seven research questions.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS

The purpose of this chapter is to delineate the results of this mixed method study.
First, the results of three quantitative for the experimental group within-group-analyses—
Stage 1 (procedure), Stage 2 (definition), and Stage 3 (causation)—to assess the
effectiveness of genre-based instruction are presented to answer research question 1.
Second, the results of three within-group lexical analyses for the three micro-genres are
shown to answer research question 2. Third, I analyzed the transcribed speeches of three
micro-genres by three participants. The results of qualitative changes are presented
through genre analysis to answer research question 3. Next, the results of the MFRM
analysis used to evaluate the differences between the two groups for the oral summary of
a research project micro-genre are reported to answer research question 4 (Stage 4).
Following that, the lexico-grammatical analyses for the comparison between the two
groups are reported to answer research question 5. The results of the qualitative genre
analyses for the oral summary of a research project micro-genre and the academic
monologic speech macro-genre by the two groups are then presented to answer research
question 6. In the final section, I show the results of the independent samples t-test and
correlation analysis to demonstrate the generalizability of the research results using the
TOEIC Speaking Test scores to answer research question 7.
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Research Question 1: Results of the MFRM Analysis for the Three Micro-Genres
Research question 1 concerned the degree to which genre-based instruction
improved Japanese high school students’ academic monologic spoken production of the
procedure, definition, and causation micro-genres. Research question 1 was answered by
calculating the difference in the participants’ performances between pretests and posttests
speeches in each micro-genre. The raw rated scores of the participants’ speeches were
calibrated by MFRM analysis and the calibrated Rasch logits were used for the
comparison between the performances. A series of paired-sample t-tests was conducted
for each micro-genre for the comparison.
First, an MFRM analysis was conducted to assess person ability, rater severity,
task difficulty, item difficulty, and the performance of the rating scale. Figure 8 presents
the Rasch vertical rulers and shows an overview of the relationships among the
examinees, raters (all names are pseudonyms), tasks, and items on the Rasch logit scale.
The facets are all on a single Rasch logit scale shown in the leftmost column. The next
column shows the 32 experimental group participants’ ability estimates ordered with the
most capable participants at the top and the least capable at the bottom. Most of the
participants ranged from 3.0 to -1.0 logits. The rater severity estimates follow with the
most severe rater, Eric, at the top and the most lenient rater, David, at the bottom. Eric is
an outlier among the raters. The Wright map shows that except for Eric, the raters were
lenient and the participants are at a higher level. The fourth column represents the task
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Figure 8. Wright map of examinees, raters, tasks, items and scales for three micro-genre
speeches. LG stands for lexico-grammatical resources, and OP stands for overall
performance.
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difficulty estimates, with the most difficult task at the top and the easiest task at the
bottom. The procedure genre pretest was the most difficult task, and the causation
posttest was the least difficult task. All three pretests were more difficult than the three
posttests. The fifth column shows the item difficulty estimates for the four oral
production assessment criteria. They are aligned at the same point on the logit scale. The
righthand column shows the rating scale used in this study.
Table 40 illustrates the examinee measurement report. Almost all the examinees
met the infit MNSQ criterion of 0.50 to 1.50 except for participant 1 (infit MNSQ = .43),
participant 15 (infit MNSQ = .1.61), and participant 17 (infit MNSQ = 1.62). Although
the MNSQ of the three participants were underfit, they were kept in the analysis because
the violation of MNSQ were still considered acceptable level for this study.
The Rasch separation estimate of 5.20 was excellent (Boone et al., 2014), and the
Rasch reliability estimate of .96 also indicated good reproducibility of the measures
(Linacre, 2012). Fixed Chi-Square indices, χ2(31) = 633.70, p < .001, represent the
statistically significant difference in the persons’ ability estimates. Random Chi-Square
indices, χ2(30) = 29.40, p = .50, indicated that the samples used in this analysis were
assessed as random samples from a normally distributed population.
Table 41 shows the rater facets. The infit MNSQ estimates show fair fit although
David slightly underfits the model at 1.55. The Rasch reliability estimate was .99 and the
Chi-Square analysis showed that the raters differed significantly in rating severity, χ2(5) =
1192.30, p < .01.
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Table 40. Rasch Person Statistics in Measure Order
Infit
Person
Measure
SE
MNSQ
Infit ZSTD
30
6.64
0.40
1.15
0.5
12
3.79
0.27
1.31
1.6
27
2.62
0.28
0.95
-0.1
9
2.33
0.26
1.29
1.3
13
2.13
0.26
1.36
1.6
24
2.12
0.25
1.01
0.1
23
2.11
0.26
0.55
-2.5
6
1.82
0.27
1.09
0.5
31
1.65
0.27
0.76
-1.2
2
1.53
0.26
1.02
0.1
18
1.44
0.27
1.06
0.3
26
1.26
0.25
1.08
0.4
28
1.15
0.26
0.82
-0.8
29
1.15
0.26
0.75
-1.3
11
0.97
0.23
0.97
-0.1
32
0.94
0.26
1.41
1.9
19
0.94
0.26
0.45
-3.3
14
0.87
0.25
1.25
1.2
22
0.54
0.26
0.95
-0.1
20
0.53
0.26
0.66
-1.9
8
0.42
0.25
0.96
-0.1
25
0.40
0.24
1.13
0.7
17
0.32
0.26
1.62
2.7
7
0.29
0.26
0.83
-0.8
10
0.24
0.26
1.04
0.2
4
0.01
0.25
0.43
-3.6
1
-0.04
0.26
1.09
0.4
15
-0.09
0.26
1.61
2.7
5
-0.11
0.26
1.12
0.6
21
-0.14
0.26
0.66
-1.9
16
-0.16
0.26
0.85
-0.7
3
-0.58
0.26
0.72
-1.4

Outfit
MNSQ
1.08
1.34
0.97
1.26
1.36
1.07
0.52
1.14
0.78
1.00
1.07
1.08
0.82
0.71
0.99
1.42
0.45
1.22
0.96
0.66
0.96
1.13
1.61
0.82
1.04
0.42
1.08
1.61
1.12
0.67
0.86
0.72

Outfit
ZSTD
0.3
1.7
0.0
1.2
1.5
0.3
-2.6
0.7
-1.0
0.0
0.3
0.4
-0.8
-1.5
0.0
1.9
-3.3
1.1
-0.1
-1.9
-0.1
0.7
2.6
-0.8
0.2
-3.6
0.4
2.7
0.6
-1.8
-0.7
-1.4

Table 42 shows the task difficulty estimates. The fit statistics indicated good fit to
the model: sample reliability =.98, fixed χ2(5) = 204.30, p < .001. The logits of the three
pretests are greater than those of the corresponding posttests; thus, the posttests were
easier than the pretests. The procedure genre had the greatest gap of 1.72 logits, followed
by causation at 1.15 logits. The smallest gap of 0.60 was for the definition genre.
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Table 41. Rasch Rater Statistics in Measure Order
Rater
Eric
Kevin
Bobby
Hazel
Mike
David

Measure
3.20
0.44
-0.45
-0.58
-1.23
-1.39

SE
0.10
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.20

Infit MNSQ
0.99
1.20
0.93
0.86
0.89
1.55

Table 42. Rasch Task Statistics in Measure Order
Infit
Task
Measure
SE
MNSQ
Pre-Procedure
1.20
0.11
1.01
Pre-Causation
0.36
0.11
0.78
Pre-Definition
0.16
0.11
1.03
Post-Definition
-0.44
0.11
1.08
Post-Procedure
-0.52
0.12
1.02
Post-Causation
-0.75
0.12
1.07

Infit ZSTD
0.0
2.1
-0.7
-1.9
-1.5
3.3

Outfit
MNSQ
0.99
1.22
0.92
0.85
0.92
1.55

Infit
ZSTD
0.1
-2.7
0.3
0.9
0.2
0.7

Outfit
MNSQ
1.02
0.83
1.03
1.07
0.99
1.05

Outfit
ZSTD
0.0
2.3
-0.7
-1.9
-0.9
3.3

Outfit
ZSTD
0.2
-2.0
0.3
0.7
0.0
0.5

Table 43 provides the rating criteria statistics. The infit MNSQ estimates for the
criteria—lexico-grammatical resources, delivery, structure, overall performance—used to
assess the oral production showed good fit to the Rasch model. The results of the fixed
Chi-Square analysis indicated no statistically significant difference between the difficulty
of the four criteria, fixed χ2(3) = 0.80, p = .86.
Table 43. Rasch Rating Criteria Statistics in Measure Order
Infit
Infit
Item
Measure
SE
MNSQ
ZSTD
Overall performance
0.06
0.09
0.88
-1.6
Lexico-grammatical
0.01
0.09
0.92
-1.1
resources
Structure
-0.03
0.09
1.17
2.3
Delivery
-0.04
0.09
1.01
0.1
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Outfit
MNSQ
0.89
0.91

Outfit
ZSTD
-1.4
-1.2

1.17
1.03

2.1
0.3

Table 44 shows the rating scale calibrations. The 5-point rating scale functioned
properly, as the average measures increased monotonically. The average measures for
each rating category increased through the rating categories ranging from -2.71 to 4.83.
The distance between each threshold was more than 1.4 logits, and this satisfied the
minimum separation requirement (Eckes, 2015), The outfit MNSQ statistics for all five
categories were less than 2.00 and were considered reliable (Linacre, 2002).

Table 44. Rasch Rating Scale Calibration
Average
Categorya
Count
measure
Outfit MNSQ
1
20
-2.71
1.0
2
201
-1.75
0.9
3
657
0.53
1.1
4
626
2.12
0.9
5
96
4.83
1.0

Category
thresholds

SE

—

—

-4.69
-1.78
1.41
5.06

0.24
0.10
0.06
0.14

Note. a. 1 = Very poor, 5 = Very competent.

First, I present the result of quantitative analysis for procedure micro-genre (Stage
1). A paired-sample t-test was conducted using the Rasch person ability logits to
investigate possible differences in the 32 participants’ performances on the pretest and
posttest for the procedure micro-genre. The normality assumption was confirmed, D(32)
= .12, p = .20. The results indicated that the mean posttest score (M = 1.93, SD = 2.37)
was significantly higher than that of the pretest (M = 0.65, SD= 2.57), t(31) = -3.28, p
< .01. The standardized effect size index, Cohen’s d, was .52, which fell slightly short of
a small effect based on Plonsky & Oswald (2014) criteria for the interpretation of d in L2
research. The 95% confidence intervals for the mean of the pretest and the posttest of the
procedure micro-genre ranged from -2.07 to -0.48.
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Second, I present the result of the quantitative analysis for the definition microgenre (Stage 2). A paired-sample t-test was conducted using the Rasch person ability
estimates to evaluate the difference in the 32 participants’ performance on the pretest and
the posttest of the definition micro-genre. The normality assumption was confirmed
before the paired-sample t-test, D(32) = .13, p = .20. Because this was the second paired
t-test for the experimental group, the Bonferroni adjustment was applied to the analysis to
calculate the proper p-value. The results indicated that there was no significant difference
between the mean scores on the pretest (M = 1.45, SD = 2.36) and the posttest (M = 1.80,
SD = 2.51) for the definition micro-genre, t(31) = -0.94, p = .36. The 95% confidence
interval for the mean difference between the pretest and the posttest was -1.11 to 0.41.
Third, a paired-sample t-test was conducted using the Rasch person ability logits
to investigate the differences in the 32 participants’ performance on the pretest and the
posttest of the causation micro-genre (Stage 3). The normality assumption was confirmed
before the paired-sample t-test, D(32) = .15, p = .07. A Bonferroni adjustment for the
paired t-test was applied to this analysis. The mean posttest score (M = 2.12, SD = 2.26)
was significantly higher than that of the pretest (M = 1.19, SD = 2.00), t(31) = -3.42, p
< .01, and Cohen’s d effect size was .44. The 95% confidence interval for the mean
difference between the pretest and the posttest was -1.50 to -0.38.

Research Question 2: Results of Discourse Analytic Measurements: Lexical Analysis
Research question 2 asked what lexico-grammatical changes occurred in the
participants’ academic monologic spoken production of the procedure, definition, and
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causation micro-genres after receiving genre-based instruction. Each genre was
associated with particular target words and multiword units. The changes were
investigated with McNemar Tests.
For the lexical analysis, 192 documents—32 documents from each pretest and
posttest for the three micro-genres—were transcribed and analyzed. There were 26,130
and 1,814 words, which excluded fillers, repetitions, and unintelligible words. Contextspecific words such as the participants’ names, the name of the school, or words that
enabled readers or listeners to specify the participants were changed into one-word units
such as “the name of the speaker” or “the name of the school,” and counted as one type
and one token. The word frequency analysis was conducted with lemmatized words.
Table 45 shows the summary of the number of tokens and types produce in the pretests
and posttests for the procedure, definition, and causation micro-genres. The numbers of
tokens and types produced on the posttests were greater than those on the pretest for the
three micro-genres.

Table 45. The Number of Tokens and Types Produced in the Three Target MicroGenres
Procedure
Definition
Causation
Pretest
Posttest
Pretest
Posttest
Pretest
Posttest
Total
(32)
(32)
(32)
(32)
(32)
(32)
(192)
Tokens
2,353
5,732
3,099
4,448
4,494
6,004 26,130
Types
305
388
334
412
470
508
1,068
Note. 1,068 in the total word cell does not match the added number of words used in each test
because words were used in two or three of the pre- or posttests.
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Stage 1 Procedure Micro-Genre
McNemar tests were performed to assess the changes in the use of the target
words and multiword units from the pretest to the posttest for the procedure micro-genre.
The analyses evaluated the degree to which the number of participants who used the
target words and multiword units increased on the posttest. The variables were test (two
levels: pretest and posttest) and the use of the target words and multiword units (two
levels: not used and used).
Genre-based instruction was found to be significantly related to the increase of the
use of the target words and multiword units between the pretest and the posttest for the
procedure genre. The result of McNemar test showed 56%, which was calculated as the
proportion of .56 = (140 + 74) / 384, of the participants used target words and multiword
units in the posttest speech, while 24%, which was calculated as the proportion of .24 =
(19 + 74) / 384, of the participants used the target words and multiword units in the
pretest speech. These percentages were significantly different from each other based on
the McNemar test of dependent proportions (p < .001). The size of effect was .32, which
was calculated by .56 - .24.
Table 46 shows the results of the 12 McNemar tests for the 12 target words and
multiword units in the procedure micro-genre. Eight target words and multiword units
showed statistically significant changes. The use of the word first changed from .69 to
1.00, and the size of the effect was .31. The following are the ratio and effect size for
target words and multiword units that showed significant differences: second, .56 to .84
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(.28); third, .28 to .59 (.31); how to/how S+V, .44 to .94 (.50); way, .03 to .22 (.19);
stage, .00 to .75 (.75); have to, .16 to .63 (.47), and should, .22 to .66 (.44).

Table 46. Results of McNemar Test (Procedure Micro-Genre)
Target words
first***

Pretest

second*

Pretest

third*

Pretest

next

Pretest

Then

Pretest

Finally

Pretest

how to/ how
S+V***

Pretest

way*

Pretest

point

Pretest

stage***

Pretest

have to***

Pretest

should***

Pretest

Total***

Pretest

Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used

Posttest
Not used
Used
0
10
0
22
2
12
3
15
10
13
3
6
22
7
2
1
21
5
2
4
11
13
6
2
2
16
0
25
0
30
0
8
0
11
1
9
2
151
19

14
6
1
2
0
24
0
16
4
16
5
140
74

McNemar Analysis
Exact Significance
(2-sided)
p < .001
p < .05
p < .05
p = .18
p = .45
p = .17
p < .001
p < .05
p = .50
p < .001
p < .001
p < .001
p < .001

Note. The pretest and posttest numbers are weighted by the number of students.
*p < .05. ***p < .001

Stage 2 Definition Micro-Genre
To assess the changes in the use of the target words and multiword units on the
pretest and posttest of the definition micro-genre, 13 McNemar tests were performed. The
two variables were test (two levels: pretest and posttest) and the use of the target words
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and multiword units (two levels: Not used and Used). Similar to the results of the
procedure micro-genre, genre-based instruction in the definition micro-genre was
significantly related to increases in the use of the target words and multiword units from
the pretest to the posttest.
The result of McNemar test showed 16%, which was calculated as the proportion
of .16 = (41 + 22) / 384, of the participants used target words and multiword units in the
posttest speech, while 9%, which was calculated as the proportion of .09 = (14 + 22) /
384, of the participants used the target words and multiword units in the pretest speech.
These percentages were significantly different from each other based on the McNemar
test of dependent proportions (p < .001). The size of effect was .07, which was calculated
as .16 - .09. The size of effect was trivial. The proportion of the total use of the target
words and multiword units in definition micro-genre showed its unique tendency
compared with that of procedure micro-genre. The numbers in the definition micro-genre
were very small (.09 and .16: definition-micro genre, and .24 and .56: procedure microgenre), and the gain was also very small (0.7: definition-micro genre, and 0.32: procedure
micro-genre) although the results of both tests were statistically significant.
In addition, the number of target words and multiword units that showed
significant increases was small compared to the procedure micro-genre: procedure microgenre, 8 out of 12; definition micro-genre, 1 out of 13. The results for the 13 McNemar
tests for the 13 target words and multiword units in the genre of definition are
summarized in Table 47.
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Table 47. Results of McNemar Test (Definition Micro-Genre)
Target words
for example

Pretest

for instance

Pretest

In other words

Pretest

such as

Pretest

consist

Pretest

made of

Pretest

mean

Pretest

category***

Pretest

type

Pretest

kind

Pretest

sort

Pretest

let me illustrate/ give
you an example

Pretest

so called

Pretest

Total***

Pretest

Posttest
Not used
Used
5
5
6
16
31
1
0
0
31
1
0
0
26
3
1
2
30
1
0
1
31
1
0
0
28
3
1
0
23
9
0
0
20
9
2
1
19
7
4
2
31
1
0
0
32
0

Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used

0
32
0

0
0
0

Not used
Used

307
14

41
22

McNemar Analysis
Exact Significance
(2-sided)
p = 1.00
p = 1.00
p = 1.00
p = .63
p = 1.00
p = 1.00
p = .63
p < .001
p = .65
p = .55
p = 1.00
p = 1.00
p = 1.00
p < .001

Note. The pretest and posttest numbers are weighted by the number of students.
***p < .001.

One target word category changed significantly. The use of the word category
changed from .00 to .28, and the effect size was .28. Although the number of participants
who used the words and multiword units such as such as, mean, type, and kind increased
slightly, they were not statistically significant differences.
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Stage 3 Causation Micro-Genre
To investigate the changes in the use of the target words and multiword units on
the pretest and posttest of the causation micro-genre, nine McNemar tests were
conducted. The two variables were test (two levels: pretest and posttest) and the use of
the target words and multiword units (two levels: not used and used). Genre-based
instruction was significantly related to the increase of the use of the target words and
multiword units from the pretest to the posttest for the causation micro-genre.
The result of McNemar test showed 22%, which was calculated as the proportion
of .22 = (38 + 47) / 384, of the participants used target words and multiword units in the
posttest speech, while 16%, which was calculated as the proportion of .16 = (15 + 47) /
384, of the participants used the target words and multiword units on the pretest speech.
These percentages were significantly different from each other based on the McNemar
test of dependent proportions (p < .01). The effect size was .06, which was calculated
as .22 - .16. The effect size was trivial. The proportion of the total use of the target words
and multiword units in causation micro-genre was similar to the one in definition microgenre (.16 and .22: causation micro-genre, and .09 and .16: definition-micro genre,
and .24 and .56: procedure micro-genre). The percentage of the use of the target words in
the causation genre was slightly higher than that of definition micro-genre. However, the
gain of the two genres was very small (0.6: causation micro-genre, 0.7: definition-micro
genre) although the results of the two tests were statistically significant.
Table 48 illustrates the results of the nine McNemar test for the nine target words
and multiword units in the causation micro-genre. Two target words and multiword units
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showed significant pretest-posttest differences. The use of the word cause changed
from .00 to .19, and the size of the effect was .19. The use of the multiword unit as a
result changed from .00 to .13, and the size of the effect was .13.

Table 48. Results of McNemar Test (Causation Micro-Genre)
McNemar Analysis
Exact Significance
(2-sided)

Target words

Posttest
Not used
Used
so
Pretest
Not used
1
3
p = 1.00
Used
4
24
reason
Pretest
Not used
0
10
p = .92
Used
3
19
because
Pretest
Not used
16
10
p = .92
Used
3
3
cause*
Pretest
Not used
26
6
p < .05
Used
0
0
lead
Pretest
Not used
28
2
p = 1.00
Used
2
0
therefore
Pretest
Not used
28
2
p = 1.00
Used
1
1
as a result*
Pretest
Not used
28
4
p < .05
Used
0
0
for this reason
Pretest
Not used
30
1
p = 1.00
Used
1
0
because of
Pretest
Not used
31
0
p = 1.00
Used
1
0
Total**
Pretest
Not used
188
38
p < .01
Used
15
47
Note. The pretest and posttest numbers are weighted by the number of students.
*p < .05. **p < .01.

Research Question 3: Results of Discourse Analytic Measurements: Genre Analysis
Research question 3 asked about how the qualitative data from the genre analysis
of the procedure, definition, and causation micro-genres enhanced the interpretation of
the experimental outcomes. Eighteen transcribed texts from three participants (pretests
and posttests × three micro-genres × three participants) were analyzed primarily based on
the analytical framework in Paltridge (2012) and the analytical perspectives in
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Derewianka and Jones (2012). Because the purpose of research question 3 was to support
the findings for research questions 1 and 2, which investigated the quantitative change in
their academic monologic speeches, I conducted a genre analysis for the speeches that
showed a significant gain. I selected three participants for the analysis because three was
enough to indicate the tendency of the qualitative changes in the texts. Generalization
was not the goal of the genre analysis, but the goal was to examine what changes in the
texts were related to higher posttest speech scores. The analysis of 18 speeches by the
three participants who consistently showed gains provide insight into why their posttest
speeches were evaluated better than their pretest speeches.
The criteria for selecting the participants were students who showed (a) a logit
gain on the posttest for all three micro-genres, and (b) at least one logit of growth from
the pretests to the posttests for the three micro-genre speeches. The pseudonyms of the
three female participants who met these criteria were Manami, Erika, and Yui. Their
individual statistics for each speech were presented in Table 49.

Table 49. Person Ability Estimates of Three Analyzed Participants
Tasks
Procedure

Definition

Causation

Participants
Manami
Erika
Yui
Manami
Erika
Yui
Manami
Erika
Yui

Person
Number
4
8
13
4
8
13
4
8
13

Person ability estimates
Pretest
Posttest
-0.80
0.34
-2.07
2.32
0.98
2.09
-0.49
2.11
-1.09
2.49
0.95
5.64
-1.50
0.05
-0.95
0.90
3.09
5.51
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Gap
1.14
4.39
1.11
2.60
3.58
4.69
1.55
1.85
2.42

In order to answer research question 3, the following sections are presented. First,
the results of the genre analysis for the three participants are reported individually. The
analyses were delineated from the perspectives of (a) lexical changes in the focus
participants, (b) text patterning and grammar, and (c) schematic and rhetorical structure.
After these three aspects of genre analysis are reported, whether each speech
accomplished the communicative purposes of the target genres is considered. The
interpretations regarding whether communicative purposes had been achieved are
discussed in the Discussion Chapter.

Stage 1 Procedure Micro-Genre
Manami’s speech.
Lexical changes. Table 50 provides the transcribed speech of Manami’s pretest
and Table 51 shows the transcribed speech of her posttest. She used two target words,
first and second, in the pretest speech and six target words—first, way, stage, should,
second, finally—in the posttest speech. She used way three times, and first, second,
finally, and stage two times each [Italics, here and after, represent target words and
multiword units]. She used the target words to organize her speech; however, the phrase
at first was not used on the posttest. The position of the word and intention to list the first
step were appropriate, but at first should be used to contrast two chronological events or
activities in the expression such as at first… at last…, or at first…, but…
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Table 50. Manami’s Pretest Procedure Speech
Schematic
structure
Developing First makes about ten group
stage

Rhetorical
structure
The first step

And second (filler) book (filler) they they reading
books read books many books and about books
(filler) is

The second step

Outline makes outline (filler)

The third step

outline is topic sentence (filler) (long pause)

Supporting idea of
the third step

Many people there are many people discussion
to teacher I think it is very difficult

The final step

Text patterning and grammar. As shown in Table 50, Manami performed poorly
in terms of sentence structure on the pretest speech. She had difficulty producing simple
sentences and struggled when deciding what subject to use. She used they and many
people, and sometimes did not use a subject. Although she used an imperative statement
in the first utterance, judging from the following utterances, she was unable to control
imperative sentences effectively on the pretest speech. She also did not use modal verbs
or interactional resources to connect with the audience. She used imperative sentences
effectively in her posttest speech. She used the subject you to mitigate the compelling
nature of the imperative in the posttest speech. Moreover, she produced modal verbs such
as must and should.
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Table 51. Manami’s Posttest Procedure Speech
Schematic
structure
Opening
I would like to introduce about the way of writing
stage
a good research paper at (the-name-of-theirschool)

Developing
stage

Closing
stage

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
Purpose of the
speech

Students must write research paper

Situation

So I am going to tell talk about the way of good
(filler) the way of writing a good research paper

Reiteration of the
purpose

There are three stages

Implication sequence

At first you should go to the library and you and
you pick up many books (filler)

The first step

You must decide research paper’s theme theme

Supporting idea of the
first step

And so yeah I recommend you read many kind
of books

Comment for the first
step

Second you read many books (filler)

The second step

you you you must you must (filler) note the
things that is relation things of your research
paper

Supporting idea of the
second step

Finally you start writing your research paper

The final step

Your research paper includes introduction body
and conclusion

Supporting idea of the
final step

You believe yourself and writing

Comment for the final
step

OK I am going to tell you again three stages first
you must go to the library second you read
many kind of books finally you start writing
I hope you you finish writing your good research
paper
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Reiteration of each
step
Comment

Although no academic monologic genre-specific expressions were used in the
pretest speech, four formulaic expressions were often used in the posttest speech: “I
would like to introduce, there are …stages, OK, I am going to tell you,” and “I hope…”
These expressions were used effectively to communicate with listeners and to realize the
nature of spoken text because the message sounded like it was being delivered directly to
them as a recommended procedure by the use of the subject, I.

Schematic and rhetorical structure. Tables 50 and 51 indicate the differences in
schematic structure between the texts. The pretest speech did not have opening and
closing stages while the posttest speech had the opening, developing, and closing stages
expected in an academic monologic speech. In contrast, she used a variety of genrerelated expressions commonly used in academic monologic speeches shown in the
previous section and organized the schematic structure appropriately.
Regarding the rhetorical structure of the procedure micro-genre, Manami seemed
to have four steps, but none had supporting information explaining what to do in each
step in her pretest speech. The third step included outline is topic sentence, but it did not
make sense to develop the command in the third step. The pretest speech was just a list of
segmented commands. Therefore, it was not coherent.
On the other hand, the posttest speech was organized coherently. In the opening
stage, Manami organized the orientation effectively by stating the purpose of the speech,
mentioning the situation, and reiterating the purpose using the discourse marker so. The
rhetorical structure in the developing stage was elaborated. The three steps were
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chronologically structured with supporting information explaining what the listeners were
supposed to do in each step. Although there were a lot of grammatical mistakes, the
message was comprehensible with the help of modal verbs and supporting ideas such as,
“you must decide research paper’s theme and include introduction, body, conclusion.”
The closing stage of the posttest speech had a reiteration of each step and concluding
remark. The second step was not well paraphrased in conclusion, but it did not cause a
communication breakdown. Finally, interactional resources such as OK or again, which
helped build text cohesion, were only used in the posttest speech.
The results of genre analysis indicated Manami’s pretest speech did not meet the
communicative purpose. In her pretest speech, she did not understand that the purpose of
an instructional speech is to explain the procedure for writing a research paper for new
students. Therefore, the pretest speech did not achieve the expected communicative
purposes because she did not explain what to do in each step. In contrast, grammatical
mistakes made it somewhat difficult to understand her posttest speech, but her use of
genre-specific lexico-grammatical features and structures meant that she fulfilled the
communicative purposes.

Erika’s speech.
Lexical changes. Table 52 provides Erika’s transcribed pretest speech and Table
53 shows her transcribed posttest speech. In her pretest speech, Erika used one target
phrase how to once, while she used seven target words and phrases—how to, should,
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stage, first, second, finally, and have to—in her posttest speech. She used how to twice,
should four times, and stage five times in her posttest speech.

Table 52. Erika’s Pretest Procedure Speech
Schematic
structure
Opening
Hello my name is (the-name-of-the-speaker)
stage
I talked about I would like to talk about my
research report
Developing
stage

Closing
stage

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
Introducing oneself
Purpose of the speech

I am not decide my research report’s theme
completely but I think (long pause) about (long
pause) how to research

Situation

I think I will use Internet and read some books

The first step

Thank you

Acknowledgment

Text patterning and grammar. In the pretest speech, Erika did not use any
imperatives or modal verbs to encourage listeners to follow the instructions; however, she
used the modal verbs should and must when giving instructions in her posttest speech.
She also used the word you as a general subject before imperative sentences to alleviate
the coercive nature of those sentences such as, you read…, and you start…
Erika used the formulaic phrases I would like to and thank you on both the pretest
and posttest speeches to introduce the topic and to finish the speech. However, she used
other formulaic phrases to connect herself with the listeners only in the posttest speech, in
my case and I’m going to tell you about… The sentence They have three stages
functioned as an indicator for the following steps. In conclusion was only used on the
posttest speech.
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Table 53. Erika’s Posttest Procedure Speech
Schematic
structure
Opening
stage

Developing
stage

Closing
stage

Hello I would like to talk about how how to write a
good research paper

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
Purpose of the speech

In my case I should write (topics-of-the-research) is
an academic research report
I should write (topics-of-the-research) for graduation

Situation

So I am going to tell you about how to how to write a
good research paper

Reiteration of the
purpose of the speech

They have three stages

Implication sequence

At first you must read a many books

The first step

This stage is very important because because you
should decide your your theme of research paper your
theme your research report’s theme can can can
found your interesting

Supporting information
of the first step

So a lot of so a lot of read books (filler) read a lot of
books and your focus increase

Reiteration of the first
step

Second stage is second stage is write about details of
your theme in small in small cards

The second step

You read book you read a lot of books again and pull
out many sentences from books and write in write on
small cards it is important because your cards your
small cards are your research report’s (unintelligible)
on your small cards

Supporting idea of the
second step

So you should do this stage

Comment for the second
step

Finally you started you start write your research report

The final step

You but you careful about mistake words you
research your you must research you must you must
write a research paper you have to write

Supporting idea of the
final step

Conclusion (long pause) in conclusion you the most
important stage is a lot of books read a lot of books
because your focus on increase

Reiteration of the most
important step

Thank you for listening

Acknowledgment
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Schematic and rhetorical structure. The schematic structure of the pretest speech
had the three stages, but the information in the developing stage was not sufficiently
refined. Producing only one sentence in the closing stage is possible only when the
developing stage is fully developed; however, considering the insufficient content in the
developing stage in Erika’s pretest speech, the schematic structure was inappropriately
developed. By contrast, the schematic structure of her posttest speech had an explicitly
indicated stage in which she used formulaic phrases such as, Hello, I would like to talk
about …, They have four stages, and In conclusion at each stage. The schematic structure
was carefully organized in the posttest speech.
The rhetorical structure of Erika’s pretest speech did not indicate the steps for the
procedure. Cohesion and coherence were weak because of the segmented information and
grammatical mistakes. On the contrary, Erika’s posttest speech was fully developed and
met the rhetorical structure of the procedure micro-genre. The opening stage had good
orientation-purpose, situation, and reiteration of the purpose sequence. She outlined the
three steps in the developing stage.
The rhetorical structure in Step 1 was organized as follows: command–reason for
the command–the importance of the command (reiterate) sequence. The second step also
included supporting information. She elaborated on the logical flow of the information
using the same rhetorical sequence used in the first step. In the second step, she used
because and so to show causative relationships. The final step started with finally, and the
command using the subject you to mitigate the utterance. Although the supporting
information in the final step had serious grammatical errors, instructions were present. By
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using in conclusion, she summarized her ideas by emphasizing the most important step in
the speech rather than listing the steps she mentioned in the developing stage.
Judging from the genre analysis, Erika did not understand the purpose of the
speech in the pretest. Therefore, Erika’s pretest speech did not accomplish the
communicative purposes of the procedure micro-genre. Although the transcribed text that
had numerous grammatical mistakes made it difficult to understand the overall message,
the posttest speech accomplished the communicative purposes of the task. The rhetorical
sequence in each step made it possible to understand how to write a research paper.
Because the posttest speech had three steps with supporting information and each step
was coherently organized with the help of a variety of target words, I concluded the genre
expectations were met and the communicative purposes were achieved.

Yui’s speech.
Lexical changes. Table 54 shows Yui’s transcribed pretest speech, and Table 55
shows her transcribed posttest speech. In her pretest speech, she used five target words
and multiword units—how to, first, second, third, and then—once each, while she used
eight target words—how to, stage, first, second, next, third, then, and have to—in her
posttest speech. She used stage five times.

Text patterning and grammar. In her pretest speech, Yui used an imperative with
the subject you to soften the command such as “First, you read many kinds of books.”
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Table 54. Yui’s Pretest Procedure Speech
Schematic
structure
Opening
I will talk about how to write a research report
stage
Developing
stage

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
Purpose of the
speech

First you read many kinds of books

The first step

Second you decide a theme of your research
report
This theme is the most important

The second step

Third you read (short pause) many books about
your theme

The third step

Then you summarize the books and collect
many informations

The final step with
supporting information

Supporting idea of the
second step

However, in her posttest speech, she used a simple imperative form without the subject
you such as “First, read a book,” or “Second, find a question.” The use of imperatives in
the posttest speech was consistent and accurate.
In terms of modal verb use, Yui used will only once at the beginning of the pretest
speech, while she used must five times, and can and have to once each in her posttest
speech. In her posttest speech, she used interactional rhetorical resources effectively in
addition to modal verbs to indicate her stance toward the instructions.
Examples included too easy, bad, too difficult, important, at least, very important,
and better. The use of never or again and again on statements such as You must read it
again and again and you never have… also indicated the instructional nature of the
speech.
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Table 55. Yui’s Posttest Procedure Speech
Schematic
structure
Opening
I would like to introduce about how to write a
stage
good research paper
We must write a research paper in (the-nameof-the-course) class (the-name-of-the-course) is
a class which we have had since senior 2
Developing
stage

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
Purpose of the
speech
Situation

There are four stages in the process

Implication sequence

First read a book that you choose
You must read it again and again and you
never have (filler) a word which you cannot
understand and you can explain you must know
all of the book

The first step
Supporting idea of the
first step

Second find a question in the books

The second step

This question will become topic of your
research paper too easy question is bad and
also too difficult question is bad this stage is
very important

Supporting idea of the
second step

Next stage read a lot of books about your topic
and collect many information

The third step

You must read at least five books third, this
stage is very important too you can read
newspapers magazines books and use the
internet

Supporting idea of the
third step

Then write a research paper

The final step

When you write a research paper there are
some important things these are introduction
body and conclusion in introduction you must
write a topic and purpose and in the body you
write a stage you research it if you write explain
that that is better but one paragraph has one
topic this this is very important in conclusion
part you have to write a summary of your
writing

Supporting idea of the
final step
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Yui used a formulaic phrase, I will talk about… in the pretest speech to introduce
the topic. She used a similar phrase, I would like to introduce…, as well as there are …
stages in…, and in conclusion in the posttest speech, so the speech flowed smoothly.
One notable feature in the second step of Yui’s posttest speech occurred when she
said, too easy question is bad and also too difficult question is bad. This utterance
functioned as a rhetorical question to make listeners think about their reaction to the
second step.

Schematic and rhetorical structure. The schematic structure of both the pretest
speech and the posttest speech had the opening and developing stages, but both of them
lacked the closing stage. Compared with the posttest speech, the pretest speech had less
information and looked like a list of procedures. Although the developing stage of the
pretest speech lacked an explicit indication of the step sequence, the posttest speech
included the statement there are four stages in the process. There was a quantitative
difference between the two speeches, but their schematic structures were acceptable as
academic monologic speeches even without the closing stage.
The rhetorical structure of the pretest and the posttest speeches differed
quantitatively and qualitatively. The first difference was the existence of the situation
step. In the posttest speech, Yui delineated the situation she and the imagined listeners
shared by using the subject we, which drew attention to the description of the steps.
The second and most notable difference was the description of each step.
Although Yui’s pretest speech included a series of steps to meet the procedure micro-
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genre expectation by using genre-specific vocabulary such as first, second, third, and
then, it only functioned as a list of commands. On the contrary, all four steps in her
posttest speech had supporting information that explained how and why the listeners
should follow the commands. For example, in the first step, she explained how to do the
steps by using again and again, never have a word which you cannot understand, and
you must know all of the book.
The third difference was the cohesion of each step. The steps in the posttest
speech showed strong cohesion. In the first sentence of the second step, Yui said, find a
question in the books for cataphoric reference. In the third stage, she produced a
comparative reference with the previously explained step when she said, this stage is very
important, too.
The final difference was that the posttest speech had multiple instances of the
procedure structure. In the final step of Yui’s posttest speech, there was another
explanation of the three stages, explanations of what should be done in each stage, and
comments and suggestions. These three features were not present in her pretest speech.
Judging from genre analysis, Yui’s pretest speech fulfilled the minimum
requirements of the procedure genre because it had the opening stage and the developing
stage in which there were brief descriptions of four steps and the effective use of target
words. However, her pretest speech was not fully developed because she did not explain
the reasons listeners should follow the commands, nor how to do so. She accomplished
this in her posttest speech.
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The Summary of Procedure Micro-Genre Analysis
In this section, I briefly summarize the findings of the procedure micro-genre
analysis reported in the previous sections based on four points: (a) lexical changes, (b)
text patterning and grammar, (c) schematic and rhetorical structure, and (d)
communicative purposes. The genre analyses indicated that the genre-based instruction
qualitatively improved the participants’ performances.
Table 56 provides a summary of the lexical changes. The results indicated that the
three participants used more genre-specific target lexis such as stage and way, in addition
to the genre-specific words such as first or second after the intervention. These words
were used when the participants provided extra information about the commands such as
what to do, how to do it, and why it should be done. Not only the types of target words
used increased, but so did the frequency.

Table 56. Summary of Lexical Changes, Procedure Micro-Genre
Participants
Tests
Lexica changes
Manami
Pretest first (1), second (1)
Posttest first (2), second (2), finally (2), way (3), stage (2), should (1)
Erika

Pretest

how to (1)

Posttest first (1), second (1), finally (1), how to (2), stage (5), should (4),
have to (1)
Yui

Pretest

first (1), second (1), third (1), then (1), how to (1)

Posttest first (1), second (1), third (1), next (1), then (1), stage (5), how to
(1),
have to (1)
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The results for text patterning and grammar were complex. Table 57 shows
Manami and Erika did not use or were unable to control the imperative form and modal
verbs in their pretest speeches. However, they were able to control those grammatical
features in the posttest speeches.
Manami did not use any formulaic expression in her pretest speech but she used it
in her posttest speech. Yui was able to use imperative forms and modal verbs both in her
pretest and posttest speech. In terms of the lexico-grammatical features in the pretest and
posttest speech, Yui was able to use the target genre knowledge in the both tests.
However, it is unclear how effectively those features were used in the speeches from the
lexico-grammatical analysis.
In terms of the schematic and rhetorical structure analysis, only Manami changed
the schematic structure of her speech. She, at first, was not introduce her speech
appropriately in the opening stage and suddenly started her developing stage. She was not
able to close her speech moderately without the closing stage. Table 58 shows the
schematic structures that other two participants used: Erika had the opening, developing,
and closing stages, and Yui had the opening and developing stages consistently. In
contrast, there were striking changes in rhetorical structure for the three participants, as
they provided extra supporting information and more orientation in their posttest
speeches. Almost all the procedural steps in their posttest speeches had some descriptions
and comments to indicate what and how to do in each step.
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Table 57. Summary of Text Patterning and Grammar, Procedure Micro-Genre
Text patterning and grammar
Modal
Formulaic
Participants
Tests
Imperative
verb
expression
Notes
Manami
Pretest Used but
Not used Not used
N/A
not
controlled

Erika

Yui

Posttest Used and
controlled

Used

Used

N/A

Pretest

Not used

Used

N/A

Posttest Used and
controlled

Used

Used

“You” was used as a
subject of imperative
forms

Pretest

Used and
controlled

Used

Used

“You” was used as a
subject of imperative
forms

Posttest Used and
controlled

Used

Used

A variety of modals and
adjectives were used
Rhetorical question
was used

Not used

The findings for the achievement of communicative purposes indicated that the
posttest speeches achieved the communicative purposes of the micro-genre more
effectively than the pretest speeches (see Table 58). Misunderstanding the genre
expectations caused difficulty for Manami and Erika in terms of constructing and
producing their speeches in the pretests. Therefore, their speeches were analyzed not to
achieve the communicative purpose in the procedure genre speech. In contrast, comments
or phrases used to interact with listeners helped them to achieve the communicative
purposes effectively in her posttest speeches.
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Table 58. Summary of Schematic and Rhetorical Structure, Procedure Micro-Genre
Participants
Manami

Erika

Schematic and rhetorical structure
Rhetorical
Notes
The first step
Four steps were
The second step
mentioned but they
The third step Supporting
were just a list of
The final step
command
Comment

Tests
Pretest

Schematic
No opening
and closing
stages

Posttest

Opening
Developing
Closing

Orientation
Purpose
Situation
Reiteration of the purpose
Implication sequence
The first step Supporting
Comment
The second step
Supporting
The final step
Supporting
Comment
Summary/ Reiteration of each
step
Comment

Orientation was
elaborated
Schematic and
rhetorical stages
had good guiding
sentences, phrase,
or word

Pretest

Opening
Developing
Closing

Orientation
Introduction
Purpose
Situation
The first step
Acknowledgment

No steps mentioned

Posttest

Opening
Developing
Closing

Orientation
Purpose
Situation
Reiteration of the purpose
Implication sequence
The first step
Supporting
Reiteration
Comment
The second step
Supporting
Comment
The final step
Supporting
Reiteration of the most
important step
Acknowledgment

Fully developed
Orientation section
in the opening stage
Schematic and
rhetorical stages
had good guiding
sentences, phrase,
or word

(Table 58 continues)
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Table 58. (continued)
Participants
Yui

Tests
Pretest

Posttest

Schematic and rhetorical structure
Schematic
Rhetorical
Opening
Orientation
Developing
Purpose
The first step
The second step
Supporting
The third step
The final step
Opening
Developing

Orientation
Purpose
Situation
Implication sequence
The first step
Supporting
The second step
Supporting
The third step
Supporting
The final step
Supporting

Notes
Four steps were
mentioned but not
fully developed

Effective description
of situation
Schematic and
rhetorical stages
had good guiding
sentences, phrase,
or word
Multiple procedure
structure

Stage 2 Definition Micro-Genre
Manami’s speech.
Lexical changes. Table 60 shows Manami’s transcribed pretest speech and Table 61
shows her posttest speech for the definition micro-genre. In her pretest speech, she used
one target word, type, while she used two target word and multiword unit, type and
such as, in her posttest speech. She used the target words in the pretest and posttest
speeches once each. Thus, the number of target words used changed little.
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Table 59. Summary of Communicative Purposes, Procedure Micro-Genre
Communicative purposes
Participants
Tests
Purposes
Notes
Manami
Pretest Not achieved
Not fully understand the purposes

Erika

Yui

Posttest Mostly achieved

Effective use of comments to achieve the
purposes

Pretest

Misunderstood the task and genre

Not achieved

Posttest Achieved

Effective use of comments to achieve the
purposes

Pretest

Minimally
achieved

Not tell reasons and ways to follow the
command

Posttest Achieved

Effective and full use of genre specific
lexis, grammar and structure

Text patterning and grammar. Manami did not use three-part definition
sentences in the pretest speech; however, she used a three-part structure-like sentence
explaining the purpose of schools. She tried to specify the class to define the
entity/term—"School is a structure for children to study moral education in the
future”—and described the characteristics of the entity. This attempt was seen in the last
sentence, also: “School is the special place for children to… can children can live, live in
community” [bold means the class in the sentences]. The target lexis such as was used as
a substitution, but it was only used in the posttest speech to list examples (i.e., such as
Math, Science, or P.E.).
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Table 60. Manami’s Pretest Definition Speech
Schematic
Rhetorical
structure
structure
Opening
Hi my name is (the-name-of-the-speaker) hello, I Orientation
stage
would like to talk about a school
Self-introduction
Introduction of topic
Developing
stage

Closing
stage

School was found for children who want to study
(long pause)

General statement

Children (filler) school has four types there are
kindergarten elementary school junior high
school high school and university (long pause)

Classification

Their school is (filler) in student and teacher
student is boys and girls student is only boys
and girls but also only boys or only girls and
(long pause)

Description 1

School (filler) going to school (filler) you are
going to school you can develop knowledge for
your future

Comment

Table 61. Manami’s Posttest Definition Speech
Schematic
structure
Developing
School is a structure for children to study moral
stage
education in the future

Rhetorical
structure
Definition

and the (filler) school has four types there are
Classification
elementary school junior high school high school (Listing)
and college

Closing
stage

Children go to each school according their age

Description 1

Children learn moral through several class such
as math science or pe (short pause)

Description 2

School is the special place for children to can
children can live live in community

Comment
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The use of factual descriptors such as moral, several, and special was only
present in the posttest speech. Descriptions of the classified items were specified from
general ideas to specific ideas using the describers.
Formulaic phrases were infrequently used on both the pretest and the posttest
speeches. In the pretest speech, Manami said, “I would like to talk about…” to introduce
the topic, and she used there are to list or introduce examples in both speeches.

Schematic and rhetorical structure. Tables 60 and 61 show similar schematic
structures in both speeches although the pretest speech had the opening stage and the
posttest speech did not. The developing stages in both speeches started with a general
statement followed by classification. The closing stage in both speeches lacked explicit
discourse markers; therefore, identifying the closing stage was difficult.
The rhetorical structure analysis revealed problems in Manami’s pretest speech.
First, her introduction, “I would like to talk about a school,” did not directly respond to
the prompt asking the speaker to define schools. In the next step, she explained why
schools were founded as a general statement; however, this statement was potentially
confusing because it was not part of the definition micro-genre. Next, she continued a
general statement followed by the classification step. She then described the class and
systems of schools with poorly organized sentences and choppy phrases. Following the
description, she gave a short comment, “you can develop knowledge for your future” in
the final part of the speech.
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On the contrary, Manami’s posttest speech had a clear general statement in which
she defined a school. After the general statement, she classified the idea of school and
gave examples of schools. The descriptive sentences were organized cohesively and
coherently combining ideas using connectives, pronouns, repetition. She connected the
classification and examples of classes with the core concept of school, “to study moral.”
The repetition of the core concept, moral, made it easy to focus on the conceptual
definition. She finished her speech with her comment. Although it did not start with a
clear discourse marker indicating the closing stage, she paraphrased what she had
developed in her speech.
Judging from the genre analysis, Manami’s pretest speech did not achieve the
expected communicative purposes. The academic monologic speech generally requires an
opening stage, but when it misleads listeners, it can result in communication breakdowns.
She did not define the word school. In contrast, the posttest speech better achieved the
communicative purposes. The general statement explicitly defined what a school is, and
she covered both physical/special features and conceptual features of school. An
insufficient amount of information lowered the quality of the speech. For this reason and
because she did not use more substitution or rhetorical functions, the speech minimally
achieved the communicative purpose.

Erika’s speech.
Lexical changes. Table 62 provides the transcribed speech text of Erika’s pretest;
Table 63 shows her posttest speech for the definition micro-genre. In her pretest speech,
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she used the target word for example once. In her posttest speech, she used for example
twice and category once.

Table 62. Erika’s Pretest Definition Speech
Schematic
structure
Opening
Hello I explain you to what is a school
stage
Developing
stage

Closing
stage

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
Purpose

School is to learn something

Definition

For example math English Japanese art music
and so on

Description1

School is separated from each class one class
has one teacher and class has a lot of
classmates

Description2

You can make friend you can make friends

Description 3

So school is very interesting

Comment

In afternoon in afterschool you can join the club
activities

Description 4

Thank you for listening

Acknowledgment

The lexical change analysis revealed what genre-specific words taught in the
procedure micro-genre speech were used in the definition micro-genre speech. No
procedure micro-genre target words and multiword units were used in the pretest speech,
but six target words were used in the posttest speech: have to [2], how to [1], way [1],
first [1], next [1], third [1].
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Table 63. Erika’s Posttest Definition Speech
Schematic
structure
Opening
Hello my name is (the-name-of-the-speaker) I
stage
am going to talk about school what school is

Developing
stage

Closing
stage

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
Self-introduction
Purpose of the
speech

Do you go to school do you have to go to
school of course I go to school every day

Situation
(Rhetorical question)

School is educational facilities that how to learn
something

Definition

For example an elementary child go to
elementary school to learn basic study and way
to make friends

Description of the
entity

There are four categories of school (short
pause) junior high senior high school
elementary school and vocational school

Classification
(Listing)

At first I examine I talk about elementary school

General statement 1

Elementary school can can learn manners and
basic study (long pause)

Description of
element 1 of the
entity

Next (short pause) junior high school and
senior high school can learn high skill studies

General statement 2

(long pause) For example you can learn to
high skill English (long pause)

Description 2 of
general statement 2

Third vocational school is you can learn
vocational (long pause)

General statement 3

If you learn to hair cut skill you go to vocational
school you became beautician

Explanation of
general statement 3

In conclusion school is in conclusion I think you
have to go to school because I think school is
very interesting

Comment

Thank you for listening

Acknowledgment
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Text patterning and grammar. In the pretest speech, Erika did not use three-part
definition sentences, while in the posttest speech, she tried to use the sentence structure
saying, “school is education facilities that… how to learn something.” She was unable to
fully control the three-part definition sentences; instead, she used for example to explain
the entity both in the pretest and posttest speeches. However, other substitutions were not
used in her speeches.
The use of describers only occurred in the posttest speech. Educational, basic,
and high-skill were used to delineate the outline of the school. These adjectives
functioned to develop the definition from general to specific.
Few genre-specific formulaic expressions were used in the pretest speech. Her
first utterance, “I explain you to… what is a school” was understandable, but the
grammatical problem meant that some effort was required to understand her. In contrast,
she used a commonly used formulaic expression, I’m going to talk about school… what
school is by self-repairing her mistake. She also used, there are … categories… and in
conclusion in the posttest speech. Finally, the formulaic expression Thank you for
listening was used in both the speeches.

Schematic and rhetorical structure. Tables 62 and 63 show that both the pretest
and posttest speeches had the opening, developing, and closing stages. There was a
difference in the quantity of information, especially in the opening and closing stages.
Moreover, the schematic structure in the posttest speech had clear organization because
of her use of guiding phrases or expressions such as in conclusion.
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Rhetorical structure analysis showed how Erika’s speech had changed. First, she
elaborated on the orientation using a rhetorical question in the posttest speech. The
question effectively functioned to focus listeners’ attention and to transition to the
developing stage. The improvement in the general statement made the speech more
coherent and made the following description more understandable. Her use of the threepart definition included grammatical mistakes, but she mentioned a class (facilities) and
characteristics (how to learn something) of the entity in the posttest speech.
Three target words from the procedure micro-genre such as first, next, and third
were utilized to organize the texts in her posttest speech. After categorizing the entity, she
gave three more statements describing each category with the help of discourse markers.
Finally, Erika closed her posttest speech with a comment, but the logic did not
make sense. The comment had little connection with the descriptions for the general
statement and the specified statements previously developed. Therefore, the comment did
not contribute to ending the speech coherently.
Judging from genre analysis, Erika’s pretest speech minimally achieved the
communicative purposes. It was not fully developed, but it had the opening, developing,
and closing stages that academic monologic speeches should have. In addition, she
explained both the physical and conceptual features of the entity using some definition
genre functions. Erika’s posttest speech mostly achieved the communicative purposes.
She followed the genre expectations, as she described the physical/special features and
conceptual definition of the entity. However, major grammatical mistakes made it
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difficult to understand the message and hindered the full achievement of the
communicative purposes.

Yui’s speech.
Lexical changes. Table 64 provides Yui’s transcribed pretest speech and Table 65
shows her posttest speech for the definition micro-genre. She used a target word and a
multiword unit, type and for example, in the pretest speech once each, while she used
only one target word kind three times in the posttest speech. The tables also show the
changes in the target words use taught in the procedure micro-genre. Although Yui did
not use any genre-specific target words of the procedure micro-genre in the pretest
speech, she used eight target words in her definition posttest speech: first [2], second [2],
third [2], fourth [1], then [1], next [1], finally [1], and should [1].

Table 64. Yui’s Pretest Definition Speech
Schematic
structure
Opening
Today I would like to talk about a school
stage
Developing
stage

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
Purpose

School is a place to learn and teachers teaches
us many things there

Definition

In Japan there are there are five types of school
kindergarten elementary school junior high school
high school and university

Classification
(Listing)

We can learn many subjects for example in Japan
Japanese math science social studies and English

Description 1
(Listing)

But but not (filler) not only study but also we can
sport at pe class (long pause) and we can belong
to club activity and we can try things that we are
interested in

Description 2
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Table 65. Yui’s Posttest Definition Speech
Schematic
structure
Opening
stage
Developing
stage

Closing
stage

Hello I am going to talk about what school is

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
Purpose

School is a place where children learn

Definition

There are four kinds of schools in Japan first is
elementary school second is junior high school third is
high school fourth then fourth is university

Classification
(Listing)

Next I will talk about examples of the schools

General statement

First elementary school is a school that has seven to
twelve years old children go to

Definition of the
element 1 of the entity

They learn many kinds of subjects one classroom
teacher teaches all subjects to them

Description 1

Second junior high school is a school that has thirteen
to fifteen years old children go to

Definition of the
element 2 of the entity

And new subject English is added to elementary school
subjects there are teachers in each subject

Description 2

In junior high school club activity is started students do
their own club activities after school so junior high
school students are busy is more busy than elementary
school students

Description 2.2
(Comparison/causation)

Third senior high school is a school that has sixteen to
eighteen years old children go to

Definition of the
element 3 of the entity

This is similar to junior high school but senior high
school is not compulsory education so not everyone
goes there

Description 3
(Comparison/causation)

Finally university is a school that is for people who want
to study more go to

Definition of the
element 4 of the entity

There are a lot of people there and you can study and
learn what you want to study

Description 4

In conclusion there are four kinds of school in Japan

Reiteration of the
classification
Comment

We should study hard wherever we go to so let let’s do
our best
Thank you for listening

Acknowledgment
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Text patterning and grammar. In the pretest speech, Yui said, school is a place
to learn… to define the entity. Although this sentence did not fully clarify the entity, she
used a three-part definition. As Table 65 shows, Yui was able to produce the three-part
definition sentences in the posttest speech. For the general statement to define the entity,
she said, “school is a place where children learn.” This three-part definition provided
more information than the definition given in her pretest speech. Moreover, she employed
the three-part definition four more times to define the elements of the school (e.g.,
elementary school is a school that has seven to 12 years old children go to).
Yui had an additional way to explain the entity with her use of for example in her
pretest speech. She did not use definition micro-genre specific words, but she described
the entity with a series of affirmative sentences (e.g., “They learn many kinds of subjects.
One classroom teacher teaches all subjects to them”). She also used passive voice to
describe the element of the entity; this usage was not in her pretest speech (e.g., “New
subject, English, is added to elementary school subjects, and club activity is started”).
While Yui used one describer many in her pretest speech, she used other
describers such as all, new, compulsory, a lot of, and hard, in addition to many in her
posttest speech. The use of describers and intensifiers allowed her to give detailed
information about the entity.
Yui came to use a variety of formulaic expressions. In her pretest speech, she only
used I would like to talk about… to start her speech. On the posttest speech, she used, I’m
going to talk about, there are … kinds of, I’ll talk about…, in conclusion, let’s, and thank
you for listening. She also used cleft sentences twice in her posttest speech (e.g., “I’m
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going to talk about what school is, and You can study and learn what you want to
study”) [bold was added to show cleft sentences]. The cleft sentences allowed her to
specify and emphasize what she wanted to explain.

Schematic and rhetorical structure. As Tables 64 and 65 show, there were
schematic structural differences between Yuri’s pretest speech and posttest speech for the
definition micro-genre. First, the pretest speech had only the opening and developing
stages, while the posttest speech had all three stages. Second, the stages and sections in
the posttest speech were logically organized by guiding phrases or discourse markers
(e.g., Hello, I am going to…, there are…, and in conclusion). Finally, the organizational
structure of the developing stage was more elaborated in the posttest speech, which had a
complex rhetorical structure that included a series of definitions of the elements of the
entity. In sum, Yui’s pretest speech was incomplete, while her posttest speech indicated a
schematic structure clearly.
Rhetorical structure analysis revealed problems with Yui’s pretest speech.
Although she followed the rhetorical structure of the definition micro-genre in her use of
orientation, general statement, and description, the structure lacked coherence and
cohesion. The sequence of information did not produce a coherent and cohesive message.
In contrast to her pretest speech, Yui’s posttest speech displayed better coherence
and cohesion. Although she did not use definition micro-genre target words, she used the
lexis she had been taught in the procedure micro-genre such as first, next, or finally. The
use of these words enhanced the textual coherence. She used pronouns for anaphoric
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references (e.g., they, them) and repeated words (e.g., elementary school, club activity) to
produce more cohesion. Yui reiterated the classification of the kinds of school, but she
did not directly summarize the things or activities related to learning. Instead, her
comment after the reiteration functioned as a supplemental remark for the conclusion of
the speech.
The genre analysis indicated that Yui’s pretest speech minimally achieved the
communicative purposes because it included a definition and some description of school;
however, both were insufficient to fully meet the expectations of an academic monologic
speech qualitatively and quantitatively. In addition, she showed good awareness of the
genre of academic monologic speech and definition micro-genre and used the features of
the genres. In sum, Yui’s posttest speech mostly achieved the communicative purposes in
the context.

The Summary of Definition Micro-Genre Analysis
In this section, I briefly summarize the findings of the definition micro-genre
analyses reported in the previous sections based on lexical changes, text patterning and
grammar, schematic and rhetorical structure, and communicative purposes. The genre
analyses of the target definition micro-genre revealed that genre-based instruction
improved the quality of the speeches.
Table 66 provides a summary of lexical changes of definition micro-genre
speeches. The results of the first section, lexical changes, was unexpected. The changes
in the use of genre-specific target words varied by person. Yui used two target words in
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her pretest speech, and one in the posttest speech. Manami and Erika increased their use
of the target words from one to two. On the contrary, there was an interesting change in
the use of genre-specific target words taught in the procedure micro-genre. Manami did
not use these words, but Erika used six target words and multiword units and Yui used
eight in the posttest speeches.

Table 66. Summary of Lexical Changes, Definition Micro-Genre
Lexical changes
Participant
Test
Definition genre
Procedure genre
Manami
Pretest type (1)
Not used

Erika

Yui

Posttest type (1), such as (1)

Not used

Pretest

Not used

for example (1)

Posttest for example (2), category (1)

first (1), next (1), third (1), how to
(1),
have to (2), way (1)

Pretest

Not used

type (1), for example (1)

Posttest kind (3)

first (2), second (2), third (2), fourth
(1),
then (1), next (1), finally (1), should
(1)

Text patterning and grammar showed changes in the use of three-part definition
sentences (see Table 67). Manami and Erika did not use these sentences in their pretest
speeches, but they did so in their posttest speeches. Yui was also able to use the sentence
structure more accurately and frequently in her posttest speeches. The findings regarding
the use of substitutions were counterintuitive. An increase in the use of substitutions was
only found in Manami’s speeches. Although Erika used for example twice, she did not
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use other substitutions. Yui used for example in her pretest speech but she did not use any
substitutions in her posttest speech.

Table 67. Summary of Text Patterning and Grammar, Definition Micro-Genre
Text patterning and grammar
Three-part Substitutions Formulaic
Participant
Test
definition
of definition expression
Note
Manami
Pretest Not used
Not used
Used
N/A

Erika

Yui

Posttest Used and
controlled

Used

Used

N/A

Pretest

Used

Used

Grammatical
problems in genre
specific formulaic
expression

Posttest Used and
controlled

Used

Used

Pretest

Used

Used

Grammatical
mistakes in the threepart definition
N/A

Not used

Used

Not used

Used and
controlled

Posttest Used and
controlled

The use of passive
voice, cleft sentences
to describe the entity

The results for the schematic and rhetorical structural analysis showed that the
participants usually included the schematic structure of academic monologic speeches
(see Table 68). Manami’s posttest speech did not have the opening stage even though she
had used it in her pretest speech, and Yui did not have the closing stage in her pretest
speech. The rhetorical structure analysis revealed that the participants’ genre awareness
to structure the rhetorical steps seemed to improve after the intervention. The participants
came to control the rhetoric to meet the genre expectation of the definition micro-genre.
It should be noted that their pretest and posttest speeches had relatively appropriate
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rhetorical structures; however, there was a difference in coherence in the developing
stage. In order to construct coherent texts, accuracy and appropriateness of the definition
and description are needed.

Table 68. Summary of Schematic and Rhetorical Structure, Definition Micro-Genre
Participant
Manami

Erika

Schematic and rhetorical structure
Rhetorical
Notes
Orientation
No explicit definition
General statement
Coherence between
Classification
each section was
Description
weak
Comment

Test
Pretest

Schematic
Opening
Developing
Closing

Posttest

Developing
Closing

Definition
Classification
Description1
Description2
Comment

Developing stage
was coherent
Effective use of
paraphrasing in the
comment section

Pretest

Opening
Developing
Closing

Orientation
Purpose
Definition
Description1
Description2
Description3
Comment
Description4
Acknowledgment

Developing stage
was structured but
not coherent

Posttest

Opening
Developing
Closing

Orientation
Self-introduction
Purpose
Situation
Definition
Description of the entity
Classification
General statements1
Description
General statement2
Description
General statement3
Explanation
Comment
Acknowledgment

Rhetorical question
in the orientation
Developing stage
was mostly coherent
Effective use of
genre network
knowledge
(procedure)

(Table 68 continues)
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Table 68. (continued)
Participant
Yui

Test
Pretest

Schematic
Opening
Developing

Posttest

Opening
Developing
Closing

Schematic and rhetorical structure
Rhetorical
Notes
Orientation
Developing stage
Purpose
was well structured
Definition
but not coherent
Classification
Description1
Description2
Orientation
Purpose
Definition
Classification
General statement
Definition1
Description1
Definition2
Description2
Definition3
Description3
Definition4
Description4
Reiteration
Comment
Acknowledgment

A series of definition
and description
sequence for the
elements of entity
Developing stage
was coherent
Effective use of
genre network
knowledge
(procedure)

In the final section, communicative purposes, the three participants achieved the
communicative purposes more effectively than before the intervention (see Table 69).
However, one point should be noted here. According to the genre analysis, none of the
three participants’ posttest speeches fully achieved the communicative purposes because
the expectation was for the participants to provide both the physical/special and
conceptual definition of the entity. Genre analyses of the three target participants texts
did not prove that they were able to classify and define the concept of school.
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Table 69. Summary of Communicative Purposes, Definition Micro-Genre
Communicative purposes
Participant
Test
Purposes
Notes
Manami
Pretest Not achieved
Misunderstanding of the target genre

Erika

Yui

Posttest Minimally
achieved

Minimally described physical/special and
conceptual features
Insufficient amount of information

Pretest

Minimally described physical/special and
conceptual features
Insufficient amount of information

Minimally
achieved

Posttest Mostly achieved

Relatively clear definition of
physical/special and conceptual features

Pretest

Minimally described physical/special and
conceptual features
Insufficient amount of information

Minimally
achieved

Posttest Mostly Achieved

Good awareness and control of genre
network and knowledge

Stage 3 Causation Micro-Genre
Manami’s speech.
Lexical changes. Table 70 provides the transcribed text of Manami’s pretest
speech and Table 71 shows that of her posttest speech about the causation micro-genre.
In her pretest speech, she used one target word, so twice; she used so twice and reason
once in her posttest speech. In regard to the use of genre-specific words taught in the
previous procedure and definition genre interventions, Manami used two of them in her
pretest speech: way had been taught in the procedure genre, and kind had been done in
the definition genre. Each word was used once. In her posttest speech, she used first [1],
second and for example [2]. There was to be a slight increase in the use of the target
words between the pretest and the posttest speeches.
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Table 70. Manami’s Pretest Causation Speech
Schematic
structure
Opening
I would like to talk about we (filler) why do we
stage
study
Developing
stage

Closing
stage

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
(Purpose)

As I think to study expands the way which is
which (filler) we can take a kind of job

Reason1 for
action

To study tell tells me not only knowledge some
knowledge but also the moral

Reason2 for
action

Unfortunately now people make terrible incidents
around the world so I think everybody needs to
have the moral morality for the peace (short
pause)

Explanation of
Reason2

So we must study everyday

General
statement

Thank you

Acknowledgment

Text patterning and grammar. Text patterning changes were observed. In the
pretest speech, Manami used the word so to indicate causal relationships between
sentences in the text. She also used non-finite clauses when explaining causal
relationships (e.g., “to study expands the way” and “to study tells me not only”). In her
posttest speech, she produced complex sentences using if-clauses to support the causation
relationship (e.g., “If I go to medical university, I can just study I can concentrate the
field”). Manami used a genre-specific formulaic expression: I would like to talk about to
open and close the pretest speech. She also used thank you to communicate with listeners
and it was a typical expression used in spoken production. In her posttest speech, she
added expressions such as there are …reasons, and that is all to the two expressions used
previously in the pretest speech.
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Table 71. Manami’s Posttest Causation Speech
Schematic
structure
Opening
I would like to talk about why do we go to
stage
university
Developing
stage

I think there are two reasons
I think the university is the place to study the field
which you are interested in (filler)

Closing
stage

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
(Purpose)
Implication
sequence
Definition

First to go to university is that I can study the I can
study the (filler) just field which I am interested in
(filler)

Reason1

For example I want to become midwife so I want
to study medical education if I go to medical
university I can just study I can concentrate the
field

Explanation of
Reason1
(Condition)

Second to go to university I can practice the field
field training

Reason 2

For example (filler) if I go to medical university
(filler) I want to help support birth check the blood
pressure so I want (filler) I go to university

Explanation of
Reason2
(Condition)

And that is all I think go to university is (filler) you
can expanding your choices about job for the
future

General statement

Thank you

Acknowledgment

Schematic and rhetorical structure. Both the pretest and the posttest speeches
had a schematic structure consisting of the opening, developing, and closing stages;
however, the schematic structure of her pretest speech did not have explicit indicators
such as discourse markers or genre-specific formulaic expressions to start the developing
and the closing stages, while her posttest speech included explicit guiding expressions
such as I think there are two reasons and and that is all to clearly separate the stages.
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There was a clear difference between the rhetorical structures of the pretest and
posttest speeches. Manami’s pretest speech followed the genre expectation of the
causation micro-genre; however, coherence was weak. A problem with her pretest speech
was that she did not include information about universities. She did not explain why she
would study at a university or what made her decide to attend a university.
Manami’s posttest speech had a more complex structure than her pretest speech.
She had an orientation followed by an implication sequence. She then stated the
definition and developed the causational sequence. She also used a series of cause-effect
sequences in the subsequent explanation steps in her posttest speech. She used a
substitution for example or an if-clause in her explanation and then finished the
explanation of the causal relations using so (e.g., so I want to study medical education).
One problem in Manami’s posttest speech was the position of the definition step
mentioned after the implication sequence. Reasons were expected to come immediately
after the implication sequence, but she produced a definition-like statement, which
caused coherence and cohesive problems.
From the rhetorical organization point of view, Manami used genre knowledge
taught in the previous intervention in her posttest speech. She organized her speech by
using first and second; she also used for example to provide an explanation. These
linguistic resources helped her organize the overall speech structure.
Judging from the genre analysis, Manami’s causation pretest speech failed to
achieve the communicative purposes because she was unable to respond to the prompt
appropriately. She listed the reasons why she studied and did not mention anything about
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why she would attend a university. Overall, the causal relationship mentioned in the
speech was incoherent and the speech did not function effectively as a causation minigenre speech.
On the contrary, Manami’s posttest speech mostly achieved the communicative
purposes. Her speech was rhetorically well organized and causal relationships were
logically explained. Although there were numerous grammatical mistakes, she was able
to accomplish the communicative purposes through her use of discourse markers to
construct the schematic and rhetorical structure of the speech.

Erika’s speech.
Lexical changes. Table 72 provides the transcribed speech text of Erika’s pretest
speech. In her pretest speech, she used a target word, reason, once. Table 73 shows that
of her posttest for the causation micro-genre. In her posttest speech, she used two target
words, reason [3] and cause [4]. Cause was used as verb three times and as noun once.
The lexical change analysis revealed that Erika frequently used the genre network
knowledge that she had studied in the previous stages. She used three genre-specific
target words, first [1] and second [2], from the procedure micro-genre, and for example
from the definition micro-genre in her pretest speech. Likewise, she used first [2], second
[2], and final(ly) [2] from the procedure micro-genre in her posttest speech. Although
there were minor differences in the use of word types between the two speeches, the
frequency of the words increased. She used more genre network knowledge in the
posttest test speech than in the pretest speech.
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Table 72. Erika’s Pretest Causation Speech
Schematic
structure
Opening
Hello my name is (the-name-of-the-speaker)
stage
today I talk why do you study
Developing
stage

Closing
stage

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
(Introduction/Purpose)

I have two reasons to study

Implication sequence

At first to study gives a lot of knowledge for
you

Reason 1

It is very useful to work a member of society
for example if you find a job you can get a
job you like
Second second reason is you can became
independent

Explanation of Reason 1
(Condition)

You can understand society to study

Explanation of Reason 2

(short pause) In conclusion to study is very
important to your life

General statement

Thank you for listening

Acknowledgment

Reason 2

Text patterning and grammar. Erika used a non-infinite clause to explain a
causative relationship in her pretest speech (e.g., “to study gives a lot of knowledge for
you”). She produced conditional causation relationships using if-clauses, but most of
these sentences included inappropriate word choice (e.g., “if you find a job, you can get a
job you like”). On the contrary, in her posttest speech, she consistently used complex
sentences to provide reasons saying, “the second reason is you can spread your
knowledge,” and “The final reason is you get you can get…” She also used a causative
verb cause in the passive voice, although her usage was ungrammatical: “it is caused you
can get large income.”
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Table 73. Erika’s Posttest Causation Speech
Schematic
structure
Opening
Hello my name is (the-name-of-the-speaker) I
stage
will talk about why do you go to university
Developing
stage

Closing
stage

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
(Introduction
/Purpose)

I have three reasons

Implication sequence

Many people think university is you can learn
something

Situation/Definition

At first you can get good more company

Reason 1

It is caused you can get large income

Explanation 1 of
Reason 1

I think money is very important for your life

Comment 1 of the
Explanation 1

The second reason is you can spread your
knowledge

Reason 2

It is caused you get freedom that you want to
do something

Explanation 2 of the
Reason 2

The final reason is you get you can get job
hunting knacks

Reason 3

It is caused you can prepare became a social
member working member of society

Explanation 3 of the
Reason 3

And all right now before I finish this lecture I
would like to go review three causes

Implication for closing

At first you can get good more company the
second you can spread your knowledge the
final is you can get job knacks

Reiteration of the
reasons for the action

I think you must go to university

General statement

Thank you for listening

Acknowledgment
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Erika used genre-specific formulaic expressions in both her pretest and posttest
speeches. She used similar types of formulaic expressions in each stage. Although there
were minor differences between the usages in the pretest and the posttest speeches, she
consistently used the following three phrases. First, she used “I will talk about why do
you…,” to introduce the purpose. In the developing stage, she said, I have … reasons,
and in the closing stage, she finished with thank you for listening.
Erika produced unique formulaic expressions in the closing stage of her posttest
speech: all right now, before I finish this lecture, I would like to go review three causes.
She might have remembered these phrases from the intervention sessions in which she
listened to a recorded lecture. The recorded lectures often included that phrase to reiterate
the content of the developing stage in the closing stage. She used the genre-specific
formulaic expression without changing the word lecture.

Schematic and rhetorical structure. Both the pretest and posttest speeches
consisted of the opening, developing, and closing stages. All three stages in the two
speeches started with guiding sentences or phrases that constructed the schematic
structure explicitly.
The rhetorical structure of Erika’s pretest speech followed some of the rhetorical
steps used in the causation micro-genre (see Table 72). Those steps were the core parts of
the causation micro-genre; however, a rhetorical problem in her pretest speech was that
the identification of action was unclear because of her use of the subject you in the first
utterance.
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Erika’s posttest speech was better elaborated in terms of rhetorical structure. She
explained her reasons effectively in the explanation sequence. She also added a comment
about the explanation of Reason 1. In addition, her posttest speech had the reiteration step
in the closing stage, which potentially helped listeners comprehend the speech.
However, her posttest speech also included two problems. In the same manner, as
her pretest speech, she used the subject you, which could have caused confusion. Next,
the position of the situation was also problematic. Erika started the developing stage with
the implication sequence followed by the situation. From the perspective of theme-rheme
structure and cohesion, the position of the implication sequence should come before the
explanation sequence.
Judging from genre analysis, Erika was unable to answer the prompt appropriately
in her pretest speech. She provided general reasons why people study rather than why she
studies, and she did not refer to a university. The illogical rhetorical structure made
understanding the sequence difficult because of the inconsistency of the reasons and the
supporting ideas. Therefore, her pretest speech did not achieve the communicative
purposes. In contrast, Erika controlled the expected rhetorical structure of the causation
micro-genre in her posttest speech. By using discourse markers effectively, she organized
the information and met genre expectations even though the position of the situation step
was problematic.
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Yui’s speech.
Lexical changes. Table 74 provides Yui’s transcribed pretest speech and Table 75
shows her posttest speech for the causation micro-genre. In her pretest speech, she used
three target words reason, because, and so once each. In her posttest speech, she also
used three target words reason [3], so [2], and therefore [1].

Table 74.Yui’s Pretest Causation Speech
Schematic
structure
Opening
Hello my name is (the-name-of-the-speaker)
stage
today I will talk about why do I study
Developing
stage

Closing
stage

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
(Introduction/Purpose)

I think two main reasons why I study

Implication sequence

First is because I want to get many choices of
my vocation in the future

Reason 1

If I if we want get a great job we must graduate
great university so we can we must study hard

Explanation of
Reason 1
(Condition)

Second is knowledge is important to became a
working member of society (short pause)

Reason 2

And now I am studying for entrance to (thename-of-a-university) (short pause) I
understand studying is very important but I
cannot possibly study for a long time I also
cannot maintain concentration on certain
occasion I will remembers why I study and I
rose my enthusiasm

Comment

Thank you for listening

Acknowledgment

Yui used some target words she had been taught in previous genre-based lessons.
In her pretest speech, she used two of them first and second once each, while in her
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posttest speech, she used first [2], second [2], third [2], and way [1]. She activated
previously acquired genre knowledge as genre networks and organized her speech to
meet the genre expectations.

Text patterning and grammar. Yui did not use causative verbs in her pretest
speech. Instead, she used because, and an if-clause to explain the causal relationships.
She also used so to connect reasons and results. On the contrary, Yui used the adverbial
phrase “for my dream” and a non-finite phrase “to be a medical social worker” to explain
causative and purposive relationships in her posttest speech.
Formulaic expressions used in her pretest speech were, I will talk about why… in
the opening stage, and thank you for listening in the closing stage. In her posttest speech,
in addition to the two phrases mentioned above, she used a formulaic expression, let me
summarize my opinion. There were qualitative changes in the use of text patterning and
grammar between the two speeches; however, the effectiveness and appropriateness of
the usage can only be answered with the structure-level analysis.

Schematic and rhetorical structure. Yui’s pretest and the posttest speeches had the
opening, developing, and closing stages. The opening stages started with formulaic
expressions to indicate the beginning of the speech. However, there were differences in
the developing and the closing stages between the pretest and the posttest speeches.
Although the pretest speech had a relatively clear developing stage opener, her posttest
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Table 75. Yui’s Posttest Causation Speech
Schematic
structure
Opening
I will talk about the three reasons why I want to
stage
go to the universities

Developing
stage

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
(Purpose and
implication sequence)

Today many students study hard to go to a
university

Situation

University is a place at the highest level
education where we can study for deeply or do
research

General statement
(Definition)

First reason is for my dream

Reason 1

I want to be a medical social worker in the future Explanation of
in the university I can get the qualification at a
Reason 1
certified social worker so I want to go to the
university

Closing
stage

Second is to make many new friends

Reason 2

My father sometimes goes for a drink with the
friends of university I am envious of his
friendship I want to have the friendship like him
therefore I want to go to the university

Explanation of
Reason 2
(Recount)

Third is to broaden my horizons

Reason 3

There are many people in the university so I
think that there are people there are many
people who have several way of thinking

Explanation of
Reason 3

Let me summarize my opinion

Implication for closing

I have three reasons why I want to go to
universities first is for my dream second is to
make new friends third is to broaden my
horizons

Reiteration

I have a long term until I enter a university but I
will study hard and I will spend a wonderful time
in the university

Comment

Thank you for listening

Acknowledgment
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speech did not have it. The closing stage in her pretest speech had only one
acknowledgment clause, but her posttest speech started with the formulaic expression, let
me summarize…, and had more information in the closing stage.
Rhetorical structure analysis revealed Yui’s pretest speech followed the expected
rhetorical structure of the causation micro-genre. She stated with the purpose of the
speech, then continued her explanation with the implication sequence. The explanation
sequence of cause and effect followed, and she finished her speech with a somewhat
illogically developed comment and acknowledgment.
Yui’s posttest speech had an appropriate rhetorical structure that met the genre
expectations. The orientation was expounded, and the explanation sequence of cause and
effect was fully developed with a three-causation sequence. Each sequence was
composed of the reason-explanation-result pattern. The results were guided by discourse
markers such as so and therefore. She produced the closing stage effectively by
reiterating the reasons that had led her to decide to go to a university followed by her
comment. She used ordinal numbers to summarize her reasons in the closing stage to
connect the logic of reasoning. Although the rhetorical structure of Yui’s posttest speech
was satisfactory, she produced a definition-like general statement between the situation
and reason 1 steps. The statement obliquely mentioned why she would go to university
and what made her decide to do so, but the position seemed inappropriate.
Judging from genre analysis, Yui’s pretest speech mostly achieved the
communicative purposes. The speech minimally combined the idea of why she would go
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to university and what made her think so. Although the text was not strongly coherent, it
was understandable, and it mostly achieved the communicative purposes.
Yui’s posttest speech achieved the communicative purposes. The schematic and
rhetorical structure mostly met the expectations of the causation genre. She often used a
series of short, simple sentences to explain causal relationships. Her use of explicit
discourse markers, formulaic expressions, and coherent explanation sequences made the
speech easily understandable and coherent. Although there was a problem with the
position of the general statement-like definition, the speech was cohesive in part because
of her repetition of words and phrases and paraphrasing.

The Summary of Causation Micro-Genre Analysis
In this section, I briefly summarize the findings of the causation micro-genre
analysis reported in the previous sections based on four points: lexical changes, text
patterning and grammar, schematic and rhetorical structure, and communicative
purposes. The genre analyses of the target causation micro-genre revealed that genrebased instruction improved the quality of the speeches by three participants.
Table 76 presents a summary of lexical changes in causation micro-genre
speeches. The analyses of lexical changes revealed that while the number of word types
increased very little, their frequency increased in the posttest speeches for all three
participants. This tendency was also found in the use of genre-specific words taught in
the procedure and definition interventions except for Yui. She did not use any of target
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words and multiword units that she had been taught in definition micro-genre both in her
pretest and posttest speeches.

Table 76. Summary of Lexical Changes, Causation Micro-Genre
Lexical changes
Participants
Tests
Causation genre
Procedure genre
Manami
Pretest so (2)
way (1)

Erika

Yui

Definition genre
kind (1)

Posttest so (2), reason (1)

first (1), second (1)

for example (2)

Pretest

first (1), second (2)

for example (1)

Posttest reason (3), cause (4)

first (2), second
(2), finally (2)

Not used

Pretest

first (1), second (1)

Not used

first (2), second
(2), third (2), way
(1)

Not used

reason (1)

reason (1), because
(1), so (1)

Posttest reason (3), so (2),
therefore (1)

The analyses of text patterning and grammar showed that the sentences that the
participants used to explain causal relationships changed after the intervention. Table 77
shows that the three participants achieved the communicative purposes using a variety of
text pattering and grammar. In order to logically develop causal relationships, they used
to-infinitive, if-clause, and complex and compound sentences as well as genre-specific
lexis. Formulaic expressions were commonly used in the pretest and posttest speeches;
however, Erika and Yui used them more effectively in their posttest speeches.
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Table 77. Summary of Text Patterning and Grammar, Causation Micro-Genre
Text patterning and grammar
Formulaic
Participant
Test
Causal relationship
expression
Note
Manami
Pretest Non-finite clause
Used
N/A
Compound sentence
(so)

Erika

Yui

Posttest Non-finite clause
Compound sentence
(so)
Complex sentences
(if)

Used

N/A

Pretest

Used

Tried to use if-clause
but did not make sense

Posttest Complex sentence
(reason)
Causative verb
(cause)

Used

Cause was used in
passive voice
mistakenly
Effective formulaic
expression use

Pretest

Used

N/A

Used

Effective formulaic
expression use

Non-finite clause

Compound sentence
(so)
Complex sentence
(because and if)

Posttest Adverbial phrase (for)
Non-finite clause
Compound sentence
(so)

Table 78 outlined the schematic and rhetorical structure analyses. It showed that
all of the speeches had the opening, developing, and closing stages. The rhetorical
structure analysis revealed that the speeches had the expected rhetorical structure of the
causation micro-genre. However, even though the speeches had causation sequence,
some, such as Manami and Erika’s pretest speeches, were not coherent. Their rhetorical
structures were appropriate but each step was not properly connected with the other steps.
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Table 78 also shows that Manami and Yui had positional and pragmatic problems
of the use of general statement step when they started the developing stage. Their general
statement was like a definition, so it did not fit the position where it was used. Erika’s
posttest speech also had a positional problem in the Situation section. Organizing the
sequence from the opening stage to the developing stage was challenging for the
participants in the causation micro-genre speech.

Table 78. Summary of Schematic and Rhetorical Structure, Causation Micro-Genre
Participant
Manami

Erika

Test
Pretest

Schematic
Opening
Developing
Closing

Posttest

Opening
Developing
Closing

Pretest

Opening
Developing
Closing

Schematic and rhetorical structure
Rhetorical
Notes
Orientation
Not coherent overall
Purpose
Reason 1
Reason 2
Explanation
General statement
Acknowledgment
Orientation
Purpose
Implication sequence
Definition
Reason 1
Explanation1
Reason 2
Explanation 2
General statement
Acknowledgment
Orientation
Purpose
Implication sequence
Reason 1
Explanation1
Reason 2
Explanation 2
General statement
Acknowledgment

Coherent
Genre network
knowledge
The position and
content of general
statement

Not coherent
Subject “you”

(Table 78 continues)
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Table 78. (continued)
Participant

Test

Schematic

Schematic and rhetorical structure
Rhetorical

Notes

Erika

Posttest

Opening
Developing
Closing

Orientation
Purpose
Implication sequence
Situation/Definition
Reason 1
Explanation 1
Comment 1
Reason 2
Explanation 2
Reason3
Explanation3
Implication for closing
Reiteration
General statement
Acknowledgment

Cohesive
Overall coherent
Effective use of
comment,
reiteration
Subject “you”
The position of
situation section

Yui

Pretest

Opening
Developing
Closing

Orientation
Purpose
Implication sequence
Reason 1
Explanation 1
Reason 2
Comment
Acknowledgment

N/A

Posttest

Opening
Developing
Closing

Orientation
Purpose
Situation
General statement/Definition
Reason 1
Explanation 1
Reason 2
Explanation 2
Reason 3
Explanation3
Implication for closing
Reiteration
Comment
Acknowledgment

Coherent
Genre network
knowledge
The position and
content of general
statement

Table 79 shows that the three participants were able to perform better in meeting
the communicative purposes on the posttest speeches. Both Manami and Erika were
initially unable to achieve communicative purposes with illogical causation-rhetoric, but
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in the posttest speeches, they produced the expected rhetorical structure of causation and
mostly achieved the purposes. Yui largely achieved the communicative purposes in the
pretest speech, but her posttest speech was more coherent than her pretest speech. Her
posttest speech used simple sentence structures for causal explanations and used the
knowledge taught in the previous genre-based classes to express causes and the effects in
an easily understandable manner.
Table 79. Summary of Communicative Purposes, Causation Micro-Genre
Communicative purposes
Participant Test
Purpose
Notes
Manami
Pretest Not achieved
Not fully understand the task
Causal relationship was not fully
explained
Erika

Posttest Mostly achieved

Many grammatical mistakes

Pretest

Not fully understand the task

Not achieved

Causal relationship was not fully
explained
Yui

Posttest Mostly achieved

Tried to communicate with listeners

Pretest

Tried to communicate with listeners

Mostly achieved

Posttest Achieved

Tried to communicate with listeners

Research Question 4: Results of the MFRM Analysis for the Oral Summary of a
Research Project Micro-Genre
Research question 4 asked about the degree that genre-based instruction improves
Japanese high school students’ academic monologic spoken production. The participants
in the experimental group had year-long genre-based instruction focusing on the
development of academic monologic spoken production. The development of academic
monologic spoken production was tested with three micro-genres. However, in order to
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assess the effectiveness of genre-based instruction, it is necessary to compare the
performance of the experimental group and that of the comparison group.
The spoken production scores for the two groups were calibrated using MFRM.
Table 80 outlines the person ability measurement report for the 63 participants
(experimental group n = 32, comparison group n = 31). Reliability and separation
estimates were fair. Separation estimates—4.01 with extremes and 3.79 without
extremes—represented an excellent level of separation (Boone et al., 2014). The
reliability estimates—.94 with extremes and .93 without extremes—also indicated good
reproducibility of the measures (Linacre, 2012). Fixed Chi-Square indices, χ2(62) =
910.90, p < .001, showed a statistically significant difference in the participants’ ability
estimates. Random Chi-Square indices, χ2(61) = 56.10, p = .65, showed support for the
hypothesis that the measures are a random sample from a normal distribution.
The ranges of person infit MNSQ and outfit MNSQ varied with 23 out of 63
participants not meeting the 0.50 to 1.50 infit MNSQ criterion. For this study, the 23
participants were retained in the analysis. Although it degrades the reliability of the
analysis, more importance was placed to keep all the participants for the analysis. There
were two reasons for this decision. First, this was not a high-stakes test, and the purpose
of the analysis was not to validate the rating scale for a high-stakes test. I reckoned that
including those participants were less productive. However, the 23 participants should
have been retained in the analysis because it was the first attempt to assess the academic
speech using the speaking rating scale for academic monologic spoken production.
Another reason is that eliminating those participants from the analysis did not produce
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Table 80. Rasch Person Statistics for the Experimental Group and Comparison Group in
Measure Order
Infit
Infit
Outfit
Outfit
MNSQ
ZSTD
MNSQ
ZSTD
Maximum
Maximum Maximum Maximum
0.58
-1.3
0.55
-1.3
1.17
0.5
1.18
0.5
0.64
-1.0
0.62
-1.0
0.68
-0.8
0.63
-0.8
0.51
-1.1
0.46
-1.2
1.44
1.0
1.64
1.3
1.78
1.6
1.71
1.4
0.72
-0.5
0.69
-0.5
1.90
1.5
1.87
1.5
1.85
1.5
1.81
1.4
0.12
-2.4
0.11
-2.4
0.12
-2.4
0.11
-2.4
1.55
1.0
1.61
1.1
1.39
0.8
1.48
0.9
1.81
1.3
1.88
1.4
0.30
-1.5
0.26
-1.7
0.75
-0.3
0.78
-0.2
0.60
-0.7
0.56
-0.8
0.38
-1.5
0.34
-1.5
-----53
C
-0.77
0.60
1.16
0.4
1.17
0.5
59
C
-0.77
0.60
0.97
0.0
0.98
0.0
3
E
-0.88
0.60
0.97
0.0
0.96
0.0
52
C
-1.08
0.62
1.77
1.4
1.95
1.6
58
C
-1.13
0.60
0.24
-2.2
0.23
-2.2
43
C
-1.24
0.60
1.13
0.4
1.14
0.4
62
C
-1.50
0.61
0.31
-1.8
0.31
-1.8
1
E
-1.60
0.60
0.75
-0.4
0.76
-0.4
38
C
-1.60
0.60
1.03
0.2
1.04
0.2
39
C
-1.60
0.60
0.29
-2.1
0.29
-2.1
41
C
-1.60
0.60
0.78
-0.3
0.78
-0.3
21
E
-1.86
0.63
0.18
-2.5
0.18
-2.5
22
E
-1.86
0.61
0.17
-2.6
0.17
-2.6
56
C
-2.61
0.62
1.17
0.5
1.22
0.6
57
C
-2.61
0.62
0.80
-0.3
0.81
-0.2
36
C
-3.13
0.64
1.88
1.5
1.81
1.4
51
C
-4.38
0.70
1.08
0.3
1.20
0.5
61
C
-5.11
0.67
0.30
-1.8
0.28
-1.8
63
C
-6.02
0.68
1.71
1.5
1.63
1.4
46
C
-9.19
1.89
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Minimum
Note. E = Experimental group; C = Comparison group. ------ = Data from mid-scoring
participants was deleted from the Table.
Person
30
6
12
27
29
37
17
45
13
23
31
9
11
18
19
2
33
26
42
14

Group
E
E
E
E
E
C
E
C
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
E
C
E
C
E

Measure
8.70
5.54
5.03
4.79
4.33
4.13
4.12
4.12
3.68
3.39
3.39
3.14
3.14
2.82
2.82
2.64
2.64
2.42
2.17
1.98

SE
1.88
0.70
0.69
0.68
0.68
0.69
0.66
0.66
0.66
0.69
0.69
0.71
0.71
0.66
0.66
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.67
0.64
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further information in the lexico-grammatical and genre analysis. Hence the analysis was
done using all 32 participants in the experimental group and 31 participants in the
comparison group.
An independent samples t-test using the Rasch person ability estimates was
conducted to assess the effects of the genre-based instruction. The normality assumption
for both groups are confirmed, the experimental group D(32) = .97, p = .43, and the
comparison group, D(31) = .95, p = .18. Levene’s test indicated that the variances for the
two groups were equal, F = .17, p = .68. The t-test indicated that the mean score of the
experimental group (M = 1.99, SD = 2.38, SEM = .42) was significantly higher than that
of the comparison group (M = -.78, SD = 2.85, SEM = .51), t(61) = 4.18, p < .001. The
standardized effect size index, Cohen’s d, was 1.05; thus, it had a large effect based on

Figure 9. 95% confidence interval error bars for the scores of the oral summary of a
research project.
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the criteria by Plonsky and Oswald (2014). The 95% confidence interval for the mean
difference between the experimental group and the comparison group was 1.44 (lower) to
4.09 (upper). Figure 9 shows the mean difference and 95% confidence intervals.

Research Question 5: Results of Discourse Analytic Measurements for the Oral
Summary of a Research Project Micro-Genre: Lexical Analysis
Research question 5 asked about lexico-grammatical differences in the academic
monologic speeches by the experimental group and comparison group. The 34 target
words and multiword units employed in the three micro-genres were used in this analysis.
Chi-Square analyses utilizing a contingency table was used to investigate the frequency
of use of the target lexis and multiword units. For the lexical analysis, a total of 63
documents—32 from the experimental group and 31 from the comparison group—were
transcribed and analyzed.
Before comparing the target word use, the overall lexical use in the two groups is
presented. Table 81 shows the results of the word frequency analyses for the oral
summary of a research project micro-genre by the comparison group and the
experimental group. The total number of tokens used in the documents was 11,601 and
1,315, respectively. Fillers, repetitions, and unintelligible words were excluded. Contextspecific words such as the speaker’s name, the name of the school, and words that
enabled readers or listeners to identify the participants were changed into units such as
the name of the speaker or the name of the school, and it was counted as one token. The
word frequency analysis was conducted using lemmatized words.
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There are large differences between the two groups in terms of the tokens and
types used. The experimental group produced about three times more tokens than the
comparison group. Similarly, the experimental group used about twice as many types as
the comparison group.

Table 81. The Number of Tokens and Types Produced in the Oral Summary of a
Research Project Micro-Genre
Comparison group
Experimental group
Total (N = 255)
(n = 31)
(n = 32)
Tokens
2,748
8,853
11,601
Types
598
1,066
1,315
Note. The number of 1,315 in the total words cell does not match the number of words used in
each test because many words overlapped with each other.

The overall lexical analyses in the experimental group throughout the research
(Stage 1 to Stage 4) are outlined in Table 82. Tokens and types gradually increased as the
stages processed with the exception of the posttest of procedure micro-genre. As Table 82
clearly shows, the tokens and types produced in all three posttests exceed those in the
posttests. The number of tokens used in the procedure genre pretest by the experimental
group (2,353) is close to that of the comparison group (2,748).

Table 82. Summary of the Tokens and Types Produced in the Speeches by the
Experimental Group
Micro-genre 1:
Procedure
Pretest Posttest
Tokens
2,353
5,732
Types
305
388
Note. n = 32 for all tests.

Micro-genre 2:
Definition
Pretest
3,099
334

Posttest
4,448
412
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Micro-genre 3:
Causation
Pretest
4,494
470

Posttest
6,004
508

Micro-genre 4:
Oral summary
of a research
8,853
1,066

Next, I show the results of the analysis of target words and multiword units use to
assess the effect of genre-based instruction. Thirty-four two-way contingency table
analyses were performed. The assumptions of the two-way contingency table analysis
were met. Two variables were independent and the proportion of the samples are almost
the same (32:31). The two variables were group (two levels: the experimental group and
comparison group) and the use of the target words and multiword units (two levels: not
used and used). For seven target words and multiword units, two-way contingency table
analyses were not conducted because they had zero in two cells. Because of the above
reason, the words and multiword units such as point (procedure micro-genre), for
instance, consist, sort, let me illustrate/ give you an example, and so called (definition
micro-genre), and for this reason (causation micro-genre) were omitted from Table 83.
For most of the words and multiword units that had less than the value of five, Fisher’s
exact tests were conducted to support the results of two-way contingency table analyses.
The results showed a significant difference between the experimental group and
comparison group in the target words and multiword units use, Pearson χ2(1) = 85.89, p
< .001, Fisher’s exact test < .01, Cramér’s V = .20. The proportion of target word and
multiword unit use in the comparison group was 9.58% and that of the experimental
group was 24.72%. Although the relationship between genre-based instruction and the
use of the target words and multiword units were statistically significant, the relationship
was not strong: the Cramér’s V statistic of .20 indicated a weak relationship.
The 34 two-way contingency table analyses for the 34 target words and multiword
units in the oral summary of a research project genre are summarized in Table 83.
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Fisher’s exact test was used as a supplemental analysis because 46 out of 136 cells had
fewer than five participants. The χ2 analyses yielded 12 significant differences in the use
of the target words and multiword units; Fisher’s exact tests rejected three of them.
Detailed results about target words and multiword units of three micro-genres are
reported. From the procedure micro-genre, the use of seven genre-specific words and
multiword units were significantly different between the experimental group and the
comparison group. Among those words first, second, third, have to, and should had
showed significant increases in within-group analysis in Stage 1, the procedure microgenre speech. In contrast, words and multiword units, how to/how S + V, way, stage,
which had showed significant increases in the experiment in Stage 1, were not used to
indicate a significant difference between the experimental and the comparison group.
From the genre of definition, one genre specific target word mean was differently used by
the two groups. It did not show a statistically significant increase in Stage 2 experiment.
From the genre of causation, statistically significant differences were found in the use of
three genre specific target words: so, because, and cause. The word cause had showed a
significant increase in the experiment of Stage 3, causation micro-genre, while so and
because did not show statistical differences then.

Table 83. Results of the Two-Way Contingency Table Analysis
Target
words
first***
second***

Use
Not used
Used

Comparison
group
18
13

Not used
Used

22
9

Experimental
group
1
31
2
30

Two-way contingency
table results
χ2(1) = 22.56, p < .001,
Fisher’s exact test = .00
Cramér’s V = .59
χ2(1) = .27,96 p < .001,
Fisher’s exact test = .00
Cramér’s V = .66

(Table 83 continues)
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Table 83. (continued)
Target
words
third***

Use
Not used
Used

Comparison
group
28
3

Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used

29
2
28
3
29
2

31
1
27
5
24
8

Not used

26

21

Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used

5
29
2
29
2

11
25
7
24
8

have to*

Not used
Used

31
0

26
6

should*

Not used
Used

25
6

18
14

for example

Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used

22
9
31
0
27
4
31
0
30
1

23
9
30
2
29
3
31
1
22
10

Not used
Used
Not used
Used

27
4
31
0

24
8
28
4

Not used
Used
Not used
Used

2
4
12
19

24
8
1
31

Not used
Used

26
5

24
8

next
then
finally(*)
how to/
how S+V
way
stage(*)

In other words
such as
made of
mean**

category
type(*)
kind
so***

reason

Experimental
group
10
2

Two-way contingency
table results
χ2(1) = 22.95, p < .001,
Fisher’s exact test = .00
Cramér’s V = .60
χ2(1) = .38, p = .53
χ2(1) = .50, p = .47
χ2(1) = 4.05 p < .05,
Fisher’s exact test = .08
Cramér’s V = .25
χ2(1) = 2.76, p = .09
χ2(1) = 3.05, p = .08
χ2(1) = 4.05, p < .05,
Fisher’s exact test = .08
Cramér’s V = .25
χ2(1) = 6.42, p < .05,
Fisher’s exact test = .02
Cramér’s V = .31
χ2(1) = 4.32, p < .05,
Fisher’s exact test = .05
Cramér’s V = .26
χ2(1) = .00, p = .93,
χ2(1) = .2,00 p = .15,
χ2(1) = .19, p = .65,
χ2(1) = .98, p = .32,
χ2(1) = 8.58, p < .01,
Fisher’s exact test = .01
Cramér’s V = .36
χ2(1) = 1.49, p = .22,
χ2(1) = 4.13, p < .05,
Fisher’s exact test = .11
Cramér’s V = .25
χ2(1) = .1,49 p = .22,
χ2(1) = 12.17, p < .001,
Fisher’s exact test = .00
Cramér’s V = .44
χ2(1) = .75, p = .38,

(Table 83 continues)
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Table 83. (continued)
Target
words
because***

Use
Not used
Used

Comparison
group
27
4

cause**

Not used
Used

29
2

20
12

lead

Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used
Not used
Used

31
0
30
1
30
1
31
0
953
101

29
3
30
2
32
0
30
2
819
269

therefore
as a result
because of
Total***

Experimental
group
9
23

Two-way contingency
table results
χ2(1) = 22.36, p < .001,
Fisher’s exact test = .00
Cramér’s V = .59
χ2(1) = 8.78, p < .01,
Fisher’s exact test = .00
Cramér’s V = .37
χ2(1) = 3.05, p = .08,
χ2(1) = .31, p = .57,
χ2(1) = 1.04, p = .30,
χ2(1) = 2.00, p = .15,
χ2(1) =85 89., p < .001,
Cramér’s V = .20

Note. * in the bracket requires caution for interpretation because of Fisher’s exact test results.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

Research Question 6: Results of Discourse Analytic Measurements for the Oral
Summary of a Research Project Micro-Genre: Genre Analysis
Research question 6 asked about how the qualitative data from the genre analysis
of the oral summary of a research project micro-genre, enhanced the interpretation of the
quantitative experimental outcomes. It was answered by genre analysis. The speeches
were transcribed and the text data from the two groups were analyzed. For the valid
comparative analyses, six texts (three from the experimental group and three from the
comparison group) were analyzed from a total of 63 texts to compare their quality. The
six texts were chosen as follows. First, the experimental group was divided into three
levels based on the Rasch person ability logits for their final performance and they were
labeled as high level, the middle level, and the low level. Next, one text from each level
in the experimental group was selected. Yui (person 13), one of the participants in the
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genre analyses, was ranked near the middle of the high-level sub-group. Therefore, her
text was chosen as a representative of the high level. A participant at the median point of
the middle level, Ryo (person 14), was chosen as the representative for this level.
Because Erika’s (person 8) speech was ranked near the middle of the low level, she was
chosen as the representative for that level. Finally, the speech texts in the equivalent
positions in the comparison group were chosen from the three levels (high level: Tomo
[person 54], middle level: Aira [person 53], and low level: Nana [person 57]). The
selection procedure of the comparison group was the same as that of the experimental
group and the names of the comparison group participants are pseudonyms.

Low-Level Comparison Group (Nana’s Speech)
Lexical use. Table 84 provides the transcribed text of Nana’s speech about an oral
summary of a research project genre. Nana used one target word so when she introduced
the final utterance. She did not use any other genre-specific target words.

Table 84. Oral Summary of a Research Project Speech (Low Level: Comparison Group,
Nana)
Schematic
Rhetorical
structure
structure
Opening
I researched that (a-research-topic) (short pause) Orientation
stage
(Indication of the
scope)
I had interested about food ingredient the food
about decreasing food additive its costs is very
high and not preservable

Situation
(Establishing field)

The consumer want food product about cheap
and can preserve for a long time (short pause) so
this company is not increasing (long pause)

(Establishing niche)
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Text patterning and grammar. Nana did not show any genre-specific text
patterning and grammar except for the use of so, which she used to express a causal
relationship. She did not use any formulaic expressions commonly used in academic
monologic speeches to start the opening stage, to introduce the developing stage, or to
indicate the closing stage. The sentence structures she used were the repetition of a
simple sentence structure.

Schematic and rhetorical structure. Nana’s speech had only the opening, which
included information to guide the developing stage. However, she did not proceed to the
developing stage where she was supposed to explain what she did, what she found, and
how she interpreted the findings of her research.
The rhetorical structure of her speech had problems, as she failed to use a couple
of important steps: explaining what she did and what she found. She only introduced the
background information in the situation step, establishing field and niche. Cohesion was
weak and the causal relationship expressed with so did not make sense because the
sentences before and after the word so were not cohesive. She used hyponyms such as
food ingredient and food additive, or contrasting words such as high and low to connect
clauses. She was unable to control her speech or meet the genre expectations qualitatively
and quantitatively.
Judging from genre analysis, Nana was unable to achieve the communicative
purposes. The speech included information about her research, but it was not a complete
summary of her research project. The schematic and rhetorical structure did not fulfill the
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expectations of a quasi-formal academic monologic speech and oral summary of a
project. Because the text was not cohesive or coherent and had grammatical mistakes, her
speech did not achieve the communicative purposes.

Low-Level Experimental Group (Erika’s Speech)
Lexical use. Table 85 provides the transcribed text of Erika’s oral summary of a
research project genre speech. Erika used eight target words: first [1], second [1], third
[1], and should [2] from the procedure micro-genre, for example [1] from the definition
micro-genre, and so [3], cause [1], and because [1] from the causation micro-genre.

Table 85. Oral Summary of a Research Project Speech (Low Level: Experimental
Group, Erika)
Schematic
structure
Opening
stage

Developing
stage

Hello my name is (the-name-of-the-speaker) today I will
talk about my research report

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
(Purpose)

The title of my research report is that (a-research-topic)

Indication of the
scope

Artificial intelligence has lately attention to the most
attention science technology in the world

Situation
(Establishing field)

But once science technolization it cannot turn back

(Establishing niche)

So we should pay attention to science technology so we
should pay attention to artificial intelligence

Purpose
(Occupying niche)

There are three sections in today’s speech

Implication sequence

First I need to define the term about artificial intelligence
artificial intelligence is science technique that look like
human intelligence

Definition of the
scope
(Table 85 continues)
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Table 85. (continued)
Schematic
structure
OK let’s start with a quickly intelligence literature review

Closing
stage

Rhetorical
structure
Indication of the
following steps

I did literature study about artificial robots and examined
possibility that artificial robots attack the human kind in
the future

Methodology

At first I found that (filler) artificial intelligence and
difference of intelligence that artificial intelligence and
human intelligence artificial intelligence excels calculation
skill on the other hand human intelligence excels
sensibility

Description 1 of the
findings

Second I found future prediction about two thousand
forty-five years problem it is prediction that artificial
intelligence exceed to human intelligence in two thousand
forty-five

Description 2 of the
findings

Third I examined artificial intelligence will cause society
influence in the future artificial intelligence will rob of our
human our occupation in the future for example a lawyer
a call center and so on (short pause)

Description 3 of the
findings

I think artificial intelligence has possibility that attack the
human kind in the future because future prediction about
artificial intelligence will exceed human intelligence as
long as this future prediction disappear

General Statement

Before I finish my speech let me review my research
again

Implication of closing

Possibility that artificial intelligence will exceed human
intelligence in the future about in two thousand forty-five

Summary of the
findings

I hope this research will help that people interested in
artificial intelligence

Comment

Thank you for listening

Acknowledgment

Text patterning and grammar. Erika used the text patterning and grammar she
had been taught in the previous micro-genre intervention. First, she used the modal
should when stating the purpose of the speech. Second, she used a three-part definition
sentence—"artificial intelligence is science technique that look like human
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intelligence”—and substitutive expressions using for example. Third, in the description 3
of the findings step and the general statement step, she used the causative verb cause and
a complex sentence with because to explain a causal relationship. She also used “there
are … sections” for the implication sequence of the speech and numerous formulaic
expressions such as I will talk about…, OK, let’s start with…, let me review…, I hope
this research will…, and, thank you for listening.

Schematic and rhetorical structure. Erika produced the opening, developing,
and closing stages explicitly. Her first utterance, “Hello…Today I will talk about…” was
a typical beginning of academic monologic speeches. Each stage started with an explicit
discourse marker and formulaic expression, which made the speech coherent and easy to
follow. The discourse markers and formulaic expressions also marked the speech text as
spoken text, not an oral version of a written text.
In terms of the rhetorical structure of Erika’s speech, she established the field and
niche, and then occupied the niche before developing the speech. The rhetorical structure
in the developing stage followed the expected rhetorical steps: implication sequence–
definition of the scope–indication of the following steps–methodology. After that, she
developed the three descriptions of the research findings.
Textual cohesion was strengthened by lexical repetition, synonymy, hyponym,
and contrast. Coherence was strengthened through the use of discourse markers.
Moreover, the general statement functioned to summarize the three findings and lead
listeners to the closing stage. Although the closing statement was introduced properly,
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she failed to summarize all of the findings. However, the final comment functioned to
attract listeners’ attention at the end of the speech.
Although there was a rhetorical problem at the beginning of the developing stage
of Erika’s speech, she mostly achieved the communicative purposes. She delivered her
speech with an organized schematic structure, established the field and niche of her
research, and stated the purpose of the research. A full description of the three findings
explained what she found in her research project.

Middle Level Comparison Group (Aira’s Speech)
Lexical use. Table 86 provides the transcribed text of Aira’s speech about oral
summary of a research project genre. Aira used two target words first [1] and so [1]. First
was a target word in the procedure micro-genre and so was a target word in the definition
micro-genre.

Table 86. Oral Summary of a Research Project Speech (Middle Level Comparison
Group, Aira)
Schematic
Rhetorical
structure
structure
Opening
My research theme is (a-research-topic)
(Indication of the
stage
scope)

Developing
stage

I have been interested in psychology for a long
time

Situation
(Establishing field)

I thought habits are mysterious and interesting

(Establishing niche)

So I decided to research it

(Occupying a niche)

First what is habits everyone has habits there
are addiction and customs similar to habits
habits’ origin is trace

Definition of the
scope
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Text patterning and grammar. Aira used little of the target text patterning and
grammar. She used so to explain a causal relationship: “I thought habits are mysterious
and interesting, so I decided to research it” [bold indicates a target word]. She did not use
any of the formulaic expressions commonly used in an academic monologic speech.

Schematic and rhetorical structure. Aira’s speech included the opening stage
and developing stage, but it did not have the closing stage. The opening stage was
relatively organized, and it should have led listeners to the following stage. However, the
developing stage was not fully developed, and the speech seemed to finish in the middle.
The rhetorical structure of her speech started with an indication of the scope
followed by the situation step, which included establishing the field, establishing a niche,
and occupying the niche. She then defined the scope, habit, at the beginning of the
developing stage with a comparative reference, similar to… However, she did not
continue explaining what she did and what she found after the definition statement.
Judging from genre analysis, Aira was unable to achieve the communicative
purposes, as she did not explain what she did or what she found, which should be
included as the most important part of the oral summary of a research project microgenre. The schematic structure was not properly structured to meet the expectations of an
academic monologic speech, and the rhetorical structure was not fully developed; thus,
she did not meet the genre expectations of the oral summary of a research project.
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Middle Level Experimental Group (Ryo’s Speech)
Lexical use. Table 87 provides the transcribed text of Ryo’s speech for oral
summary of a research project genre. Ryo used nine target words in her speech: three
words from the procedure genre: first [2], second [2], and third [2], two words from the
definition genre: such as [1], and mean [2], and four words from the causation genre: so
[1], because [1], result [1], and therefore [1].

Table 87. Oral Summary of a Research Project Speech (Middle Level: Experimental
Group, Ryo)
Schematic
structure
Opening
stage

Developing
stage

I am going to talk about speech no research

Rhetorical
structure
Orientation
(Purpose)

The title of my research is (a-research-topic)

(Indication of the
scope)

Let me explain what school lunch means

Implication of the
onset of the definition

School lunch is custom where elementary school
students and junior high school students

Definition of the
scope

School lunch is being carried out at a high rate in Japan

Situation
(Establishing field)

I am interested in whether it is safe about such as
globalization and radioactive contamination

(Establishing niche)

So the purpose of this research is to know activity of
school lunch for all children and the meaning of it

Purpose
(Occupying niche)

There are three sections in this research

Implication sequence

In today’s speech I did literature study about school lunch
and examined the safety of school lunch in Japan

Methodology

(Table 87 continues)
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Table 87. (continued)
Schematic
structure
First I examined differences of school lunch purpose in
the past and now school lunch began to be influenced
American strategies but now it is being carried out for
education

Closing
stage

Rhetorical
structure
Description 1 of the
literature review and
findings

Second I examined producing and consuming in own
area we can see food producer in local for this activity
(short pause) therefore many children can be concerned
producer food producers

Description 2 of the
literature review and
findings
(Causation)

Third I examined radiation measurement of food people
are worried about radiation because east north quake in
eastern Japan but we can make sure easily results of
radiation measurement on the internet

Description 3 of the
literature review and
findings
(Causation)

I think school lunch in Japan is safe because it is marked
on activity for safety by local government more than we
think

General Statement

Let me summarize my speech

Implication of closing

First is differences of school lunch purpose in the past
and now second is producing and consuming in own area
third is radiation measurement of food

Summary of the
topics covered in the
speech

I hope to know a school lunch is protected the safety for
children

Comment

Thank you for listening

Acknowledgment

Text patterning and grammar. Ryo demonstrated genre network knowledge of
the text patterning and grammar in the three previous speeches. First, she used a threepart definition sentence: school lunch is custom where elementary school students and
junior high school students. Second, she explained the causal relationships by using
compound sentences with so and complex sentences with because. Some sentences
explaining causal relationships were connected with therefore.
Ryo used a variety of formulaic expressions in her speech including, I am going to
talk about…, let me explain…, the purpose of this research is…, there are … sections, in
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today’s speech, let me summarize, and thank you for listening. Those expressions
functioned effectively to produce an academic monologic speech.

Schematic and rhetorical structure. As Table 87 shows, Ryo’s speech was
divided into opening, developing, and closing stages. Each stage was introduced with an
implication statement. The use of discourse markers and formulaic expressions
functioned to make the speech coherent and make a smooth flow of ideas; thus, she met
the schematic structural expectations of an academic monologic speech.
The rhetorical structure of her speech mostly met genre expectations. She
basically followed the steps expected for this task: orientation, situation, establishing the
field, establishing a niche, purpose, definition, description of the methodology,
explanation of the findings, and a conclusion. However, the rhetorical structure she used
was not exactly the same as the expectation. She inserted the definition of the scope
between the indication of the scope and the situation. The coherence of the rhetorical
structure at the beginning of the developing stage was not strong because of the
unexpected sequence.
Ryo clearly stated what she did in the description of the methodology step. The
three findings were arranged chronologically, and each description had supporting
information. Description 1 used comparison and description 2 and 3 employed a causal
relationship. The general statement was supported by a reason based on her findings. The
summary in the closing stage paraphrased and reiterated her findings. She made a final
comment, but because of grammatical mistakes, it did not function effectively.
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Judging from the findings in the analysis in the previous sections, Ryo’s speech
mostly achieved the communicative purpose of the target genre. She showed knowledge
of the field, explained what she did, and described what she found. Although the position
of the definition was somewhat problematic, it was not serious enough to cause a
communication breakdown.

High-Level Comparison Group (Tomo’s Speech)
Lexical use. Table 88 provides the transcribed text of Tomo’s speech about oral
summary of a research project genre. Tomo used five target words, first and second from
the procedure genre for example and kind from the Definition genre, and so from the
causation genre. All the five target words were used one time each.

Text patterning and grammar. Tomo did not use any formulaic expressions to
develop her academic monologic speech. Meanwhile, she used some genre-expected
sentence patterning. One was exemplification using for example, and the other was a
causal relationship using so. She used “if” in description 1, but it did not function to
connect the sentences before and after the word.

Schematic and rhetorical structure. Tomo’s speech had the opening stage and
developing stage but lacked the closing stage. Neither the opening stage nor the
developing stage started with any guiding sentences or phrases. The lack of the closing
stage gave the impression that the speech was incomplete.
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Table 88. Oral Summary of a Research Project Speech (High Level: Comparison Group,
Tomo)
Schematic
Rhetorical structure
structure
(Opening
Recently I wrote a research report in (theOrientation
stage)
name-of-a-course) this title is (a-research-topic) (Indication of the
this main title is (a-research-topic) and subtitle
scope)
is (a-research-topic) (short pause)

Developing
stage

And today Japan become westernized and was
losing own Japanese culture and (filler) (short
pause) for example Japanese tea culture
recently America in America green tea become
big hit

Situation
(Establishing field)

(filler) People in Japan was not interested in
green tea anymore

(Establishing niche)

So I focus on focus about the green tea (filler)
expanding green tea overseas and I would like
compare (filler) Japanese culture to
westernized culture

Purpose
(Occupying niche)

According to the first chapter I explain about
tea history if I talk about this chapter ended up
writing about history of (filler) from Chinese
china and variable kind of tea and (short
pause) origin of tea

Description 1 of the
literature review and
findings

And second chapter I talk about Japanese tea
culture and Japanese tea culture is very special
and individual other in Japan other culture
(filler)

Description 2 of the
literature review and
findings

Although there were numerous grammatical mistakes and word choice problems,
the rhetorical structure she constructed met the expectation of the target genre. Tomo
referred to not only the main title but also to the subtitle. The information in the situation
step included establishing the field, establishing a niche, and occupying the niche. The
purpose statement in the occupying the niche step indicated what Tomo set out to do in
her research. After she stated the purpose of her research, she continued two descriptions
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of the literature review and findings in the developing stage. Description 1 included two
clauses starting with according to, and if. Those clauses did not match her intended
meaning. Description 2 introduced what she did, but she did not mention what she found.
Tomo made the rhetorical structure cohesive by using word repetition and contrast to
describe the findings.
Judging from genre analysis, Tomo’s speech minimally achieved the
communicative purposes. She explained the background information, including why she
was interested in her research topic and the problem she investigated, but she did not say
enough about what she found and how she interpreted her findings. Moreover, because
she did not fully understand the schematic structure of academic monologic speeches, her
speech sounded like a sequence of segmented information; in other words, it lacked
coherence. Hence, her speech did not achieve the communicative purposes of the task.

High-Level Experimental Group (Yui’s Speech).
Lexical use. Table 89 shows the transcribed text of Yui’s speech about oral
summary of a research project genre. She used eight target words first, second, and then
from the procedure genre, type from the definition genre, and so, reason, cause and lead
from the causation genre. First, second, and so were used two times each and reason was
used four times. Other words such as then, type, cause and lead were used once each.
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Table 89. Oral Summary of a Research Project Speech (High Level: Experimental
Group, Yui)
Schematic
structure
Opening
stage

Developing
stage

Rhetorical structure
Hello today I am going to talk about my research paper

Orientation
(Purpose)

The title of my research is (a-research-topic)

Indication of the
scope

When people record their voice and listen to it many people
have a sense of incongruity

Situation
(Establishing field)

Why do feel people feel something wrong with their
recorded voice but there is very little investigation about
this theme

(Establishing niche)

So I wanted to know why people feel something wrong with
their recorded voice to get conscious of their own true voice

Purpose
(Occupying niche)

There are two sections in today’s speech

Implication
sequence1

I did literature study about hearing and audio player and
examined why recorded voice sounds odd to people
First I examined hearing human has two types of hearing
routes/ these are air condition (filler) air conduction and
bone conduction when the people listen to own voice they
use air conduction and bone conduction but when the
people listen to others’ voice they use only air conduction

Methodology

Second I examined audio player the truth is audio player do
not produce the original sounds faithfully makers want to
create the audio player that can produce the original sound
faithfully but it caused a lack of power of sound people do
not need such an audio player so makers want to create
the audio player that reproduce the original sound faithfully

Description 2 of the
literature study

I think there are two reasons why people feel something
wrong with their recorded voice

Implication of
sequence2

First is a difference between the case that listen to own
voice and the case that listen to others’ voice

Interpretation1

And second is the fact that audio players do not reproduce
the original sound faithfully these reasons make us feel
something wrong with our recorded voice

Interpretation2

Description 1 of the
literature study

(Table 89 continues)
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Table 89. (continued)
Schematic
structure
Closing
stage

Rhetorical structure
Let me summarize my speech

Implication of
closing

I explain two things hearing and audio player and then I
examined why people feel something wrong with their
recorded voice

Summary of the
topics covered in
the speech

I expected physical reasons but I cannot predict medical
reasons

General statement

I hope this research will be an opportunity that leads to get
conscious of the own true voice

Comment

Text patterning and grammar. Yui did not use much of the text patterning and
genre-specific grammar she had previously been taught in the procedure and definition
micro-genre interventions. Instead, she used patterns from the causation micro-genre and
explained causal relationships using causative verbs such as cause (description 2), make
(explanation 2), and lead (comment), and using so (purpose) to connect causes and
effects.
Yui used formulaic expressions that are often used in academic monologic
speeches: Today, I am going to talk about…, there is little investigation…, there are …
sections/reasons, let me summarize…, or I hope this research will be… These
expressions were used effectively; therefore, her speech sounded natural, it met the
expectations of the oral summary of a research project micro-genre, the position and
usage of the formulaic expressions were appropriate, and they improved speech quality.

Schematic and rhetorical structure. Yui’s speech had an explicit three-staged
schematic structure. The opening stage began with a formulaic expression to introduce
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the scope. Then, the explicit indication of the scope made it clear what she was going to
talk about. The developing stage also started with an articulated implication sequence. In
the same way, the closing stage was guided by the formulaic expression, let me
summarize my speech. The schematic structure of Yui’s speech was well organized and
easy to follow as an academic monologic speech. The rhetorical structure was also
logically organized and met the expectations of the genre. The situation step was wellelaborated with the sequence of establishing the field, establishing a niche, and occupying
the niche. She used a rhetorical question effectively to emphasize the niche.
The following implication sequence and description of the methodological steps
indicated what would be explained in the developing stage. First, she described hearing
routes that people have. Second, she described how audio players produce sound. Both
description 1 and description 2 were coherent in the text. After describing the above two
features, she produced another implication sequence for the interpretations of the
findings. All the rhetorical steps in the developing stage were cohesive and coherent in
part because of many uses of word repetition and synonyms.
Finally, the indication of the closing step properly set up the closing of the speech.
In the following summary step, Yui paraphrased the developing stage concisely.
Although the general statement at the end of the speech needed more explanation to
convey important information (e.g., “what is the medical reason?”), her use of the
summary, general statement, and comment sequence effectively summarized her speech.
Judging from genre analysis, Yui’s speech achieved its communicative purposes.
The schematic structure of the academic monologic speech was well organized, and the
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message was delivered effectively by stating what she did, what she found, and how she
interpreted them.

The Summary of Oral Summary of a Research Project Micro-Genre Analysis
In this section, I briefly summarize the findings of the genre analysis of oral
summary of a research project micro-genre by the three participants in the experimental
group and the three participants in the comparison group. The participants in the two
groups were classified according to their proficiency level (low, middle, and high) in
each group as assessed by the MFRM analysis. The analyses involved an investigation of
lexical changes, text patterning and grammar, schematic and rhetorical structure, and
communicative purposes. The genre analyses of the oral summary of a research project
micro-genre revealed differences in the quality of the speeches between the participants
in the two groups.
Table 90, 91, 92, present a summary of the findings. Overall, the same patterns
were observed in the comparison of two texts in each proficiency group. The participants
in the experimental group outperformed those in the comparison group in all four
analytical aspects. The results for lexical changes revealed that those in the experimental
group used genre-specific target words more frequently than the participants in the
comparison group.
This finding was observed both in the number of word types and the frequency of
the words used in their speeches. Nana (low-level comparison group) used one word
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Table 90. Summary of Oral Summary Speech (Low-Level Pair)
Low level
Aspect
Lexical
changes

Text patterning
and grammar

Schematic and
rhetorical
structure

Communicative
purposes

Focus
Procedure
genre

Nana (Comparison)
Not used

Erika (Experimental)
first (1), second (1), third (1),
should (2)

Definition
genre

Not used

for example (1)

Causation
genre

so (1)

so (3), cause (1), because (1)

Genre
specific
patterning
and
grammar

Causal relationship
(compound sentence)

Modal verb
Three-part definition
Substitutive expression
Causative verb
Causal relationship
(complex sentence)

Formulaic
expression

Not used

Used

Schematic

Opening stages

Opening, developing and closing
stages

Rhetorical

Indication of the scope
Situation
(Establishing field)
(Establishing niche)

Orientation
(Purpose)
(Indication of the scope)
Situation
(Establishing field)
(Establishing niche)
Purpose
(Occupying niche)
Implication sequence
Definition
Implication of the following steps
Methodology
Finding1
Finding2
Finding3
General statement
Implication of closing
Summary
Comment
Acknowledgment

Purposes

Not achieved

Mostly achieved
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Table 91. Summary of Oral Summary Speech (Middle-Level Pair)
Middle level
Aspects
Lexical
changes

Text patterning
and grammar

Schematic and
rhetorical
structure

Communicative
purposes

Focus
Procedure
genre

Aira (Comparison)
first (1)

Ryo (Experimental)
first (2), second (2), third (2)

Definition
genre

Not used

such as (1), mean (2)

Causation
genre

so (1)

so (1), because (1), result (1),
therefore (1)

Genre
specific
patterning
and
grammar

Causal relationship
(compound sentence)

Three-part definition
Causal relationship
(compound sentences)
(complex sentence)

Formulaic
expression

Not used

Used

Schematic

Opening and developing
stages

Opening, developing and closing
stages

Rhetorical

(Indication of the scope)
Situation
(Establishing field)
(Establishing niche)
(Occupying niche)
Definition

Orientation
(Purpose)
(Indication of the scope)
Implication of definition
Definition
Situation
(Establishing field)
(Establishing niche)
Purpose
(Occupying niche)
Implication sequence
Methodology
Finding1
Finding2
Finding3
General statement
Implication of closing
Summary
Comment
Acknowledgment

Purposes

Not achieved

Mostly achieved
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Table 92. Summary of Oral Summary Speech (High-Level Pair)
High level
Aspect
Lexical changes

Text patterning
and grammar

Schematic and
rhetorical
structure

Communicative
purposes

Focus
Procedure
genre

Tomo (Comparison)
first (1), second (1)

Yui (Experimental)
first (2), second (2), then (1)

Definition
genre

for example (1), kind (1)

type (1)

Causation
genre

so (1)

so (2), reason (4), cause (1),
lead (1)

Genre
specific
patterning
and
grammar

Substitutive expression
Causal relationship
(compound sentence)

Causative verbs
Causal relationship
(compound sentence)

Formulaic
expression

Not used

Used

Schematic

Opening and developing
stages

Opening, developing and closing
stages

Rhetorical

Orientation
(Indication of the scope)
Situation
(Establishing field)
(Establishing niche)
Purpose
(Occupying niche)
Finding1
Finding2

Orientation
(Purpose)
(Indication of the scope)
Situation
(Establishing field)
(Establishing niche)
Purpose
(Occupying niche)
Implication sequence
Methodology
Finding1
Finding2
Implication sequence
Interpretation1
interpretation2
Implication of closing
Summary
General statement
Comment

Purposes

Minimally achieved

Achieved
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once, while Erika (low-level experimental group) used eight words 11 times (see Table
90). Likewise, Aira (middle-level comparison group) used two words once each, while
Ryo (middle-level experimental group) used nine words 13 times (see Table 91). Unlike
the other two participants in the comparison group, Tomo (high-level comparison group)
used five genre-specific target words one time each. However, her counterpart in the
experimental group, Yui, used more target words (eight words) and used them more often
(14 times) (see Table 92). Genre knowledge such as the target lexis that the experimental
participants had been taught in the previous three experimental stage was strongly
activated as genre networks and utilized by the experimental group participants.
The results for text patterning and grammar indicated one significant difference
between the two groups: the three participants in the comparison group did not use
formulaic expressions such as Hello, I’m going to talk about…, OK, let’s start with…,
and Let me summarize… These expressions were often used by the participants in the
experimental group so they could smoothly introduce the opening, developing, and
closing stages of their speeches.
There was also a clear difference between the two groups for genre-specific text
patterning and grammar. The participants in the comparison group used one patternedcausal relationship using the word so. Although Tomo (high-level comparison group)
used for example for an exemplification pattern, the participants in the comparison group
did not produce much genre-specific patterning and grammar in their speeches. In
contrast, the experimental group participants used a variety of these patterns; however,
the types and frequency of use varied among the participants. For example, Erika (low-
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level experimental group) used five types: modal verb, three-part definition, substitutive
expression, causative verb, and causal relationship, while Yui (high-level experimental
group) used only two types: causative verb, and causal relationship. This result indicated
that the number of genre-specific patterning and grammar used was not as important as
the types used and how appropriately they are used.
There was a striking difference in the schematic structure of the speeches between
the comparison and the experimental group. All three speeches by the comparison group
participants did not have the closing stage, while all the three speeches by the
experimental group included the opening, developing, and closing stages.
A comparison of the rhetorical structure of the two groups shows a significant
difference. The rhetorical structure of Nana’s (low-level comparison group) speech did
not meet the expectations of the oral summary of a research project genre because she
only included information about the field and the niche of her research. In contrast,
Erika’s speech (low-level experimental group) had fully developed a rhetorical structure
that met the genre expectations. She produced a good orientation, situation, and purpose
sequence before beginning the developing stage. She then developed her oral summary
by explaining what she did and what she found. The detailed structure shown in Table 90,
illustrates how systematically she organized her speech meeting the genre expectations of
the oral summary of a research project.
There was a similar tendency in the rhetorical structures by the speeches of the
middle level participants. Although Aira’s (middle-level comparison group) speech had a
developing stage, the content did not meet the genre expectations because she did not
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develop what she did or what she found; she just mentioned a definition of the scope. She
established the field, established a niche, and told the purpose, but then she failed to
develop her ideas sufficiently. The rhetorical structure of Ryo’s (middle-level
experimental group) speech mostly met the target genre expectations (see Table 91). The
structure was similar to Erika’s (low-level experimental group) with the main difference
between them being the position of the definition step.
The comparison of the rhetorical structure between Tomo’s and Yui’s speeches
was somewhat complex (see Table 92). First, Tomo’s speech (high-level comparison
group) had the developing stage in which he explained her findings after the orientationsituation-purpose sequence. In that sense, the rhetorical structure of Tomo’s speech met
the expectations of the target genre, even though she did not present an interpretation of
the findings, a general statement, summary, or comment. Yui’s (high-level experimental
group) speech, however, had a rhetorical structure that almost fully met the target genre
expectations. She produced a logical and well-developed orientation-situation-purpose
sequence and good descriptions of her two findings followed by her interpretation of
those findings. The sequence of summary, general statement, and comment at the end of
her speech effectively accomplished the task.
The analyses to judge whether communicative purposes were achieved or not
shows that the communicative purposes of the task were achieved by all three
participants in the experimental group, while two of the participants in the comparison
group were unable to achieve the communicative purposes and the other participant
barely achieved them.
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Both Erika’s (low-level experimental group) and Ryo’s (middle-level
experimental group) speeches mostly achieved the communicative purposes. They tried
to interact with listeners through their use of formulaic expressions such as let me
summarize my speech and before I finish speech. They understood what was expected in
the speech and following the expected schematic and rhetorical steps. On the contrary,
Nana (low-level comparison group) and Aira (middle-level comparison group) did not
appear to understand what they were expected to say or how to organize their speeches
given that their speeches neither met the expectations nor achieved the communicative
purposes for the macro-structure and micro-structure.
The biggest difference between the two speeches by the high level participants
was the cohesion and coherence of the text. While Tomo’s (high-level comparison group)
speech sounded like a series of segmented information, Yui’s speech met the
expectations of the target macro- and the micro-genres. Her sentences were cohesive, and
the structure was coherent because of the use of discourse markers and formulaic
expressions. Yui showed the knowledge of the target genres including the social and
contextual situation, purposes, structure, and lexical and grammatical features of the
target speech.

Research Question 7: External Validity Assessment Stage
Research question 7 asked about the effectiveness of genre-based instruction on
the development of general oral English proficiency by using another instrument to
support its effectiveness. This question was answered by using the scores of TOEIC
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Speaking Test. The TOEIC Speaking Test scores of the experimental group and those of
the comparison group were compared with an independent samples t-test. The correlation
between the Rasch person ability estimates obtained in Stage 4 from the experimental
group and the comparison group and the scores of TOEIC Speaking Test were calculated
to investigate the relationship between the two sets of scores.
First, an independent samples t-test by using the TOEIC Speaking Test was
conducted to assess the difference between the two groups. The normality assumption for
both groups was checked. Although the comparison group met the normality assumption,
D(31) = .938, p = .07, the experimental group violated normality assumption, D(32)
= .887, p < .01. Therefore, all TOIEC Speaking Test scores were transformed by applying
a log transformation to correct the problem of the non-normality (A. Field, 2009). The
assumption that normal distribution of the population for the two groups was met after
the data transformation, D(32) = .94, p = .07, for the experimental group and D(31)
= .96 , p = .27, for the comparison group. Levene’s test supported variance of two groups
were not statistically different, F = 1.85, p = .17.
The result of the independent t-test indicated that there was a statistically
significant difference between the experimental group and the comparison group, t(61) =
2.50, p < .05. The mean TOEIC Speaking Test score for the experimental group (M =
2.00, SD = .09, SEM = .02) was significantly higher than that of the comparison group (M
= 1.93, SD = .14, SEM = .02). Cohen’s d was .60, which indicated a small effect (Plonsky
& Oswald, 2014). The 95% confidence interval for the mean difference between the
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experimental group and the comparison group was .04 (lower) to .13 (upper). Figure 10
shows the mean difference and 95% confidence intervals.
Next, the Pearson correlation was computed between the scores of academic
monologic speech obtained in Stage 4, where oral summary of a research project microgenre speeches were compared between the experimental group and comparison group,
and the TOEIC Speaking Test scores for all 63 participants. The scores were significantly
and positively correlated, r = .65, p < .001. The Pearson correlation coefficient indicated
a strong correlation between the results obtained by the two instruments. The results
indicated that genre-based instruction influenced the development of the participants’
general English speaking proficiency as well as their academic monologic speech skills.

Figure 10. 95% confidence interval error bars for the scores of TOEIC Speaking Test.
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Summary
In this chapter, I reported the results of the study to answer seven research
questions. For research question 1, the experimental group showed significant
improvement in the posttest speeches of procedure and causation micro-genre speeches,
while a significant difference was not found between the pretest and the posttest of
definition micro-genre speeches. For research question 2, significant differences in the
use of target words and multiword units were confirmed in all three micro-genres.
Although many of the target words and multiword units in definition and causation
micro-genres were not used by many of the participants. For research question 3, genre
analyses of 18 transcribed speeches revealed lexico-grammatical and rhetorical
improvement in participants’ posttest speeches in all three micro-genres. For research
question 4, there was a significant difference in the performances of the oral summary of
a research project speech between the experimental and the comparison group. For
research question 5, a significant difference in the use of target words and multiword
units was found between the two groups. For research question 6, genre analyses were
conducted for six participants (low, middle, and high proficiency levels from each
group). The genre analyses indicated distinct differences between the transcribed
speeches of two groups in terms of lexical, grammatical, and rhetorical features. For
research question 7, an independent samples t-test that used TOEIC Speaking Test scores
confirmed there was a significant difference between the two groups. The correlation
between TOEIC speaking scores and the scores on the oral summary of a research project
micro-genre speech was strong.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION

The purposes of this chapter are to summarize and interpret the key findings for
each research question. Prior to interpreting the results of the seven research questions,
the overall interpretation of the MFRM analysis is discussed, and then the results of the
quantitative and qualitative analyses gained in each experiment are interpreted. Finally,
pedagogical implications are discussed at the end of the chapter.

Overall Interpretation of the MFRM Analysis
Before discussing research question 1 concerning the effectiveness of genre-based
instruction on the three micro-genres, the results obtained in the MFRM analyses are
reviewed. The results must be interpreted with caution because three participants did not
fit the Rasch model and one rater was particularly severe.
As Table 40 shows, participants 17, 4, and 15 slightly misfit the Rasch model.
These three participants were included in the analyses because the degree of misfit was
small, and it was important to have as many participants as possible for the statistical
analyses. As Boone et al. (2014) stated, fit guidelines depend on the purpose of the
research. Even though the purpose of this study was not to create rigorous assessment
criteria for genre-based instruction but to investigate the relationship of genre-based
instruction and speaking development, a pilot study to validate the Speaking Rating Scale
for Academic Monologic Spoken Production (Table 24) should have been implemented.
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The Rasch rater statistics (see Table 41) indicated differences in rating severity
among the raters. Eric, who was the most severe rater, had a different background from
the other five raters. First, his Japanese proficiency was lower than the other five. Second,
his familiarity with the English spoken by Japanese high school students was relatively
low compared with the other raters. He was a part-time instructor in the high school and
had little experience teaching high school students. It is possible that these two factors led
to him being a severe rater. On the contrary, David, the most lenient rater, was a full-time
English instructor at the high school. He taught the target population group and was
familiar with the participants’ spoken English. Therefore, the rater differences shown in
Table 41 can be partly explained by the raters’ differing familiarity with the participants’
oral English.
Two points can be inferred from the MFRM analysis. First, the Rasch results
revealed a practice effect among the six tasks. The pretest for the procedure micro-genre,
which was the first task the participants completed, was the most difficult task. This
result indicated that the participants’ performances were improving throughout the
academic year. It is difficult to judge that the differences were caused by the intervention
or because of a practice effect. Task familiarity likely affected the participants’
performances as the experimental stages proceeded. However, the gradual changes in the
task difficulty estimates indicated that the participants were able to produce speeches
more easily as the experimental stage progressed.
Second, the good fit of the rating criteria to the Rasch model indicated that the
raters used the four criteria properly (see Table 43). Previous research investigating the
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effectiveness of genre-based instruction was conducted in the field of writing, and the
focus was on lexico-grammatical and structural aspects of writing. However, in this
study, the criterion, delivery, was used; this criterion concerned the features of spoken
language: pronunciation, intelligibility, and fluency. Therefore, the results of this analysis
show how speaking ability and its changes are influenced by genre-based instruction.

Research Question 1: The Quantitative Effectiveness of Genre-Based Instruction in
the Experimental Group
The first research question concerned the degree to which genre-based instruction
improved Japanese high school students’ spoken production of three micro-genres:
procedure, definition, and causation. The mean Rasch person ability estimates for all
three posttests surpassed those of the pretests; therefore, genre-based instruction led to
improvements in the experimental group participants’ academic monologic spoken
production of the three micro-genres. Although the t-test result for the definition microgenre pretest and posttest was not significant, the procedure and causation micro-genre
pretests and posttests did differ significantly. The effect sizes of the two paired t-tests
indicated large group differences; the effect size for the procedure micro-genre was d
=.52, and that for the causation micro-genre was d = .44. These quantitative data
supported the positive effects of genre-based instruction for the development of academic
monologic speech.
The participants’ performances on the definition micro-genre posttest speech did
not increase significantly. The result could have been generated by the complex nature of
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the micro-genre itself. According to Reinhart (2013), the definition micro-genre often
includes aspects of other genres such as description, comparison, and classification.
These aspects have also been found in the classification micro-genre by other researchers
(Derewianka & Jones, 2012; Martin & Rose, 2008). Genre analysis revealed that these
issues were found in this study. Erika (see Table 63) and Yui’s (see Table 65) posttest
speeches included definition, description, and classification steps. Although Yui was able
to control her description using comparison and causation rhetoric, the other two
participants struggled to use those interrelated rhetorical steps. Therefore, the definition
micro-genre might have been more complex to organize than the other two micro-genres.
Another possible explanation can be inferred from Derewianka and Jones’ (2012)
research. They noted that the information report genre, which includes classifying and
defining, requires knowledge about the topic and time to acquire the necessary
background information. In addition, because this genre is not part of the everyday
observable events that participants normally encounter, it might be cognitively
demanding for them when they try to develop ideas for the definition micro-genre speech.
This can be found from the results of lexical analysis. Compared to the other two genres,
the target words and multiword units used in definition genre were few (see Table 47).
The number of tokens used by all 32 experimental group participants in the posttest
speeches were also smaller than those of the procedure and causation micro-genres (see
Table 45).
This finding could also be due to inconsistency in the term used in the speech-task
and the intervention. During the intervention (see Table 25 & 28), the term classification
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was often used because both genres offer information (Derewianka & Jones, 2012).
However, it might have confused the participants in the posttest speech because they
were asked to define the concept of school. As genre analyses revealed that two analyzed
participants, Erika (see Table 53) and Yui (see Table 55) included definition step in their
posttest speeches, but Manami did not have it in her posttest speech (see Table 51).
Although the instructions were designed to avoid misunderstandings, that ambiguity
might have posed difficulties for some of the participants.
In the definition micro-genre, the task prompts in the pretest and posttest were not
clear; as a result, the context setting, especially tenor and field and communicative
purpose were not clearly defined compared with the procedure micro-genre. Therefore, it
is possible that the participants could not focus on what they were supposed to speak
about and ended up producing a simple explanation of the characteristics of school
without any specific background knowledge of the topic as in Manami’s posttest speech
(see Table 51).

Research Question 2: Lexical Changes in the Experimental Group
The second research question concerned the lexico-grammatical changes in the
participants’ procedure, definition, and causation micro-genre speeches after the genrebased instruction. The results indicated that genre-based instruction increased the use of
target genre-based discourse markers and multiword units in all three micro-genres.
However, the three micro-genres differed in their lexico-grammatical changes; therefore,
the results need to be interpreted with caution.
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Before discussing the lexico-grammatical changes in each micro-genre, the
overall transition of tokens and types used in the pretest and posttest speeches needs to be
interpreted. As Table 45 indicated, both the tokens and types increased significantly from
the procedure pretest to the causation posttest. The number of tokens increased from
2,353 to 6,004, and types increased from 305 to 508. These changes are evidence that the
participants were able to produce more language in their academic monologues. Although
the current study was not focused on fluency development, these results are encouraging
because they suggest that genre-based instruction can help high school EFL learners
produce a greater number of words and phrases in addition to the development in other
aspects of oral development.
Tables 46, 47, and 48 showed statistically significant differences in the total
number of target words and multiword units between the pretests and the posttests in
three micro-genre speeches. Even though participants displayed significant changes for
all three micro-genres, only the definition micro-genre showed a unique pattern of
change. The ratio of the experimental participants who used the target genre words and
multiword units on the pretest (9%) and the posttest (16%) was not as large as the ratio of
the procedure (pretest: 24%; posttest: 56%) and causation (pretest: 16%; posttest: 22%)
micro-genres. This result might have been caused by the inappropriate choice of target
micro-genre words and multiword units. Judging from the results in Table 47, it is
obvious that most target and multiword units were not used in their speeches. Two
multiword units, let me illustrate and so called, were never used in the pretest and
posttest speeches. Through the intervention, the target words and multiword units were
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introduced in the same way as in other two micro-genres; however, about 80% of the
target words and multiword units were not used in the posttest speeches. Thus, most of
the target lexis was not used as frequently as expected.
The results of the McNemar tests provide additional information about each
micro-genre. First, the findings of procedure micro-genre are discussed. In procedure
micro-genre, the participants who used first, second, third increased significantly, while
those used next and then did not. This might have been due to the participants’ greater
familiarity with ordinal numbers. Although Derewianka and Jones (2012) mentioned the
use of temporal connectives such as next or then were preferred to numerals in spoken
production, it seemed that the participants in this study found it preferable to organize
their speeches using ordinal numbers.
This result indicates that academic monologic speech, while it is spoken, is
strongly influenced by written language because of the use of ordinal numbers to
organize their speeches. As Schleppegrell (2001) noted, a school-based text followed a
formal and conventional style to produce coherent and cohesive texts. Rendle-Short
(2006) and Zareva (2009a) also indicated a formal nature of academic speeches and
presentations. The results of this study support their views.
The term finally was used by 15 out of 32 participants on the posttest to introduce
the final step of the speech. However, the change was not statistically significant, perhaps
in part because not all of the participants were able to organize the steps of their speech.
If they had been able to organize their ideas better before or during the speech, they
might have introduced the final step using finally. Because the participants had limited
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planning time and the speech was performed under a degree of time pressure, the
participants simply sequenced the steps in their speech using ordinal numbers without
clearly indicating which one was last.
Previous research showed the importance of metacognitive skills in speaking
development (Bygate, 1987; Ellis, 2005; Goh & Burns, 2012; Levelt, 1999). One
metacognitive skill is planning before a speech. Anderson (2008) stated that learners
gradually adopt metacognitive strategies with continued instruction. In terms of the use of
the target word finally, significant difference was not evident in the three-week
intervention of the procedure micro-genre.
Other genre specific words and multiword units except for point were used by
participants on their posttests. Almost all of the experimental participants—30 out of
32—used how to/how to S+V. This increase indicated that the participants understood the
communicative purpose of the speech and were able to introduce or reiterate the purpose.
The increase in the use of the modals have to and should indicated that the participants
were able to produce the expected modality in the procedure micro-genre. These results
indicated that the participants were able to control the Mood system (Derewianka &
Jones, 2012). By using those modals, the experimental participants expressed feelings
and opinions, adjusting the strength of their emotions. This result is also consistent with
what Schleppegrell (2001) called the development of the ability to use school-based
language. After genre-based instruction, grammatical strategies were activated and the
speakers delivered more nuanced messages.
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The reason the word point was not used by most of the participants was possibly
because they chose to use stage and way to indicate the steps of the procedure. The words
way, point, and stage should be used in accordance with the topic of the procedure speech
and it is likely that the participants judged that the word point was inappropriate in this
context. As Schleppegrell (2001, 2004) explained, the lexical features were chosen based
on the purpose and objective in a given situation and context. Therefore, it is
recommended for teachers to create a variety of prompts or tasks to have learners practice
using appropriate lexical choices to meet the expectation of a genre.
Second, in the definition micro-genre, only one target genre specific word,
category, increased significantly after the intervention. Twenty-nine nouns were used to
indicate the class of the entity: category [9], type [10], kind [9], and sort [1]. Thus, almost
all of the participants tried to define the topic by using one or more of those nouns. The
participants did not use verbs such as consist, made of, and mean, which indicates that it
was easier for them to classify and define concepts using nouns rather than verbs.
Unanticipated findings in the McNemar tests for the definition micro-genre were
that substitutions such as in other words or such as were not used as expected. Those
multiword units were lexical metaphors of for example and they were to be used in the
intervention of the definition micro-genre because expanding genre knowledge was one
objective of the genre-based instruction. The fact that the experimental participants used
few of those expressions can be attributed to the fact that they did not need to use the
expressions because the topic was simple and those substitutions were not needed to
explain the concept. The same idea can be applied to the lack of use of let me illustrate,
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let me give you an example, and so called. These results suggest the unique nature of the
definition micro-genre. When the topic is simple in the definition micro-genre, speakers
cannot develop their speeches and they simply describe the category or type of entity
without fully using the target words and multiword units.
Third, in the causation micro-genre, only one target word cause and one
multiword unit as a result were used significantly differently after the intervention.
However, cause was used by only six out of 32 participants on their posttest speech.
Therefore, the word was generally not used effectively to accomplish the communicative
purpose of the speech.
The results shown in Table 48 regarding the use of so and reason show that on the
causation speech pretest, 28 participants used so to accomplish the task, while 27 used it
on the posttest task. Similarly, reason was used by 22 participants on the pretest and 29
on the posttest. These results suggest that so and reason were consistently used to
indicate causal relationships in the tasks and fulfilled the communicative purpose. For
most of the participants, it appeared easy to use only the discourse maker so or the target
word reason to explain a complex causal relationship. Some participants tried to use
other words and multiword units such as because and as a result, but these were not used
frequently, and their use was not statistically significant on Fisher’s exact test.
The main purpose was for the participants to accomplish the tasks, not to fully use
the language resources such as the designated genre specific words or multiword units.
Developing a causal relationship was not as easy a task as delivering a monologic speech
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in an academic context; therefore, the participants chose the easiest way to achieve the
communicative purpose instead of using a variety of target words or multiword units.

Research Question 3: The Qualitative Changes of Speeches
in the Experimental Group
The third research question involved qualitatively investigating how the speeches
changed between the pretests and the posttest for the target micro-genres. By
understanding the changes in the pre-post speeches through genre analysis, the
interpretations of the results in the quantitative analyses discussed in the previous
sections are more meaningful.
One issue to mention before discussing the qualitative results of the three target
participants. I was the course instructor, so in order to reduce potential bias, I tried to
comply with the analytical features, such as lexical, grammatical, structural aspects, and
communicative purposes for all genre analyses. By presenting the 18 transcribed
speeches by the three experimental participants, I sought to provide readers with an
opportunity to examine the content of the speeches to validate my interpretations.
First, I would like to discuss the findings of the procedure micro-genre. The
findings of the genre analysis of the procedure genre revealed that the participants’
speech moved from the simple procedure to more complex procedure speech such as the
direction genre/conditional procedure (Derewianka & Jones, 2012). As far as a schematic
structure of an academic monologic genre is concerned, Manami (see Table 50) was
unable to open or close the speech in her pretest. However, genre-based instruction raised
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Manami’s awareness of the academic monologic speech genre and she was able to use
the knowledge in her posttest speech (Table 51). As Johns (2008) stated, genre-based
instruction can cultivate students’ language production in academic contexts.
The rhetorical structure in the three posttest speeches was not just a series of
steps; it included explanations of reasons why they should follow the steps and the ways
to do so. The comparison between Erika’s pretest (see Table 52) and posttest speech (see
Table 53) clearly showed the rhetorical change. In her pretest speech, Erika said, “I think
I will use Internet and read some books.” However, it was difficult to judge the utterance
as an instruction or command. In contrast, Erika’s posttest speech indicated each step
saying, “you must read a many books,” and “second stage is write about details” so that
listeners could understand those utterances were an instruction or a command.
The analyses of the three posttest speeches revealed that they were highly
consistent with the major language resources for instructions/procedure described by
Derewianka and Jones (2012) (see Table 13 & Table 36). The use of modal verbs and
circumstantial details are believed to function effectively to allow raters to determine the
speeches fulfilled the requirement of the task. Looking at the changes in Yui’s pretest
(see Table 54) and posttest speeches (see Table 55), she became more adept at using the
modal verbs. In her pretest speech, Yui said, “You must read it again and again” and
“You must know all of the book.” These modal verbs were not used in her pretest
speech. In addition, she used modality in different ways such as “You never have a
word” [bolding is added for emphasis]. The phrase again and again was one example of
circumstantial details. Another example can be seen in the utterance “too easy question is
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bad and also too difficult question is bad.” These circumstantial details were mentioned
as supporting ideas of each step. These language resources effectively functioned to meet
the procedure genre expectation interacting with listeners (Derewianka & Jones, 2012).
The use of modality enabled them participants to use the language required in an
academic context.
The use of target words, multiword units, and grammatical features are believed to
be strengthened by genre-based teaching and learning cycle (Hammond, 2001). Even
though the participants made numerous grammatical mistakes, the analyses of the posttest
speeches showed that they spoke more confidently about their language use. This
supports the arguments made by Kay and Dudley-Evans (1998) and Paltridge (2012),
both of whom asserted that genre-based instruction and genre knowledge gained by
genre-based instruction helps learners feel more confident about their language use.
Because the three participants acquired genre knowledge of the procedure micro-genre,
they were able to control their language to meet audience expectations and achieve the
communicative purpose effectively.
One unexpected finding in the procedure micro-genre analysis is that the three
participants did not use many temporal connectives to list the sequence of steps.
Derewianka and Jones (2012) noted that temporal connectives can be used instead of
numerals to sequence steps. However, the three participants often used ordinal numbers
to organize their speeches such as “First you read many kinds of books” in Yui’s pretest
speech and “First read a book that you choose” in her posttest speech (see Table 54 and
55, respectively). This finding is likely related to the participants’ familiarity with using
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ordinal numbers to organize English writing as discussed in the lexical analysis in the
previous section. Numerals are often taught and used to list reasons to write short
argumentative essays in Japanese junior and senior high schools. This result might also
have been affected by the Eiken writing test, which requires test-takers to write 80-100word essays that include two reasons that support the argument. Due to the effects of the
test, some overgeneralized use of ordinal numbers was seen in their procedure speeches.
Second, the findings of the definition genre analysis revealed that the participants
tried to control language resources and the rhetorical structure of the micro-genre in their
posttest speeches to accomplish communicative purposes (Derewianka & Jones, 2021).
Manami’s and Erika’s pretest speeches were choppy and lacked coherence. They were
not cohesive clauses but only a sequence of phrases. They did not seem to understand the
expectation of the definition genre because Manami’s general statement in the pretest
speech was “School was found for children who want to study.” It was potentially
misleading because she was expressing a type of reasoning rather than a definition.
However, Manami’s clear definition step “School is a structure for children to study
moral education in the future” and the following descriptions in her posttest speech
allowed the text meet the minimum expectations of the target genre. Schleppegrell (2001)
noted that this kind of formal definition was an example of school-based text and it could
be used to meet the expectations of an academic context.
What makes the three analyzed posttest speeches stand out was that they involved
both the classification of the physical school and the definition of school. Manami
classified four types of schools. She then defined school as a place to study moral
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education in her posttest speech (see Table 61). The same patterns were seen in the other
two participants’ speeches. While Erika’s only tried to define school in her pretest
speech, she defined school and then classified it into categories with careful descriptions
in her posttest speech. Yui fully developed the classification, definition, and description
in her posttest speech using comparison (e.g., more and similar to). Therefore, their
posttest speeches were evaluated more highly than their pretest speeches.
A notable development was found in text patterning and grammatical aspects in
the three participants’ posttest speeches: the use of the three-part definition, effective
repetition of noun phrases, and describers. In addition, Manami’s final comment in her
posttest speech demonstrated a development of genre knowledge of academic speech.
She paraphrased the term moral as an essential aspect of living in a community. This
functioned to hang the texts together, and this abstract and metaphorical grammar is seen
as an example of academic grammatical strategies (Schleppegrell, 2001, 2004). Through
the intervention, text patterning and target grammar were explicitly introduced and jointly
constructed in the practice tasks. It was evident that the intervention cultivated the target
genre awareness and helped the participants to utilize genre knowledge in their posttest
speeches.
Some genre knowledge from the Stage 1 procedure micro-genre was transferred
to the Stage 2 speech. For instance, Erika and Yui used target words from the procedure
micro-genre to develop their definition micro-genre speeches. After they classified
school, they used ordinal numbers such as first, second, and third. Although they did not
use these forms in their pretest speeches, they used them in their posttest speeches. It
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indicates that the genre knowledge was not internalized when they made the definition
pretest speech yet, but genre-based instruction during Stage 2 stimulated the participants’
genre awareness and evoked their previously taught genre knowledge.
The effect of genre-based instruction can be seen in both schematic and rhetorical
structural development of the posttest speeches. Because the Stage 2 definition microgenre experiment was implemented after the Stage 1 procedure micro-genre experiment,
the transcribed definition micro-genre texts followed the schematic structure of the
academic monologic speech with the opening, developing, and closing stages. The genre
knowledge of academic monologic speech was understood and practiced by the
participants.
The genre analyses indicated that the participants did not overgeneralize the genre
knowledge they acquired in Stage 1. Because the definition micro-genre speech
concerned factual information rather than opinions, fewer attitudinal expressions were
seen (Derewianka & Jones, 2012). Words such as should or have to, which had been used
frequently in procedure speech, were used less frequently in the definition speech. The
participants utilized existing genre knowledge, and lexico-grammatical selections were
adapted to the situation to accomplish the target genre task.
The three analyzed participants managed to accomplish the task by defining and
classifying some ideas or objects. However, the quantitative analysis revealed that there
was no statistical difference between the pretests and posttest definition speeches as a
whole experimental group. Genre analyses were implemented only for three participants
who had made gains in their logit estimates. Hence, I cannot show how the definition
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speech texts by other experimental group members changed qualitatively. However, two
reasons why no difference appeared between the experimental participants’ speeches can
be inferred from aforementioned lexical and discourse analysis.
First, the complex nature of the information report genre might have confused the
experimental participants. Information is reported by generalizing, identifying,
describing, contrasting, comparing, analyzing, and classifying (Derewianka & Jones,
2012). Because of its complex nature, the participants might not have organized their
speeches coherently and cohesively.
Another possible explanation is the inappropriate prompt choice for the speech
tests. The topic, What is school? Define the concept, might have been too simple for
some participants and too complex for others. A glimpse of the former possibility can be
seen in the Manami’s posttest speech (see Table 61). Manami finished her speech by
producing a simple classification with little additional information. As Derewianka and
Jones (2012) noted, this genre requires speakers to have sufficient knowledge to develop
their ideas. However, for the participants who just classified types of schools, the speech
was short and without further description. In contrast, for the participants who tried to
define the concept of school, the theme was too cognitively demanding to define without
additional knowledge or information about school as seen in Erika’s posttest speech (see
Table 63). Erika met the genre expectations of the definition genre speech; however, the
descriptions supporting her general statements only included minimal information such as
“Elementary school can can learn manners and basic study” or “For example you can
learn to high skill English.”
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Even though the definition genre analyses did not show qualitative changes for
the rest of the 29 experimental participants’ speeches, the genre analyses revealed the
reasons why the posttest speeches by the three analyzed participants’ speeches were rated
more highly than their pretest speeches. At the same time, the results of the genre
analysis allowed me to infer why there was no statistically significant difference between
the pretest and posttest in the experimental group.
Third, for the third micro-genre analysis to answer research question3, the
findings of the genre analyses for the causation micro-genre was examined. The results
indicated that the quality of the participants’ speeches improved in a number of ways.
First, the repeated use of the target word reason made it easy for listeners to follow the
causal relationships in their posttest speeches. Because the analyzed three posttest
speeches were highly evaluated than the pretest speeches, the participants understood the
genre expectations. They were to provide specific reasons and results and their intention
functioned properly to achieve a communicative purpose.
One possible reason why some target words and multiword units such as lead and
as a result were used infrequently was because of the participants’ language choices.
They were able to choose appropriate genre target words and multiword units in
accordance with the prompt through the intervention sections in which genre-based
instruction was implemented. They did it in their posttest speech using words such as
reason, so, and because appropriately.
Improvements in text pattering and grammar were observed in the three microgenre posttest speeches. They showed a variety in reasoning to delineate causal
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relationships such as to-infinitives and if-clauses as well as target genre discourse
markers. Logical explanations of the causal relationship sequence using complex and
compound sentences were likely the result of the genre-based instruction.
However, the findings of the genre analyses of the three focal participants did not
show some of the language resources outlined in previous studies. One was the use of
passive voice. Derewianka and Jones (2012) noted that passive voice is likely to be used
to emphasize a topic rather than who or what does the action. They also noted that the use
of technical vocabulary and nominalization are major language resources for the
explanation genre, which is a superordinate genre of the causation micro-genre.
The reasons why few participants used passive voice or technical vocabulary
might have been due to the nature of the topic and the mode of language. The topic of the
speech required the participants to talk about their story; hence, the passive voice was not
a particularly good option. Moreover, because this study was focused on the development
of speaking not writing, the participants delivered their speeches as simply as possible to
accomplish the communicative purposes. From that point of view, nominalization or the
use of technical terms seemed to be beyond their language ability for the lowerintermediate proficiency EFL learners.
Finally, the development of the rhetorical structure of the posttest speeches
strongly affected the successful achievement of the communicative purpose. The posttest
speeches of the three focal participants included logical causation sequences. Manami
delivered two reasons to answer the prompt: “First to go university is that…” and
“Second to go to university I can practice…” (see Table 71). Both reasoning statements
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were followed by explanations that used condition such as “if I go to medical
university…” Erika added her comment, “I think money is very important for your life”
after the explanation of reason 1 (see Table 73). Regarding Yui, the quality of the
explanation was higher in the posttest than in the pretest, and the logic to explain the
causal relationship was clear. She included recount in the explanation of reason 2 such as
“My father sometimes goes for a drink with the friends of university…” and this strategy
was effective in developing a clear causal relationship (see Table 75). These logical
developments of causal relationships were not present in their pretest speeches.
The improvement in their schematic structure of the speeches was also salient. In
particular, the quality of the opening and the closing stages were developed elaborately.
In particular, a reiteration of the reasons and commenting in the closing stage were also
mastered through a series of genre-based instruction targeting on academic monologic
speech. Manami’s final statement in the closing stage of her posttest speech, “And that is
all. I think go to university is, you can expanding your choices about job for the future,”
concluded what she had mentioned in the developing stage concisely (see Table 71).
Erika (see Table 73) and Yui (see Table 75) respectively said, “I would like to go, review
three causes…,” and “Let me summarize my opinion,” to paraphrase and reiterate the
causal relationships they had developed respectively. These examples also indicated the
use of genre specific formulaic expressions to introduce each stage should have been
internalized through the modeling stage in the genre-based instruction to make the texts
coherent. These findings support Bankowski’s (2010) research, in which genre-based
instruction developed his participants’ presentation skills in terms of the use of
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organization and development skills in all of the three: Introduction, body, and
conclusion stages.
Cohesion was strengthened by the use of repetition of words or metaphoric
grammar. Erika’s posttest speech was superior to pretest speech in terms of coherence.
She used synonyms such as income and money, and repeated words such as company to
keep the text cohesive. Yui’s posttest speech was more cohesive than her pretest speech
because of her repetition of words and phrases (e.g., to go to university, study, and
friends) and paraphrasing (e.g., dream/I want to be; medical social worker/certified social
worker; broaden my horizon/several ways of thinking).
Interpersonal and textual language resources were utilized in their posttest
speeches. The uses of all right, now, or today represented a unique feature of spoken
language and they made the speech sound natural. As Rendle-Short (2006) stated, these
interactional languages are important because speakers should be aware of the audience
to convey messages effectively. Erika used adjectives such as important, good, and large,
to deliver more nuanced explanations. The use of these language resources indicated that
their speeches were developing to meet academic expectation (Derewianka & Jones,
2012; Martin & Rose, 2008: Schleppegrell, 2001, 2004).

Research Question 4: The Quantitative Effectiveness of Genre-Based Instruction
Research question 4 asked about the degree to which genre-based instruction
improved Japanese high school students’ academic monologic spoken production by
comparing the experimental group and the comparison group. An independent-sample t-
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test indicated that the difference between the performances of the experimental group and
the comparison group had a large effect size of 1.05. This large effect size based on
Plonsky and Oswald’s (2014) criteria further supports the effectiveness of genre-based
instruction because it is larger than the effect size calculated for procedure (.52) and
causation (.44).
To the best of my knowledge, no previous researchers have examined this kind of
comparison by genre-based instruction regarding speaking skill development. Therefore,
this is a new finding. Moreover, many previous researchers investigated the effectiveness
of genre-based instruction within a group (Ahn, 2012; Burns, 2001; Novianti, 2015;
Yasuda, 2011). However, in this study, the comparison was between the experimental
group and comparison group; thus, it is reasonable to conclude that this result is due to
the genre-based instruction because preliminary research had determined the
homogeneity of the experimental and comparison group.
This large difference can partly be explained by the fact that through the one-year
intervention, the genre awareness and knowledge of academic monologic speeches were
internalized by the experimental group participants. The experimental group was able to
utilize the genre knowledge that they were taught in the previous stages and control their
lexical, grammatical, and discoursal strategies to achieve a communicative purpose
expected in the oral summary of a research project micro-genre and academic monologic
speech macro-genre.
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Research Question 5: Lexical differences Between Groups
The fifth research question concerned the lexical differences between the
experimental group and comparison group speeches. For the analyses, 34 target words
and multiword units employed in the three micro-genre experiments were used. There
was a statistically significant difference between the two groups in their use of the target
words and multiword units.
Before discussing the target words and multiword units used in the final speeches,
the results of word frequency by the two groups are reviewed (see Table 82). The large
differences in the number of tokens (comparison group = 2,748; experimental group =
8,853) and types (comparison group = 598; experimental group = 1,066) produced by the
two groups can be explained by the fact that knowledge from all three micro-genres was
utilized in the experimental group’s oral summary of the research project speech. That
knowledge works as a network to produce a speech that accomplishes the communicative
purpose of the academic monologic oral production. The increase in the number of tokens
and types means the development of greater speech quality.
The comparison group did not have any disadvantages concerning content
familiarity because the participants in both groups had finished their research paper by
the time of the final speech. Therefore, they knew a great deal about their research topic.
In addition, the comparison group participants did not have any disadvantages in
speaking time because they had taken part in numerous speaking activities in their
elective course. Moreover, both groups engaged in speaking activities in the required
English Expression II course. Taking these issues into consideration, the large difference
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in the production of tokens and types between the two groups was due to the effects of
the genre-based instruction.
This result happened because of the experimental group participants were able to
develop more genre knowledge about academic monologic speeches than the comparison
group participants. Tardy (2009) classified genre knowledge into formal, process,
rhetorical and subject-matter knowledge. The formal knowledge that covers lexicogrammatical forms about academic monologic speeches allowed the experimental
participants to produce more types and tokens in their speeches than the comparison
participants. Process and rhetorical knowledge helped the experimental participants
produce longer and coherent texts.
Through building the field–modeling–joint construction stages, genre knowledge
about a target genre was repeatedly taught and used (Hammond, 2001). This practice is
consistent with the speaking process advocated by Bygate (1987). Knowledge, selection,
and production were reinforced by practice, and the experimental group participants
gained the skills to produce more types and tokens in their academic monologic speech.
Because the final speech was used to assess differences between the two groups,
no specific words or phrases were taught to the participants beforehand. However, an oral
summary of a research project was part of the academic monologic speech macro-genre
and, as such, it included procedure, definition, and causation. Therefore, the 34 target
words and multiword units employed in the three micro-genre experiments were used to
assess the lexico-grammatical differences between two groups.
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As Table 83 indicates, there was a significant difference between the two groups
in their use of the target words and multiword units. However, the Cramér’s V statistic
of .20 showed a weak to medium effect size, but this can be explained by the nature of
genre-related word choice. Cai (2016) argued that genre-specific lexical phrases are
sometimes used once or a few times in one text. He also noted that there were many
move-specific words or phrases that have the same function in a text. For example, when
speakers use the terms second and third, they might not use terms such as then and next
because they serve similar functions. The same phenomenon happens with words such as
category, type, or class. As a result, the effect size for the frequency data was weak.
This phenomenon is clearly shown in the numbers in the final row of Table 83.
The total number of participants who did not use each target word or multiword unit was
much larger than those who used them: the comparison group (not used: 90.42% [953]),
used: 9.58% [101]) and the experiment group (not used: 75.28% [819], used: 24.72%
[269]). In addition, seven target words and multiword units such as point, consist, or so
called were not used by both groups because some words and phrases functioned
similarly. These lexical and grammatical choices show how the participants adjusted their
language resources to fit the expectations in a particular context (Goh & Burns, 2012;
Shleppegrell, 2001).
The results of two-way contingency table analysis provide more details about the
differences between the two groups. The experimental group organized their speeches
more effectively than the comparison group through their use of words such as first,
second, third, and finally. Almost all the experimental participants used first (31) and
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second (30) to organize their speeches, while less than half of the comparison group
participants used first (13) and second (9). This tendency was also found in the use of
third, and finally. This findings occurred in part because the experimental participants
used rhetorical and process knowledge of academic monologic speech. They learned to
use those words as discourse markers to organize their speech through genre-based
instruction. It was a metacognitive strategy and it reinforced their English production
(Anderson, 2008; Goh & Burns, 2012).
In addition, few participants in the experimental group used how to, how S+V,
way, or stage. These phrases were used frequently in the post-procedure speech in Stage
1, but few were used by the experimental group in the final speech. This result indicates
that the experimental group was able to control some genre-specific target words in ways
that helped them meet genre expectations. They judged those words and multiword units
did not function to achieve a communicative purpose in the oral summary of a research
project speech, so they did not be transfer them to that speech.
Little difference was found between the two groups in regard to the use of target
words and multiword units for the definition micro-genre. This finding was unexpected
because definition/classification genre speech should have been developed when speakers
have proper background information (Derewianka & Jones, 2012). Therefore, more
definition genre target words and multiword units were expected to be used in their oral
summary of the research project speeches. All of the participants had sufficient
knowledge about their research topic, but almost all the definition genre words were
unused, except for the word mean.
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The experimental group might have found that using the word mean to define a
concept in their final speech helped them to accomplish the communicative purpose of
the target genre. Because an oral summary of a research project is not a simple
definition/classification speech, there were few opportunities for the participants to
employ multiple substitution phrases from the definition micro-genre. Some, such as for
example and such as, were used by both groups, but there was no statistically significant
difference in their use between the two groups.
Three causation micro-genre words and multiword units were used differently by
the experimental group and the comparison group: so, because, and cause. The word so
was the first choice for the participants in both groups. While about 60% (19 out of 31) of
the participants in the comparison group used so, more than 95% (31 out of 32) of the
experimental group participants used it. Judging from this result and that of the causation
micro-genre analysis, so was the most commonly used causation discourse marker among
the target words.
The use of conjunctions to express a logical sequence of causation in spoken
language was illustrated by Derewianka and Jones (2012). They noted that factorial
explanations and consequential explanations often appear in a combined form when the
academic level moves up. The result of the frequent use of the conjunctions so and
because by the experimental group clearly shows that they could control cause-effect and
reason-result relationships, respectively; the comparison group could not do this. The
experimental group learned to control the lexico-grammar for explaining forward and
backward causal relationships after the genre-based instruction.
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This result is one instance of the complex nature of an academic monologic
speech in an EFL academic context because it includes both formal and informal
language features. One aspect of academic texts is the formal use of particular lexical and
grammatical features (Schleppegrell, 2001). In addition, monologic speeches are
relatively formal and similar to written language (G. Brown & Yule, 1983; Richards,
2008). However, in some ways, spoken language is distinct from written language in
terms of the use of informal lexis (e.g., Biber, 2009; Biber & Barbieri, 2007; Biber et al.,
2002; Swales, 1990).
Although there are various ways to express causal relationships (Derewianka &
Jones, 2012; Schleppegrell, 2004), logical sequences are typically expressed through
nouns and verbs in academic contexts. However, because both groups, and especially the
experimental participants, used the coordinating conjunction so frequently, their language
repertoire did not fully meet the expected academic context.
The results of lexical analysis allowed for the interpretation of the experimental
group participants’ use of conjunctions to express causal relationships in two ways. One
is that the conjunctions were used to achieve the communicative purpose required in the
task. The experimental participants would have more likely achieved their goals if they
had used connectives to explain causal relationships. In addition, they were unable to use
nouns and verbs to express causality. Developing causal sequences using nouns and verbs
is likely more cognitively and linguistically demanding for novice or intermediateproficiency English learners than achieving it using connectives. In any case, the
experimental participants successfully used connectors to express causality and to
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accomplish the communicative purposes effectively. The genre-based instruction they
received repeatedly emphasized the importance of language use for achieving
communicative purposes (Bhatia, 1993; Swales, 1990).

Research Question 6: The Qualitative Differences in Speeches Between Groups
The sixth research question concerned text differences between the research
project micro-genre speeches by the experimental group and the comparison group. First,
the discussion is developed based on the results of the social and cultural context analysis
reported in Chapter 4, and then the findings of the discourse analysis are discussed.
The social and cultural context analysis in the preliminary research indicated the
rhetorical structure of the target micro-genre. In the section of expectations, conventions,
and requirements for the text in Table 39, the expected rhetorical structure is listed. No
previous researchers have investigated the oral summary of a research project microgenre with EFL high school students. Hence, the expected rhetorical structure model that
this study used for this genre was created with reference to previous literature that had
focused on the genre of a research article and article abstract (e.g., Derewianka & Jones,
2012; Hyland, 2000; Martin & Rose, 2008; Swales, 1990, 2004).
An oral summary of a research project functions in a manner similar to an abstract
(Kaplan et al., 1994). Hyland (2000) argued that the rhetorical structure of academic
abstracts varies depending on the discipline, social context, and cultural context. The
participants in this study conducted their own secondary research in the form of literature
reviews. Therefore, several major sections of a scientific paper, such as methodology,
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were not required. However, the genre analyses revealed that all three experimental
participants inserted the methodology step in their speech. For example, Yui (high-level
experimental group) (Table 89), said, “I did literature study about hearing and audio
player and examined why recorded voice sounds odd to people.” Even though she
mentioned only one sentence to refer to the method she had used, it clarified how she
conducted her study and helped listeners understand how she had obtained the data.
Rhetorical structure of experiment reports proposed by Martin and Rose (2008),
Derewianka and Jones (2012), and Swales’ (1990) IMRD model have a great deal in
common. One common aspect concerns how the introduction stage is developed. The
purpose(s) of the study should be stated in this stage. The background of the study is then
mentioned before and after the statement of the purpose. The genre analyses in this study
revealed that only Nana (low level, comparison group, see Table 84) was unable to state
the purpose of her research. This finding implies that she did not fully understand the
expectation of the target genre.
Another common point concerns the development the result stage. First, the
results of the research are mentioned and they are followed by the discussion and
conclusion. It is essential to have sufficient content knowledge in order to report the
results and discussion. In this study, both the experimental and comparison group
participants had written a research abstract in English; thus, the experimental group had
little or no advantage in terms of content/subject matter knowledge. However, the genre
analyses revealed that two out of three comparison group participants were unable to
develop the results and discussion sections. Nana (low level, comparison group, see
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Table 84) did not proceed to the developing stage and Aira (middle level, comparison
group, see Table 86) produced some sentences after the introduction stage: “First, what is
habits? Everyone has habits. There are addiction a customs similar to habits. Habits’
origin is trace.” These sentences, however, functioned as a definition-like statement
rather than as a report of the results or as a discussion. In contrast, all three experimental
participants were able to advance their developing stage. Thus, these participants
acquired the genre knowledge taught in the research abstract writing class and used it in
the speaking task; two out of three comparison group participants did not demonstrate the
ability to produce this stage of the speech. This result represents the impact of genre
relations (genre networks). As Tardy (2009) noted, the knowledge of the complex system
of genre relations helps learners develop a more advanced understanding of the core
target genres. Throughout the three experiments that had been conducted before the Stage
4 experiment, the experimental group participants showed that genre knowledge could be
associated in a single genre set.
The findings of the lexico-grammatical analyses of the oral summary of a research
project showed striking differences between the two groups. First, the differences
indicated that the lexical knowledge gained through the preceding genre-based instruction
of the three micro-genres was utilized in the texts of the three proficiency levels. Three
participants in the comparison group used some of the target words, possibly due to the
effect of instruction or the abstract writing they had completed.
The same tendencies found with the lexis section were confirmed in the text
patterning and grammar. Although Tomo (high level, comparison group) used focused
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text patterning and grammar, the participants in the comparison group were generally
unable to produce a variety of text patterning and grammar. Even the utterances by Tomo
sounded choppy and appeared as a series of words or short phrases. Considering her
proficiency level, her speech should have been better organized and better developed than
Yui’s, her counterpart in the experimental group, but that was not the case. Text
patterning and grammar that were commonly used in a target genre activate speakers’
mental resources and help them develop their speeches (Bygate, 1987). This skill can be
strengthened by explicit genre-based instruction, a possibility that was confirmed by the
findings of this study.
The results of the lexico-grammatical analysis suggest an encouraging effect of
genre-based instruction. All three experimental group participants demonstrated the
ability to utilize the genre-focused lexico-grammatical features. This finding is
encouraging because it indicates that genre-based instruction benefits students at various
proficiency levels in terms of their mastery of genre-focused linguistic features. Johns
(2008) noted that raising genre awareness can cultivate novice students’ language
production in academic contexts. However, the results of this study indicated its
effectiveness with intermediate-proficiency EFL students.
The differences found in the schematic and rhetorical structure analysis suggest
that the experimental group participants were able to control the target schematic and
rhetorical structure, while the comparison group participants were not. The comparison
group participants did not clearly organize their speeches based on the openingdeveloping-closing schematic structure. All three stages were expected because the task-
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prompt required them to talk as if they were giving a presentation about their research.
The lack of the closing stage and unclear stage-sequences can be explained by their lack
of target genre knowledge. Even though the comparison group had engaged in
communicative speaking activities, they did not know what to say or how to say it in
order to express the genres investigated in this study.
Another possibility is that the results were the result of a lack of metacognitive
skills. As many researchers have noted, metacognition plays an important role in
speaking (e.g., Anderson, 2008; Bygate, Swain, & Skehan, 2013; Ellis, 2005; Goh &
Burns, 2012). In this study, both the experimental group and comparison group
participants had the same amount of preparation time and similar content knowledge for
the speech in Stage 4. Therefore, the group differences were plausibly produced by the
intervention. Through the genre-based intervention, the experimental group participants
shifted their focus from practiced control to progressive control or self-regulation through
appropriation activities (Thornbury, 2005). This appropriation led the experimental group
to produce well-structured academic monologic speeches.
The differences in rhetorical structure between the experimental group and
comparison group participants shows different levels of ability to organize and develop
speeches. The comparison between the two participants’ speeches in the low-level group
(Nana: comparison group, see Table 84 and Erika: experimental group, see Table 85)
showed distinct differences in their speeches. The major differences were the lack of the
statement of purpose in the introduction stage and of the developing and closing stage.
The difference was not only in the quantity but also in the quality of the texts. The abrupt
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use of the consumer and this company in Nana’s speech was potentially confusing
because it did not match the theme-rheme structure expected in academic English. In
contrast, Erika (see Table 85) produced strong cohesion using repetition (e.g., research
report, science, and attention), synonymy (e.g., technology/techniques), hyponym (e.g.,
artificial technology/robot) and contrast (artificial intelligence/human intelligence).
In terms of coherence, the rhetorical structural analysis revealed that Erika utilized
genre set knowledge that she had been taught using a variety of rhetorical techniques. In
particular, she used the technique of comparison (e.g., on the other had and contrast).
The simple linear theme structure in description 1 made her explanation of the findings
clear. Description 3 included a causative sentence and substitution for exemplification.
Coherence was also strengthened through the use of discourse markers such as first,
second, and third. Moreover, the general statement she produced functioned effectively to
summarize the three findings.
However, there was one rhetorical problem in Erika’s speech. After providing the
definition, she said, “OK, let’s start with a quickly intelligence literature review” and
started to review three findings. This rhetorical sequence was confusing because it was
not clear which of the three sections Erika was referring to from the implication
sequence. Her statements could be understood in two ways: definition, findings, and a
general statement, or three descriptions of the findings. Because she described the
findings in the developing stage and summarized her findings in the closing stage, the
three sections she mentioned in the implication sequence should be the three descriptions
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of the findings. However, the functions and positions of the implication sequence,
definition of the scope, and indication of the literature review were potentially confusing.
The comparison between the two middle-level participants indicated similar
patterns. Aira (middle level, comparison group, see Table 86) did not understand the
expectations of the academic monologic speech. She did not produce enough information
to accomplish the task. Ryo’s speech (middle level, experimental, see Table 87)
surpassed Aira’s in terms of cohesion and coherence, but Ryo had similar rhetorical
problems as Erika (lower level, experimental).
In Ryo’s speech, the rhetorical steps of the implication sequence and methodology
were confusing. She stated, “There are three sections in this research,” in the implication
sequence. This utterance prepared listeners for the explanation of the three sections of the
study; however, she noted only two things, “In today’s speech I did literature study about
school lunch and examined the safety of school lunch in Japan” in the following
methodology step. The use of the words research and speech was also confusing because
she used the two words incorrectly. The position of the implication sequence was
problematic for both experimental participants (Erika, low level experimental; Ryo,
middle level experimental) possibly due to the complex nature of the oral summary of a
research project speech. Developing the introduction section is cognitively demanding
because speakers must establish the field, niche and occupy the field. The participants
were then expected to logically arrange the definition, methodology, and implication
sequence. The experimental participants were taught how to define and how to indicate
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the procedure in the previous stages, but they were not taught explicitly about
methodology, so it was expected to be challenging.
Finally, the interpretations of the comparison of the rhetorical structures by two
high level participants are presented. Tomo (high level, comparison group) produced
cohesive and coherent rhetorical structure by using lexical repetition (e.g., title, culture,
and green tea) and using contrast to describe the findings (e.g., Japanese culture/western
culture). However, there were problems in the rhetorical structure in the developing
stage. In the description 1 step, the use of clauses starting with according to, and if were
confusing because the clauses did not seem to match her intended meaning. Description 2
introduced what she did, but she did not mention what she found. Although there were
many grammatical and word choice problems, thanks to the relatively well-structured
rhetoric in the opening stage and effective choice of content words, the text met the
expectations of the rhetorical structure of the target genre.
Yui (high level, experimental group) was able to meet the expectation of the target
genre rhetorical structure and accomplish the communicative purpose of the task. Both
description 1 and description 2 were coherent in her text. They started with the
first/second I examined … sequence that made the structure coherent. In description 1,
Yui used contrastive rhetoric (air conduction/bone conduction) and in description 2, she
used causation rhetoric with cause.
Textual cohesion was strengthened by lexical repetition (e.g., research, recorded
voice, and audio player) and synonyms (incongruity/something wrong/sounds odd).
When the two high-level participants were compared, the difference was the quality and
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quantity of the developing stage. As many standardized tests value cohesion and
coherence as essential aspects for constructing skilled spoken production (Educational
Testing Service, 2001, 2014; IELTS, 2014), those aspects characterize relatively wellorganized speeches, such as those produce by Tom and Yui.

Research Question 7: The Effectiveness of Genre-Based Instruction to Develop
General English Speaking Proficiency
The seventh research question asked about the degree to which genre-based
instruction improved general English speaking proficiency assessed by the TOEIC
Speaking Test. Few researchers have investigated the effectiveness of genre-based
instruction in speaking development using a standardized test. The findings of this study
using the TOEIC Speaking Test showed the effectiveness of genre-based instruction, d
= .60. The two groups, which had approximately equal English proficiency in the
beginning of this study, showed different results in English speaking proficiency assessed
by the objective standardized speaking test. This result indicates that the effects of the
intervention apply not only to the development of target genre speech but also to the
development of general English speaking proficiency.
Finally, the correlation coefficient between the academic monologic speech scores
for the oral summary of a research project micro-genre and the TOEIC Speaking Test
was r = .64 (p < .001). This result is unsurprising because both tests were designed to
assess English speaking ability; however, the purposes of the two tests were different.
Although the correlation coefficient does not indicate a cause-effect relationship, it does
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suggest that greater knowledge of particular genres is positively related to higher general
English speaking ability.

Pedagogical Implications
Genre-based instruction is an explicit, text-oriented, and goal-oriented
instructional approach designed to meet contextual norms. This study mainly used the
teaching and analytical approaches that the Sydney School and ESP/EAP tradition
propose. The Sydney School, based on the SFL approach, offers a successful method for
teachers and learners (Hyland, 2004). The ESP/ EAP tradition has also developed
pedagogically effective tools for teachers and learners (Swales, 1990). Although the
primary concerns of the Sydney School and ESP/EAP differ, they are similar in terms of
their pedagogical approaches that are designed to empower learners with genre awareness
and knowledge.
The research findings obtained by theoretical and analytical approaches of the
Sydney School and ESP/EAP traditions have indicated the effectiveness of genre-based
instruction on academic monologic speaking development. Language development was
found at the lexical, grammatical, and discourse levels. Therefore, the results offer
pedagogical implications for EFL learners, teachers, and individuals involved in
secondary level English education.
First, the results indicate the applicability of genre-based instruction in EFL
contexts because it improves learners’ monologic speaking ability. A number of studies
provide evidence for the effectiveness of genre-based instructions on writing, reading,
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and listening skill development (Burns, 2001; Johns, 2002b; Paltridge, 2012; Swales,
1999). However, few investigations of its effectiveness in speaking development have
been published. This research showed encouraging results though within-group and
between-group analyses. Except for the non-significant paired-sample t-test results for
the definition micro-genre speeches, the other experiments indicated lexical,
grammatical, and discourse differences between the comparison and experimental
groups.
Second, more specific benefits of genre-based instruction were found in this
study. The experimental participants gained the knowledge of genre networks by being
exposed to various genres. Genres often function in a large system (Paltridge, 2012;
Swales, 2004; Tardy, 2009), so one goal of genre-based instruction is for learners to
utilize genre network knowledge to meet communicative purposes and social
expectations (Martin & Rose, 2008). The experiments showed that learners can raise their
genre awareness and internalize the intertextual system of genre knowledge. They can
then utilize that knowledge to varying degrees. This year-long study of explicit and
systematic genre-based instruction on speaking development shows that learners can
cultivate genre network knowledge in an EFL context.
Third, the effectiveness of genre-based instruction on speaking development can
provide teachers and educators with specific teaching methodologies and strategies. The
genre-based teaching learning cycle (Hammond, 2001; Hyland, 2003b) clearly showed
what teachers should do in each teaching stage to develop learners’ genre knowledge. In
the building the field stage, lexical, grammatical, and discoursal features of a target genre
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should be taught explicitly. Next, in the modeling stage, teachers should give learners
numerous opportunities to use target lexis, grammar, and rhetorical structures. Here,
teachers must help learners to deconstruct texts, and then in the joint construction stage,
teachers can help the learners construct or reconstruct the texts. Finally, in the
independent construction stage, teachers can offer the learners opportunities to exercise
control over the target genre speeches.
There are two caveats that teachers need to keep in mind in using genre-based
instruction in secondary level English education in EFL contexts. First, teachers should
not place too much emphasis on grammatical accuracy or native-like language use.
Although it is important to use authentic texts as models of a target genre, EFL learners’
linguistic knowledge is usually limited, especially at the secondary school level. As many
scholars have stated that language is a meaning-making system (e.g., Halliday, 1978;
Martin, 2009), teachers need to keep in mind that learners’ acquisition of the lexicogrammatical features of a foreign language is a long, gradual process. This is particularly
true when the target skill is speaking. When teachers focus on grammatical accuracy too
much, students will be unable to speak confidently and fluently because of a fear of
making mistakes.
A second caveat is that teachers need to understand the nature of academic
monologic speeches. Academic spoken language is usually formal; thus, it differs from
conversation (Schleppegrell, 2001, 2004). Language choice is made based on the
communicative purposes of a particular texts in a particular situation. Therefore, teachers
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need to ensure that the language used by their students is suitably academic but not a
stilted copy of the written form.
One suggestion for teachers to fully understand the benefit of genre-based
instructions on developing learners’ speaking ability can be made. Teachers should
understand (a) SFL theory because it is the basis of the Sydney School genre analysis and
(b) move or rhetorical structure analysis in the ESP/EAP tradition. Understanding SFL
can empower teachers when they realize that students can develop their linguistic
competence by focusing on field, tenor, and mode (Marin, 2009). SFL also indicates that
learners’ competence will be developed as they acquire greater knowledge of ideational,
interpersonal, and textual metafunctions (Derewianka & Jones, 2012; Martin & Rose,
2008). Understanding ESP/EAP genre analysis can empower teachers to teach the
rhetorical structures their students should follow to accomplish the communicative
purposes in particular target genres.

Summary
In this chapter, I have provided a brief summary of the results of the study, and I
discussed and interpreted the findings for each research question. In addition, I have
offered pedagogical implications of this study. In the next chapter, I briefly summarize
the findings of this study, describe the limitations of the study, and make suggestions for
future research.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I provide a summary of the main findings of the study, discuss the
limitations of the study, offer suggestions for future research, and make concluding
remarks about the role of genre-based instruction on the development speaking skills.

Summary of the Findings
In this study, I investigated the effectiveness of genre-based instruction for the
development of academic monologic spoken production for EFL Japanese high school
students. A series of experiments that included within- and between-subjects’ effects
revealed that genre-based instructed exerted a significant impact on the development of
the participants’ spoken production. The quantitative analyses were supported by a series
of lexical and genre analyses. Genre analyses were conducted using the analytical
approaches of the Sydney School and ESP/EAP. The findings of those analyses provided
additional evidence with respect to the qualitative development of the experimental
participants speeches.
The first finding was the mean Rasch person ability estimates for all three
posttests surpassed those of the pretests; therefore, genre-based instruction led to
improvements in the experimental group participants’ academic monologic spoken
production of the procedure, definition, and causation micro-genres. Although the paired
samples t-test of the definition micro-genre pretest and posttest did not show a
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statistically significant difference, the procedure and causation micro-genre pretests and
posttests differed significantly.
The second finding was that genre-based instruction increased the use of target
words and multiword units in all three micro-genres. Although there were statistically
significant differences when the overall usage of target words and multiword units in
each micro-genre were compared, surprising results were found when individual words
were compared. While eight words and multiword units showed significant changes
between the procedure micro-genre pretest and posttest, only one target word from the
definition micro-genre (category), and one word (cause) and one multiword unit (as a
result) from the causation micro-genre showed significant increases in usage.
The third finding was that qualitative improvement in all three micro-genres was
apparent in three target participants’ posttest speeches after the genre-based instruction.
The analyses were delineated from the perspectives of (a) lexical changes in the focus
participants, (b) text patterning and grammar, and (c) schematic and rhetorical structure.
After genre-based instructions, the posttest speeches by the three experimental
participants achieved the communicative purposes better than the pretest speeches.
The fourth finding was that the mean Rasch person ability estimates of the
experimental group for oral summary of a research micro-genre speech was significantly
higher than that of the comparison group. It indicated that the experimental group was
able to acquire genre knowledge they had been taught in the previous experimental stages
and utilized the knowledge to meet the genre and listener expectations.
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The fifth finding was there was a significant difference between the experimental
group and the comparison group in the use of target words and multiword units. The
proportion of the target words and multiword units used by the comparison group was
9.58% and that of the experimental group was 24.72%. Twelve target words and
multiword units were used differently by the experimental and comparison groups.
The sixth finding was that there were qualitative differences in the oral summary
of a research project speech between the experimental and comparison groups. The genre
knowledge acquired in all three micro-genres was utilized as a genre network,
functioning effectively to achieve communicative purposes in oral summary of a research
project micro-genre speech. In all aspects of lexical, grammatical, and schematic and
rhetorical structure, three experimental participants’ speeches were elaborated than those
of the three participants in the comparison group.
The seventh finding was that genre-based instruction improved general English
speaking proficiency assessed by the TOEIC Speaking Test. This result indicated that the
experimental group was able to develop the ability to deliver an academic monologic oral
speech and to increase general speaking proficiency.
Overall, the findings supported previous research, indicating the effectiveness of
genre-based instruction for language development (Burns, 2001; Hammond, 2001;
Hyland, 2000; Paltridge, 2012; Tardy, 2009). What is striking about this study was that it
shows that genre-based instruction contributes to not the development of writing skills
but speaking skills; genre-based instruction can play a role in speaking skill development.
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Limitations
The first limitation concerns the analytical approach of genre analysis. Deciding
the analytical approach was difficult because this study used the genre theories of the
Sydney school and ESP/EAP tradition. Different traditions use different analytical
approaches. Although genres are believed to be categorized for its communicative
purposes and the boundaries of genres are becoming blurred, in genre analysis, one of the
highest priorities is to decide which analytical method to use. I conducted genre analysis
in a way that incorporated the advantages of the Sydney School and ESP/EAP. The
method used in this study moderately met the norms of the Sydney School and ESP/EAP.
Nevertheless, validity problems can arise if they are not used coherently and consistently.
The second limitation concerned the selection of target words and multiword
units. This study did not consider a valid explanation of the choice of target words and
multiword units for lexical change analysis. Those were taken from the previous writing
or listening genre studies not from speaking research. Therefore, there is a possibility that
the choice of target words and multiword units was not optimal for academic speech.
Genre-specific target words or formulaic expressions are not, by their nature, used
frequently in a text because many target words and multiword units in a particular genre
tend to have similar meanings. Therefore, it is of limited usefulness to assess their
frequency; however, the findings of lexical changes in this study, especially the definition
and causation genres, showed that the use of only one or two words changed
significantly. Because of possible problems in the selection of the target words and
multiword units, caution is recommended when interpreting the results.
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The third limitation is that I adopted a relatively wide Rasch fit range, and three
participants who showed overfit or underfit were included in the analyses. Although the
inclusion of these individuals played a minor role in the overall results, other researchers
might have chosen to exclude such participants from the analyses. This fact needs to be
considered when interpreting the quantitative findings of this study.
The fourth limitation is that the results could have been affected by a practice
effect. The experimental group made six speeches, so they might have improved to some
degree because of the greater experience and time-on-task they accumulated as the study
progressed. In addition, the comparison group had experience recording their oral
production using computers in another class, so it is possible that they benefitted from a
practice effect also.
The final limitation is that the participants who did not show improvement after
genre-based instruction were not investigated. Genre analysis was conducted for three
experimental participants who improved significantly. In order to understand the whole
picture of the effectiveness of genre-based instruction, the qualitative investigation
should have been done for other participants in the experimental group.

Suggestions for Future Research
Further research can be undertaken in the following areas. First, future researchers
could carry out an exhaustive genre-analysis of EFL spoken production, especially for
secondary-level students. How secondary-school EFL learners construct spoken
production has not been investigated sufficiently. While Japanese high school students’
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monologic spoken production was analyzed in this study, it was done to support the
quantitative results and not to thoroughly scrutinize the typical development of their
spoken production.
Second, further studies need to be carried out in order to validate rating scales for
genre-based spoken production. As more data from various contexts are gathered, more
reliable measurement can be obtained.
Third, research in which corpus-driven data is used to explore lexis in EFL
learners’ spoken production would be useful. Future researchers should investigate what
spoken words and formulaic expressions EFL learners use in academic speeches.
Fourth, there is a need to examine ways to encourage students to use genre
specific lexis. If students are permitted to autonomously choose lexis to accomplish a
communicative purpose, many will rely on lexis and multiword expressions they have
already acquired and not use new or more appropriate lexis. In such a situation, some sort
of pressure needs to be exerted on the learners.
The final suggestion is that further research should be implemented to support the
effectiveness of genre-based instruction on speaking development. This study used
TOEIC Speaking Test scores for that purpose. The result suggested a positive correlation
between academic monologic speech development and general English proficiency
development assessed by TOEIC Speaking. Further researchers are recommended to use
other instruments to support the effectiveness of genre-based instruction on speaking skill
development.
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Final Comments
To my knowledge, this is the first longitudinal study in which the effectiveness of
genre-based instruction in the development of high school EFL learners’ spoken
production was investigated. The findings gained through the mixed-method design shed
light on the applicability of genre-based instruction for speaking skill development. The
study also has a number of practical implications for empowering EFL learners to
produce spoken English and it contributes to both the development of the field of genre
analysis and the field of speaking research. Above all, I hope that this study contributes to
the development of the speaking proficiency of Japanese EFL learners.
From my experience teaching English in Japan and researching English education
in English-speaking countries, Japanese English education does not place much
importance on the development of spoken production skills because developing
interactional skills, such as daily conversation, is of the utmost importance. Many people
in Japan think that English conversation is the only type of English communication.
However, as pointed out in this study, spoken interaction and spoken monologues have
different natures and functions. Therefore, each must be systematically integrated into
educational curricula in order to develop speaking skills comprehensively. To achieve a
communicative purpose, students need to have knowledge about the topic, how to express
their ideas appropriately, and how to communicate appropriately with different
audiences. Therefore, I hope that spoken skills are developed with explicit, systematic,
and goal-oriented genre-based instruction to empower EFL students to be confident and
independent English-language users.
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APPENDIX A
QUALITATIVE ASPECTS OF SPOKEN LANGUAGE USE IN THE CEFR
Table A1. Qualitative Aspects of Spoken Language Use in the CEFR
C2

C1

Range
Shows great
flexibility
reformulating
ideas in differing
linguistic forms to
convey finer
shades of
meaning
precisely, to give
emphasis, to
differentiate and
to eliminate
ambiguity. Also
has a good
command of
idiomatic
expressions and
colloquialisms.

Accuracy
Maintains
consistent
grammatical
control of
complex
language,
even while
attention is
otherwise
engaged (e.g.
in forward
planning, in
monitoring
others’
reactions).

Fluency
Can express
him/herself
spontaneously
at length with a
natural
colloquial flow,
avoiding or
backtracking
around any
difficulty so
smoothly that
the interlocutor
is hardly aware
of it.

Has a good
command of a
broad range of
language allowing
him/her to select
a formulation to
express
him/herself clearly
in an appropriate
style on a wide
range of genera,
academic,
professional or
leisure topics
without having to
restrict what
he/she wants to
say.

Consistently
maintains a
high degree of
grammatical
accuracy;
errors are rare,
difficult to spot
and generally
corrected
when they do
occur.

Can express
him/herself
fluently and
spontaneously,
almost
effortlessly.
Only a
conceptually
difficult subject
can hinder a
natural, smooth
flow of
language.

Interaction
Can interact
with ease and
skill, picking up
and using nonverbal and
intonational
cues
apparently
effortlessly.
Can interweave
his/her
contribution
into the joint
discourse with
fully natural
turn-taking,
referencing,
allusion
making, etc.
Can select a
suitable phrase
from a readily
available range
of discourse
functions to
preface his
remarks in
order to get or
to keep the
floor and to
relate his/her
own
contributions
skillfully to
those of other
speakers.

Coherence
Can create
coherent and
cohesive
discourse
making full
and
appropriate
use of a
variety of
organizationa
l patterns and
a wide range
of connectors
and other
cohesive
devices.

Can produce
clear,
smoothly
flowing, wellstructured
speech,
showing
controlled
use of
organizationa
l patterns,
connectors
and cohesive
devices.

(Table A1 continues)
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Table A1. (continued)
B2
+
B2

B1
+
B1

Range

Accuracy

Fluency

Interaction

Coherence

Has a sufficient
range of language
to be able to give
clear descriptions,
express
viewpoints on
most general
topics, without
much
conspicuous
searching for
words, using
some complex
sentence forms to
do so.

Shows a
relatively high
degree of
grammatical
control. Does
not make
errors which
cause
misunderstand
ing, and can
correct most of
his/her
mistakes.

Can produce
stretches of
language with a
fairly even
tempo;
although
he/she can be
hesitant as
he/she
searches for
patterns and
expressions.
There are few
noticeably long
pauses.

Can initiate
discourse, take
his/her turn
when
appropriate
and end
conversation
when he/she
needs to,
though he/she
may not always
do this
elegantly. Can
help the
discussion
along on
familiar ground
confirming
comprehension
, inviting others
in, etc.

Can use a
limited
number of
cohesive
devices to
link his/her
utterances
into clear,
coherent
discourse,
though there
may be some
‘jumpiness’ in
a long
contribution.

Has enough
language to get
by, with sufficient
vocabulary to
express
him/herself with
some hesitation
and
circumlocutions
on topics such as
family, hobbies
and interests,
work, travel, and
current events.

Uses
reasonably
accurately a
repertoire of
frequently
used ‘routines’
and patterns
associated
with more
predictable
situations.

Can keep going
comprehensibly
, even though
pausing for
grammatical
and lexical
planning and
repair is very
evident,
especially in
longer
stretches of
free production.

Can initiate,
maintain and
close simple
face-to-face
conversation
on topics that
are familiar or
of personal
interest. Can
repeat back
part of what
someone has
said to confirm
mutual
understanding.

Can link a
series of
shorter,
discrete
simple
elements into
a connected,
linear
sequence of
points.

(Table A1 continues)
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Table A1. (continued)
A2
+
A2

Range

Accuracy

Uses basic
sentence patterns
with memorized
phrases, groups
of a few words
and formulae in
order to
communicate
limited
information in
simple everyday
situations.

Uses some
simple
structures
correctly, but
still
systematically
makes basic
mistakes.

Fluency
Can make
him/herself
understood in
very short
utterances,
even though
pauses, false
starts and
reformulation
are very
evident.

Interaction

Coherence

Can answer
Can link
questions and
groups of
respond to
words with
simple
simple
statements.
connectors
Can indicate
like ‘and’,
when he/she is ‘but’ and
following but is ‘because’.
rarely able to
understand
enough to keep
conversation
going of his/her
own accord.
A1
Has a very basic
Shows only
Can manage
Can ask and
Can link
repertoire of
limited control
very short,
answer
words or
words and simple of a few simple isolated, mainly questions
groups of
phrases related to grammatical
pre-packaged
about personal words with
personal details
structures and utterances, with details. Can
very basic
and particular
sentence
much pausing
interact in a
linear
concrete
patterns in a
to search for
simple way but connectors
situations.
memorized
expressions, to communication like ‘and’ or
repertoire.
articulate less
is totally
‘then’.
familiar words,
dependent on
and to repair
repetition,
communication. rephrasing and
repair.
Note. From Common European framework of reference for language, (p. 28), by Council of
Europe, 2001, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. Copyright 2001 by Cambridge University
Press. Adapted with permission.
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APPENDIX B
INDEPENDENT SPEAKING RUBRICS OF TOEFL IBT TEST
Table B1. Independent Speaking Rubrics of TOEFL IBT Test
Score
4

3

GENERAL
DESCRIPTION
The response
fulfills the demands
of the task, with at
most minor lapses
in completeness. It
is highly intelligible
and exhibits
sustained, coherent
discourse. A
response at this
level is
characterized by all
of the following:
The response
addresses the task
appropriately but
may fall short of
being fully
developed. It is
generally intelligible
and coherent, with
some fluidity of
expression, though
it exhibits some
noticeable lapses
in the expression of
ideas. A response
at this level is
characterized by at
least two of the
following:

DELIVERY
Generally wellpaced flow (fluid
expression).
Speech is clear.
It may include
minor lapses, or
minor difficulties
with
pronunciation or
intonation
patterns,
which do not
affect overall
intelligibility.

LANGUAGE USE
The response
demonstrates
effective use of
grammar and
vocabulary. It exhibits
a fairly high degree of
automaticity with good
control of basic and
complex structures
(as appropriate).
Some minor (or
systematic) errors are
noticeable but do not
obscure meaning.

Speech is
generally clear,
with some
fluidity of
expression,
though minor
difficulties with
pronunciation,
intonation,
or pacing are
noticeable and
may require
listener effort at
times (though
overall
intelligibility is
not significantly
affected).

The response
demonstrates fairly
automatic
and effective use of
grammar and
vocabulary, and fairly
coherent expression
of relevant ideas.
Response may exhibit
some imprecise or
inaccurate use of
vocabulary or
grammatical
structures or be
somewhat limited in
the range of structures
used. This may affect
overall fluency, but it
does not seriously
interfere with the
communication of the
message.

TOPIC
DEVELOPMENT
Response is
sustained and
sufficient to the
task. It is generally
well developed and
coherent;
relationships
between ideas are
clear (or clear
progression of
ideas).

Response is mostly
coherent and
sustained and
conveys relevant
ideas/information.
Overall
development is
some- what limited,
usually lacks
elaboration or
specificity.
Relationships
between ideas may
at times not be
immediately clear.

(Table B1 continues)
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Table B1. (continued)
Score
2

1

0

GENERAL
DESCRIPTION
The response
addresses the task,
but development of
the topic is limited.
It contains
intelligible speech,
although problems
with delivery and/
or overall
coherence occur;
meaning may be
obscured in places.
A response at this
level is
characterized by at
least two of the
following:

The response
addresses the task,
but development of
the topic is limited.
It contains
intelligible speech,
although problems
with delivery and/
or overall
coherence occur;
meaning may be
obscured in places.
A response at this
level is
characterized by at
least two of the
following:

DELIVERY
Speech is
basically
intelligible,
though listener
effort is needed
because of
unclear
articulation,
awkward
intonation, or
choppy
rhythm/pace;
meaning may
be obscured in
places.

LANGUAGE USE
The response
demonstrates limited
range and control of
grammar and
vocabulary. These
limitations often
prevent full expression
of ideas. For the most
part, only basic
sentence structures
are used successfully
and spoken with
fluidity. Structures and
vocabulary may
express mainly simple
(short) and/or general
propositions, with
simple or unclear
connections made
among them (serial
listing, conjunction,
juxtaposition).

Consistent
pronunciation,
stress and
intonation
difficulties cause
considerable
listener effort;
delivery is
choppy,
fragmented, or
telegraphic;
frequent pauses
and hesitations.

Range and control of
grammar and
vocabulary severely
limit or prevent
expression of ideas
and connections
among ideas. Some
low-level responses
may rely heavily on
practiced or formulaic
expressions.

TOPIC
DEVELOPMENT
The response is
connected to the
task, though the
number of ideas
presented or the
development of
ideas is limited.
Mostly basic ideas
are expressed with
limited elaboration
(details and
support). At times
relevant substance
may be vaguely
expressed or
repetitious.
Connections of
ideas may be
unclear.

Limited relevant
content is
expressed. The
response generally
lacks substance
beyond expression
of very basic ideas.
Speaker may be
unable to sustain
speech to complete
the task and may
rely heavily on
repetition of the
prompt.

Speaker makes no attempt to respond OR response is unrelated to the topic.

Note. From TOEFL iBT test independent speaking rubrics, by Educational Testing Service, 2014,
Retrieved from https://www.ets.org/s/toefl/odf/toefl_speaking_rubrics.pdf. Copyright 2014 by
Educational Testing Service. Adapted with permission.
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APPENDIX C
BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE: JAPANESE VERSION
クラス：

番号：

氏名：

セクション1：学校外での英語学習経験
どこで習っていまし
何を習っていまし
たか？（例：塾、公
たか？（会話、文
文、英会話、家庭教
法、学校授業の復
師、など）
習など）
小
学
校
入
学
前

小
学
生

中
学
生

高
校
生
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いつ習っていまし
たか？（例：3歳
、中3、高校2年、
など）

どれくらい習って
いましたか？（例
：週1で1年、1ヶ月
、など）

セクション2：海外経験
国名（例：ア
メリカ、フラ
ンス、など）

いつ行きました／住んで
いましたか？（例：2010
年、2009〜2010など）

どのくらい滞在しま
したか？（例：1年
間、1週間、など）

目的は何ですか？（例：
観光、修学旅行、語学研
修、親の仕事、など）

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

セクション3：英語資格、テストについて
取得級
英検
（1次のみの場合は「1次のみ」に◯を
つけて下さい。）

得点
級

1次のみ

TOEIC
TOEFL
その他（TOEIC Bridge,など）
テストの名前：
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いつ取得しましたか？

セクション4：英語学習についての意識
• 以下の 3 つの質問に対して、Reading, Listening, Writing, Speaking の 4 つの中からそれぞ
れ選び、記入してください。
1位

2位

3位

4位

1.あなたが得意な活動の順位
を書いてください。
2.
あなたが好きな活動の順位を
書いてください。
3.
あなたが伸ばしたい能力の順
位を書いてください。

•

「英語が使える」とはどういうことだと思いますか。自由に書いてください。
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APPENDIX D
BACKGROUND QUESTIONNAIRE: ENGLISH VERSION
Class:

No.:

Name:

Section 1: English Learning Experience Outside of School
Where did you
study?（e.g.,
Jyuku, Kumon,
Eikaiwa, katei
kyoshi)

What did you study?
(e.g., Conversation,
grammar, review of
the school classes)

Before
Elementary
School

Elementary
School

Junior high
school

Senior
high
school
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When did you
study? (e.g., 3
years old, Grade 9,
and Grade 11)

How long and how
often did you
study? (e.g., Once
a week for one
year, once a
month）

Section 2: Overseas Experience

Name of the country
（e.g., U.S.A,
France, Canada）
1.

When did you go or
live overseas? (e.g.,
2010, 2001~2005)

How long did you stay
overseas? (e.g., For 1
year, for one month)

What was the purpose?
(e.g., Sightseeing,
school excursion,
language study,
parents’ business)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Section 3: English Proficiency and Scores
Grade
Eiken (STEP)
(Circle “1st stage” if you only passed
the first stage of the examination)

1st –stage

TOEIC
TOEFL
Other test（TOEIC Bridge, and so
on）
Name of the test：
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Score

When did you take the
examination?

Section 4: Perception of English Language Learning
• Rank the following four language skills--Reading, Listening, Writing, Speaking--from 1 to 4 (1 =
Highest; 4 = Lowest)
1st

2nd

3rd

1. Skills you are good at
2. Skills you like
3. Skills you want to
develop

• Please write your opinion freely. What does Eigo ga tsukaeru [Be able to use English] mean?
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4th

APPENDIX E
RATER GUIDELINES
Please read and consider the following guidelines. They will help to standardize the rating
process so as to facilitate reliability across all raters. The guidelines are divided into three
sections: 1) general information about the rating scale, 2) rating process, and 3) additional
guidelines that will help increase rater reliability.
1. General information
The purpose of this research is to assess the effectiveness of Genre-based instruction on
Academic Speeches. 32 Japanese students studied a macro genre academic monologic speech as
well as 3 micro genres: 1) procedure, 2) definition, 3) causation. The students had the pretests
before the 3-week intervention and took the posttests for each micro genre speech. The prompts
for each genre speech are:
1) “Explain how to write a good research paper” (procedure)
2) “What is school? Define the concept” (definition)
3) “Many Japanese high school students go to university for various reasons. What would
make you decide to go to university? Why do you study?” (causation)
The 32 students gave the final academic monologic speech (Oral summary) about their research
project in the end of the school year, while other 31 students (control group) gave the same type
of speech for comparison.
The rating scale consists of 3 analytical categories and one holistic score:
1.
2.
3.
•

Language-grammatical resources (vocabulary/grammar [range and control])
Delivery (Pronunciation/Intelligibility/Fluency)
Structure/Coherence (Topic development/Amount of information/ Discourse relevance)
Overall Performance (Task completion)- This score is not the sum of the three above
or the average score of the three. Please rate the overall performance as an independent
score.

2. Rating process
Please follow these instructions when rating the performances.
1.

2.

Preparation:
a. Open the music folder in the iPad.
b. Keep the rating sheet ready to hand.
c. Check the student ID on the rating sheet is identical to that in the folder.
Familiarization
a. Read and understand the prompt for the task on the rating sheet.
b. Study the scale categories (1-5) on the speaking rating scale sheet carefully.
c. Familiarize yourself with the descriptors on the speaking rating scale sheet.
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3.

4.

Rating
a. Listen to the performance.
b. Rate the student on the 3 analytic categories using the 5-point scale and write the
scores down in the corresponding boxes in the rating sheet.
c. Rate the student on the overall performance using 5-point scale and write the score
down in the corresponding box in the rating sheet.
Check:
a. Check your ratings. Listen to the performance again if necessary and make
adjustments where appropriate.
b. Make sure all categories of all students are assessed and the scores are written down
in the boxes.
c. Keep the iPad and the rating sheets in the envelope. When all the ratings finish,
please send me email (shuji.kojima@temple.edu). I will come to pick it up.

3. Additional guidelines
1. Target population
The participants are high school students who have studied English as a foreign language for
about 6 years as subjects. Therefore, it is not realistic to assume a native like proficiency as a
model. Their English proficiency levels range from CEFR A2 and B2.
2. Internal consistency
Expert judgement based on the descriptors and raters’ knowledge is highly appreciated but please
keep internal consistency for all the ratings.
3. Overall score
This score is not necessary an average score of 3 analytical scores. Mark this score as an
independent score to represent how well the student completed the designated task.
4. Central tendency effect
Please be aware of the central tendency effect, i.e. a tendency in human judgement to avoid
extreme statements. Do not shy away from categories 1 and 5 when you think they are justified.
5. Bias effect/ Halo effect
Please be aware of the bias effect/halo effect, i.e. the perception of one category is influenced by
the perception of another one. Discriminate carefully between different categories.
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